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Abstract
The central argument of this thesis is that melancholy for the lost primordial object – the mother – is observable
in Eleanor Dark’s first three novels: ‘Pilgrimage’, Slow Dawning (1932), and Prelude to Christopher (1934).
Unable to be mourned, the lost mother haunts the landscape of Dark’s novels and her characters’ psyches; her
simultaneous presence/absence is discernible through Dark’s many allusions to music, the primacy of maternity
as a thematic concern, as well as the novelist’s treatment of mental illness. I interpret the inability of Dark, or
her female protagonists, to mourn the mother as symptomatic of melancholia – a pathological response to loss
that has a history dating back to antiquity.
This thesis analyses Dark’s thematic and textual engagement with melancholia by drawing on Freud’s seminal
essay on melancholia – ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917) – and Kleinian object relations theory. I contend
that ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher are examples of modernist melancholia: a political literary
movement that drew on the symptomatology of melancholia in order to testify to a collective modern inability to
mourn. Although not a work of modernist melancholia, I read Slow Dawning as engaging with a distinctly
female experience of melancholy for the pre-oedipal mother. Charting the progression of Dark’s engagement
with melancholy from ‘Pilgrimage’ through to Prelude to Christopher makes clear that Dark’s choice of the
modernist form was irrevocably tied to her thematic and textual engagement with melancholia.
A form of rebellion, revolt, and active social intervention, melancholia has political power. Examining the
political potential of Dark’s modernist melancholic texts refutes criticisms of her refusal to participate in
collective political action. In contrast to such claims, this thesis regards Dark’s writing as her preferred method
of political engagement and argues that her novels signify her participation in public debates and contentious
issues of her time. While her engagement with modernist melancholia enabled her to speak to the psychological
crisis of her society, the strong feminist content of Slow Dawning and Dark’s critique of the eugenics movement
in Prelude to Christopher sees her illuminate forms of social crisis.
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Introduction

In Eleanor Dark’s oeuvre, the number of motherless children is striking. Dead or otherwise notably absent
mothers abound in Dark’s novels, coupled with a recurring desire for maternity in her central female
protagonists. For the vast majority of these characters, however, maternity is denied: through death as the result
of pregnancy or childbirth, miscarriage, an inability to conceive, eugenic conceptions of ‘fit’ parentage, or a
patriarchal society that rules motherhood outside of marriage taboo. The spectres of dead mothers, and would-be
mothers, haunt the pages of Dark’s novels. Paradoxically their absence is palpably present, from Dark’s very
first attempt at a novel, ‘Pilgrimage’, through to her last modernist novel, The Little Company (1945). These
ghostly apparitions collectively stimulate intrigue and indicate an unexplored facet of Dark’s body of work –
melancholy for the lost mother as a central thematic and textual preoccupation.
In analysing the curious absence of mothers in Dark’s oeuvre, it is of value to note Dark’s own circumstances.
Dark was twelve when her mother, Eleanor O’Reilly, passed away after being admitted to Callan Park Hospital
in 1914; the causes of her death are listed as exhaustion and acute delirious mania (O’Reilly, Time 78-81).
Mental illness also affected other members of the family, as Dark’s biographers note: ‘her father suffered from
depression, her aunt from Mosman was a bit erratic, and one of her uncles had psychiatric treatment’ (Brooks
and Clark 113). Mental illness also afflicted Dark’s sister-in-law who suffered from melancholia and lived in an
institution for much of her life (Brooks and Clark 113).
The tragedy of thwarted maternity is also a thematic concern which can be allied to Dark’s experience. Dark
began writing her first modernist novel, Prelude to Christopher, in 1930 – a year after her only biological child
Brian Michael Dark was born (Brooks, Coda 187).1 Eleanor and her husband Eric had been married nine years
before they had a child. In her coda to the Halstead Classics edition of Prelude to Christopher (2011), Barbara
Brooks writes that Eric was anxious about Eleanor having a child as he feared it would exacerbate an existing
kidney disorder (Coda 187). Eric’s fear for Eleanor’s health was likely influenced by the death of his first wife
soon after the birth of their son, John (Brooks, Coda 187).
In Time and Memory in the Novels of Eleanor Dark (2009), Helen O’Reilly argues that Dark’s creative impulse
was influenced by personal experiences:
Dark was reaching into her own reservoir of memory and transfiguring her own experience in the
characters, events and locations of her novels. In this oblique way, and through this unique form of
modelling, Dark reveals little known areas of her life. (2)
Arguably, among these ‘little known areas of her life’ is the lasting trauma of her mother’s mental illness and
death. The central argument of this thesis is that the collective of motherly spectres in Dark’s oeuvre is symbolic

1

Eleanor was also stepmother to Eric Dark’s son, John, from his first marriage.
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of the writer’s melancholy for her mother. The inability to mourn2 the mother is an experience also shared by
the female protagonists of her first three novels: ‘Pilgrimage’, 3 Slow Dawning (1932), and Prelude to
Christopher (1934). Unable to be mourned, the mother haunts the landscape of Dark’s novels and her
characters’ psyches.4 I argue that the presence of the mother’s spectre is observable in Dark’s first three novels
through the many allusions to music,5 the primacy of maternity to her heroines, and Dark’s thematic treatment
of mental illness. The inability of Dark or her female protagonists to mourn the lost mother I interpret as
symptomatic of melancholia – a pathological response to loss that has a history dating back to antiquity.
While melancholia is better known today as clinical depression, with more current medical theories of
depression including ‘biological imbalance’, ‘response to psychological trauma’ or even ‘learned helplessness’,
this thesis will favour the term ‘melancholia’ over depression (Radden 49; Peterson et al. 12-13). This is because
before depression arose as a diagnostic category, the symptoms of pathological grief were attributed to
melancholy (Pereira 421-422). It is my intention to analyse melancholy for the mother exhibited in Dark’s first
three novels through drawing on psychoanalytic theories of melancholia that were prevalent during the time in
which she was writing – predominantly the 1920s–1940s. In psychoanalytic theory, the mother is the primordial
lost object; she is the first object of love and the first to be grieved. As chapter one of this thesis will show,
Sigmund Freud’s landmark essay ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917) was, and continues to be, the
foundational text for subsequent theoretical approaches to mourning (Ramazani 28). In the essay, Freud
describes melancholia as a pathological reaction to grief; it is an inability, or refusal, to mourn that which has
been lost. Offering rich descriptions of the symptoms of melancholia, this essay serves as the foundation for my

2

In using the phrase ‘inability to mourn’ interchangeably with melancholia in this thesis, I wish to acknowledge its strong
association with Alexander and Margarete Mitscherlich who popularised the expression. Married German psychiatrists, the
Mitscherlichs co-authored The Inability to Mourn: Principles of Collective Behaviour in 1967. Through drawing on
psychoanalytic theory, the authors analysed the ways in which the German public had dealt with their Nazi past since the end
of the Second World War. The Mitscherlichs argued that the German people had collectively employed psychological
defence mechanisms in order to prevent themselves from having to confront the intense emotions of guilt and shame arising
from the horrors and atrocities perpetrated by the Nazi regime. As Martin Jay explains: ‘Rather than acknowledging that
Hitler had served for millions as an object of deep libidinal commitment, a collective ego ideal whose painful absence had to
be fully confronted, many Germans preferred the easier path of denial and forgetting’ (69). The inability to mourn the loss of
their narcissistic ego ideal, Hitler, also saw the German people unable to mourn the victims of his Nazi regime (Martin Jay
69).
3

While ‘Pilgrimage’ remains unpublished I intend to read it as Dark’s first attempt at a novel.

A reading of Dark’s modernist oeuvre illuminates that the early loss of the mother is an experience shared by all her main
protagonists. Anne Heritage, the heroine of ‘Pilgrimage’, loses her mother when she is twelve; Valerie Spencer in Slow
Dawning (1932) is an orphan; Linda Hendon’s mother is never even mentioned in Prelude to Christopher (1934) –
presumed dead; Helen Denning in Sun Across the Sky (1937) is an orphan; Ian Harnett is a widower in Waterway (1945),
leaving his two young sons without a mother, and Lesley and Winifred Channon’s mother is dead; in The Little Company
(1945), Gilbert, Marty, and Nick Massey’s mother dies in childbirth.
4

That the lost mother haunts her heroine’s psyches, I contend, is exhibited through their strong desire for motherhood.
However it is a yearning that remains unfulfilled: Anne Heritage dies from complications resulting from childbirth in
‘Pilgrimage’; the social taboo against having a child out of wedlock prevents Valerie Spencer from becoming a mother in
Slow Dawning (1932) and Valerie’s friend, Kitty Hunter, dies from complications resulting from childbirth; in Prelude to
Christopher (1934) Linda Hendon miscarries the child she has conceived with her lover and is denied children by her
eugenicist husband; Susan Maclean suffers a miscarriage in Return to Coolami (1936); Helen Denning cannot have a child
due to her abhorrence of physical intimacy in Sun Across the Sky (1937); Virginia Massey dies as a result of an ectopic
pregnancy in The Little Company (1945).
5

Dark’s mother was a pianist (Brooks and Clark 13).
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interpretation of the characteristics of the central protagonists of ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher as
being symptomatic of melancholia.
While he was the founder of psychoanalysis, credited with discovering the unconscious 6 and developing ‘the
talking cure’,7 Freud confessed to feeling unable to map the pre-oedipal stage of psychic development. In this
dissertation, I use the term pre-oedipal to refer to the period of psycho-sexual development prior to the Oedipus
complex ‘in which the attachment to the mother is predominant’ (Wright 345). In his 1931 essay ‘Female
Sexuality’, Freud identifies the girl’s pre-oedipal stage as being particularly ‘shadowy and almost impossible to
revivify’ and postulated that it would be women analysts who would pioneer insights into this stage of
development (226). Freud’s theory that the girl’s attachment to the father as the primary object of love in the
Oedipus complex was preceded by ‘an equally strong attachment to her mother’ in the pre-oedipal period
(‘Female Sexuality’ 227) was predominantly expanded upon by child analysts Anna Freud and Melanie Klein.
Klein, in particular, developed a theory that posited as central the relation of the infant to the mother in early
psychic life.
In her object-relations theory,8 Klein proposed that the pre-oedipal mother was the first object of love for the
child and the first to be incorporated into their inner world. Although the infant’s attachment to the mother is
6

The field of psychoanalysis began with Sigmund Freud’s ‘discovery’ of the unconscious during his research into hysteria
with Josef Breuer, documented in Studies on Hysteria (1895) (Wright xiii). Freud theorised that the unconscious was a
realm situated between perception and consciousness and that fantasies repressed in the unconscious had the ability to
manifest physical symptoms, such as those evidenced in hysteria (Wright 84; Nardone and Salvini 7). This led to Freud’s
initial theory of the repressed sexual origins of neurosis, followed by his discovery of the oedipal triangle in childhood
psycho-sexual development (Schwartz 65, 78). Over the course of his career, Freud pioneered key psychoanalytic theories –
including psychological and sexual development, the meaning of dreams, the life (eros) and death (thanatos) instincts, and
defence mechanisms – and even extended his metapsychology to incorporate theses on the anthropological and social origins
of the species as well as speculations on art and religion.
7

In his development of ‘the talking cure’, Freud realised that the somatic symptoms of hysteria could be lessened through
‘reading’ and treating the repressed conflicts evident in the patient’s unconscious (Vine, Introduction 1). Elizabeth Wright
credits Freud’s study under the French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot as inciting his interest in treating illnesses which
appeared organic – with physiological symptoms – through purely verbal techniques such as hypnosis (127-128). One of the
best known hysterics from Freud’s and Breuer’s Studies on Hysteria, Anna O., described her treatment as ‘the talking cure’ –
a phrase Freud deemed apt for describing psychoanalytic treatment (Wright 128). ‘The talking cure’ refers to the central
cornerstone of psychotherapy – the belief that talking has the potential to cure psychological illness (Jaffe 1). Lee Jaffe
writes that the word ‘cure’ in the phrase ‘the talking cure’ is not used in the same manner as the elimination of physical
disease – rather, the talking cure refers to ‘psychotherapeutic interventions that reduce psychologically based suffering and
psychopathological dysfunctionality’ (vii). The aim of psychoanalysis is to increase mental health through ‘finding
successful adaptations that minimize pain, that maximize pleasure, and that permit an adaptation that fits within the demands
of external reality’ (Jaffe vii). The presence of the psychoanalyst is paramount to the benefits of the talking cure as the
frequency of treatment comes to produce ‘a deep connection between the patient and the analyst’ (Jaffe 1). The relationship
created between analyst and their patient (analysand) facilitates their working through of emotional conflicts through the
process of transference (Jaffe 1). The psychoanalytic term transference refers to the process in which an analysand
unconsciously identifies the analyst with an important childhood figure (typically the mother or father) and unconsciously
projects infantile wishes associated with the figure onto the analyst (Wright 431).
8

Object relations theory was developed in the United Kingdom principally by Melanie Klein, Donald Woods Winnicott, W.
Ronald D. Fairbairn, and Michael Balint (Colman 519). Andrew Colman explains that the phrase ‘object relations’ refers to
‘the emotional bonds that people form with instinctual objects, in contradistinction to interest in and love of oneself. It is
given expression through capacity to form loving relationships with other people, any such bond being called an objectrelationship’ (519). Object relations theory proposes that there is ‘a whole inner realm of objects, an unconscious world
within that is in interplay with external reality’ (Nardone and Salvini 12). Melanie Klein’s writings theorise ‘how aspects of
the very early relationship of the child with his parents were internalized and built up his inner world of objects’ (Nardone
and Salvini 12).
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exclusive in the pre-oedipal stage, this phase was not characterised by blissful, dyadic oneness according to
Klein. While Freud idealised the mother, calling the mother-son relationship ‘the most perfect, most free from
ambivalence of all human relationships’ (Freud, ‘Femininity’ 133), Klein argued that the infant’s early relation
to the mother was inherently ambivalent; it comprised not only of loving impulses but also of aggression, terror,
and persecutory anxiety (Sánchez-Pardo 83). She expanded on Freud’s undeveloped theory that female paranoia
eventuated from a pre-oedipal fear of being killed, or ‘devoured’, by the mother (Freud, ‘Female Sexuality’ 227)
and, in so doing, painted infantile psychic life as dominated by terror and anxiety towards an all-powerful,
omnipotent mother. Her thesis that the death drive was particularly powerful in infants led her to argue that
sadistic, aggressive trends exercise control over the child’s psyche, making them attack and destroy the
terrifying pre-oedipal mother in phantasy.9 Hence, in the Kleinian schema, the pre-oedipal mother, or the
primordial lost object, is ‘lost’ as a result of the child’s destructive and aggressive impulses. This loss induces
melancholy in the infant as they progress in their psycho-sexual development.
Klein posits that melancholia is a core part of psychological development; it is an infantile psychic process that
is reactivated with each loss. Freud’s inability to perceive the mother as figuring in an ambivalent love
relationship,10 which he proposed to be a central factor in the development of melancholia, renders his
theoretical framework unsuitable to my proposal to interpret the lost mother as the root cause of the melancholia
exhibited by Dark and her female protagonists. As such, ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ will mainly be used to
provide a symptomological framework for my reading of Dark’s heroines as melancholics. Instead of following
Freud’s thesis that melancholia occurs due to ‘the narcissistic movement of turning back upon the ego’, this
dissertation favours Klein’s interpretation of melancholia as a mode of object relations (Sánchez-Pardo 9).11 As
Freud’s landmark essay and Klein’s object relations theory inform my reading of Dark’s melancholic heroines,
this thesis opens with an examination of their contributions to psychoanalytic interpretations of melancholia.
Shifting in focus from the individual experience of melancholia to the collective, chapter two considers the
affective disorder as a social phenomenon communally experienced by the modern public. As Sanja Bahun
writes, an inability to mourn was an experience by no means unique in the opening decades of the twentieth
century. In Modernism and Melancholia (2014), Bahun argues that melancholia was, in fact, emblematic of the
modern condition (8). The rapid changes of modernity and the atrocities of the First World War were collective
9

Phantasy pertains to mental activity that is unconscious. See chapter 1 for a more detailed account of the psychoanalytic
concept.
10

Peter Homans writes, for instance, that Freud ‘proposed a simple, positive oedipal view of his own relationship to his
mother, a view challenged by much current writing, which suggests that the relationship was far more primitive and
ambivalent’ (98). Consequently, this produced a ‘blind spot’ in his psycho-sexual theory – centred as it was on the Oedipal
situation in which the young boy fantasises loving their mother and killing their father. Madelon Sprengnether writes that
Freud’s unconscious ambivalence towards the mother is evidenced in his delineation of the pre-oedipal mother as a
subversive figure who threatens masculine identity and patriarchal culture (5). For further scholarly work on Freud’s
ambivalence towards the pre-oedipal mother see Jonte-Pace.
This thesis also favours Klein’s interpretation of melancholia due to the gender bias evident in Freud’s seminal essay.
Drawing on the work of Juliana Schiesari, Luce Irigaray, and Kaja Silverman, feminist psychoanalytic theorists, in chapter
two enables the unification of two preoccupations observable in Dark’s first three novels: psychoanalysis and feminism. In
deciding to make her melancholic protagonists’ women, in contrast to the Freudian schema which precludes women from
being categorised as melancholic, Dark disrupts the historical conceptualisation of melancholia as being an affective disorder
only experienced by men. This reading offers fruitful possibilities for analysing Dark’s interest in female experiences of
melancholy as being irrevocably entwined with her feminism.
11
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literal and abstract losses unable to be mourned by the modern subject (Bahun 15). The dissolution of traditional
mourning rituals meant that alternative mourning practices needed to be sought by the modern subject (Bahun
8). Bahun regards modernist literature as one such alternate mourning practice and argues that the collective
experience of melancholia influenced ‘not only the modernists’ structure of feeling but also their artistic
strategies’ (8). In other words, melancholia often informed both the tone of modernist literature and the affective
state of its characters, while also inspiring the aesthetic innovations that we now identify as modernist:
‘struggles of ambivalence, experience of dislocation, and feelings of fragmentation in the face of an
unacknowledged, cognitively inaccessible loss (or losses)’ (Bahun 5).
Bahun, Esther Sánchez-Pardo, and Anne Enderwitz employ the term ‘modernist melancholia’ to signify the
melancholic roots of the modernist movement. In directly drawing on the symptoms of melancholia in their
work, literary modernists displayed an ‘unusual tendency to give form to the very impossibility to mourn’
(Bahun 8). In addition to a textual and thematic preoccupation with the affective disorder, modernist
melancholic texts are further distinguished by a categorical refusal to mourn the lost object (Bahun 8-9). Bahun
terms this paradoxical mourning practice ‘countermourning’ (8-9). Drawing predominantly on the work of
Bahun and Sánchez-Pardo, I use the concepts of modernist melancholia and countermourning to analyse
‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher as modernist melancholic texts.12 Their argument that the aesthetic
innovations and thematic concerns of modernist literature were influenced by the collective, modern experience
of melancholia facilitates my reading of Dark’s preoccupation with modernism and melancholia as being
personally, as well as politically, motivated – a means of actively engaging with her society.
In their repudiation of mourning, Bahun writes, modernist writers retain the lost object as ‘an integral part of the
text and the reader’s experience thereof’ (8-9). Claire Drewery describes the presence of the lost object in
modernist texts as ‘an allusive entity’ that ‘works against the structure of the narrative’, unable to be articulated
(33). It is the simultaneous presence/absence of the lost object, she argues, that produces disunity and
fragmentation in modernist literature (Drewery 33). As chapters three and five of this thesis will show, the
‘allusive entity’ that textually fragments ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher is the lost mother. My reading
is twofold: I interpret Dark’s preoccupation with mental illness, music, and maternity as evidence of her own
mother’s ghostly presence, while also analysing the melancholia of her female protagonists as the result of
ambivalence towards their own lost mothers. When Prelude to Christopher was published in 1934, critics
praised its uniqueness in Australian fiction.13 Charting the progression of Dark’s engagement with melancholy,
from ‘Pilgrimage’ through to Prelude to Christopher, makes clear that Dark’s choice of the modernist form was
irrevocably tied to her thematic and textual engagement with melancholia. A desire to delineate why Dark
decided to adopt modernism informs my decision to principally analyse her first three novels.

Analysing ‘Pilgrimage’ as a work of modernism enables parallels to be drawn between this early attempt at a novel and
her most celebrated modernist text: Prelude to Christopher. Such a reading illuminates the many ways in which ‘Pilgrimage’
can be considered as the literary forerunner to Prelude to Christopher. While the latter novel mystified critics with its
macabre, sombre plot and its interest in madness, read alongside ‘Pilgrimage’ it is clear that Dark’s interest in abnormal
psychology began a decade earlier. In the ten-year span between the writing of the two novels, I contend that Dark worked
on perfecting the technique that would enable her to textually perform as well as thematically explore the pathology of
melancholia: modernism.
12

13

See for example: Burnell, Franziska, ‘Books of today’ 9, ‘A Novelist’ 32, Franklin ‘A Remorseless Novel’ 125-128.
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While melancholia is a central thematic concern which also influences the stylistic innovations of ‘Pilgrimage’
and Prelude to Christopher, Dark’s engagement with the affective disorder is subtler in Slow Dawning. A work
of popular fiction that adheres to the conventions of the romance genre, Slow Dawning differs in tone and style
from ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher. However, in chapter four I contend that the novel represents a
distinctly female experience of melancholy for the lost pre-oedipal mother. Feminist theorists argue that the
maternal qualities of romantic heroes figure them as symbolic of the pre-oedipal mother to the heroine/reader
(Radway 95; Miles 2). Such theorists contend that the emotional demands of women’s nurturing roles leads
them to long for escape into a fictional relationship that mirrors the pre-oedipal situation – a time when the
mother was the sole object of love and the one who cared for their every need (Radway 11, 93). A close analysis
of Dark’s romantic hero illuminates his distinctly maternal characteristics and supports my thesis that, while
more obliquely, Dark continues to engage with female melancholia in Slow Dawning.14
While I treat the loss of the mother as a trauma that exacted great influence upon the thematic and aesthetic
qualities of Dark’s literature, I expand upon the significance of her engagement with melancholia by exploring
its political power. In contrast to perceptions of melancholia as a state of passivity and withdrawal, theorists of
melancholia have reconceptualised the condition as one of revolt and rebellion, claiming it is a form of active
social intervention.15 In this line of thinking, refusing to mourn becomes an active political stance against
continuing to conform to the hegemonic norms and social powers that may have produced the loss (Mox 51). In
other words, in their engagement with the literal and abstract losses produced by the process of modernisation
modernist melancholic texts may be understood as direct interventions into the collective social crises of the
modern condition. Consequently, I argue that Dark’s engagement with melancholia was both personally and
politically inspired. The melancholia experienced by Dark’s female protagonists testifies to the collective
experience of melancholy suffered in the western world in the early decades of the twentieth century.
In examining the political power of melancholia, I seek to refute criticisms of Dark as having consistently
performed a ‘policy of passive resistance to real involvement in collective action’ in comparison to her
Communist writing peers (M. Wyndham 148). In contrast to such assertions of Dark’s lack of political action,
this thesis regards Dark’s writing as her chosen method of political engagement and argues that her novels
signify her participation in public debates and contentious issues of her time. This is observable in the strong
feminist content of Slow Dawning. Drawing on the work of Australian and American literary theorists and
historians – including Susan Sheridan, Carroll Smith-Rosenberg and Elaine Showalter – chapter four of this
thesis reads the heroine of Slow Dawning, Valerie Spencer, as being modelled on the ‘New Woman’: a cultural
figure emblematic of feminist aspirations and dreams of emancipation. Analysing Slow Dawning as an example
of New Woman fiction, a method that was commonly employed by feminists to participate in debates of the first
wave of the women’s movement, demonstrates the political significance of Dark’s novel.

The heroines of Dark’s first three novels are also united by their status as liminal figures; they are marginalised not only
by their melancholic dispositions, but also by their sex and feminist aspirations. The anthropological concept of liminality
informs my interpretation of Dark’s engagement with melancholia and feminism as being grounded by an interest in liminal,
threshold spaces and perspectives. In this thesis I read modernity as producing a state of what Arpad Szakolczai has called
‘permanent liminality’ (211) and extend Szakolczai’s concept to include melancholia.
14

15

See Lepenies, Flatley, Clewell Mourning, Rae, Eng and Kazanjian, Bahun, Traester, Mox, and Spargo.
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That Dark’s preferred method of political engagement was the novel is further demonstrated in Prelude to
Christopher. Described as a tragic story with a ‘queer macabre plot’16 in contemporary reviews, Dark’s focus on
the taboo of hereditary madness in Prelude to Christopher enabled her to critique the tenets of the eugenics
movement – a pseudo-science that proposed selective breeding as the solution to eradicating the mentally or
physically ‘unfit’. In addition to reading the novel’s heroine, Linda Hendon, as a melancholic, I employ Freud’s
concept of the uncanny to analyse Dark’s portrayal of Linda as signifying an evocative depiction of the
dehumanising rhetoric of eugenic discourse. Miri Nakamura’s argument that eugenic discourse influenced the
development of ‘monsters of modernity’ in Japanese literature (2), offers a valuable framework through which
to read Linda as one such ‘monster’. The taboo of her hereditary insanity leads Linda to be transformed into an
uncanny figure of fear and revulsion in the novel. A victim of the inhumane rhetoric of the pseudo-science,
Linda is robbed of her humanity.17 Where melancholia enabled Dark to speak to the psychological crisis of her
society, her engagement with feminism and eugenics saw her illuminate forms of social crisis. Hence, what
unites the two strands of my thesis is Dark’s active literary engagement with a society in crisis.
In The Undead Mother (2002), Christine Wieland argues that at the heart of the modern psychological crisis, the
universal melancholic condition, is an inability to mourn the pre-oedipal mother. Wieland writes that the
violence of the mother’s cultural devaluation in favour of the father, in the psycho-sexual progression from the
pre-oedipal stage to the Oedipal complex, amounts to a psychic form of matricide (40). Drawing on Wieland’s
thesis and Klein’s psychoanalytic concept that female paranoia eventuates from fear of a vengeful and allpowerful pre-oedipal mother enables the unification of the personal and collective forms of melancholia
explored in this thesis. Agreeing with Wieland that western culture is founded on matricide, this thesis proposes
that the root cause of the melancholia experienced by Dark and her heroines, as well as by the collective modern
public, is the present absence of the pre-oedipal mother. Lost as an object of love but unable to be mourned, the
mother exists as a repressed, undead object in the modern psyche (Wieland 40).
Although scholars have alluded to Dark’s interest in Freudian theory and psychoanalysis more generally,18 to
date none have analysed her novels using this theoretical framework. This dissertation reveals that an
investigation into the psychoanalytical undercurrents of Dark’s early work affords insight into her choice of the
modernist form and illuminates unexplored connections between her novels. At the heart of Dark’s creative
drive, this thesis contends, was melancholy for the lost mother and a desire to directly intervene in a society in
crisis.
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While a close reading of Dark’s social critique in Slow Dawning and Prelude to Christopher demonstrates the political
aspect of Dark’s writing, it also serves to indicate the persistence and transformation of fin de siècle cultural formations
within modernism.
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Barbara Brooks asserts that in the storyline of Prelude to Christopher can be heard the ‘echoes of Freud and
psychoanalysis’ (Coda 188). Drusilla Modjeska, likewise, speaks to Dark’s interest in psychoanalysis when she writes that
Dark had been ‘absorbed’ with Freud throughout the 1930s (‘Dialogue’ 5).
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Critical engagement with Dark’s early novels

Scholars have commented only scantly on the affinities between Dark’s novels and the field of psychoanalysis.
In her biography of Dark, for instance, Marivic Wyndham identifies the ‘psychoanalytical skills’ evident in her
construction of character, asserting that Dark’s ‘natural psychoanalytic bent’ enabled her to craft ‘delicate
complex portrayals of landscapes of the mind and heart’ (17, 106). Like Wyndham, Brooks and Drusilla
Modjeska observe the likely influence of Freud, and the field of psychoanalysis more generally, on Dark’s
writing without further analysis; Brooks asserts that in the story of Linda can be heard the ‘echoes of Freud and
psychoanalysis’ (Coda 188) and Modjeska speaks to Dark’s interest in psychoanalysis when she writes that the
author had been ‘absorbed’ with Freud throughout the 1930s (‘Dialogue’ 5). Helen O’Reilly comes closest to
grappling with the influence of psychoanalysis on Dark’s works in her analysis of ‘Pilgrimage’. In her
exploration of the autobiographical elements observable in the novel, O’Reilly critiques the heavy introspection
and self-analysis characteristic of the narrative of ‘Pilgrimage’ and identifies a dual role possessed by the
character of Janet, arguing that Janet acts as both narrator and psychologist (Time 48, 53). Although identified as
an influence on Dark’s writing, the absence of any in-depth scholarship on the psychoanalytic undercurrents of
the author’s oeuvre reveals an important gap in existing literature: to what extent did Dark’s engagement with
psychoanalysis, and melancholia in particular, influence her choice of the modernist form, and how might a
deep exploration of Dark’s early works using the framework of psychoanalytic theory offer a new, nuanced
perspective of Dark’s thematic, textual, and political preoccupations?
Just as the influence of Freud and psychoanalysis on Dark’s writing remains a largely unexplored terrain, so too
is there limited scholarship on ‘Pilgrimage’. In their biography of Dark, Barbara Brooks and Judith Clark
primarily analyse ‘Pilgrimage’ as an apprentice piece, an exercise in writing comparable to a musician turning
away from ‘the emotional ecstasy of his Brahms’ in order to practise his scales (Brooks and Clark 86; Dark,
‘Pilgrimage’ 2). However, their identification of autobiographical elements in the novel, of ‘the nexus between
fiction and “real life” and the way it shifts’ in ‘Pilgrimage’, has been taken up by other scholars who have traced
the interconnections between Dark’s life and the experiences of her main character (90). Reading ‘Pilgrimage’
as a literary work that blurs the boundaries between autobiography and fiction has been the chief mode of
critical engagement with the novel. In her doctoral thesis on Dark, O’Reilly contends that ‘Pilgrimage’ draws
considerable inspiration from the events of Dark’s early life:
Thinly disguised (even the main character’s name, Anne Heritage, is significant) it is Eleanor Dark
remembering her early life, childhood, schooldays during World War I and the years leading up to her
marriage in 1922. (Time 46)
So too does Wyndham argue that ‘Pilgrimage’ contains significant autobiographical content. ‘[A]s author of the
novel and through the character of Janet’, she writes, ‘Dark chronicled and interpreted herself as the Anne in the
novel’ (M. Wyndham 30). In an article featuring an extract of the unpublished novel, Melinda Cooper concurs
with O’Reilly and Wyndham, writing that Anne’s story ‘closely parallels events in Eleanor’s own early life’
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(‘Pilgrimage’ 95). Analysed as evidence of the early stage of Dark’s development as a writer, 19 or for its
autobiographical content, existing scholarship on ‘Pilgrimage’ has not considered the influence of
psychoanalysis on the characterisation of Anne nor on the novel’s themes; neither has scholarship examined
Dark’s evident grappling with the modernist technique in this early work. While it has been noted that certain
passages of ‘Pilgrimage’ anticipate the innovative modernist style that would define her later works (Cooper,
‘Pilgrimage’ 96; O’Reilly, Time 67), no existing literature has examined ‘Pilgrimage’ as an early attempt at
modernism or observed its preoccupation with the affective and aesthetic components of melancholia. As
chapters three and five will show, reading the novel as a work of modernist melancholia enables parallels to be
drawn between the central protagonists and thematic concerns of ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher,
elucidates the depth of Dark’s engagement with psychoanalysis, and offers a new conceptualisation of
‘Pilgrimage’ as the literary precursor to Prelude – her most celebrated modernist novel.
Little more scholarship exists on Dark’s first published novel, Slow Dawning. Critical engagement with the
novel has focused predominantly on Dark’s espousal of feminist politics through her heroine and on her
illumination of the continued social stigmas associated with women’s emancipation in the 1920s and 30s. Such
scholarship has illuminated the influences that shaped Slow Dawning and unearthed the guiding force that
Dark’s feminism played in her life and on her work. Nicole Moore reads Dark’s decision to make her heroine a
doctor, and to chart her many struggles to achieve personal and professional independence, as ‘part of a
deliberate fictional exploration of the contested roles available to women’ (20). So too did Valerie’s status as a
doctor enable Dark to question the gendered nature of emerging medical discourses surrounding sexuality and
reproduction, Moore argues (21); as Slow Dawning’s omniscient narrator wryly observes, a woman possessing
‘a working knowledge’ of her own body was ‘not nice’ (35). Moore’s reading indicates an important aspect
motivating Dark’s writing, and one which I will expand upon in this thesis: her desire to participate in debates
surrounding women’s liberation and other controversial issues that were being discussed in the public sphere.
Susan Carson and Drusilla Modjeska have also analysed the feminist content of Slow Dawning, reading the
novel as evidence of Dark’s dismissal of archaic conceptions of gender roles and the notion of ‘biological
destiny’. Carson interprets Valerie’s rejection of marriage in favour of the modern notion of ‘free love’ as
Dark’s repudiation of the Freudian thesis that ‘sex was destiny’, with Valerie striving to reach for professional
heights and a form of independence unknown by her female predecessors (Making the Modern 36-37). Like
Moore, Modjeska reads the novel as a direct intervention into contemporary debates concerning ‘the woman
question’, arguing that Dark presents a challenge to the idea of women’s continued dependence on marriage for
their status and livelihood (Exiles 217). However, Dark does not merely condemn marriage, Modjeska argues,
but uses her novel to offer a social corrective (Exiles 217). Marriage, Dark appears to proffer, could be ‘purified’
through affording women both ‘economic emancipation and personal dignity’ (Modjeska, Exiles 217).

Brooks and Clark critique the technical flaws evident in ‘Pilgrimage’: ‘It falls between two stools. It’s about transitions –
about stages of development in Eleanor’s writing and her life – and it’s only partly transformed into ‘writing’. It seems as if
she hadn’t quite found the voice she needed yet…Using her own experience in a novel was problematic, intellectually and
technically. She lost the plot – or never believed in it’ (90). O’Reilly, too, identifies the weaknesses of ‘Pilgrimage’, writing
that Dark’s preoccupation with memory in ‘Pilgrimage’ resulted in ‘a novel without forward momentum’ – inhibiting
narrative flow and producing a ‘disjointed’, even ‘convoluted form’ (Time 49, 51, 53).
19
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Although existing literature signals the importance of the feminist content of Slow Dawning to our
understanding of Dark’s political motivations, such scholarship necessarily addresses the narrowness of Dark’s
feminism. As Wyndham has observed, Dark’s feminism was ‘deeply qualified’ by her middle-class alignment,
so that Valerie’s ‘basic sympathies and loyalties’ in Slow Dawning do not lie with the ‘masses of lessereducated women’, nor with those possessing ethnic or sexual minority status, but with the intellectual and
‘enlightened elite’ members of society (M. Wyndham 51). As Cooper likewise identifies in her doctoral thesis
on Dark:
Slow Dawning draws attention to the social prejudices that restricted white, professional, middle-class
women’s full participation in the workplace, making a case for such women to be accepted as equal
citizens. (Middlebrow Modernism 55; emphasis added)
Therefore, it is important to remember that although the novel signals the starting point for thematic concerns
which would continue in her later works, 20 such as the continued marginalisation of women, the potential
political power of Dark’s feminism is dampened by its limited scope. Although Valerie’s individual struggles
seek to embody the collective fight for women’s emancipation, it is the fight of an educated, white, middleclass, heterosexual woman. While the form of feminism Valerie symbolises is narrow, Cooper argues that by
modelling her heroine on the cultural archetype of the New Woman Dark ‘brought an Australian iteration of this
type to an English audience’ (Middlebrow Modernism 59). She identifies the setbacks faced by the New Woman
in seeking to ‘reconcile her career aspirations with her emotional life’ as a trope shaping not only Slow Dawning
but also much of Dark’s early magazine fiction (Cooper, Middlebrow Modernism 69). It is the political potential
of Dark’s participation in New Woman fiction through Slow Dawning that I wish to explore in this thesis – her
engagement with a medium used by women to voice distinctly feminist concerns, protestations, and aspirations.
Analysing Slow Dawning as an example of New Woman fiction enables the revelation of another aspect of
Dark’s political engagement with her society.21
Of the three novels considered in this thesis, Prelude to Christopher has received the most critical attention.
Unique in its unsettling subject matter of a woman’s incipient insanity, and in its modernist style, Prelude to
Christopher established Dark as a new Australian talent; as Humphrey McQueen argues, Prelude (and the
modernist novels to follow)22 situated Dark ‘in world company in the 1930s and far in advance of any of her
resident Australian fellow authors’ (38). Dark’s interrogation of the dehumanising rhetoric of the eugenics
movement in Prelude has been of primary interest in existing literature. Scholars have applauded Dark’s
important illumination of the darker side to a pseudo-science that was rapidly gaining widespread acceptance as
a common-sense solution to racial ‘decline’ and miscegenation. Anne Maxwell, for instance, regards the novel
These recurring thematic concerns include Dark’s critical stance against a patriarchal discourse that sought to deny the
modern woman sexual, professional, and legal equality, the changing nature of heterosexual relationships, and the continued
marginalisation of women (Brooks and Clark 95).
20
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For more scholarship on Slow Dawning, see Coote, Connolly 155-157, Day 33-36, Brooks and Clark 91-96, and Maxwell
‘Humanitarianism’.
For a broader, critical engagement with Dark’s feminism across her novels, see Fogarty 88-122.
22

Like Prelude, Return to Coolami, Sun Across the Sky, and Waterway were also published in the 1930s, and The Little
Company in 1945.
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as a deliberate attempt by Dark to voice her concerns about a movement that was strongly influencing public
sentiment at the time, visible in ‘the patterns of social behaviour that had been developing in Australia between
the wars and which were consequently powerful at the time of her writing the novel’ (‘Education’ 5). Maxwell
elaborates on the political crux of Prelude, claiming that it functions as Dark’s critique of ‘economic efficiency
to the detriment of any vestige of human compassion’; through her novel Dark informs readers that the eugenics
movement sought to rob ‘the human rights of ordinary and vulnerable citizens and their capacity to live
emotionally satisfying lives’ (‘Education’ 4-5).23 That Dark used her novel to respond to an important social
issue is also recognised by Carson, who regards Prelude as presenting ‘a microcosm of the uncertainties and
divisions of Australian attitudes to scientific enquiry in general and medical progress in particular’ in the
interwar period (‘Hy-Brazil’ 124).
As with Slow Dawning, Dark primarily uses the experiences of a female protagonist to engage with the political
imperative driving her novel. Scholarship has recognised Linda, a brilliant but dysgenic scientist, as the
figurehead for Dark’s humanist exploration of the inhumane rhetoric of the pseudo-science. Moore argues that
in choosing a female dysgenic character Dark is also able to also explore the inherent conflicts between nature
and science; the cool rationalism of science cannot take away the primal, biological need for a child that drives
Linda and her eventual suicide (29). Influenced by contemporary discourses on rational reproduction, Linda’s
tragedy is a distinctly modern one, Moore asserts, for had it not been for the growing authority of scientific
rhetoric surrounding heredity and social hygiene in the fin de siècle, both her sanity and her biological right to
motherhood would not have been questioned:
The novel…opens up the question of whether her eventual mental instability, leading to suicide, has a
genetic cause, or has been provoked and reinforced by the very identity given to her by science. She is
mad either because of a gene, or because of the fear of this gene. (27) 24
Although existing literature on Prelude, like Slow Dawning, has recognised the political impetus driving Dark’s
novel, none have explored the distinctly uncanny nature of Dark’s descriptions of her dysgenic central
protagonist, or the revulsion and fear Linda inspires from other characters. Here again the introduction of a
psychoanalytic framework offers a new perspective on Dark’s critique of the eugenics movement. While
Cooper, for instance, notes that Linda is depicted as monstrous—a figure regarded with ‘intense suspicion’ and
loathing by the other characters—she chiefly interprets such representations as facilitating a reader’s empathy
with her (Middlebrow Modernism 102). While I do not disagree that Linda’s poor treatment prompts a reader’s
sympathy, the unmistakable influence of the uncanny on Dark’s characterisation is an unexplored facet of the
author’s political stance on the pseudo-scientific field that deserves further attention. Scholarship has also not
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Maxwell also engages with the novel’s exploration of eugenics; see ‘Biopolitics’.

For more scholarly work on Prelude to Christopher’s interrogation of eugenic discourse, see Cooper, Middlebrow
Modernism 91-126, O’Reilly, Time 67-95 and ‘Linda’s Linoleum’, Noble 79-100, Connolly 157-206, Austin-Crowe 120176, and Modjeska, Exiles 218-220.
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For a broader overview of the novel and its context, see Brooks and Clark 104-139, Day 37-47, Bongiorno, Modjeska ‘A
hoodoo’, and Ailwood.
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previously recognised Linda as a melancholic. Upon reading the manuscript in 1933, P.R. Stephensen25 – who
would go on to publish Prelude in 1934 – commended Dark’s subject matter and alluded to Linda’s
characterisation as a tragic, melancholic literary figure:
In the tragic genre your work is even better than Dowell O’Reilly’s – how’s that for eugenics…if
‘Prelude to Christopher’ is gloomy, so is Hamlet. Let there be gloom. Linda is as truly tragic as
Hamlet, her tragedy is less melodramatic than Hamlet and closer to our age. (qtd. in Brooks and Clark
125-126)
Stephensen’s comparison of Prelude to Shakespeare’s Hamlet, was echoed by a critic for The Sydney Morning
Herald: Linda, they asserted, was ‘a modern Ophelia’ (‘Novels’). Within these comparisons is an oblique
reference to the novel’s preoccupation with melancholia, with Hamlet being one of the most celebrated literary
melancholics. Analysing Linda as a melancholic enables the identification of further political undercurrents in
Prelude; Dark contests not only the dehumanising rhetoric of the eugenics movement, but also the historic
privileging of the male as melancholic, with female melancholy being deemed mere depression. 26
As the guiding thesis of this dissertation concerns melancholy for the lost mother as a central thematic and
textual preoccupation in Dark’s novels, it is valuable to consider the connection existing literature has made
between Dark’s mother and her creative endeavours. The greatest influence of Dark’s mother on her writing has
been made in connection with Linda’s characterisation. O’Reilly contends that Linda’s ‘powerful portrait’ was
based on the author’s memory of her mother’s mental decline, admittance to a mental asylum and death (Time
94). The trauma of that event, Maxwell agrees, would have made a lasting impression on the young Dark:
‘Dark, it seems, had for some time remained sufficiently haunted by her mother’s death that she decided to write
about it’ (‘Education’ 5). Wyndham concurs in distinctly gothic tones as to the influence of her mother’s death,
‘McCulloch’s spirit haunts the passionate rocky terrain in the landscape of her daughter’s writing’, and argues
that as early as ‘Pilgrimage’ we can observe the powerful dynamic of the complex mother-daughter relationship
in Dark’s writing (M. Wyndham 39). These relationships, Carson elaborates, are ‘often passionate, either in
terms of love or hate’ and cast a shadow, or ‘dark place’, over the mother figure in Dark’s writing (Making the
Modern 38). This thesis seeks to extend upon such insights by analysing the mother’s ghost as a haunting
presence in Dark’s body of work. Psychoanalytic theory illuminates the melancholy experienced by Dark and
her protagonists as being the result of ambivalence towards the pre-oedipal mother and the inability to mourn
her loss.
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Stephensen, P.R. Letter to Eleanor Dark. 28 June 1933. MLMSS 4545, Box 24. Eleanor Dark papers, 1849-1980. State
Library of NSW Archives, Sydney, Australia.
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After Prelude to Christopher, Dark published four more modernist novels, Return to Coolami (1936), Sun Across the Sky
(1937), Waterway (1938), and The Little Company (1945), as well as a collection of short stories: Lantana Lane (1959).
For scholarship on the remainder of Dark’s modernist writing, see Cooper and Gildersleeve, Cooper ‘Sydney Harbour’ and
‘Adjusted Vision’, Gildersleeve, Gildfind, Ferrier, Saunders, O’Reilly ‘The poet’ and ‘Dazzling Dark’, Brooks ‘Waterway’,
Carson ‘Surveillance’, and Modjeska ‘Dialogue’.
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Chapter 1
Melancholia:
A Psychoanalytic Perspective

Introduction
I live a living death, my flesh is wounded, bleeding, cadaverized, my rhythm slowed down or interrupted, time
has been erased or bloated, absorbed into sorrow…
– Julia Kristeva1

According to Julia Kristeva, melancholia produces an ‘abyss of sorrow, a noncommunicable grief’ that results in
a sufferer losing ‘all interest in words, actions, and even life itself’ (Black Sun 3). An ambiguous term for an
ambivalent phenomenon, the definition of melancholia changes according to the disciplinary field. Sanja Bahun
writes that melancholia has been interpreted variously as ‘an affect or an affective disorder, a conceptual
construction, a type of behavior (an imagined societal “mood” like Baudelairean “ennui”), and a mere
descriptive, thence a discourse, perception, and interpretation’ (3). The field of psychoanalysis understands
melancholia to be a ‘borderline state between psychosis and neurosis’ with extreme cases bringing the sufferer
to the verge of insanity (Sánchez-Pardo 4). In his 1917 essay ‘Mourning and Melancholia’, Sigmund Freud
describes melancholia as a pathological response to loss and lists its symptoms as:
a profoundly painful dejection, cessation of interest in the outside world, loss of the capacity to love,
inhibition of all activity, and a lowering of the self-regarding feelings to a degree that finds utterance in
self-reproaches and self-revilings, and culminates in a delusional expectation of punishment. (244)
While melancholia is debilitating for the sufferer, it is important to note that the melancholic may be unaware of
what they have lost – it is curiously withdrawn from consciousness – and that this loss may be literal or abstract,
pertaining to a loved person or to a cherished ideal such as liberty, safety, or certainty (Freud, ‘Melancholia’
243). Kyle Mox identifies the elusive nature of the loss at the heart of the melancholic condition in his definition
of melancholia as ‘a persistent, unresolvable attitude of loss towards an object that may not have been in the
subjects’ possession’ (ii; emphasis added). Sociologists like Wolf Lepenies have explored melancholia as an
‘enervating ennui that afflicts entire social groups’ at certain moments in history (vii).
While melancholia as a psychological disorder garnered the interests of psychoanalysts like Freud in the late
nineteenth- and early twentieth centuries, this concept-condition has a long history. In antiquity melancholia was
linked to Saturn, ‘the planet of spirit and thought’: to be melancholy was to be Saturnine (Kristeva, Black Sun
8). The term melancholy originated in writings attributed to Hippocrates, with ‘melancholic’ used to ‘refer to a
1

Kristeva, Black Sun 4.
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disturbed mental state’ (Lepenies 14). The foundations of Hippocrates’ medical theory rested on four humours
(black bile, yellow bile, blood, and phlegm) and four temperaments (melancholic, choleric, sanguine, and
phlegmatic) (Jouanna 13). Black bile was the humor attributed to melancholic temperaments (Jouanna 13). The
importance ascribed to black bile in the development of melancholy is observable in the etymology of the word:
‘Melancholy’, Jennifer Radden explains, ‘comes from two Greek words, melas (black) and khole (bile)’ (ix;
emphasis in original). Aristotle believed that it was black bile that ‘saps great men’ and saw melancholy as ‘a
unique and divine gift’ – one that was connected with genius (Lepenies 166). In so doing, he shifted
understandings of melancholia from a pathological condition to something linked with greatness, with man’s
inherent nature, with ‘his ethos’ (Kristeva, Black Sun 7).2
This chapter outlines the central psychoanalytic theories and essays that inform my analysis of Dark’s first three
novels. It opens with a close reading of Freud’s essays ‘On Transience’ (1916) and ‘Mourning and Melancholia’
(1917) and considers contextual influences, such as the horrors of the First World War, on Freud’s delineation
between normal and pathological mourning, or melancholia. From an examination of Freud’s foundational work
on melancholia, this chapter shifts to consider Melanie Klein’s contributions to the psychoanalytic field. Klein’s
mapping of the pre-oedipal phase of psycho-sexual development unearthed the primacy of the mother-infant
dyad in early psychological life, preceding her cultural devaluation and loss in the Oedipal situation. In contrast
to Freud’s idealisation of the mother, Kleinian theory presents the mother as a truly ambivalent figure; she is
perceived by the infant as being both good and bad, the source of envy and fear, and a figure of love and hatred.
The primacy of the infant’s relationship with the pre-oedipal mother, and the melancholy experienced in her
wake, offers a fruitful theoretical framework through which to analyse Dark’s thematic and textual engagement
with melancholia.

Sigmund Freud: Mourning and Melancholia
Psychoanalysis…like much Modernist literature, set itself the task of finding a language to articulate the muted
malaise of the modern soul.
– Lyndsey Stonebridge3

Tammy Clewell argues that the essays Freud composed in a response to the First World War – notably
‘Thoughts for the Times on War and Death’ (1915), ‘On Transience’ (1916), and ‘Mourning and Melancholia’
(1917) – reflect a societal ‘shift away from the resources of tradition and the sacred’ and towards a modern
inability to mourn (‘Melancholia’ 57). She writes that the emphasis Freud places on the importance of mourning
over a state of perpetual grief in ‘On Transience’ and ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ appears to echo ‘the utopian
goals of the modernist era: the junction to “make it new” and leave the past completely behind’ (Clewell,
‘Melancholia’ 58). Freud’s early pathologising of endless grief is observable in his essay ‘On Transience’
2

For further information on interpretations of melancholia pre-Freud, see Radden 3-44 and Flatley 33-39.

3
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(1915), in which he recalls a summer walk through the countryside before the Great War accompanied by a
‘taciturn’ friend and ‘a young but already famous poet’ (305). 4 While the poet could admire the beauty of the
scenery, we are told that he could feel ‘no joy in it’ for such beauty was transient (Freud, ‘On Transience’ 305).
Freud remarks that the fleetingness of that which is ‘beautiful and perfect’ can produce two contrasting reactions
in the mind: either an ‘aching despondency’ or a ‘rebellion’ against the essential transitory nature of life (‘On
Transience’ 305).
Within certain individuals, he writes, is a demand for the immortality of a loved object (‘On Transience’ 305).
While the poet is rendered despondent by the fated demise of all objects, Freud argues that the transient quality
of what is beautiful does not lessen its worth but, in fact, increases it: ‘A flower that blossoms only for a single
night does not seem to us on that account less lovely’ (‘On Transience’ 305-306). However, his inability to sway
his companions’ feelings toward appreciation, over despondency, leads Freud to interpret that ‘what spoilt their
enjoyment of beauty must have been a revolt in their minds against mourning’ (‘On Transience’ 306). That the
beauty of summer should soon be replaced by the stark landscape of winter, presented to his companions ‘a
foretaste of mourning over its decease’ (‘On Transience’ 306).
Two years later, in ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917), Freud endeavoured to determine the differences
between a pathological reaction to grief – melancholia – and the more normative process of mourning. In the
essay, Freud identifies the causal factors as being the same for both conditions: ‘the reaction to the loss of a
loved person, or to the loss of some abstraction which has taken the place of one, such as one’s country, liberty,
an ideal, and so on’ (‘Melancholia’ 243). However, in individuals of a ‘pathological disposition’, events that
would normally produce mourning instead trigger melancholia (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 243). While the state of
mourning is usually overcome with time, melancholia may persist indefinitely (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 244). The
melancholic suffers from a deeply felt and enduring sadness, ennui and inhibition, and strong feelings of selfloathing (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 244). Freud asserts that all of the characteristics of the melancholic are found in
the mourner, except for ‘the disturbance of self-regard’ (‘Melancholia’ 244). In ‘On Transience’ he had
explained that:
we possess…a certain amount of capacity for love – what we call libido –5 which in the earliest stages
of development is directed towards our own ego. Later…this libido is diverted from the ego on to
objects, which are thus in a sense taken into our ego. If the objects are destroyed or if they are lost to
In ‘A conversation between Freud and Rilke’ (1966), Herbert Lehmann argues that the poet in Freud’s essay is Rainer
Maria Rilke (423).
4

Jonathan Flatley has grappled with the puzzling fluidity with which Freud uses the term ‘libido’ in his work. Flatley
explains: ‘At its most basic, Freud uses libido to refer to the energy, the raw stuff of sexual instinct as it is directed toward
objects and translated into the mental (as opposed to the bodily) sphere’ (44; emphasis in original). In ‘Group Psychology
and the Analysis of the Ego’ (1921), Freud also refers to libido as ‘an expression taken from the theory of the emotions’:
‘We call by that name the energy…of those instincts which have to do with all that may be comprised under the word
“love”’ (90). In the above quote from ‘On Transience’ Freud appears to be using the definition of libido as having to do
with the energy and impulse of love.
5

Yet, in ‘Mourning and Melancholia’, Freud uses ‘libido’ in another sense. Flatley explains that when Freud refers to the
centrality of libidinal attachment in the pathology of melancholia, he is using the term not to refer to ‘“love” as such but the
negative feelings (e.g., “hate”) that sometimes accompany love’ (44). Flatley elaborates: ‘These negative feelings, we
presume, cannot be reduced to or accurately described as libido, unless libido is expanded to mean any kind of affective
attachment to an object’ (44; emphasis in original).
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us, our capacity for love (our libido) is once more liberated; and it can then either take other objects
instead or can temporarily return to the ego. (306)
Mourning involves what Freud calls ‘reality-testing’: a process that demonstrates that the loved object no longer
exists and should culminate in a withdrawal of all libido from that object (‘Melancholia’ 247). Even though
mourning is a painful process, it should result in the ego becoming ‘free and uninhibited again’; ready to attach
its loving energy to a new object (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 245). What initially puzzled psychoanalysts, Freud
writes, is why the detachment of libido from a loved object should be so painful and why, in the process of
mourning, ‘libido clings to its objects and will not renounce those that are lost even when a substitute lies ready
to hand’ (‘On Transience’ 306-307). A naturally ingrained opposition to detaching libido from an object may be
so severe that ‘a turning away from reality’ occurs in the melancholic, coupled with a continued connection to
the object ‘through the medium of a hallucinatory wishful psychosis’ (‘Melancholia’ 244).
While mourning typically occurs after the death of a loved person, Freud regards melancholia as being produced
by more abstract losses, whereby the loved object may not have died ‘but has been lost as an object of love’
(‘Melancholia’ 245). He provides an example of melancholia arising in a woman after the dissolution of an
engagement (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 245). Even if the sufferer ‘knows whom he has lost’ they may not be aware
of ‘what he has lost in him’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 245; emphasis in original). This is because melancholic
object loss pertains to a loss that has been ‘withdrawn from consciousness’, in contrast to mourning in which
‘there is nothing about the loss that is unconscious’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 245). Freud determined ‘an exclusive
devotion to mourning which leaves nothing over for other purposes or other interests’ as the cause of the
inhibition he observed in melancholics (‘Melancholia’ 244). This inhibition is not as readily understood in
melancholia as it is in mourning for ‘we cannot see what it is that is absorbing him so entirely’ (‘Melancholia’
245-246).
Another distinction between mourning and melancholia is that the latter produces an ‘impoverishment’ of the
ego ‘on a grand scale’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 246). While in mourning ‘it is the world which has become poor
and empty,’ in melancholia, Freud writes, ‘it is the ego itself’ (‘Melancholia’ 246). He elaborates on the
‘delusion of (mainly moral) inferiority’ observable in those suffering from melancholia:
The patient represents his ego to us as worthless, incapable of any achievement and morally despicable;
he reproaches himself, vilifies himself and expects to be cast out and punished. He abases himself
before everyone and commiserates with his own relatives for being connected with anyone so
unworthy. He is not of the opinion that a change has taken place in him, but extends his self-criticism
back over the past; he declares that he was never any better. (‘Melancholia’ 246)
Freud goes on to explain that those suffering from melancholia are apt to describe themselves as ‘petty, egoistic,
dishonest’ and ‘lacking in independence’ (‘Melancholia’ 246). This diminution in self-regard is clearly
discernible in Dark’s melancholic protagonist Linda Hendon in Prelude to Christopher. Linda considers herself
nothing more than a parasite feeding on her husband Nigel, believes she is undeserving of other’s kindness, and
experiences a ‘delusional expectation of punishment’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 244). At one point in the novel, a
physician describes Linda’s facial expression as ‘the dumb, dazed, tragic patience of an animal about to be
slaughtered’ (Dark, Prelude 74). Linda also does not experience feelings of shame – another feature of
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melancholia. Freud notes that instead of shame, there is ‘an almost opposite trait of insistent communicativeness
which finds satisfaction in self-exposure’ in the melancholic individual (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 247).
Freud regards the ‘impoverishment’ of the ego identifiable in melancholia as being the result of the loss of an
object which then had the flow on effect of producing a diminution in the ego (‘Melancholia’ 246-247). The
super-ego – a ‘critical agency’ that acts as conscience – rebukes the ego of the melancholic for its purported
moral failings (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 247-248). However, Freud notes that when treating melancholics analysts
are quick to perceive that the moral complaints directed at the self are ‘hardly at all applicable to the patient
himself’; yet ‘with insignificant modifications they do fit someone else, someone whom the patient loves or has
loved or should love’ (‘Melancholia’ 248). These reproaches towards a lost loved object are ‘shifted away from
it on to the patient’s own ego’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 248). Thus, Freud reads the self-criticisms of the
melancholic as aimed at a lost loved object which has been introjected6 into the self (‘Melancholia’ 248).
Ambiguity in a love relationship (parental, spousal, romantic) which culminates in a literal or abstract loss can
produce melancholia; where aggression towards the lost loved object triggers ‘a mental constellation of revolt’
which then transforms into ‘the crushed state’ of melancholia (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 248). While the catalyst for
mourning is often the loss of a real person, the cause of melancholia is ‘a narcissistically experienced rejection
from the loved object’, where an already existing ambivalent attitude towards the object becomes intensified
(Wright 60-61). According to Donald Capps, the melancholic ‘feels that the loss he is now having to endure is
the object’s own fault, that the object abandoned him’, and that the pain of this perceived abandonment is ‘not a
feeling he can openly acknowledge’ (Capps 13). The aggression and vengeful feelings the melancholic has
towards the lost object, therefore, are turned upon the self. Freud explains the mechanism of melancholia as
follows:
An object-choice, an attachment of the libido to a particular person, had at one time existed; then,
owing to a real slight or disappointment coming from this loved person, the object-relationship was
shattered. The result was not the normal one of a withdrawal of the libido from this object and a
displacement of it on to a new one…The object-cathexis7 proved to have little power of resistance and
was brought to an end. But the free libido was not displaced on to another object; it was withdrawn into
the ego. (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 248-249)

Elizabeth Wright defines introjection as: ‘the way the subject in fantasy “takes into itself” objects from the “outside” world
and, henceforth, preserves them “inside” the self’ (176). Sándor Ferenczi coined the term in 1909 while Freud further
developed the concept, at times using ‘introjection’ interchangeably with ‘incorporation’: ‘corporeal fantasies of taking
objects into the body’ (Wright 177). Melanie Klein went on to tie the process of introjection ‘with the emergence of the
depressive position’ (Wright 177).
6

In psychoanalysis, ‘cathexis’ pertains to ‘the emotional charge associated with an instinct’ (Colman 117) and ‘instinct’
refers to ‘a dynamic force of biological origin’ such as innate drives to do with ‘sex, hunger, and self-preservation’ (Colman
380). In ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’ (1920) Freud identified the instinct of self-preservation as eros (the life drive) and
it’s opposite as thanatos (the death drive). The term ‘object-cathexis’ is used to describe ‘the investment of libido in an
instinctual object’ (Colman 518). An ‘instinctual object’ which is invested with libido in an object-cathexis is ‘anything
through which an instinct seeks to attain its instinctual aim, including a person, a part object, or either of these in a person’s
fantasy. It is not necessarily a physical object but rather an object in the sense of a phrase such as object of her desire’
(Colman 380).
7
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In other words, melancholia is the result of an object loss in which libidinal attachment is not withdrawn and
applied to a new object but taken into the ego itself. The libido that has been taken back into the ego ‘induces an
identification8 of the ego with the abandoned object’ (Wright 61). The lost, ambivalent object is then set up in
the psyche as the super-ego: ‘Thus the shadow of the object fell upon the ego, and the latter could henceforth be
judged by a special agency, as though it were an object, the forsaken object’ (Wright 61; Freud, ‘Melancholia’
249). This is the way in which an object-loss transforms into an ego-loss in melancholia (Freud, ‘Melancholia’
249). Despite the conflicting feelings experienced towards the lost loved object, the psychic mechanism of
melancholia produces a situation in which ‘the love-relation need not be given up’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 249).
‘This substitution of identification for object-love’ Freud reads as demonstrating the narcissistic quality of
melancholia; the pathology represents ‘a regression from one type of object-choice to original narcissism’9
(Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 249; emphasis in original).
Feelings of abandonment by the object can be coupled with a belief that the melancholic is to blame for the loss
of the loved object, ‘that he has willed it’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 251). The ambiguity present in love
relationships preconditioning melancholia leads Sánchez-Pardo to regard melancholia and object loss as
‘illnesses of love’; melancholia is a psychic wound inflicted by a conflicted love relationship (5). An enduring,
if pathological, love for the lost object results in the sadistic self-reproaches of the melancholic:
If the love for the object – a love which cannot be given up though the object itself is given up – takes
refuge in narcissistic identification, then the hate comes into operation on this substitutive object,
abusing it, debasing it, making it suffer and deriving sadistic satisfaction from its suffering. The selftormenting in melancholia, which is without doubt enjoyable, signifies…a satisfaction of trends of
sadism and hate which relate to an object, and which have been turned round upon the subject’s own
self. (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 251)
In ‘The Ego and the Id’ (1923) and ‘Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety’ (1926), Freud would further develop
his thoughts on mourning and melancholia. In these later texts, Freud retreated from his thesis that the
psychological wellbeing of the mourner depended on severing all libidinal attachments from the lost object,
arguing instead that melancholia plays a central role in ego development (Rae 16). In ‘The Ego and the Id’, for
example, Freud writes:
At any rate the process [of introjecting the lost loved object], especially in the early phases of
development, is a very frequent one, and it makes it possible to suppose that the character of the ego is
a precipitate of abandoned object-cathexes and that it contains the history of those object-choices. (29)
Wright reads the connection between introjection and identification in Freud’s ‘Group Psychology’ (1921) as follows:
‘…the introjection of others can become a part of the subject’s ego, which then takes on the character of these
identifications’ (177). In ‘The Ego and the Id’ (1923) Freud uses the mechanism of introjection to explain the establishment
of the super-ego as being the result of introjecting the parents into the psyche: ‘…this ego ideal or super-ego’ is ‘the
representative of our relation to our parents. When we were little children we knew these higher natures, we admired them
and feared them; and later we took them into ourselves’ (36). In this later account of introjection, the super-ego as a critical
agency, acting as conscience, ‘remains alien to the ego’ (Wright 177).
8

In Freudian metapsychology, primary narcissism is an early psychological state in which ‘an infant’s libido is entirely
focused on itself’; there is ‘an indifferentiation between ego and id, characterized by a total absence of object relations in
sleep and dreams’ (Wright 177). Here Freud argues that melancholia presents a regression to the psychological state of
primary narcissism.
9
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In this reconceptualisation, Freud argues that the identification process, which he previously tied to melancholia,
is a vital part of mourning; he reinterprets melancholia as ‘a necessary feature of giving up loved objects, as a
precondition for moving on’ (Enderwitz 9). By attributing the character of the ego to lost objects, Freud renders
the ego ‘an elegiac formation’ (Clewell, ‘Melancholia’ 43). Although these later theoretical works signify a
depathologisation of melancholia, Anne Enderwitz contends that Freud’s original formulation is richer in
‘theoretical possibilities’, offering scholars the opportunity for deeper engagement with modernist texts (11). In
agreement with Enderwitz, this dissertation draws upon Freud’s original conceptualisation to analyse Dark’s
novels.10

Melanie Klein: Object Relations Theory
While ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ was, and continues to be, the foundational text of subsequent theoretical and
clinical approaches to mourning (Ramazani 28), other psychoanalysts – including Karl Abraham,11 Sándor
Ferenczi, Sándor Radó,12 and Melanie Klein – contributed insights into the pathological condition. An Austrian
psychoanalyst who pioneered the ‘play technique’ in child therapy, Melanie Klein made important contributions
to psychoanalytic theories regarding the pre-oedipal stage of psychic development. In ‘Female Sexuality’
(1931), Freud postulated that it would be female psychoanalysts who would succeed in mapping the pre-oedipal
phase and, in particular, the psychological development of the girl, admitting: ‘Everything in the sphere of this
first attachment to the mother seemed to me so difficult to grasp in analysis – so grey with age and shadowy and
almost impossible to revivify’ (226).13
Although Hanna Segal refers to Klein as a ‘pupil and follower of Freud’, over the course of her career Klein’s
theoretical work furthered and, at certain points, departed from the generally accepted principles of Freudian
theory (Klein 11). Klein disputed central Freudian concepts, including the unconscious and Freud’s theory of the
drives, choosing to focus her attention instead on anxiety, the death drive, and the mechanisms of introjection
and projection14 (Sánchez-Pardo 4). In clear contrast to Freud’s notion that anxiety was ‘a transformation of

Further, although Freud’s subsequent theorisations on melancholia blur the distinctions between the terms ‘mourning’ and
‘melancholia’, this thesis retains his original conceptualisation of melancholia as a pathological affective state prohibiting
the cessation of grief.
10

To understand the contributions of Karl Abraham to the psychoanalytic understanding of melancholia – particularly his
proposal that ambivalent feelings could be experienced towards the mother – see Abraham ‘Manic-Depressive Insanity’,
‘Development of the Libido’, and ‘Giovanni Segantini’; see also May.
11

12

For more on the contributions of Sándor Ferenczi and Sándor Radó, see Sánchez-Pardo 32-43.

13

The chief female analysts who attempted to develop a child psychoanalytic technique were Anna Freud and Melanie
Klein. Anna Freud and Melanie Klein, however, differed considerably in their approach and theories. For distinctions
between the two female child analysts and their techniques, see Segal, Klein 42-44.
Projection is a process in which the ego ‘disowns unacceptable impulses’ like aggression ‘by attributing them to someone
else; the intolerable feelings are then perceived as coming from the other person who, from then on, appears to the subject as
a persecutor’ (Wright 352-353). Klein recognised projection as a defence mechanism against the destructive tendencies of
the death drive. In her theoretical framework, she stresses the central role of projection in the mother-child relationship. The
infant projects its phantasied experiences and its innate aggression towards the mother who, now imbued with the child’s
destructive tendencies, becomes a powerful persecutory figure.
14
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prohibited desire’, Klein contended that it was ‘the clearest manifestation of the death drive’ and was observable
even in infancy (Sánchez-Pardo 5).15
Klein developed a theory of two positions – the paranoid-schizoid and the depressive positions – which she
regarded to be psychic mechanisms employed by the early, undeveloped ego to handle the internal conflict
between the life and death drives (Wright 191). Her use of the term ‘position’, rather than ‘stage’, points to her
thesis that these are mental structures operable, not just in the child, but in the adult as well (Wright 191). For
Klein, psychic life amounts to a continual oscillation between the paranoid-schizoid and depressive positions
(Sánchez-Pardo 5). The centrality of the depressive position in Kleinian theory displaces the primacy of the
Oedipus complex in Freudian theory, opening up the ability to better understand the female pre-oedipal
relationship with the mother (Wright 192). According to Sánchez-Pardo, Kleinian theory introduced an
understanding of the psyche as being ‘haunted by the dynamics of object loss’ (5). The loss of the mother in
Klein’s metapsychology is a result of the aggression and destructive tendencies of the infant in the paranoidschizoid position. In this thesis, I draw on Kleinian theory to illuminate the centrality of the loss of the mother in
female psychic development and as the cause of the modern inability to mourn, in addition to using this
theoretical framework to explore Dark’s own melancholy for her mother’s loss and the melancholia experienced
by the female protagonists of her first three novels.16
In the 1920s, when Dark was engaged in writing her first novel, Melanie Klein was creating a paradigm shift in
the psychoanalytic field through her work with children (Schwartz 193). Klein’s articulation of infantile psychic
life as comprising ‘a maelstrom of threats and deprivation, of destruction, of fears of retaliation, of an everpresent malevolence, of terrible anxiety, of terror’ (Schwartz 197) produced an unsettling account of
psychological development. In particular, it painted the child’s early relation to the mother as one imbued with
conflicting feelings of love and hate, driven by the contrasting impulses of the life and death drives (SánchezPardo 7). Where Freud’s early theory of mourning was influenced by the context of the Great War, Joseph
Schwartz argues that Klein’s ‘vision of the terrors of the child’s inner world’ was a response to ‘the
uncertainties and brutalities’ that plagued Europe in the aftermath of the war, particularly middle-class anxieties
about proletarian uprising caused by revolutions in Russia, Hungary, and Germany (199). Klein’s understanding
of the inner world of the infant as being sensitive to ‘terror and victimization’ and predisposed to actively
‘rejecting the realities of the external world’ mirrored the anxieties of the external world of the 1920s in which
the certainties of nineteenth-century bourgeois Europe appeared to ‘come apart at the seams’ (Schwartz 208).
As psychoanalysis was already an established discipline by the 1920s, with its own set of theories, Klein’s male
analysts, Sándor Ferenczi and Karl Abraham, suggested that she attempt to map the pre-oedipal terrain of

In Klein’s work anxiety is understood to be the response of the ego ‘to the operation of the death instinct’ (Segal,
Introduction 125). In infancy, anxiety is observable in the feeding situation and the infant’s reaction to it is an ‘expression of
the polarity between the life-instincts and the death instincts’ (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 130). An ‘inability to obtain
satisfaction’ when being breast-fed is a sign that ‘destructive instinctual components tip the balance’, whereas a child’s
‘fixation at the oral sucking level’ is an identifiable expression of the strength of its libido and life-drive (Klein, PsychoAnalysis 130).
15

16

This section is not intended to be a thorough overview of Kleinian metapsychology: instead, my intention is to cover only
the mechanisms and theories applicable to her conceptualisation of melancholia.
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psychological development (Schwartz 208).17 Klein soon realised that a new psychoanalytic technique would be
required to analyse children, for ‘the more primitive nature of the child’s mind makes it necessary to find an
analytic technique especially adapted to the child’ (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 15). Recognising that child’s play
acted as a means through which they could symbolise their unconscious phantasies and anxieties, Klein invented
play analysis, or the play technique, which revolutionised the analysis of children (H. Segal, Introduction 2;
Wright 191). Through her new technique, Klein was afforded access to the child’s ‘most deeply repressed
experiences and fixations and [was] thus able to exert a radical influence on its development’ (Klein, PsychoAnalysis 15). Klein believed that the main aim of child analysis was to lessen the severity of the super-ego18 –
which she believed exerted more pressure on the undeveloped ego of the child than on the adult’s ego – and to
strengthen the ego and support its development (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 12).
In The Psycho-Analysis of Children (1932), Klein argues that child analysis differs from adult analysis only in
terms of technique (15). Although the play technique allowed Klein to map the pre-oedipal stage of
development, it resulted in findings that contrasted with established psychoanalytic theories. Klein, for instance,
discovered that the super-ego developed much earlier than Freud theorised – before the Oedipus complex and
not after its dissolution as Freud had surmised – and that children had ‘a particularly savage super-ego’ in
contradistinction to Freud’s contention that the child’s super-ego was ‘inexistent or weak’ (H. Segal, Klein 44).
Where Freud argued that the female super-ego was weaker than the male’s, Klein contested that it was in fact
‘more potent than the boy’s’ (Freud, ‘Femininity’ 129; Klein, Psycho-Analysis 208). Her finding that the
Oedipus complex commenced ‘roughly in the middle of the first year’ –rebuked Freud’s notion that the Oedipus
complex did not begin until the age of four (Klein, Psycho-Analysis xiv; H. Segal, Klein 45). In addition, Klein’s
play technique allowed her to determine that a child’s object relations began with its relation to part-objects in
the paranoid-schizoid position, preceding the child’s conception of their parents as whole objects (H. Segal,
Introduction 3). As the paranoid-schizoid position is ‘predominant in the first three to four months of life’, this
finding allowed Klein to determine that object relations commence ‘almost at birth’ (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 296,
294).

17

It should be noted that the first discoveries of child analysis were made by Freud. One of his earliest papers on the
neuroses of children is ‘Analysis of a Phobia in a Five-Year-Old Boy’ (1909). As Segal writes, Freud speculated that adult
neurosis was the result of a childhood neurosis experienced at the time of the Oedipus complex (Klein 35). See Freud’s
essay: ‘From the History of an Infantile Neurosis’ (1918).
Klein’s ideas about the nature of the super-ego and the history of its development differ from Freud’s. For Klein, the
super-ego is formed before the Oedipus complex in contrast to Freud’s views that the genesis of the super-ego is connected
with the overcoming of the Oedipus complex (Holder 81). Furthermore, while Freud argued that the severity of the superego was the result of it being an agency produced by the introjection of the father – ‘whose prohibitions and commands it
repeats’ – Klein stressed that it is the strength of the impulses of the life and death drives in the infant that creates an early
super-ego that is particularly severe (Sánchez-Pardo 61). As Sánchez-Pardo elaborates, according to Klein: ‘in no period of
life is the opposition between ego and superego so strong as in early childhood’ (61).
18

Klein’s model of the super-ego regards it as ‘a melancholic agency’: built by identification with the introjected lost mother
and father objects (Sánchez-Pardo 61). The lost mother and father objects are not true reflections of the external mother and
father but are distorted by phantasy (Sánchez-Pardo 61). Klein also differed from Freud’s conception of a singular super-ego
in her notion that ‘children set up all kinds of ego ideals’ and, therefore, possess multiple super-egos (Holder 87). However,
as Alex Holder notes, the most important super-ego in Kleinian theory is ‘the original, archaic (castrating and cannibalistic)
one, into which the subsequent superegos cannot…be integrated’ (87).
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The Paranoid-Schizoid Position
Klein contended that sufficient ego exists at birth in order for the infant to experience anxiety, employ defence
mechanisms, and form (primitive) object-relations in both reality and phantasy19 (H. Segal, Introduction 24).
The mother ‘in her good aspects’ – her love, care, and satisfactory feeding of the child – is the first good object
that the child introjects (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 294). However, at the same time, the child’s experiences of
frustration, pain, or discomfort – which largely relate to either the absence of the breast or an inability to obtain
satisfaction through feeding – produce feelings of persecution which also enter into its emotional relationship to
the mother (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 292). In the first months of life, in the pre-oedipal mother-infant dyad, the
mother symbolises to the child ‘the whole of the external world’, with the resulting belief that both good and
bad experiences come from her (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 292). This means that from early infancy in Klein’s
formulation, the child has a ‘twofold attitude’, or feels ambivalence, towards the mother ‘even under the best
possible conditions’ (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 292).
In the paranoid-schizoid position, the infant experiences persecutory anxiety: an unconscious feeling that every
discomfort or frustration has been ‘inflicted on him by hostile forces’ (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 292). As this
anxiety is a product of the death instinct, the early ego, feeling threatened, responds through deflection:
employing the mechanism of projection or else converting the death instinct into aggression (H. Segal,
Introduction 25). Klein named this psychological position ‘paranoid-schizoid,’ as the main form of anxiety is
paranoia and the state of the ego and that of its objects is ‘characterized by the splitting, which is schizoid’ (H.
Segal, Introduction 26). In the mechanism of projection, the ego ‘splits itself and projects that part of itself
which contains the death instinct outwards into the original external object’: the breast (H. Segal, Introduction
25). The splitting and projecting of the death instinct into the breast results in the breast now being perceived as
a threat to the ego; hence, the initial fear of the death instinct has been reformulated into fear of a persecutory
object (H. Segal, Introduction 25). The part of the death instinct which remains in the self20 is transformed into
aggression and used to fight persecutory objects (H. Segal, Introduction 25).

While the generally accepted view of lived experience is that we simultaneously exist in two worlds – an inner, private
world of psychological experience and an external, public world of physical experience – the field of psychoanalysis posited
the notion of yet another realm or space situated ‘between perception and consciousness’: the unconscious (Wright 84). In
Kleinian theory, phantasy pertains to all mental activity that is unconscious. According to Sandler and Sandler, the spelling
‘phantasy’ was introduced in the psychoanalytic field in order to distinguish Klein’s view of an unconscious, innate psychic
process from Freud’s notion of ‘fantasy’ as pertaining to ‘wish-fulfilling daydreams in the system Preconscious’ (xii;
emphasis in original). To Klein, unconscious phantasies are not identical to daydreaming but are ‘an activity of the mind that
occurs on deep unconscious levels and accompanies every impulse experienced by the infant’ (Glover 44). It is through
phantasy that the infant ‘imagines [the world], relates feelings to objects, makes distinctions between inside and outside,
comes to have thoughts about the world and relates to it (i.e. through projection and introjection)’ (Longhofer 90). Susan
Isaacs explains that phantasy is ‘the mental corollary, the psychic representative, of instinct. There is no impulse, no
instinctual urge or response which is not experienced as unconscious phantasy’ (83). Klein’s object relations theory relates to
unconscious phantasies people have about what they think they contain in their psyche or body (Segal, Introduction 12). For
more on Klein’s conceptualisation of phantasy, see Segal, Introduction 11-23.
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In Freudian theory, fantasies are believed to be the result of the fantasising function of the ego; their form being ‘imposed by
the organization of the ego and its defensive requirements’ (Nardone and Salvini 7). When Freud was treating hysteric
patients, he became aware of ‘the supremacy of psychic reality over external reality’, noting that repressed fantasies could
result in somatic symptoms (Nardone and Salvini 7).
In ‘Our Adult World and its Roots in Infancy’ (1959), Klein makes a helpful distinction between the self and the ego: ‘The
ego, according to Freud, is the organized part of the self, constantly influenced by instinctual impulses but keeping them
20
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In the same way that the death drive produces a persecutory object, the life drive creates what Segal calls an
‘ideal object’: the libido is projected in order to create an object that has the ability to ‘satisfy the ego’s
instinctive striving for the preservation of life’ (Introduction 25). The remaining libido serves the function of
facilitating a libidinal relationship with the ideal object (Segal, Introduction 25). In other words, from early
infancy, the ego ‘has a relationship with two objects’: the good, ideal breast and the bad, persecutory breast (H.
Segal, Introduction 25). The main anxiety of the paranoid-schizoid position is that the persecutory or bad
object(s) will ‘get inside the ego and overwhelm and annihilate both the ideal object and the self’ (H. Segal,
Introduction 26). Therefore, the ego must set up mechanisms of defence, chief of which are the processes of
introjection and projection (H. Segal, Introduction 26; Klein, ‘Adult World’ 293). Introjection and projection are
employed in order to keep persecutory and ideal objects away from each other, while, at the same time, keeping
both under control (H. Segal, Introduction 26-27). Klein uses the term ‘introjection’ to refer to the fact that:
the outer world, its impact, the situations the infant lives through, and the objects he encounters, are not
only experienced as external but are taken into the self and become part of his inner life. (‘Adult
World’ 293)
When an object is introjected, the ego acquires some of the traits of the object and is influenced by them (Klein,
‘Adult World’ 295). On the other hand, the opposite process of projection – in which ‘wishes, feelings and
thoughts, which are the cause of stress or conflict, are attributed to other people’ – leads to feelings of hostility
and paranoia towards those into whom the child’s destructive impulses have been projected (Nardone and
Salvini 180; Klein, ‘Adult World’ 293). In order to protect its ideal objects and control its persecutory ones, the
ego endeavours to introject the ‘good’ and project the ‘bad’ (H. Segal, Introduction 26).21 While projection is a
defensive mechanism, aimed at casting out the destructive, aggressive impulses of the death drive, Klein
believed that the process produced identification with that person into whom the bad objects or bad impulses are
projected (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 295). She coined the term ‘projective identification’ to refer to a more complex
projective defence mechanism in which inserting the split or projected parts or impulses of the self is a
phantasied ‘defensive intrusion’ into another’s body with the aim of possessing, harming, or controlling the
external object (Wright 354; Longhofer 142). It is, thus, a powerful phantasy of an ‘intentional, violent, intrusive
control of the object’ achieved through a seemingly harmless process of instilling into another the subject’s
frame of mind (Wright 354; Longhofer 180). Projective identification creates a blurring of the self and other.
Persecutory anxiety in the paranoid-schizoid position reinforces the ego’s need to separate the loved, ideal
object(s) from the bad, persecutory object(s) and, as such, to separate love from hate or the impulses of the life
drive from those of the death drive (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 296). The infant’s self-preservation relies on them
being able to trust in a good mother (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 296). Splitting is the mechanism through which the
child clings to the ideal, good mother and ‘preserves his belief in a good object and his capacity to love it’

under control by repression; furthermore it directs all activities and establishes and maintains the relation to the external
world. The self is used to cover the whole of the personality, which includes not only the ego but the instinctual life which
Freud called the id’ (293; emphasis in original).
Segal elaborates: ‘This, however, is not the only use of introjection and projection. There are situations in which the good
is projected, in order to keep it safe from what is felt to be overwhelming badness inside, and situations in which persecutors
are introjected and even identified with in an attempt to gain control of them’ (Introduction 26).
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(Klein, ‘Adult World’ 296). Without belief in a good, ideal object, the child would feel themselves ‘exposed to
an entirely hostile world’ which could destroy them and which would be mirrored in their internal world (Klein,
‘Adult World’ 296).

The Depressive Position
In ‘A Contribution to the Psychogenesis of Manic-Depressive States’ (1935), Klein introduced what she termed
the depressive position in which the infant progresses psychologically from the more primitive relations to partobjects of the paranoid-schizoid position to a relation to whole objects (H. Segal, Klein 78). This is the stage in
which the infant is first able to regard the mother as a whole person. At five or six months old, the depressive
position stirs in the infant fears regarding the potential harm their destructive impulses, such as greed and
aggression, might do, or could have done, to their loved object(s) (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 297). This fear is
compounded by the fact that the infant is, as yet, unable to distinguish between aggressions enacted in phantasy
and those carried out in reality (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 297).
The depressive position is fundamental to Klein’s conception of melancholia, for it is ‘not until the object is
loved as a whole [that] its loss [can] be felt as a whole’; in other words, melancholia can only arise as the result
of a lost, loved whole object (Klein, ‘Manic-Depressive States’ 146-147; emphasis in original). The mother can
only be lost when the infant can ‘love her as a whole person and identify with her in a different way’ (H. Segal,
Klein 79). However, the integration of the ego and the object in the depressive position results in the realisation
that it is the mother who is ‘the source of both the infant’s gratifications and of his frustrations and pain’ (H.
Segal, Introduction 68; H. Segal, Klein 79). Ambivalent feelings towards the mother therefore ensue. According
to Klein, the depressive position is characterised by a constant oscillation between persecutory anxiety, when
hatred and destructive impulses reign, and depressive anxiety, when love and libidinal impulses come to the fore
(H. Segal, Klein 80). The infant’s ambivalence towards the mother means that love ‘easily turns to hatred’ in the
depressive position:
so the loved and needed mother is always in danger of being destroyed, not only by the phantasied
persecutors, but also by the infant’s own hatred and sadism. In that she is constantly introjected, the
destruction is at the same time an internal one, and the infant’s inner world is in ruin and chaos. (H.
Segal, Klein 79)
The infant is confronted with conflicts relating to their own ambivalence and experiences depressive anxiety;
fearing that their aggression may ‘have destroyed or will destroy, the object that he loves and totally depends
on’: the mother (H. Segal, Introduction 69). Depressive despair grips the infant for they believe they have
‘devoured or destroyed’ the mother ‘so that she is no longer available in the external world’ (H. Segal,
Introduction 70). The destruction of the mother – now believed ‘to be in bits’ – parallels the state of the whole
internal world (H. Segal, Introduction 70). In identification with the primordial object, the internal world is
believed to have been destroyed (H. Segal, Introduction 70).
In addition to feelings of loss and sorrow in the depressive position, guilt arises for the part the infant feels they
have played in the object’s destruction. According to Klein, it is guilt that urges the child to preserve the good
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object(s) and to make reparation for harm done to them (H. Segal, Klein 79; Klein, ‘Adult World’ 297). In
phantasy, the child endeavours to restore the good internal object, to bring it back to life (H. Segal, Klein 81).
Uncertainty as to whether or not they possess good internal objects can result in a ‘dread of containing dying or
dead objects’ and subsequent feelings of psychic death (H. Segal, Klein 79-80).

Melancholia, Mourning, and Reparation
In Kleinian theory, those suffering from melancholia are ‘in the throes of the depressive position’, unable to
secure an internal good object (H. Segal, Klein 80). She regards the depressive position as ‘a melancholia in
statu nascendi’ – the pathology ‘literally born and find[ing] its place in the world in the space of the depressive
position’ (Klein, ‘Mourning’ 126; Sánchez-Pardo 128). While she agrees with Freud’s theory that a loss –
whether literal or abstract – ‘results in the object becoming installed within the ego’, Klein argues that this
introjection of the object ‘miscarries’ due to ‘an excess of cannibalistic impulses in the subject’ (‘ManicDepressive States’ 146; Sánchez-Pardo 128-129). Where, in the Freudian model, introjection serves to preserve
the lost object internally, in Klein’s summation the ‘cannibalistic impulses’ of the ego sees the object consumed
and so ‘lost anew, lost as the introjected object’ (Butler, ‘Moral Sadism’ 180; emphasis in original).
Melancholia is thus ‘born as a failure in the (re)productive machinery of the ego’ (Sánchez-Pardo 128-129). The
mechanisms of introjection and projection are arrested and the lost object is ‘encysted inside the ego’: ‘This
pregnant ego of the melancholic, which is blocked in a claustrophobic space with its object(s), is the site where
the battle between ego and object(s) will take place’ (Sánchez-Pardo 129).
The ego feels that it has no one to blame for the loss of the loved object but itself, heightening the experience of
guilt (Butler, ‘Moral Sadism’ 180). The first object that is mourned is the mother’s breast and all that it
symbolises for the baby: goodness, love, and security (Klein, ‘Mourning’ 126). The child believes the loss of the
good breast is the result of its own ‘uncontrollable greedy and destructive phantasies and impulses’ (Klein,
‘Mourning’ 126). When the child reaches the oedipal situation, the circle of loved objects that are attacked in
phantasy broadens to include the whole mother and father as well as siblings (Klein, ‘Mourning’ 126-127). In
Segal’s formulation, the essential task of the depressive position is the establishment in the ego of ‘a sufficiently
good and secure whole internal object’ (Klein 80). In the depressive position, the various aspects of objects
(good, bad, loved, hated etc.) which were split in the paranoid-schizoid position should be brought more closely
together so that hatred is lessened by love (Klein, ‘Mourning’ 131). The unification of internal objects results in
a decrease in ambivalence (Sánchez-Pardo 129; Klein, ‘Mourning’ 131).
In making reparation to the object attacked in phantasy, the child believes that ‘his own love and care can undo
the effects of his aggression’ and restore the object (H. Segal, Introduction 72-73). Reparation methods, as well
as depressive anxieties, differ for girls and boys, women and men. A chief source of anxiety for the girl is the
fear that the destroyed mother will return to seek vengeance on her. In the early stages of the Oedipus conflict,
the girl is plagued by sadistic impulses to rob the contents of the mother’s body as she believes her body to be ‘a
kind of store-house which contains the means of satisfying all her desires and allaying all her fears’ (Klein,
‘Creative Impulse’ 442; Klein, Psycho-Analysis xiv). These sadistic impulses inspire the girl to steal the most
desirable objects from her mother’s body, namely the children she believes her body contains as well as the
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father’s penis (Klein, ‘Creative Impulse’ 442). The consequence of robbing the mother’s body is the destruction
of the mother, the father, as well as the injury or killing of her siblings housed inside the mother (Klein, PsychoAnalysis 217).
The girl experiences anxiety that the mother will return to enact retribution: that she will ‘in her turn rob the
little girl herself of the contents of her body (especially of children)’ and destroy or otherwise mutilate her body
(Klein, ‘Creative Impulse’ 442). In her analysis of children, Klein found this early anxiety to be the ‘deepest
anxiety of all’ in girls and women:
When the little girl who fears the mother’s assault upon her body cannot see her mother, it intensifies
the anxiety. The presence of the real, loving mother diminishes the dread of the terrifying mother,
whose image is introjected into the child’s mind. At a later stage of development the content of the
dread changes from that of an attacking mother to the dread that the real, loving mother may be lost
and that the girl will be left solitary and forsaken. (Klein, ‘Creative Impulse’ 442; emphasis in original)
If the child believes there is little hope of restoring the mother, she is felt to be irretrievably lost both internally
and externally, with the result that ‘the destroyed fragments turn into persecutors, and the internal situation is
felt to be hopeless’ (H. Segal, ‘Aesthetics’ 187). However, if the child is able to restore the mother, the ego is
enriched by the object (H. Segal, Introduction 76). This process is then repeated for other object losses so that
restored objects become a part of the ego, of the child herself (H. Segal, Introduction 76). The reparation
activities of small children may include painting and drawing – creative ways through which to ‘make people
anew’ (Klein, ‘Creative Impulse’ 443). Klein notes that in children’s creative activities things symbolise people,
with the result that inanimate objects in the real world can become sources of anxiety for them (‘Creative
Impulse’ 439). Small girls, she writes, often symbolise the mother as a house, with its internal furniture – such
as beds and comfortable chairs – representing the good, loving, and protective mother (‘Creative Impulse’ 439).
In my reading of Linda Hendon’s melancholia in chapter five, I draw on the symbolism Klein attributes to the
house to understand Linda’s mistrust and dislike of her own home. Unable to restore the mother, Linda’s house
is not a place of warmth and protection, but an uncanny territory filled with persecutory figures. She prefers
sleeping outdoors to inside, telling Marlow: ‘I don’t like that house’ (Dark, Prelude 101).
Whether in childhood or adulthood, art can be employed as a tool through which to reconstitute lost objects (H.
Segal, ‘Aesthetics’ 189-190). ‘[B]y virtue of his art’, Segal writes, the artist can ‘give his objects eternal life in
his work’ (‘Aesthetics’ 189-190). Motherhood is a particular way in which women can overcome their
depressive anxieties and allay guilt (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 239). Klein regards birthing and feeding a child to
be the strongest repudiation in reality of depressive fears of having destroyed the mother in phantasy, acting as
proof that such fears were unfounded or that she has succeeded in restoring the mother (Klein, Psycho-Analysis
240-242). In chapters three and five respectively, I interpret Anne Heritage and Linda Hendon’s desire for
maternity to be unconscious attempts to allay depressive anxieties and fears. However, their inability to become
mothers denies them this means through which to overcome anxieties of having destroyed the mother and fears
of her retribution. For these heroines, death remains the only way in which to save the lost primordial object.
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In ‘Mourning and its Relation to Manic-Depressive States’ (1940), Klein argues that the loss of a loved object in
adult life ‘re-awakens in the mourner the conflicts of the depressive position’ (H. Segal, Klein 82).22 The
mourning the child experiences for the loss of its object(s), in other words, is re-activated by losses in later life
(Klein, ‘Mourning’ 126). Any literal loss of an external object produces unconscious phantasies of the mourner
having lost their internal good objects as well; leaving them vulnerable to ‘primitive paranoid and depressive
fears’ (Klein, ‘Mourning’ 135; H. Segal, Klein 82). According to Klein, in attempting to ‘reinstate the lost loved
object in the ego’, the adult mourner:
not only takes into himself (re-incorporates) the person whom he has just lost, but also reinstates his
internalized good objects (ultimately his loved parents), who became part of his inner world from the
earliest stages of his development onwards. (‘Mourning’ 135-136)
In addition to the conflicts of the depressive position being reactivated in the mourner, feelings of persecution
by vengeful parental imagos, like the mother, are also revived (Klein, Mourning 136). The mourner must again
rebuild their lost loved objects and their inner world, a reparative activity that results in successful mourning
(Klein, ‘Mourning’ 136, 146). Klein writes that the individual who fails to mourn their lost object(s) is unable to
establish in early childhood ‘their internal “good” objects and to feel secure in their inner world’ (‘Mourning’
153). In other words, they have never overcome the conflicts of the depressive position (Klein, ‘Mourning’
153).
In the depressed individual, the inability to restore destroyed objects produces a dread of internally possessing
dying or dead objects – particularly the parents; a state compounded by identification with these objects (Klein,
‘Manic-Depressive States’ 150). This experience of psychic death parallels the sentiments of the quote which
opened this chapter: ‘I live a living death, my flesh is wounded, bleeding, cadaverized, my rhythm slowed down
or interrupted, time has been erased or bloated, absorbed into sorrow’ (Kristeva, Black Sun 4; emphasis added).
If unable to make reparation, suicide can be sought by the melancholic as a means through which the ego can
save its loved objects, both internal and external, and destroy its bad objects and the part of the ego that is
identified with them (Klein, ‘Manic-Depressive States’ 160). In this way, death allows the ego to repair its loved
object(s) as well as be united with them (Klein, ‘Manic-Depressive States’ 160).
Death has particular relevance to desires of reuniting with the lost primordial object – or, in other words, with
the pre-oedipal mother. The pre-oedipal period is a time of dyadic, symbiotic union between the mother and
child, a state succeeded by the oedipal complex in which the mother is lost as an object of love. In successive
chapters, I explore the significance of the lost primordial object to female experiences of melancholia; arguing,
in contrast to Freudian theory, that melancholia is a central part of female psychological development. Having
examined the individual experience of melancholia from a psychoanalytic perspective in this chapter, I broaden
my scope to consider collective experiences of melancholy; a pathological state suffered by a whole stratum of
society or by marginalised ‘others’ such as women. A collective sense of loss is endemic to the modern
experience and, in agreement with Wieland, I argue that the root cause of the modern inability to mourn is the
loss of the primordial object: the mother. Dark’s first three novels testify to the fact that the lost mother haunts
the modern psyche.
22

Segal writes that this occurs in both normal and pathological forms of mourning (Klein 83).
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Chapter 2
Melancholia, Modernity, and
Modernist Melancholia

Introduction
The preceding chapter examined psychoanalytic interpretations of melancholia, tracing developments from
Freud’s influential paper ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917) to Klein’s interpretation of melancholia as the
result of an inability to make reparation and secure the good object internally. In Kleinian theory, the destruction
of the loved object renders the inner world equally destroyed, culminating in an experience of psychic death. In
chapters three and five, I employ Kleinian object relations theory to analyse the melancholia of Dark’s female
protagonists in ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher. However, Dark did not merely engage with
melancholia in her characterisation of Anne Heritage and Linda Hendon. I contend that ‘Pilgrimage’ and
Prelude to Christopher are examples of modernist melancholia: a political literary movement that textually
performed the symptomatology of melancholia in order to testify to a collective modern inability to mourn.
Dark’s engagement with modernism – her adoption of the melancholic symptom stylistically – serves to portray
the literal and abstract losses that shaped the modern collective consciousness.
This chapter opens with a sociological interpretation of melancholia. In Melancholy and Society (1992), Wolf
Lepenies argues that the ‘loss of the capacity for action’ is the underlying cause for whole social groups to
become afflicted with melancholia (6). ‘[D]eprivation in the social sphere’ for the aristocracy of nineteenthcentury France, Lepenies writes, negatively affected the individual psyche, causing melancholy (39). Judith
Shklar argues that if enforced powerlessness rendered the French aristocracy morose, it is hardly surprising that
women – more greatly oppressed and marginalised – ‘should suffer even more severely’ from melancholy (xvi).
In my analysis of Slow Dawning in chapter four, I argue that Dark engages with a collectively experienced,
specifically female form of melancholia – a depression resultant of the historical oppression of women as well
as the loss of the pre-oedipal mother as an erotic attachment. An understanding of how melancholia can be
experienced by entire social groups is a useful starting point for my analysis of melancholy gender1 in Slow
Dawning.
From a sociological interpretation of melancholia, this chapter moves to an exploration of the gender bias
observable in historical writings about melancholia. In a feminist reading of Freud’s seminal text, ‘Mourning

I use the phrase ‘melancholy gender’ in Judith Butler’s conceptualisation of gender as a melancholic construct. In Butler’s
article ‘Melancholy Gender – Refused Identification’ (1995), she argues that ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ are positions
stabilised through cultural prohibitions on homoerotic attachments (168). Compulsive heterosexuality necessitates, for
example, that the girl gives up the mother as a homoerotic attachment and turns her loving attentions toward the father. In
psychoanalytic theory, this occurs in the Oedipus phase. The cultural disavowal of her erotic attachment to the mother means
that the girl cannot mourn her and, consequently, the mother is incorporated into the ego and becomes a melancholic
identification (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 167).
1
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and Melancholia’, Juliana Schiesari argues that the causal factors for melancholia that Freud outlines necessarily
exclude women from being deemed melancholic. In keeping with the Aristotelian notion of melancholia as a
pathology associated with greatness, melancholia becomes translated in Freud’s essay into ‘a virtue for the
atrabilious man of letters’; it is a gendered category that stipulates who can legitimate loss (Schiesari 7, 54).
However, this bias is refuted by consistent research findings that women are twice as likely to experience
symptoms of melancholy then men, such that femininity is now regarded as a contributing factor in depression
(Jay, ‘Individual Differences’ 1283).
In agreement with Schiesari and other feminist psychoanalytic theorists, this dissertation argues that in writings
of classical antiquity and in Freud’s initial conceptualisation, melancholia is a gendered category – a privileged
pathology that distinguishes a man’s greatness. It is notable, then, that the melancholic protagonists in
‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher are both women. I argue that Dark’s decision to make her melancholic
characters female is a feminist political act – a contestation of the historical privileging of male suffering in art
and reality. Dark’s novels demonstrate that while melancholy distinguishes men, it is culturally unacceptable in
women. Linda Hendon in Prelude to Christopher, for example, is shunned for her melancholic disposition and
considered an anarchic, distinctly threatening figure.
In contrast to Aristotelian conceptualisations of melancholia as a pathology exhibiting exceptionality, an
examination of modernity and melancholia reveals that the rapid innovation and changes of modernity, in
addition to the horrors of the First World War, produced melancholy in the collective modern consciousness.
Just as a loved object can be the source of ambivalent feelings, so too was modernity experienced with
ambivalence by western cultures. With its total reconfiguration of human life, the enhancements of modernity
were experienced with equal parts excitement and sadness – exhilaration for the new along with mourning for
the long-held traditions of the past. In All That Is Solid Melts into Air (2010), Marshall Berman writes that
modernity is in ‘a state of perpetual becoming’ – it is a process that is never fully realised (16). As such, the
modern subject is in a permanent state of liminality, not in the past but equally not in the future (Szakolczai
211). The modern public of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries therefore experienced the
dissolution of traditions, the accelerated pace of life, and the rapid scientific, demographic, political, and social
changes as abstract losses that they were unable to mourn (Bahun 17).
Sanja Bahun argues that this modern inability to mourn is reflected in modernist literary practices, asserting that
the distinct stylistic features of modernism reflect the melancholia that gripped the modern psyche. Ambiguity,
parody, repetition, fragmentation, and syntactical disruption are modernist techniques that parallel the symptoms
of melancholia (Sánchez-Pardo 18). Bahun, Sánchez-Pardo and Anne Enderwitz employ the term modernist
melancholia to refer to modernism’s melancholic roots, arguing that it is an artistic practice reflective of the
literal and abstract losses that plagued the modern psyche. Just as the melancholic is haunted by the spectre of
the lost object, so too are modernist novels preoccupied with distinctly modern forms of loss:
Modernist literary discourses are haunted by…the…loss of a coherent and autonomous self, loss of a
social order in which stability reigned, loss of metaphysical guarantees, and in some cases loss and
fragmentation of an empire. In modernist narratives, the obsessive reverberation of the individual’s lost
objects of love comes to shatter his or her identity. (Sánchez-Pardo 18)
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The ‘loss of a coherent and autonomous self’ is evident in Dark’s characterisation of Anne Heritage in
‘Pilgrimage’. In chapter three, I argue that Anne is not a unified identity but is, rather, multiplicitous, with
Janet’s biography of Anne producing a succession of past and present selves. This fragmentation of Anne’s
identity is mirrored by fragmentation of the text. Melancholia is, therefore, exhibited in the lived experience of
Dark’s protagonist as well as textually performed. Not only do modernist melancholic novels like ‘Pilgrimage’
and Prelude to Christopher testify to the collective experience of melancholy, they also have political power. If
we understand melancholia as not only a pathological condition, an inability to successfully mourn, but a refusal
to mourn, it may be considered a political act. As Kyle Mox writes, a refusal to mourn can be interpreted as a
refusal to conform or to assuage guilt for atrocities carried out by those in power:
we can easily imagine instances where to move past a loss in this way would be to abdicate our
responsibility to the lost object, perhaps even asking us to ignore or forget a great wrong or injustice.
(51)
The political potential of melancholia is evidenced in the long association of melancholy with ‘deviant behavior’
(Lepenies 8). If society is stable due to conformity, the very traits of melancholia (which represent disorder and
deviance) pose a real threat (Lepenies 8). In this way, the refusal of Dark’s melancholic characters to mourn has
political implications. In her engagement with modernist melancholia, Dark may be interpreted as refusing to
mourn women’s continued oppression, the primordial lost object, the atrocities of the First World War, and the
myriad losses endemic to the modern experience.

Melancholia: a sociological interpretation
There is no greater cause of melancholy than idleness, no better cure than business.
– Robert Burton2

A sociological understanding of melancholia, Lepenies explains, focuses on the experience of melancholy as ‘a
social response to quite specific social changes’ (ix). Deprivation of political power or function, or denial of a
significant public position, has historically rendered whole social classes melancholy (Lepenies ix-x). Lepenies
presents the ‘Werther syndrome’ of eighteenth-century Germany and the mal du siècle experienced by the
aristocracy in nineteenth-century France as examples of socially induced, collectively experienced forms of

2

Burton 4.

Drawing on Robert Burton’s seventeenth century treatise on melancholy, in which he interprets melancholy as ‘fear and
sorrow…without a cause’ (275), Lepenies ascribes the following characteristics to the condition: ‘hampered access to the
world and impaired coping with the world’; the privileging of the interior over the exterior world; withdrawal; retreat;
introspection; ‘a disturbed sense of time’; ‘impoverishment of the realm of possibility’; ‘inhibition of behavior’; ‘deviant
behavior’; ‘dis-order’; ‘a state of the psyche’ which ‘appears to be enduring and indissoluble’; and a ‘syndrome of both
reflection and inhibition of action’ (Burton 275; Lepenies 124, 128, 133,164, 165).
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melancholy (7). In Louis XIII’s court, the aristocracy’s exclusion from ‘all relevant decision-making processes
and action’, their enforced powerlessness, fostered enervation and ennui among this social class (Lepenies 34).
In eighteenth-century Germany, melancholy was experienced by the bourgeois class who, while striving for
power, were still denied it (Lepenies 59). The economic dominance of merchant capital in the mid eighteenthcentury did not exert influence in the political arena, meaning that the affluent German bourgeois class could not
participate in ‘economic expansion and real political power’ (Lepenies 60). ‘Weltschmerz, melancholy, and
hypochondria’ resulted from their frustration at being unable to exert any meaningful power (Lepenies 61).
Literature presented ‘refuge’ in the form of a melancholic withdrawal from society (Lepenies 62). While the
German word weltschmerz was originally a term used to describe an individually experienced world-weariness,
its use was broadened during this time as the psychological affliction of the individual was mirrored in the
experience of the greater bourgeois population (Lepenies 61).
As the world was felt to belong to the aristocratic classes, the German bourgeoisie withdrew from society,
privileging solitude and introspection (Lepenies 63). Nature was championed over society and the private realm
of the home over the public sphere (Lepenies 72). Both the natural world and the intèrieur were spaces ‘oriented
not toward the world’s usual prescriptions for behavior but towards laws that were highly abstract, generalized,
and devised out of an opposition to the aristocracy’ (Lepenies 138-139). It is in this way that Lepenies
conceptualises melancholia as a form of deviance and disorder – a committed stance against the status quo (94).
In their retreatism, the German bourgeoisie demonstrated nonconformity with the dominant principles that
governed eighteen-century German society (Lepenies 9). Melancholia as disorder has echoes of classical Greek
interpretations of melancholy as a disorder of the body’s humours (Lepenies 18-19). In refusing to mourn, the
bourgeoisie presented a ‘critique of the existing system’; they rejected conformist behaviour of moving forward
beyond past wrongs (Lepenies 94). In this we witness the political power of melancholia. The lived experience
of melancholia, rendered in literature or other writings, can present a means of analysing the dysfunction and
disorder of society (Lepenies 130).

Women and melancholia
Women are melancholic because they are systematically taught to be helpless and then blamed for their
incompetence. If a politically degraded aristocracy was melancholy, it is hardly surprising that women, who
have been far more completely exiled and condemned to futility, should suffer even more severely.
– Judith N. Shklar3

In her foreword to Lepenies’ Melancholy and Society, Judith Shklar argues that gender ‘as much as class is a
locus of melancholy’ (xvi). Shklar’s contention that the historical oppression of women predisposes them to
suffer more severely from melancholy than men is supported by research studies that have consistently found

3

‘Foreword,’ Melancholy and Society, xvi
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women to be at a higher risk for depression than men.4 It has been hypothesised that differences in gender roles
affects women’s greater propensity to melancholia, with one study concluding: ‘it seems likely that women’s
greater risk of depression is a consequence of gender differences in roles, which lead to differences in the
experience of life events’ (Nazroo et al. 312).
Where psychoanalysts have studied the individual pathological experience of melancholia and sociologists have
observed melancholia afflicting entire social groups, feminists have explored socially imposed gender roles and
restrictions as causal factors for melancholia in women (Radden 50). These cultural causation theories, which
move away from understandings of melancholia as produced by loss or trauma, focus instead on the role
patriarchal social mores play in perpetuating female depression (Radden 325). Cultural causation theorists like
Jean Baker Miller and Dana Crowley Jack engage with female melancholia as a form of suffering resultant of a
society and culture that ‘emphasises and values some aspects of the total range of human potentials more than
others’ (Miller 21). In other words, female melancholy is produced by the cultural domination and subordination
of women (Baker Miller 21).
In Toward a New Psychology of Women (2012), Jean Baker Miller proposes that there are key differences
between the ways in which women and men experience and build identity. A central feature of women’s
development, she explains, is that their sense of identity is built and shaped through their connections with
others (83). Women’s sense of self, therefore, is organised around their ability to build and maintain
relationships (Baker Miller 83). It is for this reason that the disruption or total loss of a relationship is perceived
not merely as the severance of a connection but a suffering resembling ‘a total loss of self’ (Baker Miller 83). In
chapter four, I draw on Nancy Chodorow’s notion that women’s affiliative sense of self is the result of their
mother parenting them differently than their brothers; their shared sex often leads to a blurring between mother
and daughter, self and other, and subsequent difficulties in creating autonomous identities. This symbiotic
relationship of the mother and daughter further inhibits the female’s ability to mourn the primordial lost object.
Through an analysis of Linda Hendon’s melancholia in chapter five, I examine the inability of women to mourn
the lost mother as producing an uncanny doubling of the psyche – a terror of harbouring a dead, persecutory
mother who seeks to take control of the self from within.
Dana Crowley Jack argues that, as men and women’s sense of self differs, it follows that their experience of
depression will also be different (3). Women’s sense of self contrasts with the championing of individualism and
autonomy espoused by western patriarchal society, with the result that women’s greater capacity for intimacy
and connection is often regarded by culture as a form of weakness (Crowley Jack 3, 5). Agreeing with Baker
Miller’s thesis that women experience depression as the result of conflict in, or the loss of, close relationships,
Crowley Jack explains that men contrastingly tend to suffer from malaise due to ‘the loss of an ideal or an
achievement-related goal, or over performance issues’ (7). Traditional cultural equations of a desire for intimacy

A research study into gender differences in the prevalence of depression argued that women’s greater risk of experiencing
depression is ‘one of the most consistent findings in psychiatric epidemiology’ (Nazroo et al. 312).
4
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with dependence on others and self-sufficiency and independence as heralding desirable markers of selfhood,
serve to pathologise women’s sense of self, producing melancholy (Crowley Jack 6). 5
In a world that has, and continues to, privilege male experience over female, it is perhaps unsurprising that the
history of writing about melancholia has a gender bias.6 In a feminist reading of Freud’s ‘Mourning and
Melancholia’, Juliana Schiesari argues that Freud’s interpretation of the chief determinants of melancholia may
necessarily exclude women from being classified as melancholic. Schiesari reveals that while Freud identifies ‘a
stern and severe superego’ as a distinguishing factor in melancholia, in later essays he asserts that the female
super-ego is ‘undeveloped’ and, therefore, naturally weaker than the male super-ego (53). For instance, in
determining the differences between the male and female Oedipus complex in his lecture ‘Femininity’, Freud
writes:
In the absence of fear of castration the chief motive is lacking which leads boys to surmount the
Oedipus complex. Girls remain in it for an indeterminate length of time…In these circumstances the
formation of the super-ego must suffer; it cannot attain the strength and independence which give it its
cultural significance. (129)
Klein contested this notion, arguing that the female super-ego is ‘more strongly operative’ than the male superego (Psycho-Analysis 243).7 Freud believed that the strength of the super-ego depended upon identification with
the father (Schiesari 53-54).8 Schiesari poses the following question in relation to the importance of the superego in melancholia: if an identification with the father is necessary for the development of a stern super-ego that
professes moral superiority, acting as conscience in the mind of the melancholic, ‘can this moral
(dis)satisfaction happen to women, for instance, if (or only if?) they are identified with the mother?’ (54).
According to Schiesari, the significance Freud affords the father in his initial conceptualisation of melancholia9
demonstrates his complicity in a patriarchal discourse that robs women of legitimacy and power:
The overestimation of the ego (or that part of the ego that judges the other half), so well displayed in
the melancholic subject, is, I think, part of a larger cultural process whereby the feminine or the mother
or the woman is devalued in the name of the father. (Schiesari 54)
The differing psychological development of females and males results in contrary psychic mechanisms at play
in their experiences of melancholia. The female experience of the loss of the primordial object in the Oedipal
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For greater explication on the social and cultural causes of depression in women, see Baker Miller and Crowley Jack.
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In The Gendering of Melancholia (1992), Juliana Schiesari explores the historical privileging of male suffering over female
suffering.
Klein argues that the female super-ego is stronger than the male’s due to the intensity of her ‘oral impulses’ which leads to
‘stronger introjective tendencies’ in the development of her super-ego (Psycho-Analysis 243). Lacking the penis as ‘an active
organ’, the female is more reliant upon her internal objects (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 243). A ‘more powerful super-ego’ is
therefore erected in her inner world, with greater dependence on the super-ego resulting in a ‘greater fear of it’ (Klein,
Psycho-Analysis 244). Klein also reads the stronger dependence of females on their objects as a central factor in ‘the greater
significance of loss of love’ (Psycho-Analysis 243).
7

In ‘The Ego and the Id’ (1923), Freud writes that behind the super-ego ‘lies hidden an individual’s first and most important
identification, his identification with the father in his own personal prehistory’ (31).
8

9

In ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917).
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situation is more multifaceted and complex than the situation of the male’s loss of the father as a homoerotic
attachment. In Speculum of the Other Woman (1985), Luce Irigaray writes that the boy ‘is narcissized, ego-sized
by his penis’; his sexual organ is overvalued culturally ‘because it can be seen, specularized, and fetishized’
(68). However, this is the not the case for the girl’s sexual organs (Irigaray 68). Additionally, while the boy
retains the mother as the object of erotic desire in the Oedipal situation and manages his aggression towards his
father as rival through identification, the girl must give up the pre-oedipal mother as the primary object of love
yet also retain the mother ‘as her privileged identificatory reference point for her “ego” as well as for her sex’
(Irigaray 66). Consequently, Irigaray argues:
If all the implications of Freud’s discourse were followed through, after the little girl discovers her own
castration and that of her mother – her ‘object,’ the narcissistic representative of all her instincts – she
would have no recourse other than to melancholia. (66)
In other words, when the girl enters the Oedipal situation and discovers that both she and her mother are
culturally castrated – that they are not afforded the same cultural capital as the male – she suffers not only the
loss of the pre-oedipal mother as an erotic attachment but also the devaluation of her sex (Irigaray 67).
However, the latter is a loss ‘that radically escapes any representation’ for, in not knowing precisely what is it
that she has lost in the discovery of her castration, she is unable to mourn it (Irigaray 68). This ties the girl’s
psychological development in the Oedipal phase to the same mechanisms at work in melancholia, as Irigaray
writes: ‘Thus, in the ordeal of castration as “accomplished fact,” the little girl’s ego suffers, helplessly, a defeat,
a wound, whose effects are to be made out in the broad outlines of melancholia’ (68-69). Schiesari interprets the
fact of the little girl’s ‘lack’ as:
perhaps less the horror of anatomical lack than the horror that she has been designated as lacking – and
that both men and women have supported that fiction of anatomical lack, translating it into an
incapacity for self-definition. (64; emphasis in original)10
Although Irigaray outlines the melancholic mechanisms identifiable in the girl’s psychological development, she
goes on to assert that:
the little girl will not choose melancholia as her privileged form of withdrawal. She probably does not
have the capacity for narcissism great enough to allow her to fall back on melancholia, and that
capacity is too depleted to build up such a complex defense against anxiety and the ‘catastrophe’
brought upon her by the ‘accomplished fact’ of castration. The economy of female narcissism and the
fragility of the girl’s or the woman’s ego make it impossible for the melancholic syndrome to establish
a firm and dominant foundation. (71)
In my reading, Irigaray is not suggesting here that women cannot become depressed. Rather, like Schiesari, she
is pointing out the gendered interpretation of melancholia that Freud’s essay purveys. Schiesari articulates the
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Sex differences in the loss of the pre-oedipal mother is expanded on in chapters four and five in which I draw on feminist
psychoanalytic theory in my analysis of Dark’s portrayal of female melancholia in Slow Dawning and Prelude to
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gendered categorisation of Freud’s original formulation of melancholia by arguing that if we understand the
female experience of losing the primordial object to be:
suffered through the mother or in spite of her – that is, if the loss were due to some factor that either
overdetermines or undermines her value within dominant symbolic structures and so blocks the
possibility of narcissistic identification,11 which is in turn required for the construction of the superego
– then we need to question how an apparently universal psychological category such as melancholia
might be gendered. (54; emphasis in original)
In demoting female suffering to depression, and heralding male depressives as melancholics, Freud’s
interpretation of melancholia therefore subverts and delegitimizes women’s malaise by making them ‘a group
unable to translate these claims into artistic, philosophical, political, or psychological empowerment’ (Schiesari
55). It is in this way that Schiesari reads Freud’s seminal essay on melancholia as a ‘hierarchical determination
of who can legitimate loss and recuperate it, whose laments are heard and whose are not’ (54; emphasis in
original). Prone to depressive feelings resulting from her disempowerment, when grown the female remains an
exile, an outsider, subject to the norms of her patriarchal society:
She borrows signifiers but cannot make her mark, or re-mark upon them. Which all surely keeps her
deficient, empty, lacking, in a way that could be labelled ‘psychotic’: a latent but not actual psychosis,
for want of a practical signifying system. (Irigaray 71; emphasis in original)
It seems to me that Schiesari and Irigaray arrive at the same conclusion as Ewa Płonowska Ziarek when she
writes that a common consequence of the historical silencing of women’s voices, experiences and stories is that
women often fall prey to ‘melancholic muteness’ (3). Unlike their male counterparts, melancholic women have
not been afforded access to the symbolic and so remain mute. To be deemed ‘melancholic’ in the Freudian
tradition, Schiesari writes, women’s losses would need to be legitimised and they would need access to cultural
production – a means through which they ‘could represent loss, could create out of the feeling of loss some valid
way to articulate that loss, that “painful dejection,” meaningfully’ (Schiesari 65-66).
Schiesari argues that the notable absence of women in celebrated melancholic figures from the Renaissance to
the twentieth century12 does not point to a legitimate scarcity of women experiencing melancholia but, rather, to
‘the lack of significance traditionally given women’s grief in patriarchal culture’ (3). The reason Freud provides
for the superiority of the (male) melancholic to his peers is a heightened sense of morality: ‘In the clinical
picture of melancholia, dissatisfaction with the ego on moral grounds is the most outstanding feature’
(‘Melancholia’ 247-248). He also notes that the melancholic possesses ‘a keener eye for the truth than other
people who are not melancholic’ (Freud, ‘Melancholia’ 246). Ultimately, the superiority of the male
Jeffrey Longhofer explains that narcissistic identification pertains to ‘identifications following loss or abandonment’
(104). In Freud’s understanding, the melancholic identifies with the lost object as a narcissistic identification – the ego, in a
sense, fusing with the object (Nardone and Salvini 9). Nardone and Salvini write that narcissistic identification is a process
in which ‘the ego begins to develop a sense of self-sufficiency and in this state remains isolated’ (9). It has also been called
‘death narcissism’ in which ‘the living desire is coming under the influence of the desire for death, which seeks withdrawal
to an inert and insignificant nirvana’ (Nardone and Salvini 9).
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Schiesari lists examples of men whose melancholia was conceived to be a signifier of their greatness: ‘Petrarch, Ficino,
Tasso, Rousseau, Chateaubriand, Hölderlin, De Quincey, Nerval, Dostoevsky…[and] Walter Benjamin’ (3).
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melancholic in Freud’s landmark essay turns melancholia into ‘a virtue for the atrabilious man of letters…an
elite “illness” that afflicted men precisely as the sign of their exceptionality’ (Schiesari 7; emphasis in
original).13 Therefore, even when in a state of distress – of suffering and vulnerability – the male ‘victim’ of
melancholia is able to turn what was once thought of as a weakness into a strength (Schiesari 8). ‘[A] gift of
inspiration’, melancholia thus preserves the male ego and even affirms it through both cultural and literary
forms of production (Schiesari 8).
Another feminist reading of Freud’s ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ essay is found in Kaja Silverman’s The
Acoustic Mirror (1988). In agreement with Irigaray, Silverman argues that melancholia is a central component
of female psychological development; however, she does not believe that the girl lacks the narcissism required
for melancholia. Prior to the onset of the Oedipus complex, Silverman contends that the little girl takes as her
desired object the mother in addition to incorporating the mother’s imago as an internal object which serves to
form her identity (152). Freud alternatively calls this stage the pre-oedipal or the negative Oedipus complex; it is
a period in which the young girl’s fondness for dolls evidences ‘the exclusiveness of her attachment to her
mother’ to the ‘complete neglect of her father-object’ (Freud, ‘Female Sexuality’ 237). In her reading of Freud’s
ruminations on the female pre-oedipal stage, Silverman argues that this union of object-choice and identification
‘speaks to nothing so much as narcissistic love’ (153). ‘Self-love, after all,’ she elaborates, ‘presupposes love of
the object in whose image one “finds” oneself’ (Silverman 154). In other words, Silverman contends that the
pre-oedipal period builds sufficient ‘narcissistic reserves’ for the female – meaning that women can also suffer
from melancholia in Freud’s original formulation (156).
Silverman agrees with Irigaray’s thesis that the Oedipal situation for the girl ‘blights her relations with both
herself and her culture’ in the discovery of her mother’s, and her own, devaluation (155-156). The girl
experiences conflict between the pressure to withdraw her libidinal attachments from her mother and place them
onto her father and yet, at the same time, continue to identify with her culturally devalued mother (Silverman
156). Silverman argues that it is this conflict that produces melancholia (156). The deidealisation of the preoedipal mother leads to her symbolic loss in the Oedipus complex (Silverman 156). Unconscious – and so
unknown – the mother is a repressed loss in both the female psyche and the greater cultural order (Silverman
156).14 The self-revilings of the female melancholic, in Silverman’s estimation, are ‘in effect, the female subject
punishing the mother (and consequently herself)15 for being inferior and insufficient, unworthy of love’ (158).
To summarise Silverman and Irigaray’s arguments, then, females experience melancholia in working through
the Oedipus complex, whereby they discover their cultural devaluation and inferiority to the male. This prompts
13

In Mourning Melancholia (2014), Mary Traester differentiates between two schools of thought regarding melancholia:
Ficinian theory and the Galenic tradition. The Galenic tradition, Traester reveals, is attributed to ‘Galen of Pergamum…who
popularized humoral theory…[in which] melancholy is understood as a disease to be alleviated, if not finally cured, by
exercise and dietetic measures’ (11). Ficinian theory, attributed to Marsilio Ficino (who popularised Aristotle’s notion of the
link between melancholia and genius) invested the pathological condition with ‘a special access to truth, to superiority, and
transcendence’ (Traester 11). Freud’s model of melancholia in his landmark essay therefore aligns him with Ficinian theory
as he imbues melancholia with positive attributes such as moral distinction and a greater insight into truth and himself – a
pathology which distinguishes him from the common man (Traester 2).
In chapter five, I draw on Christine Wieland’s contention that it is the psychic matricide of the mother (by the son) in the
Oedipus complex that is the root cause of the modern inability to mourn.
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the loss of the mother as the exclusive object of desire. However, while the girl experiences pressure to turn her
loving attentions away from the mother in favour of the father, she is also pressured to remain identified with
her. The successful working through of the Oedipus complex for the girl, in Freud’s estimation, is to remain
identified with the mother – an identification that ‘must be sustained in the face not only of a general cultural
disparagement, but of the most relentless self-castigation, as well’ (Silverman 159).
In chapter four, I analyse this inherent psychological conflict through the trials and tribulations of the New
Woman – a cultural figure who encapsulated the modern woman’s ambition for sexual equality and
independence. While modern women sought to emulate the ideals espoused through the figure of the New
Woman, the conflict they experienced between their aspirations for higher education, greater access to the
professions, and autonomous selfhood, and the social pressure to identify with, and conform to, the model of
femininity represented by their mothers, often resulted in psychological and somatic diseases.
In light of Schiesari’s critique that Freud’s seminal essay presents melancholia as a gendered pathology, it is
notable that the melancholic protagonists of ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher are both women. Dark’s
decision to make her melancholic protagonists women can be read as a feminist political act for, in doing so, she
disrupts the history of male melancholics celebrated for their proposed moral distinction. Instead, Anne Heritage
and Linda Hendon’s melancholia serves to oppress them further in society; Dark demonstrates that while
melancholia is ‘culturally acceptable for particular men’ (Schiesari 15), it is culturally unacceptable for women.
Indeed, Linda Hendon is shunned for her melancholic disposition in Prelude to Christopher. Further, in Dark’s
engagement with melancholia – both thematically and textually – she challenges the notion that it is only men
who can transform their suffering into art. In writing about her own, and her protagonists’, melancholy for the
lost primordial object, Dark refuses to be muted by a culture that demands women’s silence and degrades their
suffering. Ultimately, she contests the history of melancholia as being a psychopathology culturally exclusive to
the male.

Melancholy and Modernity
Is it not the necessary garb of our suffering age, which wears the symbol of a perpetual mourning even upon its
thin black shoulders?...We are each of us celebrating some funeral.
– Charles Baudelaire16

Where melancholy was considered a sign of exceptionality in classical antiquity, the rapid innovations and
changes of the modern era17 introduced a collective experience of melancholia – what Lepenies refers to as a
social response to particular social changes (ix). One disorientating change from tradition was the attitude
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While the term modernity is used to describe a broad period of human history, this dissertation is primarily interested in
the advances of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth century’s – a period in which processes of modernisation were at its
height: namely 1890-1930s.
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towards death and dying. In an illuminating series of lectures, published in Western Attitudes Toward Death
(1976), Philippe Ariès outlines the trajectory of western culture’s attitude towards death – which shifted from an
ancient familiarity with, and acceptance of, death to a fear of it and an avoidance of the realities of death in the
modern period. According to Ariès, death in the modern era became ‘so frightful that we dare not utter its name’
(13).
Since ancient times, and through centuries and differing civilisations, death in the western world had been a
‘public ceremony’, a social ritual in which the dying person’s bedchamber was a public space that could be
entered into freely (Ariès 11-12). It was important that family members, friends, neighbours, and even children,
were present at the deathbed (Ariès 12). This ritual of death connoted:
a form of acceptance of the order of nature…In death man encountered one of the great laws of the
species, and he had no thought of escaping it or glorifying it. He merely accepted it with just the proper
amount of solemnity due to one of the important thresholds which each generation always has to cross.
(Ariès 28)
The ancient world’s acceptance of death appears alien to the ‘existential pessimism’ and avoidance of death in
the modern era (Ariès 44). In a shifting of attitude so slow as to go unnoticed, death gradually began to be
considered disquieting (Ariès 55-56). Of greater fear than one’s own death was the death of a loved one – a
severance believed to tear mankind from the comforts of daily life and from rational society (Ariès 56-57). In
the nineteenth century, Ariès writes, mourning was:
unfurled with an uncustomary degree of ostentation. It even claimed to have no obligations to social
conventions and to be the most spontaneous and insurmountable expression of a very grave wound:
people cried, fainted, languished, and fasted. (67)
This ‘new intolerance of separation’ resulted in death becoming taboo and heralded a notable sentimental trait of
modernity:
one must avoid – no longer for the sake of the dying person, but for society’s sake, for the sake of those
close to the dying person – the disturbance and the overly strong and unbearable emotion caused by the
ugliness of dying and by the very presence of death in the midst of a happy life. (Ariès 59, 87)
In contrast to the ostentatious spectacle of grief in the Victorian era, mourning was now only permissible if done
so in private (Ariès 89). Evidence of one’s sorrows no longer solicited the pity of onlookers, but their
repugnance; it became the ‘sign of mental instability or of bad manners’ (Ariès 90). According to Ariès,
however, the cultural pressure exerted on the individual to mourn privately only intensified the trauma of their
loss(es) (92). The loss of consoling mourning practices was compounded by the fact that the dying person was
no longer afforded the ability to die at home, surrounded by family; between 1930 and 1950, the scene of death
was displaced from the home to the hospital (Ariès 87). Often this meant that the person died alone. With this
shift in the site of death came the demise of the ritual ceremony of the dying; death became ‘a technical
phenomenon obtained by a cessation of care, a cessation determined in a more or less avowed way by a decision
of the doctor and the hospital team’ (Ariès 88). In chapter three, I analyse the modern trauma of loss as being
aggravated by the ‘displacement of the [traditional] site of death’ (Ariès 87). In ‘Pilgrimage’, the mother of
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Anne Heritage passes away alone in a psychiatric hospital after being institutionalised for psychological
disturbances that are symptomatic of melancholia. Janet, Anne’s biographer, ruminates:
I know that if she were given the chance to undo any one past action of her life it would be that walk
home in the gathering dusk that she would choose, while her mother was dying in the hospital behind
her. (Dark, ‘Pilgrimage’ 39)
Ariès’ examination of the shift in western attitudes towards death does not suggest that mourning itself ceased
with modernity – rather, that alternative mourning practices needed to be sought by the modern subject. This is
what Bahun recognises as modernism’s melancholic roots – art being used as ‘an alternative mourning rite
directed at a specific “climate of loss”’ (8). However, this unconventional form of grieving is characterised by a
paradoxical refusal to mourn – a practice Bahun terms ‘countermourning’ (8). Before I consider modernist
melancholia as an artistic engagement with the inability to mourn, it is beneficial first to provide a brief
overview of some of the other changes produced during the process of modernisation that were experienced as
abstract losses by the general public.
The radical and rapid upheavals of social and cultural norms, ways of life, and of gender binaries and roles,
leads Michael Levenson to define the twentieth century as ‘the epoch of crisis’ – a crisis that was both ‘real and
manufactured, physical and metaphysical, material and symbolic’ (Introduction 4). Drawing on Marx’s and
Engel’s contention in The Communist Manifesto (1848) that capitalism produces a state of continuous revolution
in society, Marshall Berman argues that to be modern ‘is to be part of a universe in which…“all that is solid
melts into air”’ (15).18 Specific experiences of modernisation figure as key among the crises of modernity.
These include:
urbanization, industrialization, colonialization and imperialism, modern warfare, the invention of
‘race,’ the advent of the modern commodity and mass culture, the emergence of modern discourses of
gender and sexuality, and the pathologization of homosexuality. (Flatley 4)
Jonathan Flatley writes that the introduction of clock time in the modern epoch organised human experience in
new ways (29). In addition to regulating the work day it also altered our ‘conceptions of the world and of space
itself’ (29). Clock time greatly contrasted with the subjective experience of time – what Henri Bergson
philosophised as la durée or durée réelle (‘experienced time’) or (‘inner-time’) – leading to a radical
restructuring of the very nature of time and our lived experience of it (McMahon 4; Flatley 30). It was proffered
that there could be different types of time – beyond the mechanical standardisation of time ‘temporality could be
individual, subjective, and multi-layered’ (Mox 34). The reconceptualisation and experience of ‘such a
fundamental concept as the function of time’ signified an abstract loss for the modern subject (Mox 34). Mox
argues that evidence of the keenness of this loss is observable in modernist experiments with temporality,
writing that temporal innovation in modernist literature testifies to time being ‘the crisis that justifies aesthetic
experiments and adaptations’ (34).

The phrase ‘all that is solid melts into air’ was coined by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engel’s in The Communist Manifesto
(1848).
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Where clock time now provided a standardised form of measurement for the workday, industrialisation led to a
change in the nature of work itself (Flatley 30). The traditional agrarian, rural lifestyle was largely replaced with
factory work in densely crowded cities – a new form of labour which, in its early stages, was ‘quite simply
brutalizing and dangerous’ (Flatley 30). Industrialisation also initiated the mass movement of people from the
country to the city, resulting in the erosion of traditional communities and ways of life (Flatley 30). Flatley
writes that the shift from living on the land to having to live in densely populated urban centres ‘increased the
shocks the human sensorium was required to absorb’, producing a form of sensory overwhelm which resulted in
withdrawal and inhibition (30).
If the modern subject had to ‘shield’ themselves from the realities of life in urban spaces, they also sought
protection against the atrocities and terrors of the First World War (Flatley 30). The introduction of new
weaponry and technologies of warfare culminated in the shocking discovery of man’s ability to kill, maim, and
otherwise destroy other men (Flatley 30). Flatley argues that the First and Second World Wars prompted a
‘massive experience of local and personal loss’ as well as the loss of abstract ideals such as liberty and religious
consolation (30). The sheer volume of lives lost in both World Wars played an influential role in the crisis of
faith in the modern epoch (Flatley 30). Modern humanity not only lost their faith, but the organising and
meaning-producing influence of religion in everyday life (Flatley 30). 19
Flatley argues that even the word ‘modernity’ itself – ‘meaning “now” or “of today”’ – implies a loss, a leaving
behind, signifying a break with the past and with tradition (28). The modern experience, therefore, is one of
tension – excitement for the new and yet grief for what is lost in the process (Mox 36). Identifying this
dialectical tension, Berman suggests that ‘to be fully modern is to be anti-modern’ (14). The modern subject, he
writes, experiences a conflicting desire between being ‘rooted in a stable and coherent personal and social past’
and an insatiable hunger for innovation and growth (Berman 35). The flipside of this hunger for expansion and
all that is new is the utter destruction of the ‘physical and social landscapes of our past, and our emotional links
with those lost worlds’ (Berman 35). Ultimately, Berman argues that the modern experience is full of
contradictions. It is to be thrilled and await with excitement the arrival of the new; and yet the very process of
such changes threatens equally ‘to destroy everything we have, everything we know, everything we are’ (15).
Another tension of the modern experience is that modernity itself is in a ‘state of perpetual becoming’; it is a
process that is never fully achieved (Berman 16). The utopian promises and catchphrases of modernity – for
instance: progress, equality, democracy – place the modern subject in what Flatley regards as a ‘precariously
depressive position’ for these promises are never realised:
At any given moment, the preoccupation with the ways the world has not met the promises of
modernity renders the world apparently lackluster, stale, and profitless even if…the possibility of
transformation always seems to lurk on the horizon. (31; emphasis in original)

Perhaps the most famous statement of this decline of faith in the modern epoch is Friedrich Nietzsche’s declaration that
‘God has died’ in his philosophical novel Thus Spake Zarathustra: A Book for All and None (1883) (221). With the death of
God came the arrival of nihilism, Berman writes, with the modern subject finding themselves ‘in the midst of a great absence
and emptiness of values’ (21).
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The modern experience, then, is one of loss of the old and the new as the utopia of the modern future never
eventuates. In agreement with Bahun, Flatley argues that modernist artistic production is a ‘response to the
losses generated by the experience of modernity’ (9). These losses, furthermore, are unable to be mourned –
being largely more abstract in nature (Flatley 9). Hence, Flatley argues, melancholia is ‘common to the
experience of modernity in general’ (9-10).20
In Mourning Melancholia: Modernist Poetics and the Refusal of Solace (2014), Mary Traester also explores the
interconnected nature of modernity and melancholy. Traester asserts that the ‘narcissistic attachment to objects,
and a melancholic response to loss of those objects through incorporation, has been frequently read not in terms
of such pathological psychology, but rather in terms of an allegory of modernity’ (63). In a reading of Charles
Baudelaire’s poem ‘The Swan’, for example, Traester analyses how the modernisation of Paris – which
Baudelaire describes in the poem – could have been experienced as a form of collective emotional pain or loss
(63). She cites the lines ‘Old Paris is no more (the form of a city/ Changes more quickly, alas! than the heart of a
mortal)’ to indicate Baudelaire’s subjective experience of modernity – his body becoming ‘heavy and solid as
everything around him turns to air’ (Baudelaire qtd. in Traester 68; Traester 68). Traester reads ‘The Swan’
(1861) as evidence that Baudelaire’s response to the changes of modernity is melancholic – excitement for the
new and yet melancholy for the losses that result:
In an important sense, Baudelaire creates his allegory for the experience of modernity through the
depiction of immobilizing concretization on the one hand, and the freeing abstraction of the new on the
other. (73)

Modernist Melancholia
I approach ‘modernist melancholia’ as a historically contingent mood-bending and an affect-trace of
problematic relationship with what is…experienced as loss; a social index that, in literature, finds its strategic
expression in the problem-reflecting use of language and formal devices that purport to both artistically
instantiate the process of mourning and reveal its ‘failure’.
– Sanja Bahun21

A self-proclaimed melancholic,22 philosopher Walter Benjamin also posited that melancholia was a ‘historical
problem related to the experience of modernity’ (Flatley 3). In contrast to Freud’s original thoughts on
melancholia, Benjamin did not regard melancholy as a pathological condition requiring therapeutic intervention
but, rather, perceived it as ‘evidence of the historicity of one’s subjectivity, indeed the very substance of that
historicity’ (Flatley 3). In The Origin of German Tragic Drama (1963), Benjamin distinguishes between tragedy
20
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(tragödie) and a ‘“play of sorrow”’ (trauerspeil) – investing the later with the traits and characteristics of
melancholia (Steiner, Introduction 17; Schiesari 256). The trauerspeil is rooted in history and unlike tragedy –
which performs rites of heroic sacrifice – the trauerspeil ‘signifies sorrow, lament, the ceremonies and
memorabilia of grief’ (Steiner, Introduction 16-17).
However, in Benjamin’s conceptualisation, this dejected affective state – the character of the dramatist as well
as the personages he animates in the trauerspeil – possesses an important function. This is due to the fact that
the withdrawal of the melancholic increases the distance between the self and the external world ‘to the point of
alienation from the body’ (Steiner, Introduction 16; Origin 140). When the world has become merely ‘a set of
objects with no necessary function or meaning’, to Benjamin, it has simultaneously ‘been prepared for
allegorical transformation’ (Flatley 37). Melancholia has the potential to allow the sufferer to conceive of how
the world ‘might be transformed, how things might be entirely different from the way they are’ (Flatley 37).
This political potential of melancholia is further explored in ‘Theses on the Philosophy of History’ 23 (1940). In
this essay, Benjamin emphasises a contrast between historicism and historical materialism. The former, he
argues, ‘gives the “eternal” image of the past’ – in other words it empathises with the victors of history – while
the latter brushes ‘history against the grain’ – uncovering the oppressed, exploited subjects of history (‘Theses’
259). Viewing the past from the perspective of the losers enables the historical materialist to recover ‘images
that have the power to startle one into righteous action’ in the present (Flatley 71). Hence, Benjamin
reconceptualises melancholic ruminations on past losses as enabling ethically oriented interest and action in the
present (Flatley 65). In Benjamin’s reformulation, melancholia becomes an ‘active, political stance in which to
confront the pain inflicted by historical phenomena’ (Traester 1).
According to Patricia Rae, Benjamin’s recasting of melancholia – from a pathological condition into an
affective state that can inspire political action – has been drawn upon by many melancholia theorists, resulting
in a ‘depathologizing’ of the condition (Introduction 18).24 This line of thinking calls upon the ethical
considerations of mourning, wherein a refusal to mourn is interpreted as a form of resistance to ‘hegemonic
norms’ – to continuing to support the imbalances of power that produced the loss (Mox 51). Such theorists
contest the ethical and political implications of a successful work of mourning for, as Mox notes, ‘we can easily
imagine instances where to move past a loss in this way would be to abdicate our responsibility to the lost
object, perhaps even asking us to ignore or forget a great wrong or injustice’ (51). 25 The political power of the
refusal to mourn is even alluded to in Freud’s seminal essay, when he refers to melancholia as: ‘a mental
constellation of revolt’ (‘Melancholia’ 248).
Earlier in this chapter, I explored Lepenies’ conceptualisation of melancholia as a form of deviance, disorder,
and nonconformity – ‘a specific category of social rebellion’ (Lepenies 94; Sánchez-Pardo 194). In alignment
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In agreement with Mox, R. Clifton Spargo identifies the ethical dilemma in Freud’s delineation of successful mourning:
‘How are we to know’, he asks, ‘when the acceptance of death, which necessarily means relinquishing the other to death,
might also mean tolerating unjust deaths and those who perpetrate them?’ (20). ‘[T]he acceptance of one’s own or another’s
death’, Spargo continues, could have the result of the development of ‘a cultural ideology that increases the practice and use
of death as a cultural weapon…ratify[ing] the right of the state to continue itself through its death-dealing actions’ (20).
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with Benjamin and contemporary melancholia theorists, Lepenies reformulates melancholic withdrawal from
passivity to active ‘rejection of both the means and the ends of socially sanctioned behavior’ (Sánchez-Pardo
194). Sánchez-Pardo writes that, while much modernist writing ruminates on the notion that humanity is
‘insignificant, lost, abandoned, or ineffectual’, – like the ego has become for the melancholic – art is embraced,
not as a withdrawal from the realities of the external world, ‘but as a means of mastering the dilemmas of daily
existence’ (199). Like the politically-minded melancholic, the modernist artist’s ‘individual vision of the world
is a response that actively seeks to intervene rather than being subsumed by the regular course of events’
(Sánchez-Pardo 199).
Bahun privileges this understanding of melancholia – not one of social withdrawal but as signifying active
participation in one’s historical context – in her treatise on modernist melancholia. She argues that
psychoanalytic descriptions of melancholia parallel ‘the particular structure of affective experience that we
associate with modernism – the synthesis of despair and revolt’ (5). The characteristics of melancholic psychic
life – feelings of ambivalence, fragmentation, experiences of dislocation, and an inability to mourn – Bahun
asserts, ‘could be seen as modernist marker-sentiments, compulsively transcribed in modernist texts’ (5). It is no
coincidence that psychoanalytic concepts are observable in modernism, she argues, for the two shared the same
historical and cultural context (6). As such, psychoanalysis can be read as informing the literary practices of
modernism and vice versa (Bahun 6). Reading modernist literary works through the lens of psychoanalytic
theories of melancholia, therefore, serves to enrich our understanding of the influence the collective experience
of world-weariness and malaise had on the technical innovations and thematic concerns of modernist literature.
While melancholia has the potential to paralyse sufferers ‘in a silent asymbolia’, Kristeva identifies experiences
of grief and loss as being stimulating to the imagination (Bahun 8; Kristeva, Black Sun 9). However, for
Kristeva, the creative potential of melancholia is paradoxical – loss, grief, and absence trigger the imagination,
fostering creative endeavours, while at the same time serving to threaten and spoil them (Black Sun 9).
Additionally, the melancholia-inspired work of art ‘emerges only when – and at the exact moment when – the
activating sorrow has been repudiated’ (Bahun 8). This paradoxical nature of melancholia-inspired creativity
leads Bahun to argue that modernist melancholia is a form of alternate mourning practice which refuses to
mourn (8-9). Rather than serving as a form of cathartic release of the lost object, the strategy of
‘countermourning’, as Bahun terms it, sees the lost loved object remain encrypted within the self of the writer,
protagonist, or text (8-9). The unrecognisable, unconscious lost object(s) also become ‘an integral part of the
text and the reader’s experience thereof’ (Bahun 9).
The modern subject’s experience of a fragmented subjectivity – ‘a collapse between inside and outside, self and
other’ – is understood psychoanalytically to be the result of the melancholic condition in which the psyche is
haunted by an object that is simultaneously present and absent (Traester 80-81; Bahun 55). The fragmented
nature of the modern self is articulated in modernist literature as permeable boundaries between external and
internal spaces as well as between borders that demarcate the individual from society (Bahun 55). Bahun reads
this hazardous, yet rewarding, permeability of boundaries as enabling Virginia Woolf, in Mrs. Dalloway (1925),
to ‘integrate all the impressions and movements of the configured historical-social space…as it interacts with,
and is transformed by, the subject’s troubled interiority’ (55; emphasis in original). As melancholia produces
indistinct boundaries between inside and outside, self and other, so too is the fictional world of modernist
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melancholic texts ‘variable’, its boundaries ‘impossible to fixate’ (Sánchez-Pardo 213-214; Bahun 55). As
Sánchez-Pardo asserts: ‘The collapse of the container-contained relationship is at the core of melancholia and its
representations in modernist discourse’ (214).
Engaging with the interplay of the presence and absence of the lost object, modernist literature foregrounds
‘absence as a formative component of representation’ – a core element of the work of art (Bahun 56). Bahun
writes that this transforms the setting of modernist fiction into ‘a labyrinthine, flexible and seemingly random
space’ (56). In the following chapter, I argue that the ‘labyrinthine’ quality of the modernist text’s setting is
observable in ‘Pilgrimage’. In the novel, Dark’s experiments with time and space result in a continual blurring
of boundaries between past and present time, past and present spaces, and the demarcation between self and
other. The conversations between Janet and Anne most strongly exhibit this permeation of the boundaries of
space and time, appearing to occur in a curious atemporal location.
In addition to making the boundaries of space permeable, modernist representations of absence serve to ‘signal a
latent, “repressed” presence’ (Bahun 56). In this dissertation, I analyse Dark’s mother as one such ‘repressed’
presence in her first three novels. She is a spectre that haunts both Dark’s modernist novels – ‘Pilgrimage’ and
Prelude to Christopher – and her romance novel Slow Dawning, demonstrating that melancholy for the lost
mother is experienced by both Dark and her female protagonists. In ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude, I read the
mother’s presence/absence as identifiable through allusions to music and musical terminology26 as well as in the
strong desire for motherhood articulated by her melancholic protagonists. Contrastingly, in Slow Dawning I
interpret melancholy for the mother as observable through Dark’s decision to imbue her romantic hero with
maternal qualities – making him symbolic of the pre-oedipal mother.27 The recurrence of the motherly spectre in
Dark’s novels signals an artistic engagement with a mourning practice that is never able to, or refuses to, be
completed.
This is not to suggest that the dialectic of presence and absence in Dark’s novels only pertains to the loss of the
mother. As I explored in chapter one, the loss that produces melancholia can be abstract as well as literal. It is
my contention that in addition to demonstrating the inability to mourn the pre-oedipal mother, Dark’s first three
novels testify to melancholia as a collective response to the modern condition. Engaging with the practice of
countermourning in her experiments with modernism in ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude allowed her to attest to the
disillusionment and dislocation experienced in Australian society during the interwar period. In other words,
through using her art to represent her society-in-crisis Dark engages with the modernist ‘interrogation of history’
(Bahun 161). My analysis of Dark’s melancholy for the pre-oedipal mother and her modernist interrogation of
the Australian interwar period as a society in crisis begins with ‘Pilgrimage’.

According to Brooks and Clark, Dark’s mother – Eleanor Grace O’Reilly (née McCulloch) – was a talented pianist who
‘loved music and beautiful things’ (17). At eighteen, she went to live at Hayfield school ‘probably to teach music’ and it was
there that she met Dowell O’Reilly, Dark’s father (Brooks and Clark 14). There are lots of references to music in Dark’s
novels, the most overt being her use of the term ‘prelude’ in the title of her most famous modernist novel, Prelude to
Christopher.
26

Another form of presence/absence in notable in the titular character of Prelude to Christopher – the Christopher to whom
the title alludes is the son nurse Kay imagines bearing to Nigel Hendon in the future.
27
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Chapter 3
Pilgrimage

Introduction
‘Pilgrimage’, Dark’s first attempt at a novel, has interested scholars primarily due to the strong biographical
links that can be drawn between Anne Heritage, the central character, and Dark herself. Brooks and Clark regard
the novel as a way for Dark to leave behind the tragedy of her past, with Anne’s death at the close of the
narrative a means of ‘exorcising part of herself’ (90). O’Reilly, too, endorses this view of ‘Pilgrimage’ as having
autobiographical content when she claims that the novel ‘draws deeply on Dark’s memory’ (Time 24). Marivic
Wyndham takes an analogous stance, arguing that Dark ‘chronicled and interpreted herself as the Anne in the
novel’ (30). The fact that Anne’s story closely resembles the events of Dark’s early life has remained the chief
mode of critical investigation into the novel (Cooper, ‘Pilgrimage’ 95).1
This dominant interpretation of ‘Pilgrimage’ has even seen scholars deny it categorisation as a work of fiction.
O’Reilly, for instance, contends that ‘Pilgrimage’ ‘is not a novel, it is primarily a memoir’ (Time 67). In this
chapter I argue that ‘Pilgrimage’ can also be understood as a first attempt at the modernist technique and, hence,
be appreciated as a modernist novel.2 The innovative and experimental nature of ‘Pilgrimage’ demonstrates that
Dark was engaging with modernism in the 1920s. While many have criticised the style of ‘Pilgrimage’, this
chapter is less concerned with its failings and more with the stylistic innovations that tie it to the form Dark
would later perfect in Prelude to Christopher: modernism.
In addition to reading ‘Pilgrimage’ as a modernist novel, this chapter draws on psychoanalytic theory to posit a
new interpretation of Anne as a melancholic. Dark’s characterisation of Anne, I argue, typifies a sufferer of
melancholia. Anne is ‘caustic’, surly, aggressive, and ‘sick of life’ (Dark, ‘Pilgrimage’ 5).3 Read through a
Kleinian lens, I interpret Anne’s melancholia as produced by ambivalence towards the lost object of love, her
mother, who dies when Anne is twelve (37).4 When Prelude to Christopher was published in 1934 reviewers
were mystified by its ‘sombre’ and ‘macabre plot’ and ‘startled’ by Dark’s ‘style of analytic, psychological
penetration’ and interest in ‘psychic aberrations’ (‘New Fiction’ 5; McCay 16; R.K. 7). However, when read
alongside ‘Pilgrimage’, it is clear that Dark’s interest in abnormal psychology began a decade earlier. Thus, I
propose to read ‘Pilgrimage’ as an early attempt at a modernist novel which, like Prelude to Christopher,

1

See Brooks and Clark 86-91, O’Reilly, Time 46-68, M. Wyndham 30-67, and Cooper, ‘Pilgrimage’ 95-100.

Melinda Cooper appears to linger close to this reading when she writes that while the majority of ‘Pilgrimage’ is ‘written in
a realist narrative style’ certain passages are ‘more figurative in...expression’ (‘Pilgrimage’ 99).
2

3

All quotes henceforth will be from ‘Pilgrimage’ unless otherwise stated.

4

Dark’s mother also died when she was twelve, on 6 August 1914 (Brooks and Clark 8).
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articulates the affinities between psychoanalytic theory and Dark’s textual and thematic engagement with
melancholia.5
This chapter also seeks to read the relationship between Anne and Janet – an elderly spinster who decides to pen
Anne’s biography – in a new light. Previous critical engagement has identified the curious tendency of Janet to
inhabit a dual role: that of both narrator and psychologist (O’Reilly, Time 53). Janet not only records the events
of Anne’s life but also engages in analysis of her actions, behaviour, and personality (O’Reilly, Time 53).
However, to date none have analysed the relationship between Janet and Anne as signifying a fictional
representation of a psychoanalyst and their analysand. Through such an interpretation, a new understanding of
Janet’s role in the text becomes clear. On a first reading, for example, the long passages of dialogue between
Janet and Anne – Janet’s seeking to understand, to ‘dissect’, ‘the Anne of the present’ (3) – as well as her
interpretations of Anne’s behaviour, appear stifling and inhibit the flow of the narrative (O’Reilly, Time 48).
Yet if we apply an understanding of psychoanalytic treatment – namely that a central tenet of psychoanalytic
theory is that insight is therapeutic (H. Segal, ‘Curative Factors’ 212) – we can read Janet’s role not chiefly as
biographer, but as analyst, and Anne, not chiefly as biographic subject, but as analysand. Janet’s goal and
function in the narrative, then, is not simply to recount Anne’s life story but, rather, to help Anne, in Kleinian
terms, make reparation and internally secure the good object. In such a reading it becomes clear that
‘Pilgrimage’ is a text that gives dual roles to its central characters. Arguably, it is this duality that contributes to
the novel appearing to fall ‘between two stools,’ being neither fiction nor memoir (O’Reilly, Time 47).
This chapter will demonstrate that another reason for the curious inability to pinpoint, or categorise,
‘Pilgrimage’ is because it is a modernist novel that attempts to textually perform a liminal condition: mourning.
Liminality is an anthropological term for a threshold, transitional state signifying change from one place or state
to another (Drewery 33). Claire Drewery argues that the process of mourning is a liminal condition and that it is
a distinctive feature of modernist short fiction (33). Drawing on the work of Arpad Szakolczai – who coined the
term ‘permanent liminality’ to refer to an enduring liminal state in which the liminar is unable to re-enter society
(211) – I regard melancholia as rendering the sufferer frozen, structurally and psychologically, in their state of
mourning. In my analysis of ‘Pilgrimage’ as a work of modernist melancholia, I contend that Dark grapples with
the ability to textually represent the permanent liminal condition of melancholia as well as liminal spaces, such
as the analyst’s office.
In addition to reading the experimental nature of the novel’s style as evidence of Dark’s textual engagement
with melancholia, I regard instances of narrative incoherence in ‘Pilgrimage’ as exhibiting that the primordial

In chapter five, I analyse the interconnections between ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude in order to argue that ‘Pilgrimage’ was the
literary precursor to Prelude and Anne Heritage, the fictional precursor to Linda Hendon.
5

The links between psychoanalysis and modernism render it no surprise that Dark was intrigued by psychoanalysis: indeed
Drusilla Modjeska writes that Dark had been ‘absorbed’ by Freud in the 1930s (‘Dialogue’ 5). In ‘Pilgrimage’ Dark makes
overt references to psychoanalysis: when describing the closeness of Anne’s brother Don with their mother, Anne remarks:
‘“No doubt you’ll make a perfectly lovely Oedipus complex out of that”’ (16-17); and, later in the novel, Janet has an
engaging discussion with Anne’s husband about child-psychology: ‘it was after five when, out of a most absorbing
discussion on the complexities of child-psychology, I looked up startled, from my watch, to find Anne’s blue eyes looking
very straight at me’ (302[5]).
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lost object, the mother, has become encrypted within the text. Drewery writes that the preoccupation with loss in
modernist short fiction produces narratives that feature ‘an elusive entity’ – one which ‘works against the
structure of the narrative, and which cannot be articulated’ (33). It is the simultaneous presence/absence of the
lost object in modernist texts, she argues, that creates disunity, fragmentation, and narrative incohesion (33). I
read the presence/absence of the lost primordial object in ‘Pilgrimage’ as one such ‘elusive entity’, textually
fragmenting the narrative, unable to be articulated by Anne/Dark.

SECTION 1 – MOURNING, LIMINALITY AND MODERNISM
In 1909, French ethnographer Arnold van Gennep published his influential study Les Rites de Passage (The
Rites of Passage), in which he introduced the term ‘limen’ to the anthropological field (Drewery 1). Van
Gennep was interested in the transitions, or passages, an individual goes through during their life – milestone
events such as birth, maturity, and marriage that bring a change in social status. These transitions, he claimed,
were accompanied by ceremonies or rituals devised to enable the individual to ‘pass from one defined position
to another which is equally defined’ (van Gennep 2-3). In his elucidation of rites of passage as signifying
important, universally experienced social transitions, van Gennep argued that cultural life is ‘made up of a
succession of stages’, or passages, ‘from one magico-religious or secular group to another’ (3, 11). He asserted
that rites of passage comprise a tripartite structure: ‘rites of separation, transition rites, and rites of
incorporation’ (11; emphasis in original). Van Gennep further delineated this schema into preliminal rites (rites
of separation), liminal rites (rites of transition), and postliminal rites (rites of incorporation) (21).
Since van Gennep’s seminal study, liminality has broadened from its original, narrow formulation as an
anthropological state of structural transition into a concept that has been employed creatively by scholars across
multiple disciplines (Szakolczai 210; Thomassen 7). Bjørn Thomassen, for example, interprets modernity as
being irrevocably bound to the liminal as it is a temporal condition suspended between the past and the promises
of a modern future (9). In its permanent state of becoming, modernity has ‘no definite form and no definite end
result’ – it is a force of ‘change and movement, speeding up, dissolving and transforming everything at hand’
(Thomassen 9). As such, modern subjects can be understood as liminars hovering between two worlds: the
ancient past and the promised, not yet reached, modern future (van Gennep 18). Szakolczai has expanded upon
this notion by arguing that the modern condition is one of ‘permanent liminality’ (211). While the term is
inherently paradoxical, Szakolczai contends that the state of permanent liminality is a response to liminal crisis
– wherein traditional frames of meaning and cultural norms collapse, disabling a restoration of the social order
(211). As such, the modern liminar remains frozen in this transitional space, unable to re-enter society, and faces
an existential search for order and meaning (Szakolczai 211).
Although the liminal condition has many positive attributes – it has been interpreted, for example, as ‘a source
of renewal’, variety and excitement – both literal and psychological liminal spaces can evoke ambivalence and
fear and, as such, may also be the source of alienation, madness, incoherence, and even the threat of death
(Szakolczai 217; Drewery 2, 4). As Thomassen explains, the etymology of the word passage – with its root in
the ‘Latin patio’ meaning ‘to suffer, to undergo’ – is indicative of the unsettling and anxiety-producing
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characteristics of the liminal condition (13). Liminality always signifies a ‘displacement, a process of
transformation undertaken, but not yet finished’ (Thomassen 13).
One life event that propels individuals into a liminal state characterised by suffering is mourning. Van Gennep
regarded mourning to be a liminal period – a threshold state entered into through cultural rituals of separation
and emerged from through rites of social reintegration (147). He describes mourning as a state in which both the
mourners and the deceased form a distinct social group – one structurally situated ‘between the world of the
living and the world of the dead’ (147). Historically, the mourning period is signified by special dress (mourning
garb) and the suspension of social life – the length of which is determined by the proximity of social bonds to
the deceased (van Gennep 148).
Structurally, the mourner (or liminar) is ambiguous – cast into a perplexing state outside conventional
understandings of time and space in which ‘the past is momentarily negated, suspended, or abrogated, and the
future has not yet begun’ (Turner, Forest of Symbols 95; Turner, Ritual to Theatre 44). Structurally invisible,
being ‘at once no longer classified and not yet classified’, the liminar can be considered paradoxically as
‘neither living nor dead’ and ‘both living and dead’ (Turner, Forest of Symbols 96). Victor Turner explains that
this conceptualisation of the liminar as hovering between the world of the living and the dead has resulted in
many societies symbolising them by using imagery ‘drawn from the biology of death, decomposition,
catabolism, and other physical processes that have a negative tinge’ (Forest of Symbols 96-97). These threshold
figures are understood as being:
neither one thing nor another; or may be both; or neither here nor there; or may even be nowhere (in
terms of recognizable cultural topography), and are at the very least ‘betwixt and between’ all the
recognized fixed points in space time of structural classification. (Turner, Forest of Symbols 97)
If the modern subject is frozen in a state of permanent liminality, as Szakolczai claims, arguably the same can be
said of the melancholic. Instead of completing the rite of passage of mourning, in van Gennep’s traditional
sense, the melancholic remains suspended in what for others constitutes but a transitory, in-between state.
Where the social order is felt to be in a state of collapse by the modern liminal subject, the melancholic’s inner
world is experienced as destroyed, rendering them unable to exit this liminal phase. I propose to read
melancholia as constituting another form of ‘permanent liminality’, to borrow Szakolczai’s terminology. Anne
Heritage’s inability to mourn her mother sees her suspended in a threshold state, frozen structurally and
psychologically in mourning.

Dark’s textual performance of liminality in ‘Pilgrimage’
Dark started writing ‘Pilgrimage’ in January 1921 and she was still writing it several years later in January 1928
(Brooks and Clark 86). During this time she was also writing verse, short stories, and magazine articles for
publication, often under a pseudonym.6 ‘From childhood’, Jean Devanny writes in a chapter on Dark in Bird of

Typically, Dark’s pseudonym was Patricia O’Rane or P. O’R. – often chosen as they shared the initials of Dark’s childhood
nickname, ‘Pixie O’Reilly’ (Day 27; Brooks and Clark 19). Dark published 29 poems between 1921 and 1933 and 18 short
stories between 1923 and 1946 (Connolly 1). She also wrote essays and three unpublished plays.
6
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Paradise (1945), she ‘had continued to write verses, for which she had a remarkable facility and which, once
broken into print, she had no difficulty in selling’ (248). Dark wrote romantic, light-hearted verse but also
poetry and short stories that demonstrate the beginning of her interest in feminism – a thematic concern of most
of her modernist novels of the 1930s and 40s. ‘Pilgrimage’ was her first attempt at a novel that would combine
her feminist concerns with her interest in psychoanalysis and melancholia.
On a first reading of ‘Pilgrimage’, the plot of Anne’s biography – to use the term for a literary device Dark was
not enamoured with7 – appears simple enough. Janet, traditionally drawn to writing serial stories of ‘pirates and
outlaws, of lovely ladies in perilous places, of gaiety and savagery’, decides to pen the biography of Anne, a
young woman whom her nephew, Jerry, has become romantically involved with (3). Anne’s father is a writer
and her mother, an artist and pianist. Her father is described as:
the least practical of all men, dreaming his life away so rosily that it amazed and scandalised him when
unwillingly, he was forced to realise…that the world his wife inhabited was a dark, ungrateful place,
full of menace and disillusionment. (25)
Anne’s mother suffers from nervous strain and what might also have been understood as melancholia. Her
fragile mental state makes her unable to engage with her children:
Their mother was too busy, and when not too busy, too tired; and when neither too busy nor too tired,
plunged into such a bottomless pit of gloom and despair that she locked the door of the littered room
she called her studio, and hid there with her paints and her easels, feeling herself, I suppose, no fit
companion for her children. (13)
Anne’s parents’ marriage is an unhappy one: both Anne and her brother Don (who is three years older) are
confronted with the discordant family life created by their parents’ constant arguing. Janet describes the
relationship of Anne’s parents as a ‘tragedy’, a ‘miserable cat-and-dog life’ that has resulted in Anne’s:
almost morbid fear of quarrelling (not of quarrels in which she herself is involved...) but to the disputes
of other people – to the atmosphere of discord that is created by two natures warring against each other.
(14-15)
Anne feels unloved by her mother and it is obvious that Don is her favourite child: ‘Don and his mother were
always very near to each other, and she loved the gentle and affectionate son far more than the aggressive and
turbulent daughter’, Janet writes (26). Anne is used by her father as ‘a weapon to fight his wife with,’ with the
result that Anne does not feel truly cared for by either parent (26). When Don falls ill with whooping cough and
dies, Anne’s mother is devastated, and her fragile state of mind further deteriorates: ‘His mother, I am sure, died
with him,’ Janet remarks (37). Unable to cope with the loss of her child, Anne’s mother quickly declines and is
soon admitted to a mental institution, remarking to Anne when she visits: ‘Did you come down on a leaf?’ – a
devastating denial of relationship (38). Tragically, she passes away, alone, in hospital when Anne is only
thirteen.
Through a conversation between Janet and Anne, Dark expresses impatience with the importance of plot: ‘“Why do people
insist so on plot?” [Anne] looked at me questioningly, “We don’t live plots, after all, do we? Only as you say – incidents,
strung together”’ (Dark, ‘Pilgrimage’ 6).
7
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After the death of her mother, Anne is sent to live with her extended relatives on her mother’s side, while her
father moves to a ‘dark little flat in an ugly street’, content to retreat into his own world of ‘scattered papers,
scattered matches, clouds of cigarette smoke’ (43, 239). However, here too Anne feels unwanted and it is only
when she begins to board at Clarendon, a school for girls, that she is finally liberated from the troubles of family
life:
No one knew here, that one’s mother was dead, that one’s relations resented one, that one’s father had
gone to live all by himself…that one was, to one’s guardians nothing but an embarrassing
responsibility. (43)
When she graduates, Anne wishes to go to university but her father cannot fund the venture and so she enrols in
Business College in order to gain work as a secretary. After her happy years at Clarendon, which Janet describes
as being analogous to ‘a lifebelt [offered] to a drowning man’, subsequent training in secretarial duties, such as
how to use a typewriter, leaves Anne feeling dehumanised:
She repeated the letters over and over again, as if she were wound up. She struck the keys like an
automaton as she named them, staring blankly out the window…A nightmarish thought came to her
that they were not alive after all – they were automata, all those figures. Miss Grayson, Hilda, and she
herself were the only living creatures in this terrible room of machinery. (43, 155; emphasis in
original)8
Anne lives with her father during her time at the Business College and when she later gains work at a law firm.
When her father has a heart attack, she calls Keith Prescott: ‘a protégé of her father’s’, once an aspiring writer
and now a doctor (Brooks and Clark 88). A recent widower and WWI veteran, Keith later becomes enamoured
with Anne. However, Anne is romantically involved with Jerry, Janet’s nephew, whom she met at work. 9 It is
Jerry who ‘rescues her’ when Anne’s father dies and his landlord wishes to evict her; he takes her to live with
him and Janet in their Darlinghurst flat (Brooks and Clark 88). In Anne’s inability to choose between Keith and
Jerry we see the continuation of Dark’s preoccupation with the love triangle, a plot device that often appeared in
her short fiction (Brooks and Clark 89).
Keith’s proposal causes Anne to have to choose between her two suitors. When she is with Keith, Anne dreams
of their future together: ‘Beautiful home. Beautiful life. Beautiful garden. Theatres, tennis, weekend trips’ (50).
With the passionate and artistic Jerry, however, there appears to be a greater bond and mutual understanding,
perhaps driven by their mutual creative temperaments. Ultimately, she chooses a future with Keith:

Automata, such as waxwork figures or robots, can evoke fear and dread in the perceiver – a sense of the uncanny – writes
Freud in his 1919 essay ‘The Uncanny’. Drawing on Ernst Jentsch’s essay, ‘On the Psychology of the Uncanny’ (1906),
Freud explores intellectual uncertainty as to whether an object is animate or inanimate as a factor that can trigger the
experience of the uncanny (‘The Uncanny’ 135). Moreover, he argues that circumstances that ‘arouse in the onlooker vague
notions of automatic – mechanical – processes that may lie hidden behind the familiar image of a living person’ can produce
a sense of the uncanny, evidenced by Anne’s uncanny perception that ‘they were automata, all those figures’ typing at once
(‘The Uncanny’ 135; 155). Freud’s conceptualisation of the uncanny will be further explored in Chapter 5.
8
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Jerry approaches the law firm, wanting to organise his will.
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It amounted to this: that towards Jerry a dim, powerful, unknown, and therefore mistrusted force was
driving her – but towards Keith she went with conscious willingness – with friendship and pity in her
hands. (253)
However, her happiness with Keith is short lived and soon Anne concludes that she and Keith are ‘two people
who love, but do not fit’ (307[1]). She turns up at Jerry and Janet’s flat, reigniting her relationship with Jerry.
Soon after their affair, Anne discovers that she is pregnant and doesn’t know whether the child is Keith’s or
Jerry’s. Her doctor advises against the pregnancy as Anne has a kidney disorder and he believes the pregnancy
will exacerbate her illness. She decides to keep the baby but with disastrous consequences. ‘Pilgrimage’ ends
with Anne’s ‘death-bed-scene’ and Janet’s concluding statement: ‘I remember thinking that now, at all events,
she had achieved a climax – won at last to a summit from which there could be no fall –’ (363[9] – 364[10]).
Several aspects of ‘Pilgrimage’ challenge its sole categorisation as a work of memoir,10 demonstrating its further
complexity. For one, the stylistic innovation and challenging form of ‘Pilgrimage’, I contend, tie it to
modernism. ‘Pilgrimage’, like many modernist novels, is fragmentary, ‘preoccupied with absences, spaces, and
gaps’, and features frequent disruptions of the linear chronicling of Anne’s story by commentary from Janet and
Anne (S. Jones 199). As Susan Jones asserts, the textual representation of psychological and spatial ‘absences’
is a common feature of modernist texts, with spaces, gaps, and absences used as ‘metaphorical signifiers
undermining conventional notions of aesthetic unity’ (195, 199). The gaps contained within Anne’s biography –
a reader is as often confused by what is left in than what is left out – coupled with frequent disruption by Janet
and Anne’s conversations, results in a reader needing to complete the meaning of the narrative themselves – an
observable feature of modernist literature.11
Just as Jones observes in Conrad’s Typhoon (1902) and Dorothy Richardson’s novel series, notably also titled
Pilgrimage (1915),12 description of the ‘crucial event’ (200) of ‘Pilgrimage’ – the death of Anne’s mother – is
10

For an analysis of ‘Pilgrimage’ as a work of memoir, see O’Reilly, Time 46-68.

Susan Jones, for example, reads Joseph Conrad’s Typhoon (1902) as containing analogous gaps in the construction of the
plot that, coupled with the novel’s ‘lack of logical sequencing and narratorial explanation’, lead the reader to have to
‘complete the meaning of the tale’ (200).
11

There are distinct similarities between Richardson’s ‘novel sequence’ Pilgrimage – a narrative told across 13 novels – and
Dark’s ‘Pilgrimage’. Both Richardson’s and Dark’s novels are semi-autobiographical, with Brooks and Clark (noting of
Dark’s ‘Pilgrimage’) that the events leading up to Anne’s father’s death and her marriage mirror the novelist’s own early life
experiences (Drewery 16; Brooks and Clark 90). In her article ‘Dorothy M. Richardson: The Personal “Pilgrimage”’, Gloria
Glikin traces the interconnections between Richardson’s life and the lived experiences of her main protagonist, Miriam
Henderson, and argues that Pilgrimage contains ‘highly personal’ details about the author’s life (587). Glikin writes: ‘More
than a self portrait is to be found in Pilgrimage. Miriam’s memory unearths a set of facts lying in Dorothy Richardson’s
memory, more detailed information about her family background than she ever provided in explicit autobiographical notes’
(599). Such an argument is analogous to O’Reilly’s assertion that Anne Heritage is a ‘largely autobiographical character’
and it is the novel in which Dark reveals the ‘most about her early life and the family influences of her childhood’ (16, 46).
12

There is also a curious parallel in both writers’ reticence concerning speaking publicly about their private lives. Of
Richardson, Glikin notes: ‘During her lifetime Dorothy Richardson withheld all but the essential facts about herself – and
gave these even grudgingly’ (586). In his bio-critical volume on Dark, A. Grove Day notes the author’s reluctance to speak
publicly about herself: ‘Mrs. Dark is reticent with strangers, truly modest about her achievements, and holds misgivings
about publicity’ (15). Based on these similarities, one wonders whether Dark’s aim in writing her own ‘Pilgrimage’ was to
model herself on the female author who has been heralded as ‘the first practitioner of [the] stream-of-consciousness
technique in English’ (Ito ii). These similarities also add weight to my contention that, in addition to drawing on her own life
and memory in the writing of ‘Pilgrimage’, Dark was consciously attempting the modernist style.
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missing, constituting a gap in the narrative. This ‘moment of human crisis’ (S. Jones 201) is an experience Anne
does not allow Janet, and by extension the reader, to witness:
The mother became, suddenly, very ill. I have fought Anne hard for details of this time, but she will not
give them. ‘Hospitals’ she says, ‘sickness, disorder, a dreadful, choky apprehensiveness. She died –
write it down and get on to the next part’. (37)
When Janet presses her further, Anne recounts the last time she saw her mother – however, she demonstrates
clear anger at being forced to address this crucial event in her life: ‘She ran her fingers through her hair, looking
at me as though she hated me’, says Janet (38). Anne reluctantly recounts:
‘I remember that as I gave her a little wave from the doorway I felt a sudden rush of tremendous
affection for her. I wanted to go and throw myself on my knees by her bed and kiss her face and hands
and stay, for a long time, with my arms round her. I stood still outside the door for a moment, with my
hand on the knob…I thought: “I had better look at her again.” But I didn’t. And I walked home.’ (39)
Rather than spending time considering the tragedy of her mother’s death and its impact on the young Anne, the
next chapter begins with a consideration of the boarding school for girls that Anne attends, Clarendon: ‘I have
asked Anne many times,’ Janet writes, ‘what it was about Clarendon that made her capitulate so quickly’ (40).
As such, the ramifications of her mother’s death are, as Jones’ observes of Conrad’s and Richardson’s novels,
‘intimated…never fully articulated’ (S. Jones 208). The death of the mother in Richardson’s Pilgrimage is
glossed over, Jones writes, by means of a ‘temporal leap backward’ from a description of events that take place
the night of the mother’s suicide back to an earlier moment of the day (S. Jones 208). As such, just like
Conrad’s refusal to describe the critical event of Typhoon – the ship being guided straight into the typhoon – and
Anne’s reluctance to speak about her mother’s death, Richardson’s Pilgrimage also refuses to engage directly
with the death of the heroine’s mother (S. Jones 208).13
Jones suggests that these gaps in Conrad and Richardson’s narratives are ‘fugue states’ or crises faced by the
protagonists – traumas ‘so overwhelming as to be unrepresentable – spaces to be completed only in the
imagination of the reader’ (209). In the face of such crises, Jones writes, narrative ‘indeed all representation,
breaks down, just as the defining centre of consciousness of the novel has itself momentarily refused to
“perform”’ (210). I read the death of Anne’s mother in ‘Pilgrimage’ as signifying one such form of human crisis
too devastating to be textually represented; this is exhibited in the refusal, or inability, of Anne to describe her
mother’s death or its aftermath.
However, Anne (and Dark’s) inability to represent the devastating loss of the mother produces what Drewery
has called ‘a lack within the text’ – one that signifies both a corporeal lack (relating to the loss of the object in
the external world) as well as ‘an alinguistic realm which is absent or eludes representation’ (33). The inability
to depict the loss of the mother is understandable if we interpret Anne and Dark’s mourning as, in fact,
melancholia for, in Freud’s original theorisation, melancholia relates to an object-loss that has become
Furthermore, the parallels between Richardson’s and Dark’s novels constitute a further example of Dark’s appropriation of
other contemporary writers’ works. See Saunders; Ailwood.
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Linda’s suicide in Prelude to Christopher is also intimated, never represented.
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unconscious. Unable to be mourned, the mother is an absent presence encrypted in the text, creating disunity
and fragmentation. Hence, Anne’s melancholy ‘sits like a dead weight on the novel’, to borrow O’Reilly’s
description, producing a morbid tone and inhibiting the structure and flow of the narrative (Time 48). Indeed, a
1931 reader’s report of ‘Pilgrimage’ from publishers Hurst and Blackett identified this ‘heaviness’ of the novel’s
tone in their remark that ‘Pilgrimage’ was ‘very morbid’ (qtd. in Brooks and Clark 122).
In attempting to textually perform the permanent liminal condition of melancholia, and in imbuing her main
protagonist with melancholic characteristics, Dark aligns ‘Pilgrimage’ with the body of work Bahun has
identified as modernist melancholia. In reading ‘Pilgrimage’ as a modernist melancholic text, the morbidity of
the novel’s tone becomes analogous to the experience of psychic heaviness that the melancholic suffers,
believing that they carry their destroyed, dead object inside them; the long passages of memory – that O’Reilly
identifies as ‘perhaps self-indulgently, prolonged’ (Time 49) – become reminiscent of the melancholic’s
inhibition and ‘denial of external reality’ (Sánchez-Pardo 62); and the fact that there is ‘no hint of futurity in all
the characters’ interaction with each other’ (O’Reilly, Time 49) becomes symbolic of the melancholic’s
experience of losing ‘all interest in words, actions, and even life itself’ (Kristeva, Black Sun 3).
In Prelude to Christopher, Dark would find a balance between the morose, depressive nature of her melancholic
central character and a stylistic levity. In addition, she would present a greater array of characters – a structure
that would enable time outside of the melancholic’s psyche, instead of fixing them as the dominant perspective
of the narrative. Just as Anne doubts whether anyone would be interested in the story of her life – one told ‘in
boresome detail’ (5) – as readers we become wearied by the novel’s pessimistic and disagreeable heroine, rather
than enticed by the technical marvel of Dark’s ability to ‘exhibit for his delight, as though they were cutaway
models of complex machines, brains at work’ (Lowe 324). In ‘Pilgrimage’, therefore, we witness Dark’s first
attempt to textually and thematically engage with melancholia, yet she struggles to engage with this modernist
preoccupation with sophistication.
Just as Dark’s engagement with melancholia produces textual fragmentation and gaps in the narrative, her
preoccupation with liminal spaces further complicates the unity of the novel. The frequent intrusions of Anne’s
biography by elaborations or conversations between Anne and Janet are evidently not tied to the same linear
time sequence of Anne’s memories. Instead, Anne and Janet’s exchanges appear to exist on another plane
entirely – constituting a strange place outside of the regular constructs of time and space. Only a few times does
Janet make reference to these discussions occurring in her ‘work-room’, otherwise, these discussions are not tied
to any place or indicated as occurring at a certain time (44). These interjections also serve to further fragment
the narrative, creating disunity and interrupting narrative flow. The following passage from ‘Pilgrimage’ – a
description of the family’s move to a new home in Anne’s youth – is included at length to demonstrate the
structural fragmentation these conversations produce as well as the curious non-space that they occur in:
Six months of that – and then another home. A more cut-to-pattern home, this, than any of the others
she remembers. An ordinary sort of cottage on a strip of ground with a sixty-foot frontage. But there
were camphor laurel trees along the fence, and a huge pittosporum, from whose higher branches Anne
romanced like a mediaeval maiden from her tower window.
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‘You must remember this,’ she warned me, ‘about the trees, the lovely view. I had never lived in an
ugly place…You must, if you want to understand – keep clearly in front of you the inside and the
outside of all my homes. Inside pinching and disillusion, and discord, and weariness and frustration.
Outside – always – some kind of beauty. I was driven to it. I relied on it. Remember that when you
come to write of Burneyvale.’
Her holiday ended, and she began another bout of schooling.
I asked: ‘Did you like it?’ (33)
These disruptions, which feel almost like authorial intrusions, permeate the novel, making it difficult at times to
distinguish who is speaking – Anne or Janet – and creating, as O’Reilly has observed, ‘a curious kind of
doubleness’ (Time 48). Both Anne and Janet are also strangely disembodied – a reader is given so little
description of their appearance that it is possible to forget what they look like partway through a reading.
O’Reilly comments on this tendency when she states: ‘Except for a few fleeting glimpses, a blue hat, blue eyes,
dark hair – Anne is never physically delineated. Overall she is too cerebral, too indrawn to develop as a
character in her own right’ (Time 60). A reader knows even less about Janet’s physicality, other than that she is
an ‘elderly spinster’ (3). It may be that here we see Dark’s first step towards the stream of consciousness method
– by which I mean that, in these interjections of the two characters, she does away with physical descriptions in
favour of concentrating purely on dialogue and, in doing so, demonstrates an early attempt at privileging the
articulation of the inner worlds of her characters.
Added to this doubleness of Anne and Janet, is the addition of past Annes – the selves recounted in Janet’s
biography. As a result, we have multiple selves with which ‘Pilgrimage’ is preoccupied: Janet and Anne of the
curious present (in a liminal place, outside of conventional notions of time and space) and the succession of
Annes from age four to 19. In this regard, ‘Pilgrimage’ touches upon a modernist sentiment: that the self is
elusive, constantly in motion, constantly in the process of becoming. Virginia Woolf identifies this key facet of
the self when she notes in ‘A Sketch of the Past’ (c. 1939): ‘What I write today I should not write in a year’s
time’ (75). In this sense, ‘Pilgrimage’ is also preoccupied with transgressing boundaries – boundaries between
self and other (Anne and Janet’s curious ‘doubleness’), between a succession of past selves and the self of the
present moment, as well as between past and present time.
As I intend to read Janet and Anne as analyst and analysand, the liminal space that I view them as inhabiting in
the strange, present time of the novel is suggestive of the analyst’s office. In the scant description we are given
of Janet’s work-room, Anne is depicted as ‘lying on the sofa…with Jerry’s dressing-gown over her feet’ as she
recounts a memory from her childhood (44). The parallels between Anne recalling moments of her childhood
while lying down on Janet’s sofa, while Janet makes notes, and the analyst’s office (or in more modern times,
the popularised image of the ‘psychiatrist’s couch’) are too clear to ignore. Much like other liminal places, such
as the doctor’s waiting room, or the hotel, an analyst’s office is a transitional space; one cannot dwell there.
As Drewery has noted, female modernist writers are often preoccupied with liminal times, places, and states
(11). Physical or psychological thresholds are given centrality as transitional states and spaces offer their female
protagonists the ability to negotiate their individual and socially designated roles (Drewery 11). Drewery, for
instance, reads Richardson’s short story ‘Tryst’ (1941) as a negotiation of liminal places and states; the central
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female character discovers ‘an extended sense of self’ through a walk at twilight (a liminal time) to the seashore
(a liminal place) (23). While the walk allows Richardson’s heroine to experience an expansive sense of self, the
domestic interior of a house, entered through crossing another threshold – the doorway – proves to ‘constrict her
subjectivity once more into the role of servitude demanded of her’ (Drewery 23-24).
Just like Richardson’s central character in ‘Tryst’, Anne experiences a narrowing of her subjectivity in her role
as Keith Prescott’s wife: ‘she ceased to be Anne Heritage, and bec[a]me the fiancée of Keith Prescott’, Janet
writes (271). Anne exhibits ‘nervousness and overstrain’ when the couple begin to prepare for their domestic
life together: ‘that hideous business, so revolting to Youth, known as “settling down”’ (267). On the day of their
‘first homecoming’, having moved into a cottage in Burneyvale, Anne dozes and is described as waking:
with a sudden shiver of pure terror at the unfamiliarity of the room which its wavering light showed
grotesquely for a moment. As she became more broadly awake the fear altered, but did not die. What
was she doing here in this strange house full of strange things? With that strange street just outside, and
more strange streets beyond. (294)
The above passage contains elements of the uncanny:14 a Freudian concept referring to the point ‘at which the
familiar becomes unfamiliar and consequently frightening’ (Smith 3). Angela Smith explains that moments of
the uncanny are representative of a repressed fear or secret returning to consciousness (3). One could argue that,
in addition to signalling the repressed presence of the primordial object, Anne’s uncanny experience in her
matrimonial home is symbolic of the perceived narrowing of her subjectivity and her feelings of entrapment in
the domestic space and role she now must possess. When Linda Hendon is visited in Prelude to Christopher by
Marlow, a doctor, she too expresses a fear of her house: ‘You slept out here?’ Marlow says in disbelief, to which
Linda replies ‘I don’t like that house’ (Dark, Prelude 101).
As well as demonstrating Dark’s interest in the uncanny, Anne and Linda’s fear of their house can be interpreted
as an aspect of their melancholia. In the Kleinian schema, a house’s interior is symbolic of the inner body of the
mother; Klein writes that young girls frequently draw a house to represent their mother, with comforting objects
– those to ‘sit and lie upon, as well as beds’ – symbolising the good, nurturing and protecting mother (Klein,
Psycho-Analysis 217; Klein, ‘Creative Impulse’ 439). However, in the melancholic’s case, the mother’s body is
believed to be destroyed and filled with persecutory part objects, making the interior of a house, by extension,
not a place of comfort, but of terror (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 249).
In addition to demonstrating an interest in liminal spaces in ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude, the melancholic
dispositions of Anne and Linda signal Dark’s preoccupation with an affective pathology that produces a
threshold psychological state. Melancholia’s very definition asserts its liminal status, with Sánchez-Pardo
regarding it as ‘inhabiting a sort of middle ground or borderline state between psychosis and neurosis’ (4). The
melancholia suffered by Dark’s female protagonists structurally positions them as hovering between sanity and

As Dark’s engagement with the uncanny is more overt in Prelude to Christopher, this concept will be explored further in
chapter 5.
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madness, life and death. The dead mother, I argue, figuratively haunts Anne and Linda, as well as Dark,
disabling them from a successful work of mourning and rendering them frozen in a permanent liminal state. 15

‘Pilgrimage’ as modernist fiction
Dark’s preoccupation with liminal figures and spaces in ‘Pilgrimage’, I contend, exhibits the novel’s alignment
with modernist aesthetics. The frequent disruption of the linear timeline of Anne’s memories can be analysed as
indicative of the novel’s modernist style and form. In the previous chapter, I discussed how the introduction of
standardised time in the late nineteenth century led to a radical ‘alteration in the rhythm of temporal experience’
– a rupture from traditional conceptualisations of temporality that was experienced as an abstract loss by modern
subjects (Levenson, ‘Time-mind’ 198; Flatley 29). In this section, I wish briefly to consider the influence that
these new conceptions of time had on modernist aesthetic practice in my analysis of ‘Pilgrimage’ as a work of
modernist fiction.
At the end of the nineteenth century, French philosopher Henri Bergson and theoretical physicist Albert Einstein
were instrumental figures in the modern revolution in thought regarding temporal experience. In his
philosophical theorisations on time, Bergson divided temporality into two categories – l’entendu (clock time)
and la durée or durée réelle (‘experienced time’ or ‘inner-time’) – thereby proffering that there was a difference
between standardised clock time and the subjective experience of time (Scheel 19-20; McMahon 4). Bergson
argued that la durée reflects the lived experience of time; it was a form of temporality that does not exist outside
the self for ‘the individual cannot perceive durée unless it is cut into segments and thus spatialized’ (Gillies
102). According to Bergson, reality is constantly in flux, thereby requiring mankind to ‘try to map it or
“reconstitute” it in ways that establish reality as a constant’ (Scheel 20). This is the purpose of clock time or
l’entendu (Scheel 20). It was Bergson’s proposal of inner time – that time was subjective, experienced
differently by each person – that was taken up by modernist artists and writers; this was rendered most clearly in
the defining formal innovation of modernist prose: the stream of consciousness technique (Scheel 20; Gillies
102).16
In his contention that temporality was not only linear but subjective, Bergson’s philosophy offered that time
could be multiple and multi-faceted. Einstein’s postulation that time was relative – that there was no single
objective or privileged perspective – further challenged traditional notions of time (Scheel 20; Mook and
Vargish 65). Einstein argued that reality itself is meaningless unless it is comprised of multiple points of view
(Vargish and Mook 11). Bergson and Einstein’s radical theorisations on time influenced the modernist
movement, resonating particularly with ‘high’ modernist writers like Virginia Woolf and James Joyce who were
It is important to note that I use the word haunt to refer to Dark’s and her melancholic protagonists’ figurative,
psychological experience of being haunted by the lost object rather than in the sense of a physical spectral presence that
appears to characters in the works of gothic literature.
15

Mary Ann Gillies suggests that the most notable correlation between Bergson’s conception of ‘all existence [being]…a
continual free-flowing flux’ and modernist sentiment is found in Woolf’s famous description of the stream of consciousness
technique: ‘Let us record the atoms as they fall upon the mind in the order in which they fall, let us trace the pattern,
however disconnected and incoherent in appearance, which each sight or incident scores upon the consciousness’ (102;
Woolf, ‘Modern Fiction’ 107).
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occupied with finding a form that would authentically express the subjective inner lives of their characters
(McMahon 4). Theodore Martin writes that modernists were also attuned to the ways in which secular,
standardised time was felt to be infringing upon individual freedoms and identity (6). As such, the modernist
preoccupation with time reflected the ‘political stakes of temporal experience’ (T. Martin 6).
Literary modernists engaged stylistically and thematically with the complexities of both private and public time
(T. Martin 6). If time was no longer only linear, they theorised, then the traditional use of language as sequence
must be refashioned to suit the subjective experience of inner time (Frank 223). Consequently, modernist
literary practices departed from traditional linear forms of narrative in favour of creating literary forms that were
spatial (Frank 225). Joseph Frank writes that modernist prose and poetry was intended to be ‘apprehended
spatially, in a moment of time, rather than as a sequence’ (225). A stark contrast to traditional narrative
practices, the reader of modernist prose needed to read the creative text as ‘juxtaposed in space’ rather than
unfolding in time (Frank 225). A canonistic modernist poem like T.S. Eliot’s ‘The Waste Land’ (1922), for
example, necessitates that the reader look, not to the linearity of the prose for understanding, but to ‘a structure
depending on the perception of relationships between disconnected word-groups’: to read the poem, as it were,
spatially (Frank 229).
Marcel Proust’s conception of time, I contend, resonates with what Dark was attempting to achieve in
‘Pilgrimage’. In Remembrance of Things Past (1913),17 Proust sought to capture moments of ‘revelation’ –
those instances when ‘the physical sensations of the past came flooding back to fuse with the present’ (Frank
236). During such revelatory moments, Proust believed he became attuned to a reality that was ‘real without
being of the present moment, ideal but not abstract’ and that he could briefly capture what he termed ‘a
fragment of time in its pure state’ (Proust qtd. in Frank 236). Frank explains that Proust’s notion of ‘pure time’
does not refer to time itself but to ‘perception in a moment of time, that is to say, space’ (239). In order to afford
his reader access to pure time, Proust presents vignettes or ‘snapshots’ of characters rendered ‘motionless in a
moment of vision’, with the attentive reader juxtaposing these contrasting images in order to experience ‘the
effects of the passage of time exactly as the narrator had done’ (Frank 238-239).
As present and past time is continuously interwoven throughout ‘Pilgrimage’, with the memories depicted as
‘snapshots’ affording a reader mere fragmentary glimpses into Anne’s defining moments, it is possible to
consider that Dark may have been attempting to achieve, like Proust, a literary representation of ‘pure time’.
That this attempt was unsuccessful is less important than Dark’s interrogation of time in ‘Pilgrimage’ being
reflective of its modernist aesthetic innovations and preoccupations. Gilbert Massey, the central protagonist of
Dark’s last modernist novel, The Little Company (1945), would later articulate her alignment with modernist
conceptions of time; he asserts that life is ‘an endless present moment, moving snailwise through time, carrying
the past and the future on its back’ (121).
The interrogation of traditional concepts of temporality in ‘Pilgrimage’ does not only indicate the novel’s
modernism, it also displays an alignment with what Julia Kristeva has termed ‘women’s time’ – a form of time
that is cyclical, ‘[a]ll encompassing and infinite like imaginary space’ (‘Women’s Time’ 16). Kristeva writes
that the different nature of female subjectivity necessitates a temporality that ‘retains repetition and eternity
17
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from among multiple modalities of time’ (‘Women’s Time’ 16; emphasis in original). This contrasting nonlinear conception of time, Kristeva explains, was produced by second wave feminists who contended that
conventional time was a gendered construct and, as such, was ‘imbued with a patriarchal ideology that
disempowered women’ (‘Women’s Time’ 19-20; Donaldson 113).18
Modernist women writers, such as Dorothy Richardson, found linearity equally unsuitable for mapping female
consciousness in fiction for, unlike men, women’s lives revolved around ‘the private time of reproduction,
domesticity, creativity and mysticism’ (Donaldson 114; Hanscombe 22-34). According to Gillian Hanscombe, it
was Richardson’s desire to represent female consciousness and this engendered an innovative style aimed at
capturing women’s psychic immersion in ‘the deep current of eternity’ (33). Female subjectivity, then, for
women modernist writers could not be depicted through traditional narrative structures, like plot, but through
‘new topographies’ – narrative landscapes in which textual voice and identity become multiple and
contradictory (Kemp 106). The resulting ‘dissolved’ or ‘disembodied self’ (Kemp 106), I read as evident in the
blurring between Anne and Janet and the multiplicity of Anne’s selves in ‘Pilgrimage’.

The pilgrimage: a modernist trope
In Space, Time and the Pilgrimage in Modernist Literature (2005), Kathleen Scheel argues that the modernist
interrogation of time produced a need for writers to move away from the hero’s quest trope in favour of the
journey or pilgrimage (27). The hero’s quest centred on a male individual tasked with achieving a certain goal
and tended to be written in the traditional linear narrative style (Scheel 6). According to Scheel, the emphasis on
the individual achieving their goal in the hero’s journey reflects masculine values of accomplishment and
progress (9). While the quest may begin with the protagonist, and possibly the fictional world, in a state of
turmoil, the quest motif offered readers reassurance through its predictable pattern – namely, that the journey
would end with order restored (Scheel 9). This suggested that all chaos, while necessary, is transient (Scheel 9).
However, it is clear that the hero’s quest trope was ill-suited to the experience of modernity as one of crisis. The
rapid innovations in social relations, technologies, philosophic principles, and religious beliefs offered no world
order that could be restored, only a never-ending process of change (Levenson, ‘Time-mind’ 198). Drewery
writes that the ‘transient’ nature of modernity – that the experience of modern life is analogous to that of ‘a
journey without end’ – sharply contrasts with the resolution offered by the quest trope (15). Therefore,
modernist writers employed the metaphor of the journey instead of the quest; each journey was ‘an act of
displacement; a fleeting, transient condition between states’ for their characters (Drewery 15). As a result,
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Drewery insists that we can read the protagonists of modernist literature as pilgrims or exiles – liminars
suspended between where they have been and where they are headed (15).
In transgressing boundaries, the pilgrimage can be understood as a decision to temporarily ‘exile’ oneself from a
native homeland, to become alien in a foreign land (Drewery 15). In The Art of Life (1982), Hanscombe relates
the experience of femininity to exile, arguing that it was this alienated status that motivated modernist women
writers to contest the conventions of realism in literature:
If it is the case that women writers felt alienated from the tradition which, as artists, they were moved
to extend, and if it is the case that they diagnosed their alienation as a symptom of their femininity, then
it must certainly be the case that this same alienation became a central factor in both the preoccupations
and the manner of their writings. (22)
According to Drewery, alienation is often figured as symptomatic of a heroine’s femininity in many works by
modernist women writers (27). That modernist women writers felt alienated from the traditions of a masculine
literary heritage and were conscious of their exiled status in society is demonstrated by Dark’s preoccupation
with liminal figures and states in her first three novels. Her melancholic protagonists are doubly alienated in
society; they are shunned due to their mental illness as well as continually oppressed due to their sex.
In addition to the pilgrim’s ‘exile’ status being reflective of modernist women writers’ experience of femininity,
the pilgrimage trope was also favoured by modernists due to the fact that protagonists could be male or female
and did not have to be an idealised, valiant figure (Scheel 11). Instead, the pilgrim protagonist could be ‘foolish,
confused and uncertain of their identity’ (Scheel 11). The objectives of the quest and pilgrimage also differed
substantially. Where the success of the quest rested on the hero achieving his goal, the pilgrim was not assessed
on their ability to accomplish a set task so that the threat of failure was not an overarching concern of the
narrative (Scheel 12). Further, while the quest was aligned with linearity, sequence, and progression, the
pilgrimage as a motif engaged with a conception of time as spatial and reflective of the cycles of the natural
world (Scheel 12, 17).
In Image and Pilgrimage in Christian Culture (1978), Victor and Edith Turner argue that, the pilgrimage has
retained its significance throughout the centuries due to the spiritual, social, and personal aspects of the
pilgrim’s journey (Ross, Introduction xxix). By removing themselves from their homeland and daily life in
pursuit of spiritual insight, the pilgrim is a liminar traversing threshold spaces (Ross, Introduction xxxix). The
pilgrimage is an act that consciously seeks out liminality, for the spiritual answers the pilgrim seeks lay outside
of chronological time; they are only able to be glimpsed in a more expansive view of temporality in which ‘all
history is present simultaneously’ (Scheel 14). Comparing the temporality of the pilgrimage to ancient, spatial
time, Scheel argues that the pilgrimage narrative has ‘no sense of progress or directionality’ for it is engaged
with a notion of time in which all past, present, and future is available in the now (15).
The pilgrimage trope, then, has echoes of Proust’s ‘pure time’ and Benjamin’s contention that the historical
materialist is engaged in ‘grasping and holding the genuine historical image as it flares up briefly’ in the present
moment (‘Theses’ 258). In addition, the pilgrimage trope resonates with ‘women’s time’ for both regard time as
spatial over linear as well as cyclical and gender-neutral (Scheel 15, 27). Scheel argues that the alignment of the
pilgrimage narrative with the temporality of female subjectivity means that it is a trope ‘entwined with the
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recovery of the archetypal feminine principle’; it disrupts the male-oriented, linear quest narrative that has so
long repressed the archetypal feminine (Scheel 32). The pilgrimage trope, therefore, offered Dark a motif
through which to explore a more expansive view of time – one that was aligned with female experience and
positioned outside of dominant patriarchal traditions. Additionally, the pilgrimage trope also resonated with
Dark’s desire to present a flawed, unheroic central protagonist who was uncertain about her identity – the
antipathy of the courageous and valorised hero of the quest narrative.
Reading Dark’s first attempt at a novel as one that is deeply engaged with the pilgrimage trope also clarifies
why ‘Pilgrimage’ has so often frustrated scholars. O’Reilly, for instance, laments that the narrative is a
‘succession of cul de sacs’ which concludes with an unsatisfying ending: ‘in the end it peters out, wanders off
inconclusively into nothing’ (Time 56, 46). Unlike the hero of the quest narrative, the only goal for the pilgrim is
to pass into an eternal temporality in which all time is present (Scheel 15). This means that the sense of progress
in the pilgrimage narrative is ‘taken out of the earthly realm’, sharply contrasting the hero’s quest to restore
world order and, in so doing, achieve narrative resolution (Scheel 15). A conversation between Janet, Anne, and
Jerry speaks to the spiritual nature of the pilgrimage motif in Dark’s novel:
Happiness, surely, is the summit of one’s pilgrimage. How does it come – at what stage of the
journey?…Jerry decides: ‘No – you must give it to happiness – just happiness – however and whenever
it comes. After all it’s the everlasting hunt – and if one is lucky enough to get it in perfection for even a
little while, one must call the little while the summit –’ (41)
If we are to read ‘Pilgrimage’ as a work of modernist melancholia, then the attainment of happiness may be
interpreted as Anne’s movement out of the liminal stasis of melancholy: in Kleinian terms, her ability to
establish ‘in the core of [her] ego a sufficiently good and secure whole internal object’ (H. Segal, Klein 80).
That she does not achieve this, nor the intended outcome of the traditional pilgrimage, 19 unites Dark’s novel
with the work of other modernist women writers like Richardson, May Sinclair, and Katherine Mansfield who
employed the pilgrimage trope in order to ‘convey the sense that moments of revelation afforded by states of
transition are elusive and frequently illusory’ (Drewery 17). Just as modernist melancholic texts contest the
sense of closure in mourning so too does the pilgrimage trope subvert the notion that a journey brings privileged
spiritual insight (Drewery 17). Rather, Drewery argues that modernist women writers often present female
characters grappling with crises of identity and that these crises are typically unresolved, leaving both the
protagonist and reader ‘suspended in the space of the waiting room’ (31). In her inability to make reparation to
the lost mother, both Anne and the reader remain frozen in the permanent liminal state of melancholia.

SECTION 2 – ‘PILGRIMAGE’ AND MELANCHOLIA
The first section of this chapter explored the liminal themes, times, and spaces of ‘Pilgrimage’ as illustrative of
Dark’s interest in the interstices: psychological and literal threshold states, such as those occupied by the liminar
and the mourner or melancholic. It outlined the innovativeness of Dark’s technique in ‘Pilgrimage’ and argued
The pilgrimage is traditionally sought out as a means through which to strengthen one’s faith or attain a ‘radically altered
worldview’ (Scheel 10).
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that the experimental nature of her prose – most notably, her attempt to textually perform the liminal condition
of melancholia – aligns the novel with the preoccupations of modernism and modernist melancholia. As such,
‘Pilgrimage’ may be understood as Dark’s first attempt at the modernist technique and her first modernist
melancholic novel. Adopting the trope of the pilgrimage as a guiding principle for the narrative of ‘Pilgrimage’
further demonstrates the novel’s links to modernism, as well as to feminism, for Dark chooses a trope that is
better aligned with female subjectivity (Scheel 15).
Having argued for the validity of reading ‘Pilgrimage’ as a feminist modernist text, in this next section I wish to
provide further evidence for an interpretation of Dark’s novel as a textual performance of melancholia in literary
modernism. I contend that Anne Heritage is a melancholic and that Dark engages thematically and textually
with melancholia in the novel. Drawing on Kleinian object relations theory enables us to understand that the
cause of Anne’s melancholia is her inability to mourn the lost primordial object. The psychoanalytic concept of
transference is employed in order to interpret Janet and Anne’s interactions as demonstrative of their
analyst/analysand relationship in ‘Pilgrimage’.
Freud described the transference situation as ‘new editions or facsimiles of the impulses and phantasies which
are aroused and made conscious during the progress of the analysis’ (‘Case of Hysteria’ 116). In the case of the
analyst/analysand, the analysand transfers phantasies and complex emotions they have towards an early figure –
for example, a parent – onto the analyst (Freud, ‘Case of Hysteria’ 116). The act revives a whole host of
psychological experiences, bringing past emotions, impulses, and phantasies into the present by applying them
to the physician (Freud, ‘Case of Hysteria’ 116). I argue that in ‘Pilgrimage’ we can witness the transference
situation in certain interactions between Janet and Anne, with Anne transferring her complex, ambiguous
emotions for her mother onto Janet.
In reading ‘Pilgrimage’ as a modernist melancholic text, I seek to demonstrate that Dark’s interest in ‘psychic
aberrations’ (McCay 16) began a decade earlier than the publication of Prelude to Christopher, and to identify
the strong affinities between psychoanalytic theory and the modernist aesthetics and thematic concerns of
‘Pilgrimage’.

‘A young woman who has never properly made friends with life’20: Anne Heritage as a
melancholic
‘Pilgrimage’ opens with a curious statement from Janet, the elderly writer who has decided to pen Anne’s
biography:
Now that I am ready to begin I find myself wondering if Anne is worth all the hard work I’m going to
spend on her. That is a depressing thought – not less for me than for the problematical readers of this
still unwritten book. In fact, as the labour, the anxiety, the alternating fits of despondency and hope are
to be mine, I think I can claim that it is even more depressing for me than for any reader who, after all,
has only to fling the book aside to be happily rid of it. (1)
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From the very first paragraph, Anne is presented as a difficult subject. Instead of the passion a biographer
typically has for their subject, Janet is notably dejected; she envisions her task as a labour filled with ‘anxiety’
and wonders whether ‘Anne is worth all the hard work’ she will ‘spend on her’ (1). She describes Anne as a
‘queer monosyllabic girl’, whom she ‘disliked quite intensely’ before she had ‘known her for five minutes’ and
questions whether ‘anything more’ could be said of Anne other ‘than she seems to be a girl, or a young woman
who has never properly made friends with life’ (3, 1). We also learn that Anne has not been forthcoming about
the veracity of the memories she has confided in Janet. In ‘her caustic way’, Anne remarks to Janet:
‘Some of it’s true and some of it isn’t. That doesn’t matter, because you’ll put all your own
interpretations on it anyhow, and they’re sure to be wrong. You may make a good story of it, Janet, but
it won’t be my story even though you’re building it on the skeleton of mine.’ (2; emphasis in original)
Janet and Anne’s relationship seems illogical. What would make Janet want to write the life history of a young
woman who is rude, surly and aggressive to her – whose harsh words make Janet ‘confess to being nettled by
[Anne’s] disdainful: “they’re sure to be wrong”’ (2)? Janet could have certainly picked someone easier to work
with for her ‘five finger exercise’ in writing (3). However, if we are to read their relationship as one of
psychoanalyst and analysand these peculiarities become clearer. Janet’s motivation in learning Anne’s life story
is to enable her patient insight into the factors that have made her who she is in the present time of the novel – a
young woman suffering from melancholia. Even Anne’s word choice when referring to Janet’s task – ‘you’ll put
all your own interpretations on it anyhow’ – hints that her role is not a biographer, but an analyst (2; emphasis
added).
When Janet remarks to Anne that she ‘looks sick of life’ and asks ‘are you?’, Anne responds ‘yes’ with ‘perfect
sincerity’ (5). The reason for her suffering, Anne claims, necessitates that she tell Janet ‘the whole story of [her]
life, in boresome detail’ (5). Hence, we are to navigate Anne’s life experiences in order to understand what has
caused her melancholia. Anne’s behaviour in these opening pages of the novel epitomises that of a melancholic.
She is a young woman ‘sick of life’, with a bitter, caustic manner, who appears ‘dimly menac[ing]’ to Janet (6).
Anne has spent her life ‘shutting doors behind’ her, eager to be rid of the traumas of her past, but still finds
herself unhappy in the present moment (6). Anne’s inability to enjoy life prompts Janet to remember a line from
Conrad’s psychological novel Victory: An Island Tale (1915): ‘Woe to the man who has not learned while
young to laugh, to hope, and to put his trust in life’ (1).
The first memory Janet describes, Anne at age four, encapsulates the importance of the relationship with the
mother to Anne’s subsequent melancholia. Anne’s brother Don narrates this memory and it is significant that the
first time we see a young Anne it is through a description of ‘a topsy turvey scene’ – a world that is upside
down:
Don was lying on his stomach across the top of the gate...looking through the bars of the gate and
between his own dangling legs, his familiar world was upside down in the twilight…a dim white blur
in the darkness of the hall, a clearer white splodge framed in the doorway and, at last, a little girl in a
frilled pinafore walking upside down along the path to the gate, came Anne. (6-7)
Anne is cast visually and symbolically into a world that is upside-down, instead of right-side up. This sentiment
establishes the childhood world of Anne, where she and her brother are confronted with the discordant family
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life created by their parents’ constant arguing. ‘[S]truggling to pull the gate shut after her’ and ‘overwhelmed by
the sense of her own smallness’, Anne starts to cry: ‘Her emotions, stirred by a recent passage-at-arms with her
mother’ (7-8). While Don tries to comfort her, Anne is ‘not quickly nor easily restored to equanimity’ and she
wanders ‘bleakly, forlornly through the day’s chaotic heap of impressions’:
Thick curls with a tangle in them, and the brush that swept rhythmically across it – pull – pull – pull –
Black rage and irritation – a wrenching aside of the head – Quicker than thought the slap had come,
and her mother’s voice, cracking with strain and exasperation: ‘Keep still, Anne!’ (8; emphasis in
original)
In addition to establishing the ambivalence and strain in the mother-daughter relationship, the above passage
also displays an instance of Dark’s experiments with fragmentation in ‘Pilgrimage’, a stylistic device linking the
novel to modernism. The unexpected slap from her mother causes Anne to scream: ‘She had screamed then.
Screamed because the air all about her was harsh and shrill with the tension of raw nerves that jarred and grated
together’ (8). ‘[S]harp voices’ are described as ‘snap[ping]’ through the air, ‘cracking [their] colour as they
went’ (8-9). The following passage is full of synaesthetic21 impressions:
that dreadful colour that she hates – that high, thin, piercing, evil colour which, she says, is more like
the light from an Ultra-Violet Ray Lamp than anything she has ever seen with her physical eyes…The
comb was dragged through the tangle tearing it out…Her father’s voice burst out near her – her
mother’s clashed and warred with it…She felt sick and shaken…most of all in her mind where the
noises and colours were all wrong. She wanted red. She wanted red – dark, velvety, beautiful, like a
curtain that came down and hid everything and tidied away behind it and went up again leaving the
mind fresh and clean and cool – (9)
As well as seeking the colour red for comfort, a different colour, black, seems to allow Anne a temporary
suspension of consciousness:
It was not only that she was physically motionless, but as if her very existence had, for the moment,
ceased…The first time, alarmed, [Don] had asked her, when it was over what had been the matter. She
had answered (with her silly baby habit of dragging colours into everything) that she had been
black…He knew now. She was being black. (11)
Anne’s ‘passage-at-arms with her mother’ culminates in such distress that she must resort to ‘being black’ as a
coping mechanism (8, 11). Anne’s psychic experience of ‘being black’ is comparable to the melancholic’s
suffering being analogous to ‘a living death’ (Kristeva, Black Sun 4). It is a present absence – Anne, like the
melancholic, is physically there but psychically elsewhere, ‘her very existence’ having ‘for the moment, ceased’
(11). Immanuel Kant related melancholy to an inhibition of action (Lepenies 152). In melancholy’s ‘penchant
for reflection’, the sufferer distances themselves from the world, seeking interiority (Lepenies 152). Later, when
remembering ‘an unpropitious memory’, Dark similarly describes Anne’s reaction to her parents’ ‘bitter

Synaesthesia is a neurological condition ‘in which a stimulus elicits an additional subjective experience’ (Rothen et al. 2).
Janet describes Anne’s synaethesia, a trait she shares with Dark: ‘People had their colours – words, and even figures had
their colours; colours, too, had their corresponding notes of music, which, in turn, fitted inevitably with certain people’ (14).
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quarrels’ as one of withdrawal, inaction: ‘she huddled away into herself, the whole essence of
childhood…outraged and revolted’ (15-16).22
As well as displaying a psychic coping mechanism that parallels a common symptom of melancholia, a
description in this first memory sequence also points to the likelihood of Anne’s mother suffering from a mental
illness. Unlike their father who was ‘their companion, their confidant’, their mother is largely absent: she is
either ‘too busy’, ‘too tired’ or ‘plunged into such a bottomless pit of gloom and despair that she locked the
door’ of her studio ‘and hid there…feeling herself, I suppose, no fit companion for her children’ (13). The
mother is further described as inhabiting ‘a dark, ungrateful place, full of menace and disillusionment’ (25).
Anne’s description of her mother engaged in work further resembles a melancholic: ‘she used to toil away with
vicious energy, looking at her work from narrowed eyes as though she hated it’ (25). Hence, the ‘combination of
sorrow and hatred’ Kristeva argues is exhibited in the melancholic (Black Sun 4) is visible in the above
descriptions of the mother in ‘Pilgrimage’.
However, while Anne’s mother is plagued by periods of depression, she is described as having a much stronger
bond with Don than with Anne: ‘Mother and Don adored each other’, Anne says (16). Janet writes that they
were ‘always very near to each other,’ with the implication that their mother ‘loved the gentle and affectionate
son far more than the ag[g]ressive and turbulent daughter’ (26). The children are used against each other in their
parents’ arguments, with Anne taken ‘as a weapon’ by their father ‘to fight his wife with, while she wielded Don
at him with equal animosity’ (26). When Don suddenly dies from whooping-cough, Janet remarks that his
mother ‘died with him’ for:
His love and his loyalty and his tender heartedness must have been her only happiness for many years
past. For months she went numbly, dully, about her routine, and Anne cried terribly in bed, longing to
comfort her, but helpless, from long inhibition. (37)
Anne is twelve years old when her mother dies. Janet says ‘You needed her then’ to which Anne replies ‘Of
course’ (37). Anne’s oscillation between love and hate for her mother strongly resembles Klein’s thesis of the
ambivalent nature of the mother-infant relationship. While I intend to analyse Anne’s melancholia in this
section, it is beneficial first to broaden an appreciation of Klein’s theory as it relates to temporality in order to
understand the primacy of infantile anxieties and frustrations as the starting points of psychic illness as well as
the alignment of Klein’s psychological framework with women’s time (A. Scott 129; Scheel 15).
While Melanie Klein is renowned as a pioneer of child psychoanalysis, she also treated adults and asserted that,
although there were differences in the psyches of children and adults, the same psychological treatment could be
could be applied to both (Mitchell 19). Hence, when treating adults or older children, Klein focused on the
infantile complexes in the older child or the adult (Mitchell 19). Although she mapped out the paranoid-schizoid
and depressive positions in relation to the psychological development of the child, Klein claimed that ‘the infant
world is retained throughout adult life’ (A. Scott 131) and that these positions remain essential parts of both
There are further references to Anne’s inaction, her inhibition: ‘I imagine her coming to look on life and the world as
hostile dangerous things, shutting herself away distrustfully from all contacts, and now and then, when they became too
overwhelmingly powerful…“going black”’ (15); ‘she shut herself away…behind a solid armour of passive density’ (24); ‘In
the face of subjects she disliked…nothing could pierce the solid wall of her density’ (29).
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normal and abnormal psychic life (Mitchell 21). She stressed that the earliest experiences shape the future
psychological wellbeing of the individual (A. Scott 130) and believed that analysing the infantile development
of the adult enables an analyst to uncover ‘the points of psychosis which at the present time, or repeated in the
future because they are always current, will be echoed in a psychotic illness’ (Mitchell 26). Therefore, a
psychoanalytic understanding of Anne’s early experiences affords access to the roots of her later psychological
illness: melancholia.
Klein conceived of the past and present as being one (Mitchell 26). Klein articulates this sentiment most clearly
in a passage from Love, Guilt and Reparation (2011):
What we learn about the child and the adult through psycho-analysis shows that all the sufferings of
later life are for the most part repetitions of these early ones, and that every child in the first years of its
life goes through an immeasurable degree of suffering. (173)
In Freudian theory, mental illness is the result of repression – a defence mechanism ‘that creates a past and a
symptom in a return of that past’ (Mitchell 27). As Klein’s greatest contribution to psychoanalytic theory was in
mapping Freud’s pre-oedipal stage, her theory engages with a developmental phase that is outside of historical
time (Mitchell 27). This is because it is in the oedipal situation that the child acquires individuality and a
history.23 As such, the pre-oedipal period is a stage outside of historical time; it is a temporality that, like
women’s time, is spatial instead of linear (Mitchell 27).24 Likewise, Mitchell argues that Klein’s development of
the depressive position is a psychological experience outside of historical time, for ‘what is depressing about
depression (among other things) is that, though it may come and go, the sufferer from it has no sense of a past or
hence of a future freedom’ (27). Even Klein’s concept of a position, Mitchell contends, articulates her
theoretical alignment with an earlier, spatial form of time, as a position is ‘a mental space in which someone is
lodged’ (27). Therefore, in Kleinian theory, psychoses in adolescence and adulthood are not regressed to in the
Freudian sense, but have the potential to be present all the time (Mitchell 28).
Contrary to Freud’s contention that psychic development constitutes a static, chronological set of stages,
Kleinian metapsychology articulates mental life as a continual oscillation between the paranoid-schizoid and
depressive positions. This is another element of her schema that unites it with cyclical, women’s time over linear
temporality (Maher). Like the pilgrimage trope, no sense of arrival or end point can signify closure in the
Kleinian framework, as the circular motion of psychic life means a return is always implicit (Maher). The
backward and forward movement between positions in the Kleinian paradigm also parallels the temporal shifts
of ’Pilgrimage’ as the narrative continually oscillates between the past and the present. It is also possible to read
Klein’s psychic topography as resonating with modernist aesthetics in its clear denial of resolution and

According to Freud, the Oedipus complex – a stage of development characterised by the boy’s fantasy of loving their
mother and killing their father – initiates historical time in the child’s mind (Kochhar-Lindgren 258). As Gray KochharLindgren writes, secular time is required for the development of an identity constituted by ‘parental hatred and the desiring
aggression of the child’ (258). Narrative requires linear temporality, thereby positioning the Oedipus complex ‘at the
shimmering boundary between nature, which does not know time’ (the pre-oedipal) and culture ‘which opens up within
temporality’ (the oedipal stage) (Kochhar-Lindgren 258).
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conception of subjectivity as a ‘shifting unstable state’ continually evolving ‘without any notional endpoint’
(Maher).
In ‘Pilgrimage’, Anne’s oscillation between the paranoid-schizoid and depressive positions is exhibited in her
alternating states of love and loathing for her mother: having her tangled hair brushed rouses in Anne ‘[b]lack
rage and irritation’ (8) while, at other times, the young Anne has an overwhelming desire to comfort her mother,
and be comforted by her – ‘Anne cried terribly in bed, longing to comfort her [mother], but helpless, from long
inhibition’ (37); ‘Her mother took her on her knee, comforting. “It is the only time”, Anne adds, “that I can
remember receiving a caress from her”’ (28). Another way of interpreting Anne’s ambivalent feelings for the
mother is through Klein’s concept of splitting – a psychic mechanism that occurs in the paranoid-schizoid
position. The mother, or more precisely, her breast – for in the paranoid-schizoid position the infant cannot
recognise her as a whole object – is split into a ‘good’ breast and a ‘bad’ breast.
It follows that the loathing and hatred Anne feels, then, is directed towards the ‘bad’ breast, the bad mother,
while feelings of bliss and comfort are equated with the piano music her mother plays – a reflection of the
‘good’ breast or good mother imago. Janet, for instance, reveals that the antidote for emotions that are ‘ultraviolet’ is the colour red; that for Anne, red symbolised ‘the colour of sleep, of exhausted rest, of low, deep notes
on the piano’ (10; emphasis added). Feelings of deep satisfaction and bliss are likewise equated with piano
music: ‘She felt a kind of bliss, a sense of deep, satisfied appreciation. It was like the chords her mother played
sometimes on the piano’ (22).
In Kleinian theory, the infant views the mother’s body as the ultimate ‘source of nourishment’; it is the vessel
that contains all that it is desirable, including ‘the repository of faeces, the father’s penis, even, in the combined
parent figure, of the entire father’ (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 204). This makes the mother a truly ambivalent
figure to the infant, whose feelings comprise a mixture of love, envy, hatred and fear. The idea that the mother
contains within her all that is good and desirable amplifies the little girl’s ambivalence towards her:
This sexual theory increases the small girl’s hatred of her mother on account of the frustration she has
suffered from her, and contributes to the production of sadistic phantasies of attacking and destroying
her mother’s inside and depriving it of its contents. Owing to her fear of retaliation, such phantasies
form the basis of the girl’s deepest anxiety-situation. (Psycho-Analysis 204)
According to Klein, the infant’s ambivalence towards the mother is produced by the fact that, in addition to
love, emotions of fear, anxiety, and guilt mar their bond (Sánchez-Pardo 85). As the child harbours conflicting
impulses, both love and hate, its relation to the mother’s breast – and, later, to the mother in her entirety – is
alternately, a loving and a frustrating one (Mitchell 20; Klein, Psycho-Analysis 130). As such, feelings of
aggression are observable in the infant’s earliest relation to the mother (Klein, Envy and Gratitude 68). Libido,
or the life instinct, is evident in a child’s ‘pleasure at the sucking stage’, while oral sadism, or the death drive, is
demonstrated in an inability to derive satisfaction from feeding (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 130).25 Love is an
impulse of the life instinct, and hate, an impulse of the death drive. ‘Unsatisfied libido’ due to an impairment of
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the child’s ability to enjoy feeding – whether resultant of internal or external factors – is transformed into
anxiety and rage as ‘libidinal frustration heightens the sadistic instincts’ (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 130, 132).
The conflict between the life and the death drives in the infant necessitates splitting. The child phantasies
destroying the bad breast, or getting ‘possession of the contents of [the] mother’s breast’, by ‘sucking’ and
‘scooping’ out all the satisfaction it feels it has been denied (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 134). This splitting of the
breast into a ‘good and bad object’ (Maher) necessitates the mechanisms of introjection – the establishment of
the ‘good’ breast object within the self – and projection, in which the bad object (the bad breast) is expelled
from the ego and cast onto the mother’s breast in the external world (Bott Spillius et al. 375; Klein, ‘Schizoid
Mechanisms’ 101).
According to Klein, the infant attacks the bad breast ‘by every method at the disposal of its sadistic trends – with
its teeth, nails and excreta and with the whole of its body, transformed in phantasy into all kinds of dangerous
weapons’ (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 136). Soon, the infant’s aggression extends from the breast to the insides of
the mother’s body, with the predominant wish being ‘to rob her body of its contents and destroy it’ (Klein,
Psycho-Analysis 135). This includes stealing the ‘faeces and the children’ imagined to be inside her (Klein,
Psycho-Analysis 172). These sadistic, destructive impulses soon extend from the mother to the father, with the
child imagining that the father’s penis has been ‘incorporated by [the mother] during oral copulation’ (Klein,
Psycho-Analysis 137).26
Where passages describing Anne’s hatred of the mother typify these sadistic trends of the paranoid-schizoid
position, her desire to provide comfort in the wake of Don’s death reflects Anne’s movement into the depressive
position. Contrary to fearing retaliatory action for the damage she has inflicted in phantasy, Anne’s emotional
state shifts to feelings of guilt, anxiety, and a strong desire to make reparation. However, when her mother dies
soon after Don, Anne is unable to make reparation and establish her as ‘a good, reliable internal object’ – a
failure that Klein regards as the cause of melancholia (J. Segal 489). Anne’s situation resonates with Klein’s
analysis of a ten-year-old boy called Richard, the findings of which were published posthumously in Narrative
of a Child Analysis (1961) (J. Segal 488). Of note in Klein’s analysis is the discovery that a parent’s illness
negatively affects their child’s internal situation (J. Segal 488). Julia Segal explains that illness is interpreted by
both children and adults as being the result of pre-existing phantasies (489). This means that Anne could have
felt responsible for her mother’s illness and death, believing that they were the result of the attacks she had
made on her in phantasy.27
A parent’s illness, according to Segal, undermines a child’s belief in their own reparative ability (J. Segal 502).
In the case of Anne, the length of her mother’s mental illness and the frequency of her depressive episodes
would have already resulted in a loss of confidence in her ability to restore the mother in her inner world. Klein
similarly interprets Richard’s impaired psychological development as arising from an unconscious conviction
Klein is aware of the ‘horrifying’ and ‘unbelievable’ picture of infancy that her theory presents – one in which ‘an infant
of six to twelve months [tries] to destroy its mother’ in phantasy – but asserts that ‘the abundance, force and multiplicity of
the cruel phantasies which accompany these cravings are displayed before our eyes in early analyses so clearly and forcibly
that they leave no room for doubt’ (Psycho-Analysis 136).
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One could also propose that the jealousy and aggression Anne felt towards her brother – the favoured child of their mother
– could have intensified her feelings of guilt and established a fear that she was somehow complicit in his death as well.
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that he was to blame for his parents’ injury and illness – his mother was involved in a car accident when Richard
was two and his father, Richard discovered ‘lying on the floor, ill and nearly fainting’ when he was 10 (J. Segal
488). Segal reads Richard’s reaction to the illness of his parents’ as causing him to ‘split off his own aggression,
afraid it could destroy the whole family including himself’ (J. Segal 489). As a young child, Richard had
projected most of his aggression onto his father, however, when his father became ill this appeared to confirm
the power of his own phantasied attacks (J. Segal 492). According to Klein, Richard’s guilt was:
bound up with his incapacity to return to his mother the good penis and the babies he had robbed her of
in his mind, to undo the harm he felt he had done to his father and to her by his jealousy and
omnipotent death wishes, and to help her now in her distress over his father’s illness. (Narrative 319)
Much like Richard, it is clear that a young Anne was also deeply concerned with the power of her own
aggression and the other impulses manifesting from the death drive and terrified of what they could do (J. Segal
491). Dark makes frequent reference to Anne’s aggression as a child: she is described as having ‘a strange little
air of truculence’ (18) and that watching the ‘hostility between her parents’ resulted in her feeling ‘such rage’
(24-25). Moreover, Janet refers to her as ‘an aggressive and turbulent daughter’ (26) and ‘a noisy, precocious
fiend’ (32). In the strange present time of the narrative, Anne’s aggression is symptomatic of her melancholia:
‘She looked furious’, Janet writes (5); ‘she was something, occasionally, that dimly menaced Jerry’ (6); ‘She
gave me one of her malicious smiles’ (16); ‘her mood was perverse’ (17); ‘She ran her fingers through her hair,
looking at me as though she hated me’ (38).
Successful mourning, in the Kleinian paradigm, necessitates the rebuilding of the inner world which is believed
to have been destroyed along with the lost object. The depressive position of infancy is reactivated during
mourning, Klein writes, so that the work of mourning requires the re-establishment in the ego of ‘a good breast,
mother, father and a creative parental couple’ (Klein, ‘Mourning’ 136; H. Segal, Klein 90). However, due to the
fact that Anne has been unable to make reparation to the mother, as an adult, her inner world is still felt to be
irreparably destroyed. Consequently, Anne – like all melancholics – has ‘never really overcome the infantile
depressive position’ (Klein, ‘Mourning’ 153). She must seek another way to allay the guilt, depression, and
anxiety she feels in regards to the lost primordial object.
In contrast to the boy, whose greatest fear is castration, the girl’s deepest anxiety is that the inside of her body
has been damaged or destroyed by the bad mother’s retaliatory attacks (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 219). This
creates a fear that ‘she has no children or only damaged ones’ (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 219). According to
Klein, one method through which women can assuage their guilt and anxiety is through having children:
The birth of her child not only signifies in her unconscious that the interior of her own body and the
imaginary children there are unharmed or have been made well again but invalidates all sorts of fear
associated with the idea of children. It shows that the children inside her mother – her brothers and
sisters – and her father’s penis (or her father) which she had attacked there, and also her mother, are all
unharmed or made whole again. Giving birth to a baby thus represents restoring a number of objects –
even, in some cases, recreating a whole world. (Psycho-Analysis 241)
Motherhood as a method of reparation is visible in Anne’s strong desire for a child. After a year of marriage, she
visits her doctor, only to be advised against having a child. Anne tells Janet:
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‘I’ve just been to see my doctor.’
‘Oh?’
‘And he says it would be most unwise of me to have a baby.’
‘Do you want a baby?’
‘Yes.’
‘Will you have one, then?’
She just looked at me, and presently I said:
‘Oh, yes – of course – there’s Dick28 –’ (309[3]-310[4])
Anne’s strong desire for a child, even when she has been advised against it on medical grounds, can be read as
evidence of an unconscious drive to restore the mother and rebuild her internal world. Dark even alludes to the
psychological benefits of motherhood when she has Anne remark:
‘When I was coming away from the doctor’s I thought of you and your old book. What an
unsatisfactory heroine! I can’t even have an infant and find – what do you call it? – fulfilment – no,
sublimation, isn’t it? – in maternity…’ (311[5]; emphasis added)
In psychoanalytic theory, sublimation is linked to the drive to make reparation. The mourner or melancholic is
motivated by reparative drives to restore their loved objects (both internally and externally) and it is the desire to
make reparation that serves as the foundation to subsequent creativity and sublimation (H. Segal, Introduction
75). This is because the longing to recreate lost objects triggers a desire to prevent them from future harm, such
that the mourner is driven to transform their instinctual drives into culturally or morally acceptable activities – to
sublimate – their destructive impulses (H. Segal, Introduction 75; Wright 416). Art is one means through which
individuals can divert their libidinal or aggressive impulses into a socially acceptable, symbolic activity (Bott
Spillius et al. 471). Hanna Segal writes that sublimation is the ‘genesis of symbol formation’, in which an infant
learns to discharge part of the force of their instinctual drives onto symbolic substitutes (Introduction 75).
Klein and Segal believe that art can be used as a reparative activity – a means of bringing lost loved objects back
to life (Klein, ‘Creative Impulse’ 443; H. Segal, ‘Aesthetics’ 189-190). Reconstituting the lost object through
art, Segal asserts, is the closest a mourner can come to immortalising their loved object as ‘a great work of art is
likely to escape destruction and oblivion’ (H. Segal, ‘Aesthetics’ 203-204). Accordingly, Segal interprets art as a
reparative activity reflective of a successful mourning practice. If read in this way, Dark’s first three novels may
be interpreted as a means of immortalising the lost primordial object and protecting her from further harm.
However, as the lost mother continues to haunt Dark’s later modernist works, it is clear that the writer’s creative
attempt at reparation in ‘Pilgrimage’ does not constitute a successful work of mourning. In keeping with fellow
writers of modernist melancholia, ‘Pilgrimage’ attests to the impossibility of mourning losses, both abstract and
literal, in the first decades of the twentieth century.

28

Keith’s name changes to Dick towards the end of ‘Pilgrimage’.
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Janet and Anne as analyst and analysand
In the opening pages of ‘Pilgrimage’, Anne states that in order to explain why she looks ‘sick of life’ she will
have to tell Janet the whole story of her life (5). Expecting her response to effectively close the subject, Anne’s
anger is spurred by Janet’s unexpected enthusiasm: ‘Why don’t you, then? I’ll make a novel of it –’ (5). And so
commences the start of their tumultuous partnership – a ‘battle of wits’ enacted between what Janet can pry out
of Anne and what she can withhold from her (6). When interpreted as a reflection of the analyst/analysand
relationship, Anne recounting her life story to Janet can be understood as her engagement in an analytic method
Freud coined ‘the talking cure’ – the belief that allowing patients to speak about what ails them has the potential
to reduce psychologically based suffering (Jaffe vii). As the first childhood memories Janet recounts are
paramount to understanding the roots of Anne’s melancholia, I will continue to analyse this early section of
‘Pilgrimage’ in order to illuminate evidence of Janet’s dual role as biographer and analyst in the novel. 29
In their treatment of hysteria in the late nineteenth century, Freud and Josef Breuer theorised that the
pathological condition was caused by affects that had not been separated from the patient’s memories or ideas
(Flatley 53). They discovered that asking their patients to recall a traumatic incident – to put the disattached
affect into words – resulted in a reduction of hysterical symptoms and even, in some cases, led them to
disappear altogether (Freud and Breuer 6-7). In their therapeutic process, Freud and Breuer stressed the
importance of patients reliving the psychical process that accompanied the trauma – to psychologically and
emotionally re-experience the event in the present moment (Freud and Breuer 6-7; Flatley 54). However, they
soon realised that in order for a patient to do this they required ‘a mimetic relation to someone in the present’;
they needed to be able to transfer their feelings for a central figure implicated in the trauma onto another person
(Flatley 55). The analyst figured as this ‘mimetic relation’ and so began what would later be described as the
transference situation (Flatley 55).
It is my contention that in ‘Pilgrimage’ we can witness the transference situation occurring in Anne and Janet’s
relationship – with Anne transferring her early emotions and experiences relating to her mother onto Janet.
Evidence of this is exhibited in the same affect being displayed by Anne in relation to both women. When Janet
asks Anne to recount the story of her life, Anne is described as being ‘furious; her black brows lay[ing] like
straight, heavy bars above her eyes’ (5). Anne’s emotional response to an argument with her mother is
remarkably similar: ‘[Don] could see that her brows were drawn down hard over her blue eyes and that her
mouth was scowlingly set’ (7; emphasis added). That Janet symbolises the mother to Anne is evidenced in the
reactivation of Anne’s early anxieties and conflicts.
While Klein writes that the analyst predominantly comes to stand for the parental figures in the transference
situation, it is important to note that they do not symbolise the mother or father in actuality but only the certain
aspects of them that have been revived and that these aspects have also been distorted by phantasy (Envy and
Gratitude 53-54). In reliving the infantile experience of the paranoid-schizoid position, the dominant psychic
mechanisms and defences of this position are re-awakened in the analysand – notably: splitting, idealisation,
This is not to suggest that Janet’s interpretations of Anne only occur in the opening chapters of ‘Pilgrimage’. Quite the
opposite: written from Janet’s perspective, the entire novel features Janet’s attempts to understand her biographic
subject/analysand.
29
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denial, and omnipotence (Klein, Envy and Gratitude 48-49). In the transference situation evidenced in Janet and
Anne’s interactions, I interpret Janet as being symbolic of the bad breast, or the bad mother, to Anne for she
appears to re-awaken the early emotions of loathing, hatred, and anger Anne felt towards her mother. As a
result, one can read Anne’s ambivalence and aggression towards Janet as both a symptom of melancholia and as
a result of the transference situation.
Both Freud and Klein insist that, in order for the analytic process to be therapeutic, the analysand must
continually link the experiences of later life to those of their childhood for ‘it is only by consistently exploring
their interplay, that present and past can come together in the patient’s mind’ (Klein, Envy and Gratitude 56).
Again, we arrive at the notion of circular time, with a reduction in psychological suffering only achievable
through a process engaged with a decidedly feminine, a-historical conception of time (Flatley 53). Janet
continually interprets the decided influence of the events of Anne’s tumultuous childhood on her experiences in
the present as well as their role in shaping her mistrusting, aggressive, and depressive adult personality.
That Janet is committed to uncovering and interpreting the root cause of Anne’s melancholy is illuminated in the
commentary she affords the reader after describing Anne’s earliest memory: ‘Probe as I will, I can find nothing
in Anne which goes deeper than her mistrust – and that, certainly was already deeply rooted in those days of
almost babyhood’ (13). Undeterred by Anne’s rudeness and her propensity to withhold vital details, Janet
resolves that she can ‘only wait and watch – grabbing at every fragment of new knowledge of her, comparing,
analysing, piecing together (13-14). ‘And sometimes’, she remarks, ‘out of the jumble I see little bits of a
pattern beginning to emerge’ (14). When Janet aligns Anne’s ‘morbid dread of quarrelling’ (14) with her
‘deeply rooted’ mistrust (13), one such pattern emerges:
What, I wonder, does a baby suffer in those first inarticulate months of its life?...I imagine small Anne
from her cot onwards being perpetually hurt and jarred; I imagine her coming to look on life and the
world as hostile dangerous things, shutting herself away distrustfully from all contacts, and now and
then, when they became too overwhelmingly powerful and immense for her, ‘going black’…simply
ceasing for the moment – falling away into a chasm of nothingness. (15)
In the analytic process, interpretations of the unconscious motivations behind a patient’s behaviour and the
influence early experiences have on their psychological and emotional state in the present are central to the
therapeutic treatment. According to Freud, the overarching goal of psychoanalytic treatment is to ‘secure the
best possible psychological conditions for the functions of the ego; with that it has discharged its task’
(‘Analysis Terminable’ 250). Klein articulates the main aims of analytic therapy as including: the reduction of
persecutory anxieties and the reintegration of previously projected aspects of the personality (WestenbergerBreuer 477); a strengthening of the ego and softening of the severity of the super-ego (Klein, Psycho-Analysis
254); and the secure establishment in the inner world of the ‘good mother-imago’ (Klein, ‘Adult World’ 295).
The achievement of these goals, Klein contends, serves to facilitate the production of a stable personality – one
unencumbered by unresolved childhood complexes, fears, ambivalences, or anxieties (Klein, Psycho-Analysis
254; Klein, ‘Adult World’ 295).
Although the analyst’s interpretations are given directly to the analysand, in ‘Pilgrimage’ Dark chooses to make
Janet’s insights privy only to the reader. That Janet seeks to understand the Anne of the present through recourse
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to the events of her past, demonstrates Dark’s engagement with contemporary psychoanalytic theories – the
influence of which is also identifiable in the innovative style of ‘Pilgrimage’. Janet’s analysis of what lies
behind Anne’s words – her reading of Anne’s unconscious – resonates with the technique of Freud’s talking
cure, while her portrayal of Anne’s melancholia parallels Klein’s thesis of the inherently ambivalent motherinfant relationship. We can read these affinities, I propose, as evidence that the theories of the psychoanalytic
field were being discussed in Australia in the opening decades of the twentieth century, and that they influenced
the textual strategies and thematic concerns of Australian modernist writers like Dark.
While Janet’s interpretations and dedicated treatment is, in the end, unable to ‘cure’ her analysand, Anne’s
melancholia is symptomatic of the private and public experience of melancholy in the modern era as well as the
novel’s alignment with modernist melancholia. Although Slow Dawning is not written in the modernist style and
does not feature a character suffering from melancholia, I contend that she still engages with melancholia,
although more obliquely, through the characterisation of her romantic hero, Owen Heriot. Dark’s interest in
representing women who suffer from melancholia in her novels can be read as progressing in Slow Dawning to a
study of the melancholy experienced by all women: the loss of the pre-oedipal mother as an object of love.
Although her heroine, Valerie Spencer, starkly contrasts with the moody, recalcitrant Anne in ‘Pilgrimage’,
Heriot’s distinctly maternal characteristics symbolise Valerie’s, and by extension the female reader’s,
melancholy for the pre-oedipal mother. In Slow Dawning, Dark’s interest in threshold figures and spaces also
continues. In imbuing Valerie with the traits and aspirations of the New Woman, Dark depicts the trials and
tribulations of these marginalised women who came to exist in a threshold space and social categorisation by
crossing the established boundaries between man and woman, and by defying the traditional expectations of
their sex.
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Chapter 4
Slow Dawning

Introduction
While Dark was writing ‘Pilgrimage’ she was also writing a novel far more conventional in genre and style,
Slow Dawning (1932), which was to become her first published book.1 An unexpected departure from her keen
interest in ‘psychic aberrations’2, exemplified in the study of melancholia in the central protagonist of
‘Pilgrimage’, Slow Dawning conforms to the conventions of the popular romance novel. Slow Dawning is the
story of Valerie, a 25-year-old medical school graduate, who moves to a small country town in order to establish
a medical practice. However, although women had been afforded access to the university and medical training
since the latter decades of the nineteenth century, the townsfolk of Kawarra exhibit the continued social stigma
against female physicians, who are considered ‘indecent’ in their knowledge of anatomy, ability to perform
surgical tasks, and in their ambition for professional autonomy. Contrary to Valerie’s desire for professional and
personal independence, she must ultimately marry to save her practice and her reputation.
While Slow Dawning is not modernist and does not have a melancholic protagonist, and, as such, cannot be
categorised as modernist melancholia, its depictions of the challenges that faced educated and ambitious women
who strove for equality and autonomy in the first decades of the twentieth century invites a deeper consideration
of gender as a ‘locus of melancholy’ (Lepenies xvi). Judith Shklar argues that if whole social classes at certain
points in history have been rendered melancholic due to enforced powerlessness, then it ‘is hardly surprising
that women, who have been far more completely exiled and condemned to futility, should suffer even more
severely’ (Lepenies xvi). As such, this chapter focuses on the social, cultural, and psychological influences at
work in producing melancholia in one type of marginalised ‘other’: women.
In choosing to centre my discussion of a collective, culturally and psychologically produced experience of
female gender as constituting a key factor in the pathology of melancholia, I am not intending to suggest that
race, class, sexual orientation, or gender identity, amongst other minority statuses, are not also instrumental
factors in the production of melancholia in individuals and collective social groups. 3 Nor that colonialisation,
imperialism, and attempted genocide, such as that experienced by the Australian indigenous peoples (indeed,
indigenous peoples globally) and the atrocities of Nazi Germany, are not also dominant factors in a collective
experience of melancholia. Rather, my scope is necessarily informed (and limited) by Dark’s feminist politics
and by the shared identity of her female protagonists 4 as educated, white, middle-class, heterosexual women. As
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Brooks and Clark write that Dark completed Slow Dawning in January of 1926 (119).
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McCay 16

3

In fact, other scholars have taken these minority statuses as central points of consideration in their discussion of
melancholia. See Cheng, Eng and Han, and Singleton.
4

In both Slow Dawning and her modernist novels of the 1930s and 1940s.
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such, Dark’s critique of the patriarchal system and her championing of gender equality in Slow Dawning are
necessarily representative of middle-class feminism; her feminism does not consider the situations of women
who are additionally marginalised by their race, class, sexual orientation, or other minority statuses.
Choosing to focus my discussion of gender melancholy through an analysis of Slow Dawning broadens this
dissertation’s focus on modernist melancholic writing to include romance as another form of literature occupied
with melancholia – in this case, with a specifically female experience of melancholy produced by unresolvable
grief for the lost mother-daughter dyad of the pre-oedipal position. Feminist theorists have argued that the huge
emotional appeal of romantic fiction to women can be understood as resulting from the fact that the hero
symbolises ‘a mother figure for the reader/woman’ (Miles 2). In contrast to claims that the romance genre
perpetuates women’s social and sexual subordination, these theorists have argued that, in fact, women’s
compulsive reading of romantic fiction is representative of ‘their deep dissatisfaction with heterosexual options’
(Light 8, 22). In a society which mandates women’s role as being the primary caregivers for their children and
spouses, and yet does not offer a facilitative role to satisfy their own emotional needs, the nurturing and caring
(maternal) heroes of romantic fiction enable women readers to temporarily gratify their longing for the preoedipal position – the time in which they were unconditionally loved and had all their needs met by their mother
(Miles 10).
This melancholic longing for the lost oneness with the mother is more powerfully experienced by women than
men, due to sex differences in psychological development. The progression from the pre-oedipal condition to
the oedipal complex in females necessitates that they give up the mother as an object of homoerotic love in
favour of turning their attention to the father. Unlike boys, who keep the mother as the primary object of love,
the achievement of female heterosexuality necessitates that girls sever their erotic attachment to their mother
without the possibility of applying that libidinal attachment to another meaningful female (Jay, ‘Melancholy
Femininity’ 124-125). In their inability to recuperate this libidinal attachment, the mother is unable to be
mourned and so becomes a ‘disavowed homosexual attachment’ (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 165), leaving the
girl with no recourse but to internalise the lost loved object as a melancholic identification (Jay, ‘Melancholy
Femininity’ 125). In other words, melancholia for the mother constitutes a central part of female psychic
development.
Like other works of romantic fiction, Slow Dawning illuminates women’s melancholy for the mother as the
primary object of love through Dark’s depiction of her hero, Owen Heriot. The nurturance and care that Heriot
displays towards Valerie affiliates him with the qualities feminist scholars have argued make romantic heroes
symbolic of the mother. While Heriot is at first antagonistic towards Valerie, 5 he quickly displays distinctly
maternal yearnings to care for her; he seeks to protect her from the gossipmongers of Kawarra and yearns to
hold her in his arms as though she were a child. In contrast to Valerie’s other love interests, Jim Hunter and
Gerald Hughes, Heriot frequently places her happiness and security above his own desires, shaping him as a
steadfast and unconditional lover.

This antagonism is demonstrated in his desire to play on the public’s reticence towards female doctors by setting up a
competing medical practice in Kawarra, with the aim of acquiring all of Valerie’s patients.
5
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Just as the references to piano music in ‘Pilgrimage’ are symbolic of the simultaneous absence/presence of
Dark’s mother in her first novel, I argue that in Slow Dawning piano music also functions to symbolise longing
for the lost, pre-oedipal mother. Inheriting a piano from her deceased parents, Valerie finds herself failing to
play the music ‘for which she had longed’, the melodies which would satisfy the deep yearning within her (57).6
It is no coincidence that it is Heriot who is able to satisfy this longing. Dark’s mother was a pianist and just as
Anne’s yearning for the colour red, with its corresponding sounds of ‘low, deep notes on the piano’, sees piano
music constitute the ‘good’ mother for Dark’s first melancholic protagonist, the emotional power of piano music
in Slow Dawning also demonstrates its function as a symbol of Dark and Valerie’s inability to mourn the preoedipal mother (Dark, ‘Pilgrimage’ 10).
In addition to my examination of sex differences in psychological development as constituting a central factor in
women’s propensity to melancholia, this chapter also explores the influence of social and cultural factors. In
particular, this chapter is concerned with exploring the social and cultural pressures that faced the ‘New
Woman’ – a term coined for the modern, ambitious, and independent woman of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries who had to struggle against prevailing ‘Victorian norms of femininity’ (Felski 146).
According to Elaine Showalter, the New Woman was university-educated, sexually liberated, and critical of the
culturally prevailing myth that marriage and motherhood were women’s only choices for leading a fulfilling life
(Sexual Anarchy 38). Valerie’s aspirations for economic, sexual, and political independence make her
emblematic of the New Woman. Reflective of Dark’s own middle-class status and the greater opportunities it
affords, Valerie attends university and obtains a medical degree. However, she is unable to achieve her desires
for independence due to entrenched gender biases which refuse to allow women to succeed in areas traditionally
reserved for men (Silverstein and Perlick 5).
Conflict between women’s aspirations for emancipation and societal and familial pressure to conform to
Victorian norms of femininity made the fin de siècle and early twentieth century a time of both political progress
for women’s suffrage and independence and a marked period of pathological illness in women (Silverstein and
Perlick 4-5; Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 40). The epidemic of nervous disorders in women is visible in the rising
numbers being treated for anorexia, neurasthenia, chlorosis, hysteria, and melancholia. The patients that
physicians and psychoanalysts treated for these maladies often had many qualities of the New Woman. Fraülein
Anna O, a hysteric patient of Josef Breuer’s described in Freud and Breuer’s Studies on Hysteria (1893), for
example ‘possessed a powerful intellect’ and ‘an astonishingly quick grasp of things and penetrating intuition’
(21). While her mind needed stimulation, the influence of her puritan family meant that Anna did not receive
higher education after leaving school and instead ‘led an extremely monotonous existence’ (Freud and Breuer
22). Restless and lively, women like Anna O yearned for the intellectually stimulating and independent lives
that their brothers and fathers led, with the result that they often felt ambivalent towards their gender and the
restrictive nature of traditional female roles (Silverstein and Perlick 131).
Valerie’s failure to achieve independent selfhood is a plight shared by many other New Women characters in
fiction. Observable in the ‘proliferation of texts of female emancipation’ over two generations, the first
appearing in the 1880s and 1890s, and the second in the 1920s and 1930s, New Women fiction presented the
6
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lives of women as ‘inherently problematic’, with frustration, unhappiness, and even mental illness depicted as
the norm (Felski 147; Pykett 148). The lives of certain writers who penned New Woman fiction, and feminists
who aspired to live by the New Woman creed, also mirrored the negative effect pursuing non-traditional
aspirations often had on women’s psychological and physical wellbeing.7
As Valerie does not exhibit the symptoms of depression or somatic illness that so often afflicted the New
Woman, Dark appears to suggest that such women could be spared from psychological damage by male
partners, like Heriot, who accept and support their desires for professional and economic autonomy. Heriot is
unique in his unwavering support of Valerie’s aspirations and in his ability to sympathise with the ‘cruel
handicap’ her sex carries (182). The view that a supportive spouse is an important factor in New Women
achieving success in non-traditional pursuits may have been shaped by Dark’s own partnership with her
husband, Eric. Unlike many of her writing peers, Dark had a husband who encouraged and supported her
writing aspirations and, where possible, hired charwomen to help her to better balance her professional vocation
with her domestic roles of wife and mother (Brooks and Clark 56).8
Dark’s decision to represent the trials and tribulations of the New Woman in Slow Dawning also meant that she
could participate in feminist challenges to the institution of marriage and the narrowness of traditional female
roles. Although feminism would continue to be a thematic concern in the novels that followed, Slow Dawning is
regarded as Dark’s ‘most explicit feminist statement’ (Modjeska, Exiles 215). In Dark’s decision to feature a
New Woman heroine, and in Slow Dawning’s concern with representing the conflict such women faced between
the feminist utopia of gender equality and the continued inequities experienced by their sex, I contend that the
novel signifies Dark’s engagement with New Woman fiction and, hence, her participation in the second
generation of New Woman writers publishing in the 1920s and 1930s. Gillian Sykes argues that New Women
writers used fiction ‘to directly intervene in public debates about feminism, and to explore agendas for personal,
social, sexual, political and legislative change’ (15). In other words, fiction was employed by New Women
writers as an instrument through which to assert their political power (Sykes 16).
However, although New Woman writers were using fiction as the medium through which to interrogate
inequalities grounded in sex differences, the fact that many of these novels were works of romantic fiction
7

Eleanor Marx and Olive Schreiner, for example, are two New Women who, while engaged in pursuing the emancipation of
women, also suffered the social and psychological consequences of attempting to achieve in traditionally male pursuits. The
daughter of Karl Marx, Eleanor lived ‘at the frontiers of socialist, feminist, and anticolonialist struggle’ Showalter writes
(Sexual Anarchy 53). However, she experienced frequent episodes of depression and somatic symptoms, such as trembling,
convulsions, anorexia, and exhaustion (Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 53). Sexually liberated, Eleanor entered a ‘free union’
with Edward Aveling in 1884; however, in 1898 she committed suicide after discovering Aveling had secretly married a
younger woman (Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 54).
Olive Schreiner penned the much-celebrated New Woman novel: The Story of an African Farm (1883). However, like her
friend Eleanor, Schreiner also suffered periods of psychological and somatic illness, which made it difficult for her to write.
Showalter describes Schreiner as being forced to ‘suppress and deny her sexuality’ in the aftermath of a series of toxic
relationships with men like sexologist Havelock Ellis (Sexual Anarchy 55).
Indeed, Maryanne Dever notes that Dark’s partnership with Eric provided her with the ‘space and support to write on a
full-time basis’ (xiv). The spousal support Dark received to pursue her writing aspirations was unique compared to her peers.
Of the Australian women writers and artists explored in her edited volume of essays Wallflowers and Witches (1994), Dever
writes that ‘a remarkable number…either never married or, like Dulcie Deamer and Jean Devanny, lived separately from
their husbands for significant stretches of their careers. Admittedly, few of them were able to live by their creative output
alone, depending either on families or various forms of paid work to sustain them’ (xiv).
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meant that such novels were deemed popular and sentimental, over serious, and therefore were not afforded the
same cultural value as other works of literature. However, as Susan Sheridan has argued, the romance has
historically been favoured by women as the genre most suitable for considering distinctly feminine issues, such
as the institution of marriage, and women’s traditional roles of wife and mother (36). Rather than considering
the romantic novel as a form of lowbrow literature written for the mass market, this chapter favours an
interpretation of New Woman fiction as impelled by a political imperative – the writer’s desire to publicly
participate in debates concerning the emancipation of women.
As such, by engaging with New Women fiction in Slow Dawning, Dark again demonstrates her participation in
topical political debates of her time. Contrary to her Communist writer peers,9 who engaged with their politics
publicly through pamphleteering, giving speeches, organising left-wing women’s groups, campaigning to end
conscription and war, etc., Dark protests through the power of her pen, using her writing as a form of indirect
activism. By analysing Slow Dawning as New Woman fiction, this thesis refutes what Wyndham describes as
Dark’s ‘general impotence in the face of [a] crisis’ (M. Wyndham 148). While Dark was reticent to align herself
with any particular political ideology or party, the only label she would assign to herself was artist (M.
Wyndham 16), a reading of Dark’s middle-class feminist politics in Slow Dawning demonstrates how a fervent
belief in women’s right to professional, legal, and sexual equality influenced the characterisation of her literary
heroines.

SECTION 1: SLOW DAWNING, FEMINISM, AND THE ‘NEW WOMAN’

The New Woman
During the Eighties and Nineties of the [nineteenth] century duality underwent a revival…a hunger for
pseudonyms, masks, new identities, new conceptions of human nature, declared itself. Men became women.
Women became men. Gender and country were put in doubt: the single life was found to harbour two sexes and
two nations.
– Karl Miller10

The last two decades of the nineteenth century witnessed a period of gender instability in the western world; it
was a time in which ‘all the laws that governed sexual identity and behaviour seemed to be breaking down’
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(Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 3). Emerging cultural figures such as the decadent or aesthete,11 the dandy, and the
New Woman challenged the institution of marriage and obscured the borders between the sexes (Showalter,
Sexual Anarchy 169). The public anxiety that these androgynous cultural figures roused is evident in the
frequent linking of the decadent man and the New Woman as ‘twin apostles of social apocalypse’ (Showalter,
Sexual Anarchy 170; Dowling 447). Both were regarded as threatening traditional gender norms and inspired
reactions varying from ‘hilarity to disgust to outrage’, as well as ‘profound fears for the future of sex, class and
race’ (Dowling 435-436).
The novelist George Gissing termed this period of gender instability one of ‘sexual anarchy’ (Showalter, Sexual
Anarchy 3), with the New Woman ‘one of [its] most anarchic figures’ (Sykes 1). A symbol of feminist political
agitation for social and political emancipation, the New Woman presented a challenge to restrictive Victorian
ideology by questioning the institution of marriage and the limited rights of women to lead intellectually
fulfilling and autonomous lives (Sykes 1; Ardis, ‘Gender of Modernity’ 69). As the New Woman was primarily
a middle-class phenomenon, advocates used her as a figurehead for distinctly middle-class feminist concerns,
including ‘women’s legal and sexual inequality in marriage, and the limitations of a woman’s sphere when it
came to pursuing intellectual, educational and professional needs and desires’ (Sykes 11-12).
The New Woman, according to Sykes, appeared in a variety of guises in public life:
as the heroine of a novel or a play, a caricature in the press, a sportswoman, doctor or writer. She rode
bicycles, wore trousers, smoked cigarettes, attended university, and delivered speeches on everything
from ‘free love’ to women’s suffrage. (1)
Deemed improper and novel, to conservatives the New Woman violated the code of the ‘proper feminine’
(Pykett 138). She presented a threat to the Victorian ideal of femininity as characterised by passivity,
domesticity, and a self-sacrificing ethos (Sykes 2); this a model of womanhood is exemplified in Virginia
Woolf’s conceptualisation of Coventry Patmore’s phrase: ‘The Angel in the House’12 (Woolf, ‘Professions for
Women’). With new opportunities for higher education and to seek a profession, along with greater mobility and
independence, New Women discovered that they had alternatives to their traditional occupations of wife and
mother (Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 39). In seeking opportunities outside of marriage, their challenge to the
social order was also interpreted as a threat to the natural order (Pykett 140). In accessing higher education and
new professional opportunities, middle-class women endangered the western world’s basis for gender
differentiation – namely, the ideology that affiliated women with the body and nature and man with the mind
and culture (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 263, 258).
Decadence was an aesthetic movement of the late nineteenth century which, in contrast to Naturalism, was a ‘metaphorical
[mode] of expression’ and ‘tended to exalt subjective individual experience at the expense of straightforward depictions of
nature and reality’ (Härmänmaa and Nissen 1). According to Elaine Showalter, the decadent aesthetic privileged the ‘inner
life of art, artifice, sensation, and imagination’ (Sexual Anarchy 170). ‘Decadence’ was also a commonly used euphemism
for homosexuality in the fin de siècle (Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 171). Oscar Wilde’s writing was often viewed as decadent
by late Victorians.
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It is important to note that Woolf ironically named that ‘spectre of Victorian respectability’ after the self-sacrificing
female protagonist of a Victorian narrative poem called ‘The Angel in the House’ by Coventry Patmore (Showalter, ‘Killing
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Late Victorian physicians maintained that the human body ‘was both hierarchical and fragile’, with limited
energy resources for biologically-determined functions (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 258). While the
brain and heart dominated the male’s energy system, the reproductive organs were perceived as dominating the
female body (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 258). A woman allocating her scarce energy resources
towards intellectual pursuits was regarded as choosing learning ‘at the expense of her ovaries’ (SmithRosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 258). This overstimulation of her brain, physicians warned, would make the
New Woman prone to becoming ‘morbidly introspective’ and predisposed to a host of nervous disorders,
including neurasthenia, hysteria, depression, and even insanity (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 258).
Her ovaries, likewise, would also be negatively affected: they would ‘shrivel’, causing sterility and cancer
(Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 258). Hence, late Victorian physicians and scientists admonished
women’s ambitions for higher learning, arguing that it could only lead to ‘sickness, freakishness, sterility and
racial degeneration’ (Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 39). In favouring her mind over her ovaries, the New Woman
was regarded as endangering the survival of the human race (Pykett 140).
Much like the melancholic individual, the New Woman’s defiance of traditional gender roles and Victorian
feminine ideals made her a liminal figure. In leaving her home and family in pursuit of higher education, the
New Woman entered institutions and social spheres that had been denied her female forbears. Just as
melancholia places the individual permanently outside of the social structure, the college experience of
American New Women constituted another unique rite of passage (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 252).
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg argues that rather than college being a temporary period of transition, higher education
prepared young women for non-traditional roles which made them figures of ‘intense ambivalence’ (Disorderly
Conduct 252). Lecturers at women’s colleges encouraged their students to embrace opportunities for
professional and economic autonomy previously only afforded men (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct
252). In her ability to make herself an ‘intellectual peer of young men’, the New Woman challenged traditional
gender distinctions and, as a result, became ‘socially questionable’ (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 252).
Consequently, the young women who frequented women’s colleges were truly liminal figures, ‘locked together
in a novel ritual and a novel place’ (Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 252). In her rejection of the
patriarchal family and her female forbears’ domestic lives, the New Woman ‘stood determinedly outside
conventional institutions’ and, therefore, had to create institutions and careers for herself and her peers (SmithRosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 257).
Her resistance to, and transgression of, traditional women’s roles also saw the New Woman figured as crossing
the boundaries between male and female (‘New Woman’ 2). She was often represented in the press as being
‘mannish’ and ‘unwomanly’, wearing men’s clothes and copying men’s speech and vices (‘New Woman’ 2).
Advocates of the Victorian ideal of femininity remarked that the New Woman was the result of not being ‘bred
true’; in them could be seen ‘a curious inversion of sex’ which was evident, if not physically, then mentally
(Linton 79). Showalter writes that in France the New Woman was typically characterised as ‘a cerveline, a dried
up pedant with an oversized head; an androgynous flat-chested garçonnet, more like a teenage boy than a
woman; or a masculine hommesse’ (Sexual Anarchy 39). In desiring to turn away from traditionally feminine
roles in favour of her own inclination towards professional and economic independence, the New Woman was
perceived as being androgynous. Her social and sexual liminality, male physicians declared, was ‘rooted in
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sexual inversion’ (Smith-Rosenberg, ‘Discourses of Sexuality’ 268). Common terms for the New Woman’s
perceived gender instability, such as ‘the intermediate sex’, or the ‘Mannish Lesbian’, indicate that her
transgression of gender boundaries was considered to create ‘issues of order, structure and difference’ in society
(Smith-Rosenberg, Disorderly Conduct 286).
In contrast to such depictions of the New Woman as ‘unnatural’, ‘mannish’ and even ‘monstrous’ (SmithRosenberg, ‘Discourses of Sexuality’ 268), were simultaneous representations of her as hyper-feminine (Pykett
140). Often described as hysterical, the New Woman was believed to have an ‘extreme susceptibility to feeling’
(Pykett 140). Her socially acceptable feminine traits had become ‘excessive and degenerate’ and therefore now
transgressed the boundaries of the proper feminine (Pykett 141). While acknowledging that women’s suffrage
‘must be regarded as on the whole a wholesome and inevitable movement’, sexologist Havelock Ellis asserted in
1895 that the New Woman’s aspirations for equality had led to an ‘increase in feminine criminality and in
feminine insanity’ (155). Evidently, the New Woman’s challenge to traditional notions of gender boundaries
was conceived of in paradoxical ways; she was believed to be both unfeminine and hyper-feminine. Such
polarising views of the New Woman are evident in the differing responses of Kawarra residents to Valerie
Spencer in Slow Dawning: she is alternately considered ‘a young and pretty woman’ (183) and an ‘unwomanly
woman’ (124).
The New Woman’s cultural identity was further complicated by the differing aims and discourses of first- and
second-generation New Women (Sykes 4). The first generation, comprised of late Victorians, fought for
women’s social and political emancipation. Observable in the 1880s and 1890s, first-generation New Women
advocated for women’s suffrage and rights to voluntary motherhood and protested against their legal status as
their husband’s property, and against the institution of marriage, which they decreed to be a form of ‘sexual
slavery’ (Sykes 11).13 In their fight against men’s legal conjugal rights, first-generation New Women promoted
Victorian ideals of female chastity and purity, with many identifying themselves as ‘chaste yet maternal heralds
of a higher race’ (Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 45).
In sharp contrast, second-generation New Women of the 1920s and 1930s grew up at the start of a new century
and in a modern world that ‘sexualised subjectivity and openly avowed its eroticism’ (Smith-Rosenberg,
‘Discourses of Sexuality’ 273). The emergence of new scientific fields and theories such as sexology,
psychoanalysis, and social Darwinism at the end of the nineteenth century introduced ideas about mankind’s
inherent sexual nature. Sexologists attempted to pathologise sexuality – to differentiate between normal and
Sykes writes that in England, appeals for women’s legal and political rights led to: the Married Women’s Property Acts of
1870 and 1882, which enabled married women to own property in their own name; the Infant Custody Acts of 1873 and
1886, which offered mothers ‘certain rights to appeal for custody of their minor children’; and the Matrimonial Causes Act
of 1878 and Summary Jurisdiction (Married Women) Act of 1895, which offered abused wives the legal grounds to separate
from their husbands (7).
13

Australian feminists were also successful in attaining significant legal, political, and social reform in the late nineteenth
century (Sykes 31). In the 1870s and 1880s, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and Western Australia introduced
legislation to enable married women to own property in their own name (Sykes 31). However, as Sykes notes, it was only in
1893 that a married woman living in New South Wales ‘was finally granted legal rights over her separate property as if she
were a feme sole’; this meant that she had the right to make wills, enter contracts, and defend her property without the
requirement of her husband’s consent (31). In 1881, Australian [NSW] women were able to divorce their husbands on the
grounds of adultery with the NSW Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act. In 1916, Australian women were granted the legal
right to claim custody of their children after their husband’s death (Sykes 31-32).
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abnormal sexuality – while psychoanalysts, like Freud, were engaged in understanding how repressed sexual
desires, or childhood sexual abuse, could result in neurosis in later life (Sterry 38). The pseudo-science of
eugenics, which proposed selective breeding as the solution to eradicating inherited genetic diseases, was also
gaining popularity among the middle and upper classes of the western world. 14
Furthermore, the first decades of the twentieth century witnessed the development of the birth control
movement, whose advocates argued for women’s access to contraception on the grounds that it would enable
women to choose if, or when, they would become mothers; it would minimise sexually transmitted diseases; and
assuage eugenic fears of racial decline. While not the original intention of the movement’s advocates, discourse
surrounding birth control had the result of also increasing modern women’s sexual knowledge and challenged
prevailing Victorian notions of woman’s passionless nature (Sterry 35).15 As a result, second-generation New
Women endeavoured to construct themselves as sexual subjects in addition to political and public subjects
(Smith-Rosenberg, ‘Discourses of Sexuality’ 274).
The column ‘Interpretations of sex’, which ran across four issues of the British feminist newspaper The
Freewoman, is one example of the shifting attitudes of women to sex in the early twentieth century. Editor Dora
Marsden wrote that ‘it is surely a fallacy to hold that sex is primarily experienced with the motive of continuing
the race’ (‘Sex part 1’). ‘Only a misdirected scientific sense’, she writes, ‘and a certain sense of shame have led
us to put up this false line of explanation’ (‘Sex part 3’). Rather, she asserts, ‘from the first protozoa up through
the scale of life’ sex has been experienced ‘for its own satisfaction’ (‘Sex part 1’). This modern conception of
sexuality is echoed by Dark’s second-generation New Woman heroine, Valerie. Her medical degree affords her
a physician’s knowledge of sex and intimacy. When young, ignorant Kitty Ray comes to Valerie for advice in
fear of her approaching wedding night, Valerie dismantles the Victorian ideology of passionless femininity
which Kitty’s mother has instilled in her:
‘I’m afraid. Be-because it must be something horrid—and I hate—horrid, disgusting things.’
‘What makes you think it must be horrid?’
‘Well, no one talks of it.’
‘No. Well, I’m going to talk of it, but if I talked from now till to-morrow morning I couldn’t tell you all
that is known of sex…And this is the first. There is nothing disgusting in sex union. Together with
eating and sleeping it is the most important thing in Life, because it keeps Life going, and it should be
entirely beautiful…’ (66; emphasis in original)

New Woman fiction
While first and second generations of New Women differed on what they deemed to constitute women’s
liberation, Sykes writes that both used fiction to ‘directly intervene in public debates about feminism’ and
Chapter 5 will focus more closely on eugenics in relation to Dark’s most celebrated modernist novel, Prelude to
Christopher (1934).
14

15

For example, birth control campaigners such as Margaret Sanger and Marie Stopes gave lectures on sex education and
wrote books that informed married women about the pleasures of sex (Sterry 35).
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explore potential paths for social and political change (15). While writers engaging with the ‘Woman
Question’16 used a variety of forms, including journalism, short stories, and political tracts, the novel was the
most popular (Sykes 16; Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 49). New Women used the novel as the preferred medium
through which to assert their political agency, and to advocate for women’s social, personal, sexual, and
political freedoms (Sykes 20, 54). Due to their bold representations of sexual relationships, New Woman novels
were often referred to as ‘sex novels’, with their heroines often championing women’s rights to the same sexual
freedoms that men enjoyed (Sykes 18).
In contrast to the Victorian novel, which typically ended with a marriage, New Woman fiction often began with
a marriage in order to reveal its challenges or, conversely, depicted heroines who remained spinsters (Sykes 17).
Such novels questioned, challenged, or even directly attacked, the institution of marriage and motherhood as
women’s only options for a fulfilling life. In doing so, they attempted to broaden Victorian assumptions about
women’s natures and their capabilities (Sykes 17). However, while these novels championed women’s rights to
a profession and autonomous selfhood, they were realist in their representation of the social consequences of
doing so. Lyn Pykett writes that New Women novels frequently depict the lives of women as being ‘inherently
problematic’ (148). Whether they choose to reject or conform to the principles of ‘proper’ femininity, New
Woman heroines are likely to have their desires ‘thwarted or frustrated’, due to the fissure between women’s
aspirations for greater freedom and prevailing restrictions based on their sex (Pykett 148). The tragedy of the
New Woman’s desire for emancipation being ‘frustrated by the social and sexual realities of her time’ (Felski
146) is mirrored in Slow Dawning as, contrary to Valerie’s aspirations of personal and professional autonomy,
she must ultimately marry to save her practice and reputation.
While New Woman fiction was radical in its espousal of modern views on women’s sexuality and their right to
professional and financial independence, it was marginalised due to its popular status and predominantly female
readership (Sykes 19). Where ‘serious literature’ was written for the more learned and distinguished reader of
the middle- and upper classes, popular fiction, and in particular the romance genre, was regarded as being
‘written by (usually working class hacks) for the mass market’ (Sterry 7). Writing about the popular novel in
1939, Q.D. Leavis observed: ‘the very popular novelist…is now commonly considered a figure of fun by those
who cannot read his works with enthusiasm’ (41). Even though New Woman writers engaged with a variety of
styles and genres,17 romance was a popular genre of choice for New Woman fiction (Sykes 55), and this had the
unfortunate result of such novels being both ‘feminised and denigrated at once’ (Sykes 56-57).

Janine Utell defines the Woman Question as: ‘the problem specifically of women’s suffrage, and more broadly of
changing political, economic, and professional roles for women and of social and sexual liberation’; these were issues that
‘gained increasing urgency’ in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
16

17

This includes proto-modernism, realism, melodrama, utopia, the Bildungsroman, and satire.

Lyn Pykett, for example, writes that ‘New Woman writers sometimes adopted a proto-modernist form, using a proliferation
of voices and perspectives to challenge fixed views’ (195). She cites George Egerton’s (Mary Chavelita Dunne Bright)
writings as a key example of this: ‘Perhaps this polyvocality and multi-perspective approach are best seen…in George
Egerton’s stories, with their habitual use of multiple narrators, framed narratives and dramatised consciousness (often in
combination)’ (195). In New Women, New Novels (1990) Ann Ardis also argues for late nineteenth century New Woman
writers to be acknowledged as early modernists: ‘the fact that issues of female identity fuelled tremendous experimentation
with narrative form in the 1890s’, she writes, is evidence of late Victorian women writers’ engagement with modernist forms
of narrative fragmentation and innovation (169). Ardis refers to Ella Hepworth Dixon and Olive Schreiner as key examples
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Anne Summers has argued that ‘women are denied an explicit and socially valued place’ in our culture and that
this form of ‘ostracism’ or ‘cultural apartheid’ is observable in the judging of female art forms as inhabiting a
‘distinct universe, one which is apart from and inferior to the male, which is unselfconsciously upheld as the
universal model’ (120). The gendering of the romance genre as ‘feminine’ – so-called ‘sentimental’ narratives
which appeal to the emotions of the reader in the ‘heroine’s quest for domestic fulfilment, love and a sense of
self-determination’ – saw the genre equated with ‘those other dimensions of culture either ignored, trivialized,
or seen as regressive rather than authentically modern’, including feelings, shopping, motherhood, and fashion
(S. Sheridan 37; Giles 227; Felski 22). By associating modern realism with those qualities attributable to
highbrow art, including serious, nationalist, and non-commercial, popular romantic fiction was denigrated; it
was considered ‘lowbrow’ with its appeal to the mass market, its perceived political conservatism, and its
interest in distinctly feminine questions and concerns (Felski 117; S. Sheridan 37; Sterry 7).
The modernist movement equated terms such as ‘sentimental’, ‘melodramatic’, and ‘romantic’ with old
fashioned and negatively regarded ‘exaggerated displays of feeling’ (Felski 117). ‘Modernism inaugurated a
reversal of values’, Suzanne Clark writes, which emphasised ‘erotic desire’ over love and ‘anarchic rupture and
innovation rather than the conventional appeals of sentimental language’ (1). In doing so, modernism was also
involved in the reversal of ‘the increasing influence of women’s writing’, through its discrediting of the literary
past, with particular reference to its ‘sentimental history’ (Clark 1). Clark continues:
From the point of view of literary modernism, sentimentality was both a past to be outgrown and a
present tendency to be despised. The gendered character of this condemnation seemed natural: women
writers were entangled in sensibility, were romantic and sentimental by nature, and so even the best
might not altogether escape this romantic indulgence in emotion and sublimity. (2)
With the proposal that the ‘sentimental undermines the serious’, modernists equated all forms of cultural life
they designated sentimental – romantic fiction, women’s traditions, even mass culture – as being ‘neither
interesting nor subversive but rather diseased’ (Clark 3-4). In other words, ‘sentimental’ became a term used by
modernists as ‘short-hand for everything modernism would exclude’, including a rupture with the literary past
(Clark 9; emphasis in original).18 This resistance to the sentimental meant that even though New Woman writers
worked both ‘within and against romance conventions’ (S. Sheridan 40) to explore controversial ideas about
women’s role in society and their rights to independence (Sykes 56), the stigma against the romance genre saw
their works dismissed and denigrated as lacking real cultural value.

of New Woman writers whose writing included ‘the decentered subjectivity and disrupted linearity that we have come to
associate with high modernism’ (New Women 170).
Such arguments – typified in Pykett and Ardis’s theses – have sought to unify New Women writing with modern aesthetics
and form. However, Sally Ledger writes of the innovations and experimentation of the New Woman writer, that her
engagement with modernism, ‘constitute[s] one (but not the only) aspect of her modernity’ (6). It is also important to note, as
I have outlined in this chapter, that New Women writing is made up of numerous forms, styles, and genres.
Clark writes that this break with the literary past can be explained in psychoanalytic terms: ‘Modernist writers – male and
female, Ernest Hemingway and Kay Boyle – did not operate only within an Oedipal relationship to the literary past, asserting
themselves against an established male authority. From another perspective, they also recalled with disgust and longing, by
an act like anamnesis, their estrangement from a maternal enclosure as from the vernacular, and their exile in a world of
harsh divisions, borders and separations’ (8).
18
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The New Woman in Australia
In their introduction to Transnational Ties (2008), Desley Deacon, Penny Russell, and Angela Woollacott argue
that while Australia is located at a greater geographical distance than most countries in the modern global
community, ‘white Australia has never existed in isolation from conflicts and crises elsewhere around the globe’
(xiii-xiv). ‘Australian lives’, they continue, ‘are intricately enmeshed with the world, bound by ties of allegiance
and affinity, intellect and imagination’ (Deacon et al. xiv). It is unsurprising, then, that the culturally subversive
figure of the New Woman was as great a source of speculation and anxiety in Australia as in Britain and the
United States. British women immigrating to Australia in the nineteenth century brought with them radical ideas
about a burgeoning shift in social attitudes towards traditional gender roles (Hoare 2). These women discovered
that Australia had a less rigid class system than Britain and, as a result, afforded them the opportunity ‘to try
new things, rewrite social and cultural mores, and behave in ways unknown to English women’ (Sykes 46).
The aspirations of female emancipation, as symbolised by the figure of the New Woman, produced debates in
Australian society about whether women’s greater freedoms would corrupt Australian culture (Hoare 2). This
cultural anxiety is most observable in journalism of the fin de siècle. As early as 1891, three years before the
term ‘New Woman’ came into popular usage, The Bulletin published an article by Charles Junor which
demonstrates that the claims of British and American physicians19 had already reached Australia and were
influencing public sentiment:
Physiologists assert that a marked depreciation is noticeable in the offspring of those families in which
it has been the custom to educate the female to the level of bluestockings. The perfection of mental
capacities in the mother is gained at the cost of her physical attributes. (Junor 22)
Adopting an anti-suffrage stance, Junor further argues that ‘it is very rarely that the brain virtues of the mother’
are passed onto her children and, therefore, there is no need to ‘develop a high standard of female education,
since no possible benefit can accrue to society thereby’ (22). The only results of educating women, he claims,
would be a weakening of their physical attributes and their transformation ‘into a “male female”’ (22). Junor’s
use of the term ‘male female’ is clearly analogous to ‘the intermediate sex’ or ‘sexual inversion’, which were
other common phrases used for women who desired a higher education, access to the professions, and economic
autonomy. Australian society, then, also regarded the New Woman’s transgression of traditional gender
boundaries to be a key determinant in their condemnation of her as a threatening, subversive, and liminal figure.
The ‘radical’ New Woman, it was argued, was ‘argumentative, self-assertive, impatient, declamatory,
revolutionary, mannish’ and ‘unwomanly’ (‘New Woman’ 2). That the influence of Victorian ideals of
womanhood was just as prevalent in Australia as in Britain is evident in an Australia periodical’s assertion that
the true domain of the woman was the home, for she was ‘the queen of the domestic circle’ (‘New Woman’ 2).

19

Most notably, that educating the woman would come at the expense of her reproductive organs.
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A writer in The Argus in 1895 figured the New Woman as an instigator of a cultural epidemic of ‘nerves’
(‘Friday’ 4). ‘If there is anything which the modern world has developed’, writes the anonymous contributor, ‘it
is that mysterious disease known as “nerves”’ (‘Friday’ 4). Citing Professor Clifford Allbutt’s opinions, the
writer holds that while ‘it may be true that the human brain, under the ever-quickening pulse and multiplying
demands of modern life, grows more complex’, the incidence of growing numbers of suicides, nervous strain,
and disorders such as neurasthenia was ‘in the main a fad’ (‘Friday’ 4). By attributing the growth of popular
sentiments concerning over-strained nerves to the sexually transgressive figure of the New Woman, the writer
ascribes the increase in psychological and somatic diseases to her influence, and undermines the validity of
disorders, such as melancholia, from which many modern subjects suffered.
A cultural figure embroiled in narratives about women’s emancipation, and one who was charged with the
breaking down of traditional gender roles and the proliferation of an ‘epidemic’ of nerves, the New Woman was
also, simultaneously, entangled in anxieties about the future of the British Empire. This was particularly the case
in Australia. A white settler colony, Australia was seen to have ‘the potential of an untapped and unspoiled
virgin fertility’; it was believed to be the perfect place to develop a eugenically stronger race (Devereux 179).
Due to the importance of (white) women’s reproductive role as mothers of the race, the New Woman’s rejection
of marriage and motherhood was seen as a threat to the power and eugenic fitness of the British Empire,
believed to be weakening in the aftermath of the Boer War (Devereux 176). Indeed, Australian women fulfilling
their reproductive role was ‘rendered especially acute’ by the closeness of Australia’s Asian neighbours and the
nation’s small and declining population (Sykes 48).
While the British Empire had conceived of the New Woman as a sign of ‘imperial decline’, middle-class
feminists of white settler colonies like Australia sought to transform her into the cultural figurehead of the
‘mother of the race’ (Devereux 175; emphasis in original). They argued that Australian women were entrusted,
not only to care for future generations, but for the wellbeing of the white race as a whole (Devereux 178). The
colonial New Woman, they contended, required ‘education, the vote, and a hand in the running of nation and
empire’ if they were to bring about the advancement of the Anglo-Saxon race (Devereux 178). As a result, the
New Woman was revised from a sexually transgressive figure into an ‘icon of maternal imperialism’ (178).
In addition to figuring in Australian periodicals and in rhetoric concerning the eugenic fitness of the white race,
the New Woman also featured in plays that toured Australia in the fin de siècle. Eileen Hoare writes that
‘[v]igorous discussion’ abounded in Australia when Henrik Ibsen’s controversial play, A Doll’s House (1879),
premiered in Melbourne on 14 September 1889 (Hoare 5). According to Deborah Campbell, Ibsen was a
playwright chiefly concerned with the individual’s right to freedom, with A Doll’s House appearing to
encourage Victorian women to ‘cast off the shackles of “True Womanhood”’ (193). The radical decision of
Nora Helmer, Ibsen’s married heroine, to abandon her husband and children in order to search for her own form
of self-fulfilment disturbed and incited hostility in audience members globally (Campbell 193). Nora’s radical
action has seen her often cited as an early model of the New Woman (Ledger 2). Concerning the reception of A
Doll’s House in Australia, Hoare writes that the issues which generated the most discussion in reviews of
Ibsen’s play were women’s position in society and in marriage (1). Some critics were troubled by the fact that
Ibsen’s play asked complex social and moral questions without answering them, while others suggested a
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rewriting of the ending so that, after her exit, Nora would return when her children cry out to her (Campbell
196-197).
Campbell writes that A Doll’s House primarily appealed to Australian women, rather than men, and inspired
many to articulate their grievances about the social position of women in letters to Australian newspapers (202203). Other citizens worried that the radicalism of the play’s themes would inspire women to leave their
husbands, and result in the dissolution of the institution of marriage – understood as ‘one of the main
foundations of civilized society’ (Campbell 199). Arguably, the declining marriage rate in Australia, despite an
excess ratio of men to women, was a key factor in the reception of Nora Helmer as a potential threat to the
‘entire heterosexual contract’ (Sykes 38, 47).20 It was becoming clear that, like their British and American
sisters, Australian New Women were choosing to forge new paths for themselves, embracing higher education
and employment over emulating the domestic lives of their mothers (Sykes 38).
As well as watching plays that featured the New Woman, Australian women were also reading New Women
novels that were creating controversy in England, such as Olive Schreiner’s The Story of an African Farm
(1883) (Sykes 39-40). Australian writers, too, chose to engage with the debates concerning the New Woman
through fiction (Sykes 43).21 However, Sheridan argues that the heroines of fin de siècle Australian novels
differed from those portrayed by key New Woman novelists, such as Sarah Grand (41). Australian New Woman
protagonists were not outright sexual rebels, choosing to live by their principles of objection to marriage and the
heterosexual contract (S. Sheridan 41). Feminist debate in Australia over sexual issues, Sheridan explains, was
typically ‘more muted in fiction’, appearing most often in publications produced by the Australian women’s
movement (41).
Jill Roe suggests that the less radical depictions of the New Woman in Australian women’s writing was the
result of the differences in opportunities for women in colonial Australia in the late nineteenth century,
compared to Britain or the United States (389). According to Roe, colonial Australian women were often unable
to attend secondary school; their work experience was typically in the domestic service; and the ‘tyrannies of
distance’ meant that they were often socially isolated (389). Their lower education levels and social isolation
meant that they were more likely to be insulated from the radical ideals of female emancipation than their
British or American counterparts (Roe 389). Roe argues that the nature of Australian colonial society, in which
women would often repress one another, and ‘where older women…or the town gossips reinforced materialistic
or conformist behaviour in young girls’, produced an environment in which the Australian New Woman ‘could
not emerge’ to the same degree as in Britain or America (396). In Slow Dawning, Valerie’s freedoms are also
constrained by what Sheridan describes as ‘conflict with the local middle-class matriarchs’ who act as
Sykes writes that the numbers of Australian women, aged 25-29, who chose not to marry ‘almost doubled between 1891
and 1901’ (38). In addition to their increasing proclivity to singlehood, Australian women at this time were also not bearing
as many children, leading some social commentators to speculate whether ‘modern conditions were overcoming motherly
instincts’ (Allen 110). Modern forms of birth control meant that late Victorian Australian women could more successfully
navigate sexual relationships on their terms; they could choose if, or when, they would bear children (Allen 126). Australian
women were also marrying later than their mothers and grandmothers, and were more than ‘three times as likely as men to
petition for divorce’ by the start of the twentieth century (Allen 116, 126).
20

21

Sykes even argues that versions of the New Woman are observable in Australia before the end of the nineteenth century
(44). She refers to Catherine Helen Spence’s 1854 novel, Clara Morison, as an example of a heroine who can be interpreted
as an early version of the New Woman cultural figure (Sykes 44).
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‘guardians of the social status hierarchy’ (8). This demonstrates that the same cultural restrictions placed on
Australian women in the fin de siècle continued into the first decades of the twentieth century, disabling secondgeneration Australian New Women from achieving professional and economic autonomy.
Although they did not engage to the same degree in their defiance of Victorian morality, the presence of female
protagonists who protest women’s restrictions, coupled with narratives that challenge the conventions of the
romance genre, demonstrates that Australian women writers were actively participating in topical debates
concerning the New Woman (S. Sheridan 41). Many engaged by critiquing the patriarchal family unit in light of
women’s broadening horizons (S. Sheridan 41). According to Sharon Crozier-De Rosa, Australian women
writers, like Catherine Martin, produced utopias of Australia made up of ‘visions of egalitarianism, individual
opportunity and racial rejuvenation’ (22). Crozier-De Rosa argues that Martin’s An Australian Girl (1890)
presents a uniquely Australian ‘New Woman’s feminist and nationalist vision’ (22). As a part of the New
World, colonial Australia had the potential to be a utopian state, one in which Martin envisions ‘an escape for
women as well as men from an overly-decadent, overly-civilised, decaying Old World’ (Crozier-De Rosa 22).
The main character of An Australian Girl, Stella Courtland, demonstrates her middle-class feminist and
eugenicist leanings in her proposal of ‘the benefits of choosing a life partner on the basis of intellectual
sympathies and rational reproduction’ (Crozier-De Rosa 23).
Ada Cambridge, Rosa Campbell Praed, and Tasma,22 Australian novelists of the late nineteenth century, were
widely read in the fin de siècle and have been grouped together by literary critics since the 1890s (S. Sheridan 34). Often criticised for writing romantic novels that appear unconcerned with the development of a distinctly
Australian national identity, these writers frequently engaged with the Woman Question (S. Sheridan 5, 7; Roe
396). Sheridan reads Tasma’s novels of the 1890s,23 for example, as ‘modern’ in their heroines’ unhappy
marriages, frustrations with the institution of marriage, and confusion over choosing a path that will bring them
personal fulfilment (41-42). Portraying women’s dissatisfaction with their husbands, Sheridan argues, was quite
daring for the time (42).24 In a similar vein, Fiona Giles argues that Laura Lydiat, the main protagonist of
Tasma’s first novel, Uncle Piper of Piper’s Hill (1889), should be recognised as an example of an Australian
New Woman protagonist (232). The heroine of Miles Franklin’s My Brilliant Career (1901), Sybylla Melvyn,
can also be interpreted as representative of a distinctly Australian New Woman heroine in her radical rejection
of love and marriage in order to live as ‘the splendidly isolated literary outsider’ (Giles 231).
Although Australian women writers were creating Australian incarnations of the New Woman in their fiction,
the fact that they chose to do so through the medium of the popular romance novel led to a dismissal of cultural
value in these works. In Along the Faultlines: Sex, Race and Nation in Australian Women’s Writing 1880s1930s (1995), Sheridan asserts: ‘If I pay more attention to romantic fiction, it is because that genre has been so
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The pseudonym for Jessie Catherine Couvrear.
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These are: In Her Earliest Youth (1890), The Penance of Portia James (1891), A Knight of the White Feather (1892), Not
Counting the Cost (1895), and A Fiery Ordeal (1897).
24

Sykes argues that, among popular New Woman novelists, there were those who had Australian connections. She writes
that ‘at least part of Iota’s best-known novel A Yellow Aster’, published in 1894, was written in Australia (Sykes 40). George
Egerton was also a key New Woman novelist who had Australian connections, having been born ‘Mary Chavelita Dunne’ in
Melbourne in 1859 (Sykes 42).
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denigrated and dismissed as having no significant bearing on cultural life’ (viii). Much like in Britain and
America, there was critical resistance to the popular romance novel in Australia. Fiona Giles regards this
resistance as being ‘compounded by a number of nationally distinctive conditions’, including ‘an Australian
reaction by realist writers and critics against romance’ in the second half of the nineteenth century and the
‘political divisions of periods created by Federation’ (Giles 225-226). Australian realist writing of the 1880s and
1890s differed from that produced in Europe, England, and America, in that it became ‘allied to the cause of
political independence from Britain’ (Giles 226). As such, realist writing (written predominantly by men) was
chiefly concerned with signifying ‘what was unique about living in Australia, and being an Australian’ and was
considered an integral part of developing a distinctive Australian culture (Giles 226). With Federation in 1901,
there was also a political division between colonial Australia, with its ties to Britain, and a post-Federation
Australia, which would embody a united nation independent from the motherland (Giles 226). This division
rendered the wealth of Australian women’s writing of the nineteenth century as ‘necessarily colonial’ and
therefore ‘culturally inadequate’ (Giles 226). Henceforth, criticism against the romance genre in Australia
constituted a ‘model which sees the romantic as unpatriotic and the realist as nationalist’ (Giles 228).
However, as Sheridan has argued, nineteenth century women writers, both in Australia and internationally,
‘favoured’ romance as a genre as it was ‘appropriate for addressing issues socially defined as feminine’, such as
‘the formation of proper womanliness, the organisation and maintenance of marriages, the role of middle-class
family life in the development of colonial society’ (S. Sheridan 36). It was the romance genre that also appealed
to New Woman writers who were eager to question, and in some cases outright condemn, patriarchal values and
other cultural oppressions of pertinent to women’s emancipation. While their romantic novels appear little
concerned with the development of a distinctly Australian national identity, Sheridan argues that this should not
result in the novels of late Victorian Australian women writers being considered ‘historically insignificant’ (S.
Sheridan 5). Indeed, romance enabled New Woman writers like Dark the form through which to express their
‘concern with social life and the relation of the sexes’, as well as with more radical topics such as women’s
sexuality and ‘free love’ (S. Sheridan 4).
In this cultural climate, characterised by the staunch rejection of the sentimental, and the denigration of the
popular romance novel,25 it is unsurprising that Dark would wish to disown her first published novel, telling A.
Grove Day that she desired ‘this ‘prentice piece to be forgotten’ (21). In an interview with Jean Devanny, Dark
called Slow Dawning a ‘potboiler’, lamenting:
That was the only time in my life when I wrote dishonestly, deliberately wrote down with the object of
making money. I regard it as a judgment upon me that it was not published till many years later, in
1932, which meant that what money I did make out of it – and it did as well as I expected – I did not
get at the time I wanted it. (Devanny 248)
‘A pot-boiler’, Dark went on to explain, ‘is not necessarily a bad book. In fact it can be technically a good book.
It is just a book that is less good than it could and should have been – a book which the writer has deliberately
sabotaged with the idea that it will sell better that way’ (249). Marivic Wyndham writes that Slow Dawning
‘disappointed author and publishers alike; its sale figures stopping “at a very low figure”’ (66). Dark didn’t keep
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a copy of Slow Dawning in her bookshelves and would leave it off lists of her published novels, even going so
far as to purchase and burn copies she saw in bookshops (M. Wyndham 95-96).26 Critics were equally
disapproving in Dark’s choice of the romance genre. McQueen writes that a ‘weakness’ of Dark’s novels is her
‘attempt to recreate – even isolate – the process of falling in love’ (40) and even G.A. Wilkes notes that both
Slow Dawning and Return to Coolami ‘rely for their interest on an improbable set of romantic entanglements’
(139). Wilkes writes that had Dark not demonstrated her ‘surgeon’s skill for probing into the minds of her
characters’ in Prelude to Christopher and subsequent modernist novels, she ‘might have been dismissed as just
another romantic novelist’ (139-140). Anne Maxwell identifies the ‘critical neglect’ of Slow Dawning as ‘no
doubt ow[ing] something to…its classically romantic plot structure’ (‘Humanitarianism’ 2).
Although a condemnation of the romantic elements of the novel unites criticisms of Slow Dawning, its feminist
interrogation of inequality among the sexes, and Dark’s accomplishment at the level of craft, divided critics.
While some reviews in the year of Slow Dawning’s publication applauded the fact that ‘sex is handled fearlessly
and without equivocation’ in the novel (‘Slow Dawning’ 14), others lamented: ‘Why do so many modern
authors spoil good novels by trying to see how near the wind they can sail in sex matters?’ (‘Aspects of Life’ 2)
Subsequent reviews in the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s were equally polarising. While Eric Lowe and Day regarded
Slow Dawning as ‘a youthful first novel’ (Lowe 346), which was ‘clearly inferior to her later novels’ (Day 22),
Wilkes argued that Slow Dawning was evidence that Dark ‘possessed from the outset’ a ‘command of
technique’ (140). Wilkes praised Slow Dawning, claiming that it ‘has none of the formal ineptitude of the first
novel, and displays something of the intensity that is born of severe compression’ (140).27 Cecil Hadgraft also
applauded Slow Dawning, stating that the novel was ‘an exception’ to her later novels ‘only in style’ (233).
Despite its poor sales figures, ill reception by some critics, and the cultural devaluation of the romance genre,
Slow Dawning remains valuable as an example of second-generation New Woman fiction being written in
Australia in the 1920s and 30s. Rita Felski has argued that modernism ‘is only one aspect of the culture of
women’s modernity’, and that to assume that the modernist novel is a ‘privileged site of cultural radicalism’ is
to deny the possibility that ‘other kinds of texts may…engender a different view of the relationship between
stability and change within the modern period’ (25, 27). It is my contention that New Woman fiction offers one
such challenge to the idea that the modernist text works as the sole ‘authoritative index of an entire culture
problematic’ (Felski 26). New Woman fiction like Slow Dawning offers a different perspective on women’s
responses to the ‘modern’. As Felski claims, women’s radicalism can be demonstrated not only through formal
innovation and experimentation, but also through the feminist themes of their fiction, and their working within
and against the conventions of the romance genre (27).
Slow Dawning provides evidence of the ways in which Australian women writers of the early twentieth century,
like their counterparts in Britain and America, engaged with the Woman Question and used literature as a way
in which to participate in ‘the construction of cultural meanings in a period of social change and consolidation’
Dark’s choice to literally destroy copies of her poorly received book could have been inspired by her own father’s actions:
‘Before he was twenty, Dowell published a small volume called Australian Poems, and in 1888 a larger one, A Pedlar’s
Pack. Disappointed with its reception, he destroyed all he could find of the edition’ (Day 18).
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A technique of compressing time which Dark would go on to master in her modernist novels, starting with Prelude to
Christopher (1934).
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(S. Sheridan viii). While her later modernist novels would still feature feminist themes, Slow Dawning remains
noteworthy because ‘it alone offers a hint of collective political action by women’: a form of militant feminism,
a call for women to rise up and contest patriarchal control, which does not appear again in Dark’s oeuvre
(Modjeska, Exiles 217). The novel also demonstrates the ways in which ‘the shape of a young woman’s life’,
constituted by both her private world of the domestic sphere and her public world of education and the
professions, radically changed with the end of the Victorian era, inviting new possibilities for female
subjectivity and autonomy in the twentieth century (S. Sheridan 52).

Slow Dawning and the New Woman
It was in this way that she had seen her fellow-women. They would climb at last, she dreamed, to a height where
they would perform not only the artistic or intellectual work to which their natures inclined, but the normal
functions of wifehood and motherhood as well—carrying a double burden as only they were privileged to carry
it. A terrible fight, and a slow one, but epic in its magnificence.
– Eleanor Dark28

Understanding the historical, cultural, and personal influences on Slow Dawning allows us to better situate the
novel both within its cultural context and Dark’s body of work. It was not only the anarchic cultural figures of
the New Woman and the decadent man that destabilised traditional gender categories and Victorian morality in
the fin de siècle, the First World War further ‘dismantled moral conventions and relaxed sexual taboos’ (Jin
253). Higher rates of premarital sex, promiscuity and homosexuality were common amongst soldiers, leading to
an increase in venereal disease (Jin 253). Gender roles underwent further revision with the Great War. While
women’s movement into the public sphere continued to be culturally resisted, the outbreak of war meant that
this movement was ‘in part, socially sanctioned’, as women were required to participate in the war effort (Sterry
4, 28). In the aftermath of war, traditional gender roles were once again challenged, with returning soldiers often
unable to return to work due to shell-shock or physical disability, and women’s professional aspirations
invigorated by their wartime entrance into industry (Jin 253).
In 1930 Australian novelist Vance Palmer wrote an article for The Australian Woman’s Mirror about the
increasing independence and confidence of New Women in the interwar period. Writing about a recent trip to
Europe, Palmer noted that ‘there has been a fresh release of energy in women’ (20). ‘They no longer live in such
a cloistered world as they used to’, he continued, ‘and the consciousness of doors opening all around them has
given them an aggressive independence that you can notice in their faces and the very swing of their bodies’
(Palmer 20). In comparison to the confidence and self-assurance which marked the New Woman, Palmer noted
that the men ‘looked diffident and a little effeminate’ (20). This was the cultural milieu in which Dark came to
maturity and in which she began to write for publication. Many of the aspirations of first-generation New
Women had been achieved by the opening decades of the twentieth century: middle-class women had the vote;
28
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access to higher education and to many traditionally masculine professions; and they had the legal right to own
property, access a divorce, and to appeal for custody of their children.
Dark began married life with her doctor-husband Eric, and to have her poetry and short stories published in
Australian periodicals, during the 1920s – a decade often referred to as ‘the Jazz age’ (Brooks and Clark 85;
Pumphrey 48).29 Released from the constraints of the First World War, the Jazz age was a period of ‘relative
economic prosperity and political freedom’ (Featherstone 459). According to Jill Julius Matthews, in urban
centres like Sydney there was an increase in ‘opportunities for pleasure’, which included both places of leisure,
such as dance palaces and cinemas, and mass-produced commodities, such as automobiles, gramophones,
magazines, and fashionable clothing (15-16).
While women had been categorised as the quintessential consumer since the late nineteenth century, the
subsequent legitimisation of her access to the public sphere continued to provoke unease (Pumphrey 51;
Matthews 19). Rita Felski argues that consumer culture placed femininity ‘at the heart of the modern’ in a
manner that ‘the discourses of production and rationalization’ had not (61). Consumption, Felski continues, ‘cut
across the private/public distinction’ that was typically evoked in discourse regarding traditional gender roles
(61). The New Woman’s status as consumer afforded her ‘an intimate familiarity’ not only with household
mass-produced goods, but also with the ‘rapidly changing fashions and lifestyles’ that were felt to be central
components of what it meant to be ‘modern’ (Felski 62). The ‘flapper’, a second-generation New Woman,
typified what it meant to be a modern woman. With her penchant for all that was new, the flapper embraced her
sexuality and led a lifestyle that was radical compared to her Victorian forebears, never tiring of her ‘pursuit of
pleasure’ (Pumphrey 54).
However, regardless of women’s political and professional progress, Australian society still refused to embrace
the New Woman’s cry for gender equality. The disparity between the doors opening all around the modern
woman, to paraphrase Palmer, and the entrenched societal opposition to the redefinition of her traditional role is
evident in Dark’s first publication, a poem titled ‘My House’. It was published in The Triad in 1921 under the
pseudonym ‘P. O’R’:30
Over the road from my house is a wood
Of tall mysterious trees and shadows dense;
Of flickering cobweb sunshine and a throng
Of mysteries for which I look and long –
But all the world must fail if I go hence.

Over the road from my house in the wood
Are fancies, wishes, evils, hopes and fears;
29

Eleanor married Eric Dark in 1922, when she was twenty years old, and, after a brief stint in Five Dock, moved to
Katoomba in 1923 (Brooks and Clark 57-59).
‘P. O’R’ or ‘Patricia O’Rane’ were the pseudonyms used by Dark during this period. ‘P. O’R’ had the benefit of also
standing for Pixie O’Reilly – ‘Pixie’ being Eleanor’s family nickname when she was a child, and O’Reilly, her maiden name
(Brooks and Clark 6).
30
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Dark hollows and smooth glades and whispering streams
But I stand always at my door, with dreams
Of what I may not know through endless years.

Over the road from my house, in the wood
The men live life; and every woman’s son
May seek his man-made gods, may stake his all
On one swift impulse; run – or stand – or fall –
A man’s life is his own, and owed to none.

And here behind me all my daughters crowd,
With eager eyes and hands, and whispers tense
With wonder and conjecture, but I press
Them back in spite of mine own restlessness –
“Nay, all the world must fail if we go hence.”31

The poem is a depiction of modern women’s struggle between their desire to figure themselves as modern and
the culturally-entrenched, traditional gender roles which sought to fix them in the domestic sphere. The narrator
ruminates on the New Woman’s dilemma: can she ‘find masculine freedom and adventure’ (Day 27),
symbolised by the wood filled with ‘mysteries for which I look and long’, or ‘must she always remain at home
and maintain the species’, for ‘all the world must fail if I go hence’ (Dark, ‘My House’ 27). Whether the New
Woman could, in fact, have both unrivalled access to the freedoms afforded men, and a loving husband and
children, is the question at the heart of Slow Dawning.
Dark’s radical espousal of modern sexual mores in Slow Dawning was preceded by another New Woman
character in a short story she published in The Triad in 1926: ‘Benevolence: The Story of a Hypocrite’. The
story features a young, single woman called Jean MacNeil who works as a secretary at the Benevolent Home for
Fallen Women. Feeling the first stirrings of sexual desire, awakened by a kiss from the married Chairman of
Directors, Mr Massingham, Jean ponders the double standard of sexual digressions:
to give oneself to a man without marriage was to ‘fall’…[yet] it was all right for men. For some strange
reason which she never thought of questioning, men did not ‘fall’. (Dark, ‘Benevolence’ 4)
The influence of Freud’s theories of sexual repression is evident in Dark’s assertion that Jean’s sexual affair
with her boss was influenced ‘by the long and unhealthily repressed desires of her mind and body’ (Dark,
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‘Benevolence’ 4).32 Jean soon realises that it is this repression, rather than love, that drove her sexual
transgression: ‘I don’t love him – I never loved him’ (Dark, ‘Benevolence’ 5). Realising she is pregnant, Jean
assesses her options: she can either become a ‘fallen’ woman, like those the ‘Benevolence Home’ caters for, or
seek an abortion. She chooses the latter. The hypocrisy of her male boss is not lost on Jean, and she is wiser for
the experience – more prudent regarding the nature of sexual politics and the ‘mechanisms of class and gender
oppression’ (M. Wyndham 50). Jean returns to work after the abortion, set on seeking ‘revenge dreadful in its
subtlety’ as, for her, Mr Massingham’s ‘disgrace lay not in the fact that he had seduced an ignorant girl, but in
that she had vanquished him by refusing to “fall”’ (Dark, ‘Benevolence’ 6).
While ‘My House’ and ‘Benevolence’ contain similar feminist themes to Slow Dawning, it was another short
story, ‘Wind’, published in The Bulletin in 1926, which drew most notably upon the, as yet, unpublished
romance novel (Day 28-29). Brooks and Clark write that Dark completed Slow Dawning the same year that she
published ‘Wind’ (91).33 Like Slow Dawning, ‘Wind’ features a heroine named Valerie Spencer who, after
seven years of medical training in Sydney, returns to her hometown of Kawarra to open up a medical practice
and reunite with her first love, Norman Bolton (whose name is changed to Jim Hunter in the novel). However,
on her return she finds that Norman has married Kitty. Quietly nursing her heartache, Valerie tries to dull the
pain by keeping herself occupied with work. But when she passes Norman stranded on the roadside and offers
him a lift, the continued intensity of their feelings for one another is made clear:
‘There’s this to be said, anyhow.’ He leaned forward, and his eyes looked excited, almost feverish. ‘I
love you, and you love me. Isn’t that so?’
‘That is so,’ said Valerie steadily. (Dark, ‘Wind’ 48)
Norman finds himself struck by Valerie’s modern sensibilities:
He moved nearer and put out his hand to touch her arm. Her quiet, serious face, the suffering, the
understanding, the knowledge in her eyes stopped him. He had heard much of the ‘equality’ of men and
women, but until now he had never felt it. This girl was not afraid of what she saw in his face: she was
not shocked; she was not even shy. (Dark, ‘Wind’ 48)
However, their happiness and mutual affection is short-lived. One stormy night, when the ‘wind tore over the
town, banging doors and rattling windows’, Valerie is called to Kitty’s bedside (Dark, ‘Wind’ 48). She
discovers that Kitty is dying from pneumonia and can do little to help her. Norman’s love for Valerie dies with
Kitty. In the wake of a town scandal, with rumours flying that Valerie ‘did not try to save Mrs. Bolton [Kitty]
because [she] wanted to marry her husband’, Valerie decides to leave Kawarra and buy another medical practice
‘some three hundred miles’ away (Dark, ‘Wind’ 48). When she goes to say her goodbyes to Dr McNab, a fellow
In this short story Dark also makes reference to the unconscious: ‘Knowing that they would find no friendly welcome in
her conscious mind, they slipped unobtrusively into that Palace of Truth, the unconscious, and there lay waiting’ (Dark,
‘Benevolence’ 4).
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There appears to be confusion over the exact timeline of Dark writing (and completing) Slow Dawning. Day claims that
Dark began writing Slow Dawning in 1923 and completed most of the manuscript that year (33). Doyle and M. Wyndham
agree, stating that Dark finished writing Slow Dawning in 1923 (Doyle 1; M. Wyndham 25). Brooks and Clark, however,
dispute this, claiming that Dark did not finish writing Slow Dawning until the end of 1926 (91). Maxwell also notes that Slow
Dawning ‘was written in 1926’ (‘Humanitarianism’ 1).
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doctor in Kawarra, he remarks: ‘An’ it’s a breath…that uproots a practice just as yon great wind uprooted that
tree in my garden’ (Dark, ‘Wind’ 48). Valerie must leave for she has realised that ‘A woman can’t start off
scratch with the men. Her sex hangs round her neck like a millstone’ (Dark, ‘Wind’ 48).
The fact that Slow Dawning had much in common with the magazine stories Dark was writing during the 1920s,
compared with the formally and thematically experimental ‘Pilgrimage’, may have contributed to why she was
able to write the novel so quickly (Brooks and Clark 91, 95). Her family teased her about it, jibing ‘Slow
Dawning, fast Dark’ (Brooks and Clark 95). While she may have written it quickly, the novel was not published
until 1932. Like ‘Wind’, Slow Dawning features a heroine who is emblematic of the New Woman. Valerie has
studied medicine at Sydney University and returns to her country hometown of Kawarra at twenty-five with the
desire of establishing a medical practice. She expects to find her teenage sweetheart, Jim Hunter, waiting for
her, and is shocked when she discovers he is engaged to Kitty Ray.
After attending Jim and Kitty’s engagement party, Valerie feels as though she ‘was present at a death. It was the
death of the little flame at the back of her heart’ – the hope that she and Jim could reprise their fledgling teenage
romance (55).34 In Jim’s mind, Valerie symbolises ‘striving—fighting. She was associated…with long hills to
climb, heavy loads to carry, deep and important problems to think out’ – the lot of the New Woman (61). In
contrast, Kitty is the picture of Victorian femininity, symbolising for Jim ‘a garden where there was fragrance
and calm sunlight, and a pond with water-lilies and darting gold-fish’ (61). However, while determined to marry
Kitty, Jim discovers that ‘it had taken only one glimpse’ of Valerie at the engagement party ‘to startle him to the
very depths of his soul’ (62). After Jim and Kitty’s wedding, Valerie chastises herself for always doing ‘the
hard things’: ‘Had she not climbed and climbed towards that goal of perfect womanhood’ then ‘she would not
now, she felt very sure, be walking here alone’ (89; emphasis in original).
Nursing her heartache, she is shocked to discover, on a chance encounter with Jim and Kitty, that ‘[t]here was
something…an invisible thread of feeling, of sympathy, of understanding, stretching between Jim and herself,
uniting them with a sureness that frightened her’ (100; emphasis in original). Valerie’s life is further
complicated by the advances of Dr Gerald Hughes, who resides in the nearby town of Burleigh and often calls
on patients in Kawarra. While he ‘kept steadily to the chase’, Valerie doesn’t like Hughes enough to consider
marrying him (129). Hughes interprets her coolness towards him as a consequence of ‘what brains and
independence did for a woman’ (162). The certainty of Valerie’s medical practice is thrown into doubt with Dr
Owen Heriot’s arrival. A war veteran, like Jim, Heriot desires to open a competing medical practice in Kawarra,
even though he is advised that there isn’t room for three doctors in the small country town. Heriot subsequently
makes it his mission to destroy Valerie’s professional practice, realising that the ‘certain amount of prejudice’
that still exists ‘against lady doctors’ will make it easy for him to steal her patients (137).
Heriot soon realises, however, that Valerie will fight to keep her practice, and he laments: ‘She was young and
pretty; why wasn’t she married, and mother to a couple of bouncing kids?’ (150). However, town gossip,
reported to Heriot by a chemist, soon sees him achieve his end:
‘Me, I take gossip for what it’s worth, but they say now that she’s playing round with young Dr.
Hughes from Burleigh. Some says she’s engaged to him, some says she isn’t. And then the latest—I
34
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heard this only to-day—is that someone saw her and Mr. Hunter out in her car the other day, and they
stopped by the roadside and he had his arms round her, and what not…’ (182)
This discovery, rather than pleasing Heriot, makes him consider the handicap of Valerie’s sex: ‘It had been
brought home to him very emphatically what a cruel handicap it was’ (182-183). That Valerie is a ‘young and
pretty woman, living alone and independently’, Heriot considers, also makes her ‘a mark for all the poisonous
gossip of a country town’ (183). When Hughes is seen leaving Valerie’s house early in the morning, after she
has assisted him with a difficult confinement, it seems certain to Heriot that such ‘slander…would ruin her’
(193). Indeed, in the aftermath of this scandal Heriot is ‘amazed at the number of patients who came to his
surgery’ (204). It ‘haunted’ him, however, that he has ‘harmed his rival not through her incompetence, but
through her sex’ (205).
Valerie, too, soon realises that the gossip ‘may mean the end of my practice here’ and begins to form a
friendship with Heriot (207). She rejects the further advances of Jim and Hughes but must see Jim again to
attend to Kitty, who is suffering from pneumonia soon after giving birth to a stillborn baby. Any hint of hope
that she still possessed for reuniting with Jim dies with Kitty, especially when she finds herself accused by
Kitty’s mother of malpractice: ‘You killed her—you killed her. You could have saved her, only you want Jim
for yourself’ (248). ‘How queer it was’, Valerie reflects, ‘to feel this blankness between herself and Jim. Like a
telephone wire vibrating with the thousand small noises of life about it—suddenly dead against your ear’ (249).
At first antagonistic towards Valerie, Heriot comes to realise that he has fallen in love with her, unaware before
Kitty’s death ‘what a secret hope he had been cherishing that some day Valerie’s love for Jim would die, and a
new love for himself [would] take its place’ (254). Heriot conceives of a way to achieve his heart’s desire and
salvage Valerie’s reputation:
He saw her as his wife—a conclusive answer to the gossips of Kawarra. He saw them working
together, building up a practice that should be a pearl among country practices. He saw himself as a
shield between her and persecution...He saw their home, filled with beautiful things, and their
children—a boy and a girl…(264)
Having rejected Jim’s and Hughes’s proposals, when Heriot proposes, Valerie finds herself wishing that she
could love him enough to say ‘yes’ outright. Heriot suggests an ‘experiment’ – a trial marriage in which the two
of them would vacation together and live as a married couple for a ‘fortnight—a month—any time you like’
(284). If Valerie falls in love with him, they will return to Kawarra married. The novel ends with Heriot and
Valerie about to be wed.

Valerie Spencer: a New Woman
Humphrey McQueen writes that ‘the most controversial of Dark’s themes’ is women’s liberation and that her
‘most outspoken statement’ of this theme is voiced through the heroine of Slow Dawning (39). Indeed, I contend
that Valerie Spencer is Dark’s most overt portrait of the New Woman, and her feminist sentiments bear
sympathy with Dark’s own. Slow Dawning depicts Dark’s frustrations with the continued limitations placed on
women. She believed that men and women should share the domestic tasks of keeping a house and caring for
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children, so that both partners may work to achieve their professional aspirations. This belief is most eloquently
expressed in an unpublished essay titled ‘Balancing the Scales’ in which Dark argues:
No one yet – not even the C[ommunist] P[arty] which claims the most advanced attitude towards the
problem of the relationship between the sexes – has yet put the man-woman relationship upon what I
should regard as a stable and satisfactory theoretical basis.
‘It is Custom’, Dark asserts, and ‘not Nature’ which ordains traditional gender roles (‘Balancing the Scales’).
Women’s natures, which have provided them with ‘intelligence and abilities complimentary to men’s’, grow
‘frustrated with Custom’, for Custom ‘denies [them] the opportunity to use them’ (‘Balancing the Scales’).
Dark’s relationship with her husband Eric was unique; his financial and emotional support meant that she could
write full-time. Dark had agreed to Eric’s proposal on the proviso that she could write, and he promised her that
‘whenever possible they would have someone to help her with the housework’ (Brooks and Clark 56). Just as
Valerie accepts Heriot’s idea of a trial marriage to see if she could grow to love him, Dark herself suggested the
same arrangement for her and Eric: ‘she suggested a secret affair, a kind of trial marriage. At the end of three
months, if she loved him, they would get married’ (Brooks and Clark 56).
In many ways, Valerie can be thought of as the embodiment of Dark’s feminist ideals. Like other New Woman
heroines, Valerie’s beliefs and actions are radical; she is a symbol of the ‘possibility of change in women’s
position in society’ (Sykes 13). Valerie has eagerly embraced the doors opening all around her in the early
twentieth century: the opportunities to attend university and to have a profession – even to work in a
traditionally male profession such as medicine. She wants it all – a career, economic independence, ‘real love,
and marriage, and a couple of babies’ (90):
‘I can do it all,’ Valerie told herself fiercely. ‘I can do my professional, and my social, and my
housekeeping duties. If I were married I could have babies and be a good wife too.’ (116; emphasis in
original)
She dreams of an ‘army’ of women (152) who ‘would climb at last…to a height where they would perform not
only the artistic or intellectual work to which their natures inclined, but the normal functions of wifehood and
motherhood as well’ (90). When Valerie refuses Jim’s proclamation of love he becomes aware of her difference
to the ideals of Victorian femininity:
He felt…that here was a woman who would not fit in with his conception of her sex. A woman who
knew all that he did of life, and more; who went her own way and asked neither warning nor
protection; who feared nothing but ignorance and needed nothing that a man could give but love. (175)
Valerie is ‘not afraid of conventions’ (178) and, like many New Woman heroines, is ‘frank and outspoken’
about her belief in women’s right to both economic and sexual freedoms (178; Sykes 14). She is representative
of Dark’s radicalism (McQueen 39), as it is through Valerie that Dark ‘openly discusses women’s sexual
feelings with scanty reliance on the range of euphemism usually found in women’s fiction of that period’
(Modjeska, Exiles 216). When her plan of wedding Jim is left in tatters, Valerie considers the limited options for
New Women to satisfy their physical needs. She questions why, when she can fulfil her desires for a profession
and financial security, she cannot also satisfy the physical ones through ‘casual unions, as men do?’ (90).
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Noting that there are no brothels for women who choose not to marry, Valerie contemplates the double
standards of sexual morality: ‘there are no—facilities—for me, as there are for any drunken labourer who likes
to carry syphilis from a prostitute to infect his wife and unborn children’ (90-91). However, Valerie is aware
that a woman’s ‘sex needs’ are ‘rather dreadfully complicated’, for, unlike men, women’s sexual natures have
been ‘warp[ed]’, ‘starv[ed]’ and ‘tortur[ed]’ through historical oppression and fear of her uncontrolled sexuality
(278). Valerie sees ‘a nobler work of God than an honest man’ being produced through the synthesis of
woman’s intellectual and sexual capacities: her ability to be both man’s equal intellectually and professionally,
as well as a loving wife and mother (278).
When the townsfolk gossip that Valerie has become Hughes’s mistress, Heriot notes that she made ‘no attempt
to deny the implication…In this as in everything, she was self-reliant, admitting no one’s right to govern or
criticize her actions’ (199). She is ‘morally and financially independent’, yet always entangled in ‘the intolerable
and unnatural restraints which convention thrust upon her merely because she was not a man’ (209). In the midst
of her romantic confusions, and growing loneliness, she even considers having a child out of wedlock: ‘Why
should she not have a baby—a beautiful, well-cared for and much desired child?’ (241). Valerie considers that
its father could be ‘any decent and healthy man’,35 but that the resulting offspring ‘would be her baby’ (241;
emphasis in original). Such an arrangement would see to it that she ‘would never be lonely again, for she would
have created, as she had a right to do’ (242).36
Even her agreement to a ‘trial marriage’ with Heriot is reflective of her alignment with the radicalism of the
New Woman and with the changing sexual mores of the early twentieth century (Brooks and Clark 56). Xiaotian
Jin notes that writers who were advocates of ‘free love’, such as H.G. Wells and Rebecca West, often endorsed
and experimented with sexual relationships outside of marriage (257). In his 1929 treatise on the subject,
Marriage and Morals, Bertrand Russell37 advocated trial marriages to ensure sexual compatibility before
entering into matrimony:
I should not hold it desirable that either a man or a woman should enter upon the serious business of a
marriage intended to lead to children without having had previous sexual experience…The proper

The importance of the father’s health reflects Valerie’s alignment with middle-class eugenicist sentiment. This perspective
is also demonstrated in her contention that ‘unwanted babies’ of the poor, who are ‘produced…in poverty and filth, through
prudish ignorance or sheer callous indifference’, ‘should not be born’ (35). Such children, Valerie believes, are ‘carried off
into a world where they had as little chance of happiness and normality as a plant growing under a house’ (35). When
Valerie laments that there are no brothels for unmarried women, it is with reference to the working class ‘drunken labourer
who likes to carry syphilis from a prostitute to infect his wife and unborn children’ (91). Dark also expresses common
middle-class feminist sentiments of New Woman novelists when she remarks of marriage that ‘the ritual smacked rather of
the offering of a sacrifice’ (84). Dark has the doctor’s wife, Mrs McNab, proclaim a similar sentiment: ‘Was there everr a
more crazy worruld? A lassie who stays at hame wi’ her parents [Kitty], lives on their money and does nae hand’s turrn for
hersel’…prostitutes hersel’ tae the firrst man who offers himself for a husband and has enough to keep her….she’s a “good”
gerril, an’ we’re asked to admire her’ (259).
35

In Slow Dawning, Dark’s feminism is blinkered by her middle-class status. In presenting her conception of ‘the oppression
of women as a group’ she makes no ‘reference to differing class experience[s]’ and does not seek to analyse the ‘class nature
of Australian society or the economic and political conditions underpinning these “tragedies”’ (Modjeska, Exiles 217).
The right of women to motherhood is further explored in Dark’s depiction of Linda Hendon’s yearning for maternity in
her next novel, Prelude to Christopher (1934).
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Bertrand Russell. Marriage and Morals. Allen & Unwin, 1976 [1929], pp. 109-110.
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course, if the biological function of marriage were adequately recognized, would be to say that no
marriage should be legally binding until the wife’s first pregnancy. (qtd. in Jin 257)
While Valerie’s pursuit of professional, financial, and sexual autonomy positions her as emblematic of the New
Woman in Slow Dawning, Kitty, Jim’s wife, is her foil, having been raised to personify the ‘Angel in the House’
– ‘that pervasive Victorian ideology which maintained that piety, purity, domesticity and submissiveness were
women’s inherent virtues’ (Campbell 193). With Valerie’s return, Kitty is described as being ‘like raspberry
syrup to [Valerie’s] red wine’ (45). In contrast to Valerie’s thorough knowledge of sex, Kitty is ‘almost as
ignorant of everything pertaining to sex as a child of three’ (48), her mother having made sure that she ‘hasn’t
any ideas about marriage’ (29). ‘From babyhood’, Dark writes, the training of Kitty’s chastity and purity had
begun: ‘the little naked figure was hastily covered’; the ‘curiosity of the child in her own body…was quenched
with expressions of horror’; and the ‘first, inevitable question as to the origin of babies brought a lecture so
involved and fundamentally senseless that the logical child-brain could make nothing of it’ (48-49).
Kitty has been taught to ‘deny [her] own sexual needs’ – a common complaint of fin de siècle New Woman
writers (Sykes 18).38 In the short story ‘Virgin Soil’,39 for example, George Egerton [Mary Chavelita Dunne
Bright] argues for the women’s necessary sexual instruction before marriage. The heroine Florence, a young
woman of twenty-two, arrives back at her childhood home five years after her marriage in order to confront her
mother. Florence accuses her mother of raising her to be ‘a fool, an idiot, ignorant of everything I ought to have
known, – everything that concerned me and the life I was bound to lead as a wife’ (Egerton 156). She vents that
she provided her with ‘not one weapon in my hand to defend myself against the possible attacks of man at his
worst’, equipping her daughter only with her ‘maiden purity as a shield’ (Egerton 156). Kitty’s mother could
equally stand accused of the same charges of raising her daughter to be ignorant of all matters concerning sex
and her future roles of wife and mother.
Knowing she will receive no truth from her mother about what will happen on her wedding night, Kitty
approaches Valerie, exclaiming: ‘I’m going to be married—in about a—week…[and] I don’t know—anything’
(65). As McQueen observes, despite Valerie’s frankness about her sexual needs it is notable that on the matter
of sexual instruction, Slow Dawning avoids giving ‘explicit detail, even in clinical language’ (40). Valerie
emphasises that ‘[t]here is nothing disgusting in sex union’, that ‘it should be entirely beautiful’, and that Kitty
should think of it ‘as an expression of love’ (66-67; emphasis in original). However, the delivery of sexual
instruction is rendered mute, passed over swiftly:
Quietly, at last, neither raising nor lowering her voice, [Valerie] began to explain. Her eyes held Kitty’s
from time to time, daring her, by their calm, impersonal tranquillity, to smirch the deliberate words
with any hint of shame. She chose them carefully, explaining the technical ones with a little string of
others less technical. Where there was a popular and kindly-sounding word she used it. Her pencil, a
couple of times, made little clear diagrams. And all the time, though she could not control the ebbing

In the short story ‘Virgin Soil’, for example, George Egerton’s protagonist laments that her mother raised her to be
ignorant of her ‘physical needs, my coming passion, the very meaning of my sex, my wifehood and motherhood to follow’
(156).
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Published in her short story collection Discords (1894).
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colour in the girl’s cheeks, by the sheer force of will she kept the blue eyes straight and unwavering on
her face. (67-68)
In ‘Professions for Women’, Woolf contends that women writers are hindered in their art ‘by the extreme
conventionality of the other sex’ (288). In thinking of ‘something about the body, about the passions which it
was unfitting for her as a woman to say’, they often find their imagination ‘dash[ing]…against something hard’
– the ‘consciousness of what men will say of a woman who speaks the truth about her passions’ (287-288).
While Woolf claims to have succeeded in killing the ‘Angel in the House’, she reveals that she has not yet
solved ‘telling the truth about [her] own experiences as a body’ and doubts whether ‘any woman has solved it
yet’, for the ‘obstacles against her are still immensely powerful’ (288). Dark’s reluctance to tell ‘the truth about
[her] experiences as a body’, or the censorship of her publisher, demonstrates that such obstacles were still in
existence in the early 1930s when Slow Dawning was published. As a result, Dark is limited in Slow Dawning to
pursuing women’s sexuality purely as ‘an intellectual issue’ (Brooks and Clark 93).
As much as Valerie’s instruction on the matter of sex leaves Kitty shocked, she is grateful, remarking to her: ‘I
think I would have hated Jim if I had got married without knowing’ (109). This new knowledge soon enables
Kitty’s ‘warped and repressed womanhood’ to begin to break free of its Victorian bondage (81). However, while
Valerie’s objective is to liberate herself and her fellow women, like Kitty, from patriarchal oppression, she
quickly discovers that her army of women are not fighting life but civilization, and that in the climb towards
emancipation ‘thousands of women would be the most bitter enemies of their own sex’ (90-91).
She finds evidence of this in the hostile reception she receives from Kawarra’s matriarchs: Miss Inglis ‘ventured
the opinion that medical practice must be “most fatiguing for a woman”’ (108); Miss Wilton ‘had always held
that the practice of medicine must be death to the natural bashfulness and modesty of womanhood’ (113); others
remark that ‘men don’t like brainy women’ (113) and that ‘a woman doctor is not—quite—don’t you?’ (119;
emphasis in original); and Mrs Ray regards Valerie as a ‘siren’ who might tempt Jim into unfaithfulness (119).
Grayson, the chemist, reports that the people of Kawarra exhibit ‘a good bit of feeling still, you know, about
lady doctors’, with ‘those that don’t believe in it’ (181-182; emphasis in original). In attempting to subvert her
‘natural’ feminine roles of dependent and submissive housewife and mother, Valerie is rendered an outcast in
Kawarra society; she is a liminal figure who, at first, is regarded as being ‘merely [an] unwomanly woman’
before growing in the public consciousness into ‘a very monster of iniquity and depravity’ (124).
Kawarra is a town in which women repress each other, with the older matriarchs acting as ‘guardians of the
social status hierarchy’ through reinforcing Victorian ideals of femininity (S. Sheridan 8). The taboo of the New
Woman, seeking to liberate herself from the constraints of Victorian norms of femininity, is resisted so fiercely
in Kawarra that Valerie is unable to achieve her dreams of emancipation. Valerie, like other heroines in
women’s fiction of the interwar period, learns that the world ‘is still deeply patriarchal, punitive to the
transgressive women while valorizing traditional femininity’ (Jin 259). Slow Dawning demonstrates that
Australian society in the early twentieth century continued to be an environment in which the New Woman
could not emerge to the same degree as in America or England (Roe 396). Despite Valerie’s modern
womanhood – her pursuit of higher education and a career, her desire for sexual freedom – she is ‘subject to
social judgements that are as harsh’ as Victorian polemic ‘with regard to deviant behaviours’ (Jin 260). In the
contrast provided between Valerie and Kitty, Dark ‘dissects modes of femininity and the social fabric of gender
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that defines and dispels a middle-class woman’s sexuality’ (Jin 260). The proposal of new opportunities for
women in the interwar period, such as higher education and greater sexual freedoms, are shown to be empty
promises that lead nowhere, due to the ‘lack of new alternatives to the wife/mistress/spinster roles’ (Wallace
160)
As a result of the cultural constraints of an enduring patriarchal society, Valerie is ‘marginalized and exploited’
(Jin 268) by a community that continues to encourage Victorian ideologies. At the end of the novel, she is left
with only two options: leave and set up her practice in another town – with no doubt the same hostile reception –
or marry to save her practice and conform to the culturally approved norms of femininity. She chooses the latter
and, in so doing, Valerie’s story becomes a tragic one; it is yet another depiction of ‘a modern, emancipated
woman whose pursuit of sexual autonomy is thwarted and victimized by dominant economies of gender and
class’ (Jin 260). In this tragic, yet realistic, resolution, Dark reveals that the Australian New Woman was limited
to attempting to remodel, instead of entirely discard, traditional social structures such as the institution of
marriage (Jin 265).

Melancholy and the New Woman
If modernity’s ‘state of perpetual becoming’ (Berman 16) placed the modern subject in a ‘precariously
depressive position’ (Flatley 31), so too did modern women’s dream of a future utopic state of equality among
the sexes, hampered by staunch resistance to sexual revolution, place them in a liminal and depressive situation.
Modern women were no longer confined to the domestic lives of their mothers, but they had not yet arrived at
the longed-for future in which they would claim sexual, professional, and economic equality. If the modern
woman was more prone to melancholia due to the nature of her primordial object loss, her predisposition to
depression was also greatly influenced by being structurally situated ‘betwixt and between’ (Turner, Forest of
Symbols 97) two worlds. New Women, like Valerie, remained in a state of suspension between the past and the
future. Compounding this tension of liminal suspension was the entrenched opposition modern women faced
from those who held tightly to the sexual mores that governed the old world. Valerie’s story presents but one
incarnation of the New Woman’s tragedy in this respect.
The cost of permanent liminal suspension for many modern women was psychological illness which, in addition
to melancholia, manifested as neurasthenia, chlorosis, anorexia, and hysteria. New Women often experienced
internal conflict between their aspirations of autonomous selfhood, symbolised by the freedoms afforded their
fathers and brothers, and the social consequences experienced by those who chose to chart a non-traditional
course: permanent liminality and accusations of sexual inversion and sterility. While New Women lived at the
frontiers of the feminist struggle, the disparity between their dreams of emancipation and the stark realities of
their lives – showcased in Valerie’s plight – could be a conflict too difficult to bear. As a result, the late
nineteenth to early twentieth century was a time of both political progress for women’s suffrage and a marked
period of pathological illness in women (Silverstein and Perlick 4-5; Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 40). Just as the
melancholia that afflicted many modern subjects spoke to a society in crisis, the epidemic of nervous disorders
in women indicated that the modern epoch was also a time in which femininity was in crisis (Pykett 142). Gail
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Finney argues that if feminism was an outer-directed reaction of modern women to the gender inequalities they
endured, psychological illness was an inner-directed response (4).
The women physicians and psychoanalysts treated for nervous disorders in the fin de siècle often had many
qualities of the New Woman. Freud and Breuer’s hysteric patients, for example, were ‘lively, gifted and full of
intellectual interests’ prior to falling ill and took great pleasure in education, often getting out of bed at night ‘so
as secretly to carry on some study that their parents [had] forbidden from fear of their overworking’ (240).
Certain New Woman novelists and feminists of the fin de siècle were also prone to nervous disorders. The
celebrated New Woman writer Olive Schreiner, for instance, was unable to write for great periods due to bouts
of dizziness, nausea, crying spells, asthma attacks – episodes her physician called ‘nerve storms’ (Showalter,
Sexual Anarchy 55). So too did Eleanor Marx, daughter of Karl Marx, suffer from psychological and somatic
illness. Although she tried to enact in her own life the sexual equality for which the modern woman strived, she
often suffered from anorexia and depression, and also experienced spells of trembling, convulsions, and
exhaustion (Showalter, Sexual Anarchy 53).
While biological factors certainly play a role in depression,40 the force of psychosocial influences on the
development of nervous disorders in the New Woman demonstrates the role that social and cultural oppressions
and restrictions play in women’s greater proclivity to depression than men.41 Maturing at a time of rapidly
changing gender roles, the New Woman was raised in an environment which attributed great cultural value to
male achievements in the public sphere and devalued women’s work in the domestic realm. Nancy Chodorow
writes that the cultural devaluation of women’s domestic roles arose with the development of capitalism and
industrialisation, when production in factories, which offered a wage for labour, came to be identified as ‘true’
work (4). New Women also had to confront gender biases at adolescence when the development of a womanly
physique led to pressure to conform to traditional feminine pursuits (Silverstein and Perlick 130). 42
Valerie’s growing disillusionment with the aspirations of the New Woman, her choice to part with her army of
women and throw away ‘her shield and buckler, her spear and sword’ (155), is a consequence of the entrenched
gender biases and pushback she receives from the Kawarra community for challenging traditional gender roles.
While she does not succumb to melancholia, she grows tired and weary from the strain of trying to keep her
Meg Jay writes that studies into the prevalence of depression among women have considered that ‘biological,
psychological, and social factors play complex and reciprocal roles’ in the development of depression (‘Individual
Differences’ 1283). Women’s greater propensity to depression based on sex differences has been supported by research into
genetics, biological responses to stress, and the ‘relationship between sex hormones and depression’ (Jay, ‘Individual
Differences’ 1283). The role played by female sex hormones in depression has suggested that ‘neuroendocrine activity
related to menstruation and reproduction’ may predispose women to a heightened sensitivity to interpersonal and
environmental stressors (Jay, ‘Individual Differences’ 1283-1284). In addition, women’s proclivity to rumination also
supports their greater susceptibility to depression as does the fact that they derive their sense of identity from connections
with others, such that the ‘quality of these relationships may be an especially important contributor to depression in women’
(Jay, ‘Individual Differences’ 1284).
40

Silverstein and Perlick write that women ‘have more symptoms of depression than men do, are more likely to be
diagnosed as depressed, are more frequently hospitalized for depression, and are more likely to attempt suicide’ (46).
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Conflict towards the cultural limitations forced upon the female body can cause gender ambivalence, leading to depression
and disordered eating (Silverstein and Perlick 121-131). Silverstein and Perlick interpret the idealised slim and noncurvaceous figure of the flapper as evidence of the gender ambivalence experienced by women in the 1920s; they argue that
modern women equated a fuller figure with traditional female roles and, hence, cultural devaluation in the public realm (1823).
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practice financially afloat in a community prejudiced against her professional success. Prior to accepting
Heriot’s proposal, Valerie’s feminist aspirations have placed her in a perilous position: she is in danger of losing
both her medical practice and her reputation. If she had not found a partner like Heriot, who supports her dreams
of professional and financial independence, it is likely that Valerie would have succumbed to depression.
However, in Slow Dawning Dark appears to suggest that a New Woman could be spared from psychological
damage by a partnership with a forward-thinking man who is not threatened by her aspirations but, rather,
encourages and supports her achievements.
Although Dark certainly posits Heriot as a model for the ‘New Man’, his nurturing and supportive character
traits follow a trend feminist scholars have observed in romantic fiction – that the hero is not the epitome of
masculinity but is, in fact, symbolic of the pre-oedipal mother.43 The psychosexual development of girls
necessitates the giving up of the pre-oedipal mother as an object of love and the proscription from mourning her
loss (Jay, ‘Melancholy Femininity’ 125). Angela Miles and Janice Radway, for example, argue that the enduring
nature of the loss of the mother is illuminated by the romance genre’s continuing popularity and its
predominantly female readership. Miles claims that women escape into romantic fiction to relive, if only
fleetingly, the wonder of mother-daughter dyadic oneness – the time in which their every need was met, and the
mother was the sole object of love (Miles 9). In the second half of this chapter, I draw on this feminist
scholarship to argue that Heriot is symbolic of the pre-oedipal mother and, as a result, Slow Dawning, although
not modernist in form, still engages with melancholy for the lost mother.

SECTION 2: WOMEN AND MELANCHOLIA
Having explored the sociocultural factors influencing women’s greater proclivity to melancholia through the
cultural figure symbolising the modern woman’s emancipatory aspirations, the New Woman, and argued for
Slow Dawning’s recognition as an example of New Woman fiction, I now wish to consider Heriot’s
characterisation as evidence of Dark’s, and women’s more broadly, melancholy for the lost mother. This
analysis will be achieved through first exploring how sex differences in psychological development render
melancholia a central part of female psychic development. Compulsive heterosexuality necessitates that girls
lose the mother as an object of love without the possibility of applying that libidinal attachment to another
meaningful female (Jay, ‘Melancholy Femininity’ 124-125). Denied the ability of finding another homoerotic
attachment or mourning the loss of the mother, as the cultural proscription against homosexuality deems female
erotic love for the mother a ‘disavowed’ attachment (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 165), the girl is left with no
option but to internalise the mother as a melancholic identification (Jay, ‘Melancholy Femininity’ 125).
Meg Jay writes that psychoanalysts and psychiatrists have called this rupture of the homosexual attachment of
the mother and daughter in the oedipal position ‘a bitter loss’, ‘Paradise Lost’, and ‘one of the greatest rip-offs
of all time (‘Melancholy Femininity’ 125). For Adrienne Rich, this stage of female heterosexual development
constitutes ‘the essential female tragedy’ (237). Melancholia for the lost primordial object follows girls into
adulthood, when their culturally prescribed roles of wife and mother necessitate their position as primary
43
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caregivers. Feminist scholars have argued that the endurance of the mother’s loss as the object of love is
observable in the huge emotional appeal of romantic fiction to women. Such scholars claim that the
characteristics of the romantic hero that endears them to the heroine are maternal in nature and demonstrate that,
rather than signifying the epitome of masculinity, the hero is in fact ‘a mother figure’ for the heroine/reader
(Miles 2). In this section, I read Heriot as symbolic of the mother figure and, consequently, argue that, in
addition to her modernist melancholic novels, Dark’s inability to mourn the mother is also observable in Slow
Dawning.

Women and melancholia: a psychoanalytic perspective
I propose that the mother-daughter relationship (and thus the internalization of femininity that follows from this
relationship) is fertile ground for the preconditions of melancholy – both unavowed loss and ambivalence –
whereas the father-son relationship (and the development of masculinity) is less so.
– Meg Jay44

In chapter two, I outlined the work of three feminist psychoanalytic theorists – Juliana Schiesari, Luce Irigaray,
and Kaja Silverman – who have contested the phallocentrism evident in Freud’s interpretation of melancholia in
his seminal essay ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917). These theorists argue that the preconditions Freud
decrees as necessary for the development of melancholia exclude women from being deemed melancholic. The
privileging of the male as suffering from melancholia in Freud’s essay, which necessarily denigrates malaise in
women to mere depression, is evidenced in the strong emphases he bestows on the superego and narcissistic
identification in the development of melancholia (Schiesari 7). Schiesari argues that Freud’s essay presents
melancholia as a gendered pathology and, in doing so, dictates a ‘hierarchical determination of who can
legitimate loss and recuperate it, whose laments are heard and whose are not’ (54; emphasis in original). The
privileging of the male melancholic experience as a virtue and a sign of genius renders women a group who are
culturally denied the ability to translate their melancholic experience ‘into artistic, philosophical, political, or
psychological empowerment’ (Schiesari 54-55). This thesis argues that Dark’s modernist melancholic novels are
a feminist intervention that contests the historical privileging of male melancholia as the only melancholic
experience which can be translated into artistic empowerment.
If women’s differing psychological development excludes them from being labelled melancholic in the Freudian
framework, then why is one of the most consistent findings of empirical research into depression the fact that
‘across life, cultures, and class’ women are more likely to be depressed than men? (Jay, ‘Individual Differences’
1283). Why has research into personality, as Jay reveals, continually found femininity to be a causal factor for
depression, or that epidemiological studies consistently conclude that women are twice as likely as men to
experience symptoms of melancholy (‘Individual Differences’ 1283)? Klein, in contradistinction to Freud,
believed that female melancholia was the result of ‘the feminine phase of her Oedipus complex’ (Sánchez-Pardo
44
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77). Judith Butler’s concept of melancholy gender is a useful starting point in an examination of sex differences
in the development of melancholia.
In a reading of Freud’s ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ and ‘The Ego and the Id’ (1923), Butler argues that
melancholic identification ‘is central to that process whereby the gendered character of the ego is assumed’
(‘Melancholy Gender’ 166). It is important to note that while in ‘Mourning and Melancholia’, Freud argued that
the psychological wellbeing of the mourner depends on them severing all attachment to the lost object of love,
in ‘The Ego and the Id’ he revises his position, claiming instead that ‘the character of the ego is a precipitate of
abandoned object-cathexes and that it contains the history of those object-choices’ (Freud, The Ego 29). In other
words, melancholia is central to ‘the formation of those identifications which form the ego itself’ (Butler,
‘Melancholy Gender’ 166). If the ego is constructed of lost objects of love, Freud further argues that the ego ‘is
first and foremost a bodily ego’ (Freud, The Ego 26). Butler contends that if the ego is ‘a bodily ego’ (Freud,
The Ego 26) then we may also claim that ‘the bodily ego is at once a gendered ego’ and that, consequently,
melancholia plays a central role in the formation of gender (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 166).
Butler asserts that the positions of ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ are established in part due to cultural prohibitions
that ‘demand the loss of certain sexual attachments’ and proscribe the mourning and acknowledgement of these
losses (‘Melancholy Gender’ 168; emphasis in original). Compulsory heterosexuality proscribes homosexuality
and this prohibition can be observed in the psychological development of boys and girls (Butler, ‘Melancholy
Gender’ 168). In the Oedipus complex, boys and girls are forced to give up homoerotic attachments; or, to be
more precise, Butler argues that they experience ‘the pre-emption of the possibility of homosexual attachment’
(‘Melancholy Gender’ 168; emphasis in original). In the girl, this requires the abandonment of the mother as the
primary object of love and the turning of her affections towards the father. The cultural disavowal of
homosexual love, her love for the mother, leads to the melancholic incorporation of the maternal figure; this is
the primordial lost object which ‘continues to haunt and inhabit’ the female ego ‘as one of its constitutive
identifications’ (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 167). Butler argues that gender is attained:
at least in part through the repudiation of homosexual attachments: the girl becomes a girl by being
subject to a prohibition that bars the mother as an object of desire and installs the barred object as part
of the ego, indeed, as a melancholic identification. (‘Melancholy Gender’ 169)
The compulsory disavowal of the mother as an object of love, and the prohibition on applying that pre-oedipal
libidinal attachment to another meaningful female, forces heterosexuality in the girl, in which she regards the
father, and substitutes for him, as the objects of her erotic desire (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 169). As the boy
does not have to give up the mother as an object of love, Jay argues that homosexuality is not an unavowed loss
in males, as it is for females, but a ‘preemptively foreclosed’ possibility, due to the fact that ‘homosexual erotic
experience is typically not fostered in their early development’ (‘Melancholy Femininity’ 128). Despite the
gender differences in experiences of prohibited homosexuality, Butler contends that femininity and masculinity
are both positions ‘haunted’ by the love they cannot mourn, making melancholy ‘central to the formation of
same-sex gender identification’ (‘Melancholy’ Gender 170, 165). In other words, what is ‘sexually
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unperformable’ is enacted instead as ‘gender identification’ (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 177; emphasis in
original).45
Meg Jay has revised Butler’s concept of melancholy gender and argues that, because homoerotic love in girls is
unavowedly lost, the inability to mourn the mother predisposes females to melancholia. The cultural devaluation
of the female that the girl discovers upon entering the oedipal complex, the recognition of her own and her
mother’s cultural castration, makes the mother an ‘uneasy site of identification’ (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’
169). The girl experiences conflict between her desire for the father and her need to continue to identify with the
mother as her model of femininity. Hence, Jay argues that the two preconditions for melancholia that Freud
identifies in his seminal essay, unavowed loss and ambivalent identification, are observable in female
heterosexual psychic development (‘Melancholy Femininity’ 115).
The psychological development of females, therefore, uniquely positions them to experience the two
preconditions for melancholia through their relationship with the mother (Jay, ‘Melancholy Femininity’ 124).
The girl suffers both the loss of the homoerotic love she experienced in the pre-oedipal stage and discovers her
cultural castration with advent of the Oedipus complex. These losses, furthermore, are ‘withdrawn from
personal and cultural consciousness’, for her castration is a loss that ‘radically escapes any representation’,
while the loss of the mother, having ‘no place within the heterosexual matrix’, disables the possibility of
mourning her (Jay, ‘Melancholy Femininity’ 125; Irigaray 67).
The female’s ambivalence towards the internalised lost object, the mother as melancholic identification, is
another feature of women’s predisposition towards melancholia. 46 Gender roles within the patriarchal family
unit serve to teach the girl that the father is an exciting figure of expansion and connection with the outside
world, while the mother symbolises only passivity and confinement to the responsibilities of the domestic
sphere (Silverstein and Perlick 44). Hence, the mother is positioned as an undesirable figure for the girl to model
herself on (Silverstein and Perlick 44). Although non-traditional aspirations may be tolerated in childhood, with
the arrival of womanhood, culture seeks to prohibit a young woman’s desire to be like her father. As the cultural
disapprobation of the New Woman demonstrated in section one of this chapter, the modern woman is denigrated
when she seeks to achieve in areas traditionally reserved for men (Silverstein and Perlick 44). Being raised in a
society that accords great cultural value to masculine pursuits, and devalues traditional female roles, results in
women feeling ambivalence towards their mother, and their sex.
Nancy Chodorow has theorised that the pre-oedipal phase is experienced differently in girls than boys and thus
provides another possible factor influencing women’s greater propensity to melancholia than men. In The
Reproduction of Mothering (1978), Chodorow writes that the girl’s ‘pre-oedipal mother-love and preoccupation
with pre-oedipal issues’ is prolonged compared to boys (108). She conceives that this may be due to gender, for
girls are mothered differently than boys: ‘Because they are the same gender as their daughters and have been
45

Gender categories, Butler further argues, are stabilised through heterosexual positioning, with the result that any threats to
heterosexuality ‘become threats to gender itself’ (‘Melancholy Gender’ 168). Hence, as she explains: ‘in a man, the terror
over homosexual desire may well lead to a terror over being construed as feminine, feminized; of no longer being properly a
man or of being a “failed” man’ (‘Melancholy Gender’ 168).
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girls, mothers of daughters tend not to experience these infant daughters as separate from them in the same way
as do mothers of infant sons’ (Chodorow 109). As a result, the lengthened period of the girl’s experience of preoedipal oneness with the mother continues into the oedipal complex and can later produce issues of ‘separation
and individuation’ in females (Chodorow 110). This different form of mothering that girls receive demonstrates
why women often experience depression ‘over disruption or conflict in close relationships’ (Crowley Jack 7),
for their sense of self is intimately entwined with their relationships with others; they are affiliative by nature in
contrast to society’s championing of autonomous individualism.47

Romantic fiction and women’s melancholy for the lost mother
…the enormous emotional power of the Harlequin reading, and the romance fantasy in general, can be
explained by the fact that the hero is in fact a mother figure for the reader/woman.
– Angela Miles48

Despite cultural and critical denigration of the romance genre as being sentimental, melodramatic, and lowbrow,
and criticisms of its role in perpetuating women’s social and sexual subordination, the continued popularity of
romantic fiction and its mass female readership has led feminist theorists to broaden a critical appreciation of the
genre (Light 8). These theorists have argued that both the romantic text and its readers are more complex than
previous critical engagements have proffered, and draw attention to women’s dissatisfaction with the
heterosexual contract and the ways in which romantic fiction speaks to the ‘anxieties, fears, and psychological
needs’ of women as a result of their prescribed cultural and familial roles (Light 8, 22; Radway 45).
In her study of female romance readers, Janice Radway discovered that, contrary to understanding the popularity
of romantic fiction as demonstrative of women’s acceptance of repressive patriarchal ideologies, women
primarily turn to romantic fiction for ‘emotional sustenance and solicitude’ (93). In the family unit, women are
culturally figured as the primary caregivers for their children and spouses. However, as Radway explains, the
nuclear family provides no role whose responsibility it is to provide emotional support and nurturance to women
(94). Reading romance is a way for women to temporarily refuse the emotional demands of their roles as
mothers and wives, and to imaginatively escape into a fictional world where a heroine’s needs are consistently
met (Radway 11, 93).49
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For more on the intricacies of the melancholic mother-daughter relationship, see Rich 218-255.
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In To the Lighthouse (1927), Virginia Woolf captures, viscerally, the great toll women experience in being the primary
emotional nurturer for their husband and children: ‘Nothing would make Mr. Ramsay move on. There he stood, demanding
sympathy. Mrs. Ramsay, who had been sitting loosely, folding her son in her arms, braced herself, and, half turning, seemed
to raise herself with an effort, and at once to pour erect into the air a rain of energy, a column of spray, looking at the same
time animated and alive as if all her energies were being fused into force, burning and illuminating and into this delicious
fecundity, this fountain and spray of life, the fatal sterility of the male plunged itself, like a beak of brass, barren and
bare…[Mr Ramsay] went. Immediately, Mrs. Ramsay seemed to fold herself together, one petal closed in another, and the
whole fabric fell in exhaustion upon itself’ (61, 64).
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Radway and Angela Miles claim that the pleasure, gratification, and contentment that women experience
reading romantic fiction is because the hero is symbolic of the mother to the reader/heroine (Radway 95; Miles
2). The hero’s nurturance and care towards the heroine figures the hero/heroine relationship as symbolic of the
pre-oedipal oneness of the mother-daughter dyad (Radway 95). Radway writes that women’s performance of the
demanding and emotionally-draining responsibilities of primary caregiver often results in an intense desire to be
nurtured and looked after themselves – a need which is often not met by their male partners (13). In contrast, the
heroes of romantic fiction offer their romantic partners the kind of attention and care women subconsciously
desire – having all their needs met by their mother in the pre-oedipal stage of development (Radway 13).
In agreement with Radway and Miles, Alison Light claims that women’s compulsive reading of romantic novels
is indicative of an unrelenting search for more than what is on offer in the traditional heterosexual partnership
(23). The popularity of the genre demonstrates that women experience an ongoing yearning for the mother, long
after the oedipal position has turned their erotic attention to the father and substitutes for him (Radway 13). In
contrast to their experiences in heterosexual relationships, romantic fiction offers a fantasy in which the hero
provides unconditional love to the heroine; this is typically a love that ‘comes unsought and unearned’, and in
which the hero places the heroine’s needs and care above his own (Miles 9).
The intensity of women’s longing for the pre-oedipal mother leads Miles to question whether the emotional pull
of romantic fiction for women has anything at all to do with heterosexual love or whether, in fact, it attests to a
collective melancholia produced by the mother’s prohibition as a homoerotic object of desire (20). Such a
reading is in line with Butler and Jay’s analyses of gender as constituted by melancholia for the unavowed loss,
or foreclosure, of same-sex erotic love. This interpretation underlines that the nurturance and care offered by the
hero is ‘in itself erotic to the heroine and reader’, and makes the reader regress to a time before homosexual love
and connection with the mother was disavowed (Miles 21).
If women are transported back to a time of infant nurturance by the mother in romantic fiction, one would
expect that the romantic hero would also be a source of ambivalence, and this is the case according to Miles:
‘When we read “good” Harlequins we are re-enacting the emotionally demanding ambivalence of our
relationship with an unpredictable, tender, threatening, all powerful mother’ (9). Miles’ description is
reminiscent of Klein’s figuration of the depressive position in which, after splitting the mother into ‘good’ and
‘bad’ parts in the paranoid-schizoid position, the child now recognises her as a single object invested with both
good and bad aspects, and consequently to whom they feel ambivalence.
The ambivalence the reader/heroine feels towards the hero, their frequent representation at first as hostile,
threatening figures before subsequently shifting between objects of ‘love and hate, admiration, and resentment’
(Miles 11), testifies to the romantic hero’s figuration as a symbol of the women readers’ early relationship with
their mother – their yearning for the ‘good’ mother, while fearing and hating the ‘bad’ mother. The symbolism
of the hero and heroine’s relationship as a figuration of the pre-oedipal relationship of the mother and daughter
means that romantic fiction offers women readers, at least for a time, the resolution of their forced separation
from the mother and the ‘rediscovery of original, sensual and complete fusion’ with her (Miles 22).
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Owen Heriot: a maternal hero
[Heriot] did not say that for a couple of hours after leaving [Valerie] he had been tortured by the thought of her
crying quietly and desperately by herself in the dark – racked by a longing to get hold of her and comfort her in
his arms, like a child…
– Eleanor Dark50

Just as Dark’s engagement with modernist melancholia in ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to Christopher, I argue,
demonstrates her inability to mourn her mother, the maternal character of her romantic hero, Heriot, reveals her
continued preoccupation with the distinctly female experience of melancholy for the pre-oedipal mother in Slow
Dawning. Compared to Valerie’s other love interests, Dark’s championing of Heriot as being worthy of
Valerie’s heart sees her emphasise his caring, nurturing, and supportive qualities – traits which are all maternal
in character. In addition to figuring his love as being steadfast and unconditional, like a mother’s love for their
child, Heriot is introduced as a character towards whom the heroine and reader first feel ambivalent. Heriot’s
initial hostility towards Valerie, however, is fleeting; it quickly transforms to a love reminiscent of the blissful
relationship of mother and daughter in the pre-oedipal position – the time in which the child was loved
unconditionally and had all their needs met by their mother.
A wounded WWI veteran who has set his sights on establishing a practice in Kawarra, Heriot is initially a
threatening figure to the heroine/reader. Unmoved by protestations that his competition will run Valerie out of
business, Heriot contends that if she wants to do a man’s work then ‘she’ll have to take a man’s risks’ (138). His
success in Kawarra appears to be a given when he discovers that a house on the opposite corner to Valerie’s
practice is for let. Dr McNab calls him old-fashioned when he insists that Valerie ‘should have kept to some
walk of life where her sex would not be a handicap’ (142), and his hostile attitude is enhanced by his imposing
stature:
He was a dark-haired, dark-eyed man in his late thirties, six feet and with shoulders to match. His face,
though well featured, was not a face one cared to watch; one felt that he was sneering at the world in
general, which was bad, and that he included himself in the sneer, which was worse. (136)
Beside his looming height and brawn, Valerie casts a frail and vulnerable figure; to Valerie, Heriot appears a
‘great, sombre bear of a man’ (151). Dark’s rendering of Heriot as a character more physically powerful than
Valerie, and with a hostile, aggressive manner, casts him as fear-inspiring to the more vulnerable heroine/reader.
Heriot’s resemblance to Klein’s conceptualisation of the ‘bad’ mother is observable in their first encounter:
A spark of antagonism seemed to spring electrically between them. The human mind, scenting quickest
those qualities of character which it fears and dislikes, Valerie’s stiffened and resisted like an animal
suspicious of danger. (147)
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Heriot’s hostility makes Valerie’s ‘skin begin to prickle’, the overall effect of his presence making her feel ‘as
though she were a dog whose bone was threatened by a marauder’ (150). While Valerie is keenly aware of the
danger Heriot presents to her professional practice, she demonstrates her resilience and determination by making
it clear that she will not concede quickly to defeat:
‘I’m not of retiring age yet.’ [said Heriot]
‘Then why come here?’
He stared, and then smiled twistedly.
‘You’re confident.’
Her temper rose with her eyebrows.
‘It’s more graceful,’ she suggested, ‘to retire…voluntarily.’ (148)
While their conversation is first characterised by an exchange of barbed comments, Heriot soon finds he is
unable to ignore the signs of strain in Valerie:
He found himself wondering if she was strong enough to fight all through a hot summer—and
noticing, with a physician’s eye, the thinness of her hands, the marks beneath her eyes, the faint look of
strain round her mouth. The next moment he was furious with himself for a solicitude he would never
have wasted on a man. (150)
When the chemist later relays local gossip circulating about Valerie, Heriot is quick to fiercely protect her
reputation: ‘Heriot scowled blackly. “Of course, as you say,” he pointed out, “that’s mere gossip, and gossip is
just—worthless”’ (182). He acknowledges that Valerie’s ‘cruel handicap’, her sex, and her adoption of a
traditionally masculine profession, makes her an easy target: ‘She was a young and pretty woman, living alone
and independently, and therefore a mark for all the poisonous gossip of a country town’ (183). Recognising the
injustice of her treatment by the Kawarra locals, Heriot soon softens to Valerie; his attitude shifts from ‘mental
condemnation of the professional and business woman’ to respect for her resilient and driven character (163).
It is a mutual love of music which bonds them and fosters Heriot’s transformation from the ‘bad’ mother into a
figure with all the soothing and nurturing qualities of the ‘good’ mother. In keeping with the nature of many
romantic heroines, Valerie is an orphan: ‘The hard moments of her life had found her always cool and
steady…at her father’s death, after a long illness, and at her mother’s soon afterwards, her control had not
wavered’ (39).51 Valerie has inherited ‘an income of £250 a year’ (37) and a small collection of furniture, which
includes a piano (56). Just piano music symbolises the ‘good’ mother to Anne in ‘Pilgrimage’, for Valerie, piano
music provides comfort and nurturance; it is a form of solace for which she longs. That for both heroines piano
music figures as a form of emotional sustenance demonstrates the continued presence/absence of the lost mother
in Slow Dawning and that, more broadly, piano music symbolises, across her body of work, Dark’s enduring
mourning for her own mother.
Heartbroken from learning of Jim’s engagement on her arrival, Valerie is described as longing for music:
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Miles writes that the heroine in romantic fiction is typically an orphan, or someone who has been neglected or otherwise
abused; hence, they are often in need of maternal comfort and nurture (9).
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She opened the piano and strummed softly for a few moments…This strumming was no good—she
wanted music—beautiful music which would carry her away on irresistible wings, from Life, which
was so hard. (57; emphasis in original)
Failing to play the ‘music of notes for which she had longed’ (57), it is Heriot’s piano playing which later brings
Valerie great comfort:
From his open window the music flew to Valerie’s…She had longed for music that night so long ago,
soon after her arrival in Kawarra; she had longed for it many times since, and she had longed for it
tonight…Valerie sat motionless until eleven o’clock, when the music stopped and the light in his room
went out. (180-181)
When a local couple invite Valerie and Heriot to play bridge with them, Heriot is unable to shake a feeling of
worry for her: ‘She was unhappy, he decided, in spite of her smiles; she was deep in troubling thoughts in spite
of her respectable bridge’ (187). Heriot later discovers that the source of Valerie’s trouble is her enduring love
for Jim, and her indecision about how to respond to Hughes’s declarations of affection for her. After the bridge
party, unable to sleep for thinking of Valerie, and in pain from his war wound, Heriot decides that he will go
across to Valerie’s house for some pain medication. However, he reconsiders when he realises what his presence
at Valerie’s door late at night might mean to Kawarra’s gossipmongers: ‘The chances were a thousand to one
against anyone being about, but in this scandal-mongering town, if he were seen going in or out of Valerie’s
house in his dressing-gown at three o’clock in the morning!’ (188).
In denying himself the pain medication he so desperately needs, Heriot demonstrates that he places Valerie’s
wellbeing above his own. This honourable trait is in direct contrast to Hughes who, that very night, follows
Valerie into her house after she has assisted him with a confinement. Having deliberately left his gloves inside
earlier, Hughes takes the opportunity of being alone with Valerie to propose an affair (Valerie has already
rejected his proposal of marriage). In witnessing Hughes entering Valerie’s house, Heriot is furious with her for
taking such a risk with her reputation: ‘she should have more sense than to let that man into her house in the
early hours of the morning. Good-bye to her practice if tales like that got about. It was all into his hands,
anyway; he found strangely little comfort in the reflection’ (193; emphasis in original).
As predicted, this latest scandal hurts Valerie’s already struggling practice and Hughes finds himself busier than
ever. Over the following fortnight, ‘the pages of his day-book become steadily more and more filled with his
thick, black writing’ and his doorbell and telephone ring more frequently (205). Haunted by the fact that he has
bested his professional rival not ‘through her incompetence, but through her sex’, Heriot asks Valerie to consult
with him on a patient and, while waiting for her to appear, discovers that he feels ‘curiously excited—almost
nervous’ and realises that he is in love (205). Heriot shows himself to be a steadfast and true lover, unlike
Hughes whose professions of love Valerie knows are really his ‘ambition confessed—thinly veiled by the
protestation that it was for her that he wanted wealth’ (153), and Jim, whose love is possessive – ‘In a wild,
primitive way [Jim] felt that she belonged to him…if he might not have her himself, nobody else must have her’
(211). Heriot does not yearn for the wealth he will accrue by joining his and Valerie’s medical practices, nor to
possess her. He is driven instead by a desperate desire to protect her:
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When she came in he looked up swiftly, and was half-way across the room towards her before he knew
it, shocked and deathly frightened by what he saw in her face. He knew in that moment how much he
loved her; he felt his whole being expand with that longing to help and protect which is common to
both sexes. He wanted desperately to take her in hand and wipe that look of haggard suffering from her
face. (206)
Taking Valerie’s hand, and feeling that ‘it was hot and shaking a little’, Heriot encourages her to confide her
troubles in him, demonstrating the quality of care and attention a mother shows towards their upset child (206).
Valerie discloses the existence of two anonymous letters filled with accusations of professional misconduct, as
well as her conflict with Hughes and her continued love for Jim. Heriot encourages Valerie to go to bed and cry,
but after leaving her is tormented by an overwhelming need to hold her and comfort her as she cries. The
unconditional nature of Heriot’s (maternal) love for Valerie is most aptly demonstrated when he places her
happiness above his own, arranging for her and Jim to meet in the aftermath of Kitty’s death. He claims: ‘I want
to see you get a little happiness out of life’ (236). Valerie considers her three love interests, conscious of the
unconditional and unselfish nature of Heriot’s love:
wondering half apathetically about Jim, what he would do, whether he would ever love her again;
thinking, too, of Heriot, who did love her, asking nothing, and of Hughes who didn’t, and asked much.
(252-253)
Unsure of whom Valerie will choose, Heriot finds himself wishing that he had set up his practice in another
town and had ‘never seen Valerie...never known the mixed joy and misery of loving her, and the torture of
watching her suffer’ (263). The strength of his desire to help and protect Valerie leads Heriot’s thoughts away
from her current predicament and to his hope of a possible future together – a scenario in which he would save
both her practice and reputation, as well as give Valerie the quality of care and nurturance he is so driven to
provide:
He saw her as his wife—a conclusive answer to the gossips of Kawarra. He saw them working
together, building up a practice that should be a pearl among country practices. He saw himself as a
shield between her and persecution; he saw her as a shield between him and the menace of his pain. He
saw their home, filled with beautiful things, and their children—a boy and a girl (264)
The weariness Valerie experiences from her New Woman’s fight for professional and financial independence
causes her to have to put down ‘her shield and buckler, her spear and sword—her whole armoury, in fact,
offensive and defensive’ (155). In the above passage, Heriot imagines himself as her protection from the cruel
assaults made upon her emancipatory ideals. His maternal protection of Valerie, he believes, will nurture and
shelter her from the harsh response of the world to her New Woman principles and, in the process, save her
from the psychological damage which so often afflicts non-traditional women. Undeterred by Valerie’s
comment that she doesn’t love him enough to wed, Heriot proposes a trial marriage. When she agrees to the
arrangement, Heriot ‘took Valerie gently by the arm and disposed of her on the couch’ before proceeding to play
her parents’ piano. Like a mother singing her child to sleep, Heriot’s piano playing so comforts Valerie that she
soon falls asleep:
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They were all familiar things that he played—the simple, haunting airs that one sings and whistles, that
hang about one’s brain like perfumes, and sing through one’s memory like the most beautiful of lyrical
verses. At the end of half an hour he turned and looked at her. Her head had fallen sideways on to a
dark cushion, and she was sleeping. (281)
Dark would continue to explore her interests in the female experience of melancholy for the pre-oedipal mother
and the New Woman in the heroine of her next novel: Prelude to Christopher. Like Valerie, Linda Hendon
defies traditional gender roles and norms, leading Brooks to describe her as: ‘a powerfully intelligent,
powerfully sexual and disturbing woman…she destabilises everything around her’ (Coda 187). She is also
curiously motherless, like the heroines of Dark’s first two novels. Where Slow Dawning exhibits Dark’s
feminism, I argue that Prelude to Christopher showcases her political engagement with the pseudo-scientific
discourse of the eugenics movement. Prelude to Christopher is filled with uncanny, disturbing imagery of Linda
– a woman more beast than human, whose terror at her incipient madness is elicited through descriptions of her
brain rotting away beneath her hands. Such descriptions encourage a reading of Prelude using the Freudian
concept of the uncanny – that which ‘belongs to the realm of the frightening’ and all that stimulates terror and
dread (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 123). Employing the uncanny in my analysis of Prelude illuminates its
interconnectedness with Dark’s political perspective on the eugenics movement and presents new interpretive
possibilities for reading Linda’s terror as one constituted by the dreaded fear of the primordial lost object’s
return from repression.
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Chapter 5
Prelude to Christopher

Introduction
On 21 June 1934, Miles Franklin wrote to Eleanor Dark: ‘I’m impelled to write to you upon reading your
splendidly terrible study with its brilliant technique’ (‘Letter’ 29). The book she was referring to was Dark’s
second published novel, Prelude to Christopher (1934). Franklin declared Prelude to Christopher ‘a
remorseless novel’, ‘a terribly beautiful piece of work, impossible to repeat, disastrous to imitate. It should
remain unique’ (‘A Remorseless Novel’ 128). Australian critic Nettie Palmer 1 likewise praised Prelude to
Christopher, celebrating Dark’s technique: ‘Your book will go a long way towards arousing expectations of
sensitive writing here’ (qtd. in Brooks 185). Palmer’s nod to Dark’s use of the modernist technique – her
‘sensitive writing’ – outlines the originality of Dark’s engagement with modernism in Australian writing of the
time. Dark’s peers, such as Katharine Susannah Prichard and Kylie Tennant, were primarily writing social
realism and modernism was a movement being felt most predominantly in Europe.
However, contemporary reviews of the novel make it clear that Dark’s decision to write ‘against the socialrealist grain of her times’ was well rewarded (Hewett, ‘Against the Grain’ 11). According to Franklin, Dark’s
‘brilliant technique’ resulted in a novel that was ‘free from untidy strands of even superfluous sentences: as an
intellectual exercise it is purged of fustian and sentimentality’ (‘A Remorseless Novel’ 126). The Brisbane Daily
Standard similarly praised the novel, calling Prelude to Christopher ‘one of the few stories of its kind that
thoroughly satisfies’ (‘Books of the Week’ 4). The Adelaide Chronicle claimed that Prelude to Christopher was
‘strong literary art’, the ‘terrific events’ that precede the titular character’s birth being ‘told with emotional
power’ (‘Glances’ 51). Prelude to Christopher was awarded the Australian Literature Society’s gold medal for
the best novel published in 1934 (‘Best 1934 novel’ 2).
The uniqueness of Prelude to Christopher in both Australian literature of the period and Dark’s oeuvre is
similarly echoed in more recent appraisals of the novel. At the launch of the reissue of the novel in 1999
Dorothy Hewett remarked ‘Dark never did it again, not quite like this’ (‘Rolling Column’ 40); and in an essay
published as the coda to the reissue Barbara Brooks wrote:
This time around, I notice how contemporary the book seems. I’m struck by a sense of urgency and
energy behind the writing – a passion. It’s a book that lives on the edge, a book about arguing
passionately for your beliefs and rights, about taking risks and saying no to blind conformism. This was
the book that was closest to Eleanor Dark’s heart; she did something here that she thought she never
repeated. (Brooks, Coda 186)
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Nettie Palmer. Letter to Eleanor Dark. 9 May 1934. NLA 4998/I. Eleanor Dark Papers, National Library of Australia
Archives, Canberra, Australia.
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Arguably, it is the personal nature of the novel’s subject matter – hereditary mental illness and the cruelty of the
pseudo-science eugenics – that drives the passion and urgency Brooks identifies in Prelude to Christopher. Just
like Linda Hendon, the central protagonist of the novel, Dark herself had a family history of mental illness. In
1914, her mother was admitted to Callan Park Hospital, an asylum in Rozelle, suffering from exhaustion and
‘acute delirious mania’ (O’Reilly, Time 78-81). Dark’s father, Dowell O’Reilly, was known to experience bouts
of depression, her aunt was ‘a bit erratic’, and she had an uncle who received psychiatric treatment (Brooks and
Clark 113).2 Her husband, Eric Dark, also had mental illness in his family: he had a sister who suffered from
melancholia and lived in an institution for much of her life (Brooks and Clark 113).
Britain’s defeat in the Boer War (1899–1902) ignited a sense of fear in the middle and upper classes concerning
the fitness of the Empire. The influence of Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection and the publication of
his cousin Francis Galton’s book Hereditary Genius (1869) – in which Galton argued that ‘a man’s natural
abilities are derived by inheritance’ (1) – combined to serve as the foundation for the emergence of a new
pseudo-scientific field in the late nineteenth century: eugenics. Rising fears of degeneracy and the propagation
of dysgenic genes and characteristics by the working classes were allayed by the tenets of the eugenics
movement, which advocated selective breeding and the enforcement of birth control or sterilisation for those
considered eugenically unfit. While the birth control movement of the early twentieth century was advocated on
the grounds of women’s right to access contraception and the minimisation of sexually transmitted diseases, it
also served to assuage eugenic fears of miscegenation leading to racial decline. In other words, the birth control
movement served a double purpose for white middle-class feminists: contraception would enable women control
over their fertility and facilitate what Havelock Ellis had called for in his book The Problem of RaceRegeneration (1911) – the need to control the reproduction of the feebleminded in order to prevent racial
degeneration.
According to Mary Ziegler and Anne Rees, support for eugenics was widespread among progressive Americans
and Australians, and the movement gathered ‘a powerful coalition of hereditarian theorists, social workers,
scientists, judges, legislators, and feminist reformers’ from the late nineteenth through to the mid-twentieth
centuries (Ziegler 21; Rees 72). Advocates of the eugenics movement regarded the pseudo-science as a tool for
effecting enhanced (white) racial fitness, and improving the physical and psychological strength and aptitude of
future generations. In Australia, associations like the Racial Hygiene Association of NSW3advocated birth
control as a means to enhance the eugenic fitness of Australian society, which was perceived as being
undermined by ‘the unconstrained breeding of the “feebleminded”’ (Rees 71). As early as 1904, Australian
periodicals were reporting on the ‘subject of physical deterioration’ (‘Racial Decline’ 7) and the putative racial
decline of Australian society, warning white Australians that ‘unless we can reform in the direction of the racial
conservation of vitality the decline of the race is certain to continue – with very serious results to the Empire’
(‘Literature: Racial Decline’ 1030).
It is likely that the stark reality of her own ‘dysgenic’ family heritage was exacerbated for Dark by her paternal
aunt, Marion Piddington, who was a fervent advocate for the eugenic creed. According to Jane Carey,
2
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Piddington was initially a key figure of the Racial Hygiene Association, alongside Ruby Rich and Lillie
Goodisson (743). By choosing to have a eugenically unfit central protagonist in Prelude to Christopher –
homicidal mania is said to be endemic in Linda Hendon’s family tree – Dark is able to contest the cool
rationalism of eugenic discourse by portraying the human cost of denying others their biological right to
parenthood. In ‘saying no to [the] blind conformism’ (Brooks, Coda 186) of the eugenic discourse that was so
prevalent in Australia and internationally, Dark uses her writing once again as a means through which to directly
participate in the political debates of her time. In her decision to write Prelude to Christopher in the modernist
mode, and to dispute the widely accepted doctrine of the eugenics movement, Dark presents a challenge to
accepted notions of style and form as well as popular political sentiment in 1930s Australia.
The unusualness of Dark’s subject matter in Prelude to Christopher, hereditary madness, was often remarked
upon in contemporary reviews of the novel. The subject matter ‘startled’, according to The Sun, with its ‘queer
macabre plot’; a ‘sombre story’ decreed The Argus; it was a tale of ‘stark tragedy which evokes pity and terror
by its deep emotional sincerity and realism’, reported The Katoomba Daily (McCay 16; ‘New Fiction’ 5;
‘Prelude to Christopher’ 4).4 The presence of eugenic discourse pervading the novel, in addition to Dark’s
challenge of its inhumane doctrine, likely accounts for why existing scholarship on Prelude to Christopher
largely focuses on the novel’s opposition to the right of the state or community to decide who can have children,
and the manner in which she used the novel to place these pseudo ‘medical and scientific discourses under the
microscope’ (Carson, ‘Hy-Brazil’ 1).
Anne Maxwell, for example, reads Linda as a figurehead through whom Dark could depict the cruel
repercussions of a movement whose aim further marginalised those suffering from an already stigmatised set of
illnesses, mental illness, by reducing their social worth to the eugenic fitness or unfitness of their genes
(‘Education’ 7). As a result, those members of the community deemed dysgenic and consequently unfit to have
children were robbed of their humanity and denied their biological right to have children. In fact, the
characterisation of mental illness as a dysgenic trait which must be eradicated doubly robs Linda of her
humanity in Prelude to Christopher. As eugenic doctrine advocated selective breeding with the aim of
producing a eugenically superior white race, Linda’s tainted genes make her life expendable; she is of no value
to the development of an elite nation. The delineation between eugenically fit and unfit members of society also
serves to transform Linda into a figure of revulsion and fear, unworthy of kindness or care. Linda is described
variously in the novel as ‘moving about like – like something not quite real’; she ‘quickened your breath,
prickled your skin, did something to you…’; ‘a sorceress’, ‘a wraith’, ‘a devil’ who makes one ‘shiver in
revulsion’; a ‘hardly human’ figure of ‘hatred’, ‘loathing’ and ‘dread’ (25, 29, 137, 112, 36).5 According to Mrs
Hendon, Linda’s mother-in-law, ‘[e]verything about Linda was – uncanny’ (137).
While scholars have identified the denial of Linda’s ‘intrinsic humanity’ in the eugenic striving ‘for genetic
perfection’ and noted that one can ‘hear echoes of Freud and psychoanalysis’ in her story, to date none have
analysed Dark’s choice to figure Linda as ‘uncanny’ in their exploration of the novel’s political stance on

For more contemporary reviews of Prelude to Christopher, see Pippett; ‘Books Received’ 4; Franziska; Burnell; ‘Satchel
of Books’ 5; ‘Book Received’ 12; ‘Novels of the Day’ 5; ‘Books of today’ 9; G.M.M; and ‘A Novelist’ 32.
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eugenics (Cooper, Middlebrow Modernism 102; Brooks, Coda 188). Drawing on Miri Nakamura’s insightful
comparison of the uncanny and modern eugenic discourses, and Freud’s 1919 essay ‘The Uncanny’, in this
chapter I read Linda as a literary modern monster; indeed, Linda even perceives herself as ‘a kind of womanmonster’ (83). Nakamura employs Freud’s concept of the uncanny to analyse what she terms literary ‘monsters
of modernity’ in modern Japanese literature: ‘pathogenic women, evil twins, psychological doppelgangers, and
humanoid automata’ (2).
According to Nakamura, eugenics and other social hygiene discourses, in producing a ‘binary of the normal and
abnormal’, created ‘a very specific fear embedded in the discourse of modern science’: that of dysgenic figures
whose abnormality was not physically apparent, but subtle in character (5; emphasis in original). Invisible
illnesses, both psychological and physical, were made all the more monstrous in their ability to elude strict
categories delineating normal from abnormal (Nakamura 2). In this chapter I argue that Linda’s characterisation
as an distinctly uncanny figure serves to emphasise Dark’s contention that the principles of the eugenics
movement dehumanised those who were considered eugenically unfit, transforming them into outsiders who
elicit revulsion, fear, and suspicion. Like ‘Pilgrimage’, Prelude to Christopher demonstrates the affinities
between psychoanalytic theory and Dark’s modernist textual strategies and thematic concerns.
One example of the uncanny that Freud explores in his 1919 essay is the doppelgänger, or the double:
the appearance of persons who have to be regarded as identical because they look alike. This
relationship is intensified by the spontaneous transmission of mental processes from one of these
persons to the other…so that the one becomes co-owner of the other’s knowledge, emotions and
experiences. (141-142)
In addition to using Freud’s theory of the uncanny to analyse Dark’s characterisation of Linda, her
representation as a modern monster, I contend that Anne Heritage in ‘Pilgrimage’ and Linda are literary
uncanny doubles in Dark’s modernist oeuvre. In chapter three, I read Anne’s melancholia as evidence that
Dark’s fascination with psychoanalysis and with representing female melancholic protagonists began a decade
prior to the publication of Prelude to Christopher. In this chapter, I intend to take that comparison further by
exploring Anne and Linda as uncanny doubles. A comparative reading of ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude to
Christopher elucidates the uncanny echoes of Anne in Linda, and Linda in Anne. This duality is evidenced
beyond their shared experience of melancholia. In fact, as Freud articulates above, the uncanny relation of the
two is intensified by their shared thoughts, emotions and experiences (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 141-142). Both
Anne and Linda are terrified of their minds wandering, of their propensity to psychological illness, and possess a
burning desire to have a child. Both protagonists also share the same fate: death, though by different means.
The uncanny relation between the two protagonists demonstrates my contention that ‘Pilgrimage’ was the
precursor to Prelude to Christopher and Anne the literary precursor to Linda. In the decade between the writing
of ‘Pilgrimage’ and the publication of Prelude to Christopher, Dark perfected the technique that would enable
her to textually perform as well as thematically explore the pathology of melancholia: modernism. In this
chapter, I will analyse Prelude to Christopher as modernist melancholia and Linda’s psychological affliction as
melancholia rather than hereditary insanity, as she is led to believe. My analysis of the novel will be grounded in
Kleinian object relations theory and Freud’s seminal essay on melancholia: ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ (1917).
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I draw on Freud’s concept of the uncanny in my textual analysis for, in agreement with Donald Capps, I believe
that the uncanny and melancholia are profoundly connected (20-21).
Capps argues that the interconnectedness of the uncanny and melancholia is evident in the shared root cause of
anxiety – the feared return of something that has been repressed. In the uncanny, this can be repressed infantile
complexes such as the castration complex, yet Freud draws an explicit relationship between the uncanny and the
mother’s body: once the home of all humanity, physical separation at birth makes the mother’s body both
familiar and unfamiliar, heimlich and unheimlich. The ambivalent nature of melancholia means that the lost preoedipal mother is both lamented and abused, loved and despised – or, in Kleinian object relations theory,
brutally attacked and damaged in phantasy, all the goodness of her insides plundered in the fury of the infant. As
such, the melancholic both mourns the loss of the mother and yet ‘at the same time fears the object’s return’
(Capps 20). For, if the destroyed object were to return, it would be ‘for the purpose of hurting or terrorizing its
victim’ (Capps 20).
Christine Wieland epitomises the inherent uncanniness of the lost primordial object in her coining of the phrase
‘the undead mother’ to describe the fate of the pre-oedipal mother in the oedipal complex. Castrated of cultural
value, and abandoned as the object of love in favour of the father, Wieland regards her devaluation as a psychic
form of matricide (40). The violence of her death means she is unable to be mourned and, as such, she remains
an internal, destroyed object whose corpse refuses to stay dead (21-22). The secret of her murder, and her
uncanny existence, must be kept out of consciousness in order that madness not ensue (Wieland 11). Wieland
thus regards repression and the super-ego as psychical mechanisms erected in order to protect the ego from the
undead mother (11). Housing a foreign body within the psyche, the modern subject is therefore plagued with
anxiety concerning the threat of contamination, or invasion – particularly the dreaded fear of being ‘invaded by
terror’ (Wieland 27, 44). Our fascination with the undead in popular culture – such as vampires, semi-human
monsters, and robots – Wieland asserts is evidence of the repression of our origin: the mother as our first object
of love and her body, our first home (17).
The value of incorporating the uncanny into my analysis of Linda’s melancholia is that it helps to provide a
compelling foundation to the melancholic protagonist’s terror at the wanderings of her own mind. It is not an
inherited madness, I argue, that Linda is petrified of but the return of the murdered mother from repression. Just
as the subtlety of Linda’s abnormality makes her a figure of dread and terror to the townsfolk of Balleena, so too
is the undead mother’s absent presence, the invisibility of her threat to the ego, terrifying. She is the
psychological equivalent of the alien harbouring inside the human body aboard the spaceship in Ridley Scott’s
Alien (1979) – a deadly force that possesses the power to invade the self from the inside, blurring the limits
between self and other until madness ensues.
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SECTION 1: THE UNCANNY AND PRELUDE TO CHRISTOPHER

The Uncanny
[T]he uncanny is that species of the frightening that goes back to what was once well known and had long been
familiar.
– Sigmund Freud6

Freud identifies the uncanny (das unheimliche) as an aesthetic feature that ‘belongs to the realm of the
frightening, of what evokes fear and dread’ (‘The Uncanny’ 123). Philosopher F.W.J. Schelling’s definition of
the uncanny as ‘what one calls everything that was meant to remain secret and hidden and has come into the
open’ (Schelling qtd. in Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 132) is an important foundation for Freud’s theory that das
unheimliche is related to repression: ‘the uncanny element is actually nothing new or strange, but something that
was long familiar to the psyche and was estranged from it only through being repressed’ (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’
148). Just as the definition of melancholia is one riddled with ambiguity,7 so too is the uncanny a concept and a
domain that remains indefinite in Freud’s essay (Cixous 528). As Hélène Cixous argues, this indefiniteness and
ambiguity is a quintessential part of the concept, for the ‘sense of strangeness’ and unease that is the uncanny
‘imposes its secret necessity everywhere’ (525). This elusive quality of the uncanny, being ‘something that
escapes as soon as it is felt’ (Bouville 29), permeates Freud’s essay, so that the text strikes Cixous as ‘less a
discourse than a strange theoretical novel’ (Cixous 525). Cixous continues:
Freud employs a peculiarly disquieting method to track down the concept das Unheimliche…what is
brought together here is quickly undone, what asserts itself becomes suspect; each thread leads to its
net or to some kind of disentanglement. (525)
Freud’s pursuit of that which constitutes the uncanny begins with an etymological inquiry into the relation
between the terms heimlich (homely) and unheimlich (unhomely) (‘The Uncanny’ 125-134). This investigation
allows him to determine that while heimlich is most commonly used to refer to the home and all that is ‘dear and
intimate’, it has another meaning: ‘starting from the homely and the domestic, there is a further development
towards the notion of something removed from the eyes of strangers, hidden, secret’ (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’
126, 133). This double meaning presents a paradox, for the definition of heimlich ‘appears to converge with its
opposite, unheimlich, that is, the unfamiliar’ (Garlick 867-868). The inherent ambivalence of the term heimlich
enables Freud to develop the thesis that uncanny experiences relate to something that has been withdrawn from
consciousness, repressed. Indeed, he asserts that the negative prefix ‘un’ in unheimlich is ‘the indicator of
repression’ (‘The Uncanny’ 151). As a result, the uncanny relates to something that is ‘secretly familiar,
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Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 124.

Being ‘both over- and under-defined’, its definition varying across disciplines, Bahun argues that melancholia eludes strict
classification (3).
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something that has undergone repression and returned from it’ (Garlick 868; emphasis in original). Freud argues
that infantile complexes or primitive fears and beliefs that have been overcome by the species constitutes the
main forms of repression that return to consciousness and trigger the uncanny (Garlick 868). Infantile
complexes or primitive beliefs include: ‘Animism, magic and sorcery, the omnipotence of thoughts, man’s
attitude to death, involuntary repetition and the castration complex’ (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 149).
Mankind’s unconscious ‘compulsion to repeat’ is uncanny, Freud argues, for it is tied directly to the death drive;
it is an instinctual impulse ‘strong enough to override the pleasure principle and lend a demonic character to
certain aspects of mental life’ (‘The Uncanny’ 145). This creates an essential correlation between the uncanny
and death so that consequently, for many, ‘the acme of the uncanny is represented by anything to do with death,
dead bodies, revenants, spirits and ghosts’ (Garlick 868; Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 148). Freud argues that our
attitude towards death has changed little since primitive times because of ‘the strength of our original emotional
reactions and the uncertainty of our scientific knowledge’ (‘The Uncanny’ 148). The fear and revulsion elicited
by the return of the dead or creatures that are ‘undead’ – for example, the monster in Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein (1818) or the vampire in J. Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla (1872) or Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897)
– can be better understood by this fundamental relation between the uncanny and death.
At this point it is useful to contextualise Freud’s writing of this essay. Published just two years after ‘Mourning
and Melancholia’, ‘The Uncanny’, like its predecessor, is an essay deeply shaped by the horrors and vicissitudes
of the First World War (Schlipphacke 164). Heidi Schlipphacke argues that ‘The Uncanny’ is a text reflective of
Freud’s own ‘disjointed experience of being in the world in the wake of World War I and the fall of the
Habsburg empire’ (164). In ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’ (1920), Freud would tie the uncanny compulsion to
repeat to those soldiers suffering from shell shock, ultimately exploring the manner in which ‘trauma and
anxiety destabilize linear narratives and one’s relationship to the present’ (Schlipphacke 164). The return of the
repressed results in that which is below conscious thought returning to consciousness, and that which is past
returning to the present (Schlipphacke 165). As the uncanny is a phenomenon that reminds us that ‘our most
haunting experiences of otherness…begins at home’, it is pertinent to remember that for many, including Freud,
the sense of home was changing as a result of World War I (Haughton xlix). In his introduction to the 2003
Penguin edition of The Uncanny, Hugh Haughton writes:
Incidentally, during the time he wrote the essay, [Freud’s] sense of home was itself changing. In March
1919, after Austria was compelled to give up South Tyrol, Freud wrote that ‘to be sure, I’m not a
patriot, but it is painful to think that pretty much the whole world will be foreign territory.’ (xlix-l)
Haughton argues that part of the essay’s ‘power to haunt’ stems from the historical context in which it was
written – the aftermath of the Great War (lii). It is easy to identify the war’s influence in an essay preoccupied
with the uncanny and its link to the death drive; indeed, Cixous has argued that ‘The Uncanny’ is ‘a text which
the instinct (trieb) of death haunts’ (541). The modern crisis of faith – a turning away from the comforts of
traditional religious practice in favour of scientific facts – was complicated by the mass death of soldiers on the
battlefields of Europe. Both the souls of the war dead, and the idea of souls themselves, metaphorically haunted
all of Europe in the war’s wake (Haughton liii). Freud writes that at such historical moments, ‘it is not only the
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dead we glimpse, but dead beliefs about the dead’ (Haughton liv). This includes primitive superstitions and
ideas, such as the belief that ‘the dead can become visible as spirits’ (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 149).
Cixous writes that the ghost, or spirit, is ‘the fiction of our relationship to death’ (542). That we will one day die
is a fact our unconscious is unwilling to accept, so that any experiences that remind us of our own mortality are
apt to trigger the uncanny (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 148). As Cixous explains: ‘[t]here is nothing more notorious
and uncanny to our thought than mortality’ (542). If the uncanny is produced by a secret coming into the open,
then death is the ‘absolute secret’:
What is an absolute secret, something absolutely new and which should remain hidden, because it has
shown itself to me, is the fact that I am dead; only the dead know the secret of death…Nothing is new,
everything always returns except death. (Cixous 543)
The ghost exists in the in-between-life-and-death, a liminal space ‘tainted with strangeness’ (Cixous 543). In
appearing again to the living, the ghost ‘erases the limit which exists between two states, neither alive nor dead’;
just like the vampire or Frankenstein’s monster, the ghost defies the natural law, being both present and absent
at once (Cixous 543). The spectre of Dark’s dead mother, who I argue haunts her modernist oeuvre, is one such
example that our relationship to death constitutes the highest degree of the uncanny (Cixous 542).
In addition to the return of the repressed, uncertainty as to whether an animate object is truly alive, or
conversely, whether a material object might in fact be alive, also produces the phenomenon of the uncanny
(Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 125). Freud draws on Ernst Jentsch’s essay, ‘On the Psychology of the Uncanny’ (1906),
in this regard, exploring waxwork figures, dolls, and automata as examples of objects that have the power to
elicit intellectual uncertainty in the beholder. An uncanny effect can also be produced by ambiguity as to
whether ‘automatic – mechanical – processes may lie hidden behind the familiar image of a living person’
(Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 135). The uncanny uncertainty as to whether something is alive or mechanical is echoed
in a passage from Dark’s ‘Pilgrimage’ which I cited in chapter 3. Being trained to use a typewriter for future
secretary work, Anne looks around her classroom with horror, suddenly unable to distinguish the alive from the
mechanical:
She repeated the letters over and over again, as if she were wound up. She struck the keys like an
automaton as she named them, staring blankly out the window…A nightmarish thought came to her
that they were not alive after all – they were automata, all those figures. Miss Grayson, Hilda, and she
herself were the only living creatures in this terrible room of machinery. (155; emphasis in original)
While Freud analyses a range of stimuli that can produce the uncanny, for the purpose of my analysis I wish
only to explore one further way in which the uncanny can be manifested: through the figure of the doppelgänger
or double. According to Freud, the uncanniness of the double relates to its ability to be traced to infantile beliefs
and complexes. In particular, the double dates back to primitive civilisations in which the act of doubling the
self was seen to serve as ‘a defence against annihilation’, an ‘insurance against the extinction of the self’ (‘The
Uncanny’ 141-142). The double’s original purpose was to function as a ‘good mirror image, a guardian spirit
protecting against death’ for primitive man who, like the infant, had a psychic life dominated by primordial
narcissism (Bouville 32; Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 142). However, if the phase of primary narcissism cannot be
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overcome by the modern subject, or if it is a repression that returns in the present, the meaning of the double
changes, becoming instead ‘the uncanny harbinger of death’ (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 142).
Morteza Jafari writes that literature often employs the device of the double in order to ‘examine and explore the
conflicts of the personality’ and the complexity of the self (43). The double acts as an uncanny ‘imagined
personification of impulses which have been overcome, suppressed or even dissociated’ from the subject’s
mature consciousness (Bouville 28). According to Freud’s metapsychology, when the infant overcomes primary
narcissism it leaves behind a part of the ego in ‘the narcissistic realm of the psyche’, while that which remains of
the ego continues to advance in psychological development and devote its energy to other objects (Bouville 35).
The part of the ego that remains in the realm of narcissism then becomes a threatening double to the maturing
ego (Bouville 35). This psychical double later allows for the forming of the super-ego – that ‘special agency of
conscience’ which criticises the self and evidences a particular persecutory strength in the pathology of
melancholia (Garlick 869). Just like the vampire or ghost, the double is an entity neither living nor dead and,
subsequently, is uncanny for ‘it cannot but evoke what man tries in vain to forget’ – his own mortality (Kofman
80).
The double, as it refers to the psychological doubling of the ego, assumes various guises in literature: a
character’s shadow, portrait, mirrored reflection, or twin (Jafari 43). The double, or foil, can be used in order to
imply that ‘there is a deeper level, a hidden side, to the protagonist that the double possibly embodies’: the
passionate or unruly core nature hidden behind the veneer of civility (Jafari 44). A striking example of this
particular use of the double is observable in Robert Louis Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886) of which
the titled characters are but two sides of the same man. Morteza Jafari reads Bertha Mason in Charlotte Brontë’s
Jane Eyre (1847) as the double for the titular character, and the passionate, wild Catherine Earnshaw as the
double (or foil) for the meek, conservative Isabella Linton in Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (1847).
Likewise, Alison Light has analysed Rebecca, the titled character of Daphne Du Maurier’s 1938 novel, as the
passionate and socially and sexually confident double of the immature narrator – a foil that enables Du Maurier
to play out ‘the novel’s conflicting desires for and descriptions of the feminine’ (11).
If the uncanny is produced by a secret that should remain hidden but comes to the surface, it is clear to see that
psychoanalysis itself was rendered uncanny, for it came to illuminate ‘the fundamental ways in which the
human mind in general – and not only the “pathological” or “abnormal” mind – is unintelligible or unknowable
to itself’ (Haughton ix). In psychoanalysis, as Haughton explains, the unintelligibility of the self is presented as
‘the paradoxical cornerstone of psychic identity’; the mind, it appears, is driven towards ‘unintelligibility,
disguise, secrecy and self-subversion’ (x). The field of psychoanalysis, and the concept of the uncanny, reveal
that, in many ways, ‘we are strangers to ourselves’ (Vine, ‘Uncanny Literature’ 64; emphasis in original).8

In her critical-psychoanalytic treatise on foreignness, Strangers to Ourselves (1991), Julia Kristeva draws on Freud’s
notion of the uncanny to argue that the foreigner – or stranger – exists within us: ‘Strangely, the foreigner lives within us: he
is the hidden face of our identity, the space that wrecks our abode, the time in which understanding and affinity founder’ (1).
8
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The Uncanny Woman
Feminist scholars have argued that woman exists in Freud’s essay as an uncanny presence. Jane Marie Todd, for
instance, contends that the examples Freud draws on ‘tell a story about men’s fear of women and the social
consequences of that fear’ (528). Robin Lydenberg has read Freud’s example of an unintentional return to a red
light district as symbolic of the essay’s ‘inadvertent return to the essentialized image of woman’ (1077).
Although her significance for the uncanny is certainly muted, Freud does return twice to the relevance of
woman in his essay – in particular, the mother’s body. In the first instance, he ties the uncanniness of the fear of
being buried alive to the fantasy of intrauterine life:
Some would award the crown of the uncanny to the idea of being buried alive, only apparently dead.
However, psychoanalysis has taught us that this terrifying fantasy is merely a variant of another, which
was originally not at all frightening, but relied on a certain lasciviousness; this was the fantasy of living
in the womb. (‘The Uncanny’ 150).
Hence, according to Freud, the uncanny notion of living entombment is the by-product of an earlier positive
experience of the womb as an infant’s home. In woman’s second appearance in the essay, Freud further expands
on the uncanniness of female genitalia:
It often happens that neurotic men state that to them there is something uncanny about the female
genitals. But what they find uncanny [‘unhomely’] is actually the entrance to man’s old ‘home’, the
place where everyone once lived...his mother’s genitals or her womb. Here too, then, the uncanny [the
‘unhomely’] is what was once familiar. (‘The Uncanny’ 151).
Todd offers another explanation for the uncanniness of the woman’s body, arguing that her genitalia – her
obvious lack of a phallus – appear to confirm man’s fear of castration: an infantile complex that has been
repressed (527). In other words, woman is man’s ‘mutilated double’ (Todd 527). Added to the horror produced
by her castration, woman is also feared to possess the ‘evil eye’ – a superstition Freud explains is a feared
‘covert intention to harm’, relating to something ‘precious, but fragile’ (‘The Uncanny’ 146-147). It is easy to
read the phallus as the ‘precious, but fragile’ thing men worry will be stolen through supernatural means. Todd
contends that the threat of a woman’s gaze is apparent in the fear of castration at her hands (527). The unnerving
power of a woman’s look is depicted in Prelude to Christopher in an interaction between Linda and Marlow, a
doctor:
She looked at him suddenly. Her head had been half turned from him, and its movement was so quick,
the searching of his face so intent, that he felt a kind of inner recoil, almost as if she had struck him or
stung him! (66; emphasis added)
Cixous, Todd and Mariela Cvetić identify another aspect of the essay in which woman’s relevance is muted in
the symbolism Freud affords a female character (an automaton called Olympia) in ‘The Sandman’ (1816), a
short story by E.T.A. Hoffmann. In order to analyse the relevance these feminist scholars have attributed to
Olympia, it is important first to provide an overview of the plot. Freud recounts Hoffmann’s tale in order to
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analyse the uncanniness of the titular character to the central protagonist, Nathaniel, as being traceable to the
castration complex.9 As a child, Nathaniel’s nursemaid tells him that the sandman is a creature who preys on
naughty children who won’t go to sleep, throwing sand in their eyes so that their eyes ‘jump out of their heads’
(Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 136).10 Eager to see the horrifying figure, Nathaniel sneaks out of bed one night and
identifies Coppelius – a lawyer he sees in his father’s study – with the dreaded sandman. Screaming in fright, he
unwittingly reveals his presence, and the terror of having his eyes seized by the sandman causes him to faint.
His paralysing fear of the sandman follows Nathaniel into adulthood and serves to complicate his relationship
with his fiancée Clara. Nathaniel, now a university student, believes he spots the dreaded sandman again in the
guise of an optician named Coppola. When Coppola appears at his door, eager to sell his wares, Nathaniel
purchases a pocket-telescope to be rid of him. He turns his attention to the house opposite and uses the
instrument to study Professor Spalanzani’s beautiful, yet strangely immobile, daughter Olympia. Through
Coppola’s telescope, Olympia is transformed from a ‘beautiful statue’ into a woman of ‘wondrous beauty’ – her
once ‘unvarying glance’ now sparking ‘with constantly increasing liveliness’ (Hoffmann 27-28). Nathaniel
quickly becomes infatuated with the automaton.
Freud argues that the powerful fear Nathaniel has of being robbed of his eyes pertains to the loss of the phallus,
for ‘anxiety about one’s eyes, the fear of going blind, is quite often a substitute for the fear of castration’ (Freud,
‘The Uncanny’ 139). The sandman, then, is an uncanny figure of terror, due to the fact that he is symbolic of
‘the dreaded father, at whose hands castration is expected’ (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 140). In a footnote, Freud
reads Olympia as functioning only as ‘a materialization of Nathaniel’s feminine attitude to his father in early
childhood’; an uncanny double, Olympia’s significance is reduced to ‘a complex that has been detached from
Nathaniel and now confronts him as a person’ (‘The Uncanny’ 160). However, Cixous argues that Freud
minimises Olympia’s relevance – in essence, woman’s relevance – to the castration complex by relegating her to
a mere footnote: ‘a typographical metaphor of repression’ (537). So too does Todd contend that in minimising
the importance of Olympia Freud ‘fails to see that the question of woman is inextricably connected to
Nathaniel’s fear of castration’ (523). In one horrifying scene, Nathaniel witnesses Olympia’s eyes being ripped
out and Todd reads this act as being symbolic of woman’s cultural castration (523-524). It is noteworthy that
Nathaniel only recognises Olympia as a machine when she has been castrated, the act making her ‘a creature
less than human’ (Todd 525). Olympia’s castration thus symbolises the historical oppression of women who
have been ‘denied life, power, and autonomy, all symbolized by the eye/penis’ (Todd 525).
In the second half of this chapter, I will analyse the relevance of the uncanniness of the woman’s body to
melancholia. Freud’s contention that the pathology of melancholia ‘behaves like an open wound’ (‘Melancholia’
253), for example, bears striking resemblance to the cultural understanding of female genitalia; it is ‘a subtle
evocation of the dangerous, deadly, “castrated,” and uncanny genitals of the uncanny mother’ (Jonte-Pace 135).

Mariela Cvetić defines the castration complex as ‘a complex in the center of which is a phantasm of castration as an answer
to the child’s riddle of anatomical differences between sexes’ (71).
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Nathaniel’s nursemaid tells him that the Sandman is: ‘a wicked man, who comes to children when they will not go to bed,
and throws a handful of sand into their eyes, so that they start bleeding from their heads. These eyes he puts in a bag and
carries them to the half-moon to feed his own children, who sit in the nest up yonder, and have crooked beaks like owls with
which they may pick up the eyes of the naughty human children’ (Hoffmann 5).
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Madelon Sprengnether has argued that the uncanny fantasy of returning to the mother’s womb speaks to
woman’s inherent, uncanny duality – she is both the giver of life and the bearer of death – and indicates that a
desire for ‘one’s point of origin can only be recovered in death’ (128). I will also demonstrate the
interconnectedness of Freud’s two essays – ‘The Uncanny’ and ‘Mourning and Melancholia’ – through an
analysis of the lost primordial object, the mother, as a necessarily ‘undead mother’ in Wieland’s terminology.
Destroyed in the movement from the pre-oedipal to oedipal position, in which the child must give up unification
with her in order to attain autonomy, the lost mother continues to be a haunting psychic presence in Western
cultural life.

Eugenics and the uncanny
The normal bodies of modernity were not threatened by the abnormalities of deviant bodies…but by the
ambiguous bodies that resisted classification…What I am calling modern monsters are anatomies, informed by
newly imported sciences, that ignite an uncanny terror by blurring the normal-abnormal binary.
– Miri Nakamura11

In Monstrous Bodies (2015), Miri Nakamura argues that the scientific discourses of hygiene and eugenics in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth century’s produced new ‘images of monstrosity’ in Japanese modern
literature (2). In contrast to the fear-inducing, supernatural creatures of Japanese premodern literature, which
included ‘[e]ight-headed snakes, giant spiders, water spirits’ and ‘mountain goblins’, a distinctly modern form
of the monster began to appear in Japanese literature (Nakamura 2). ‘[P]athogenic women, evil twins,
psychological doppelgangers, and humanoid automata’ abounded, writes Nakamura (2). While the monstrosity
of the supernatural creatures of old was clearly marked, these modern monsters were all the more frightening for
their strangeness was not physically apparent, tending instead to be invisible to the naked eye (Nakamura 2).
According to Nakamura, these Japanese narratives about modern monsters generally follow a similar story line:
There is a character that appears to be an ordinary being, but the reader is told that this being is actually
different, that the character is hiding his or her otherness in order to pass as a normal being. The reader
cannot determine whether this information is correct, for this bodily difference is never obvious. This
initial confusion leads to an anxiety that permeates the narrative: Is the body really monstrous? If so,
how can one tell? (2; emphasis in original)
In this chapter, I intend to read Linda in Prelude to Christopher as a ‘modern monster’ according to Nakamura’s
conceptualisation of a new creature ‘imagined through advances in technology and medical sciences’
(Nakamura 1). Even though Linda’s secret, her hereditary ‘taint’ of madness, is told to the reader from the
beginning of the novel, and known by the Balleena community, a reader is prone to question this as fact, as
Anne Maxwell has observed: ‘Linda strikes the reader as unusually sane’ (‘Biopolitics’ 80). It is the question of
11
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Linda’s madness that drives the narrative: is she truly plagued by the homicidal insanity that afflicts her family,
or is her breakdown at the novel’s climax the result of her uncle’s abuse, the cruel denial of her desire to have
children, and her isolation in a country town whose residents have ostracised her? Linda’s secret – whether she
is mad or sane – is left unanswered.
Framing Linda as uncanny reinforces Dark’s argument that the eugenics movement dehumanised all those who
did not align with the model of human perfection it aspired to produce. Under the power of eugenic discourse,
the dysgenic individual became a fear-inspiring ‘other’ to the modern subject, as their strangeness was too subtle
to position them with confidence in the abnormal category. Through the sufferings of Linda, Dark displays the
cruelties of the movement and voices her protest against a scientific discourse that, through legal reform, aimed
to take away human liberties, such as the right to procreate, from those who were deemed genetically inferior.
As such, I contend that Prelude to Christopher, like Slow Dawning, demonstrates that Dark actively participated
in public debates and contentious issues of her time through her fiction. Before I analyse Dark’s use of the
uncanny in her condemnation of eugenics in Prelude, however, it is beneficial to first examine the sociohistorical background of the eugenics movement in order to understand the context in which she was writing.

The Eugenics Movement
While certainly a period of anxiety regarding the stability of gender roles and norms, the fin de siècle was also a
time of considerable concern about the physical and psychological fitness of the British Empire. According to
Donald Childs, nineteenth-century analyses of British army recruits, which recorded data such as height, weight,
and all-round general health, had demonstrated a progressive physical decline in British citizens (1). The British
army’s early defeat in the Boer War (1899–1902) appeared to confirm that degeneration had indeed become an
issue of national importance (Childs 1). In response to this crisis, Francis Galton proposed that the fitness of the
British Empire could be improved by means of selective breeding, arguing that ‘inefficient human stock’ must
be supplanted ‘by better strains’ (Human Faculty 1). With his theory that character, talent, and intelligence were
primarily inherited traits, Galton insisted that an intervention must be made on the level of reproduction if the
British nation was to stem its progressive degenerative decline. According to Stefan Kühl, it was Galton’s hope
that ‘mankind could intervene in evolution’ through a form of Social Darwinism in which selective breeding
would correct the effect modern medicine and improved sanitation had had on natural selection (12).
The result was eugenics, a pseudo-scientific field involving ‘a set of practices, discourses, and social
movements’ with the chief aim of ridding the British Empire of undesirable characteristics, such as physical and
mental disabilities, addiction, mental illness, and hereditary diseases, and increasing the propagation of highly
desirable attributes, such as intelligence, stamina, and physical strength (McWhorter 53). Eugenicists like
Havelock Ellis called for the state to be granted control over the biological destiny of its citizens – a type of
power Michel Foucault termed biopower or biopolitics. Power over the biological would grant the state the right
to ‘nullify life in advance’ (Esposito 145); it would be ‘an acquisition of power over man insofar as man is a
living being’ (Foucault 239-240).
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Just as the first wave of feminism was a distinctly middle-class phenomenon, so too did the eugenics movement
articulate distinctly (white) middle and upper-class concerns. Social ills of the late nineteenth century, such as
prostitution, criminality, alcoholism, and mental illness, were believed to be rampant among the poor and the
higher birth rate of the working class compared to the middle and upper classes was a cause of great concern. By
the dawn of the twentieth century, the threat of national degeneracy had entered political, social, and medical
debate, with doctor and eugenicist Robert Rentoul proclaiming in 1906 that the greatest threat the British
Empire was facing was ‘race suicide’:
Day by day, hour by hour, and year after year we add diseased humanity – the children begotten by the
diseased, idiots, imbeciles, epileptics, the insane, deformed, and those contaminated by venereal and
other diseases. All these contaminating influences go on permeating, causing more disease, so
converting the river into a cesspool, until it, ever widening and deepening, overflows, saturates and
inoculates everything within its reach. (7-8)
Eugenicists proposed that the movement would support natural selection in two ways: positively and negatively
(Childs 3). Positive eugenics aimed to improve the racial stock by encouraging those who possessed desired
characteristics to bear more than the average number of children (Kühl 12). Negative eugenics, on the other
hand, aimed to reduce the inheritance of dysgenic traits by preventing the eugenically unfit from reproducing
(Kühl 12). In the early twentieth century, the main methods available for realising the goals of negative eugenics
were contraception and segregation or sterilisation of the dysgenic (Kühl 24). While there were those who
opposed eugenics on the grounds of its inherent racism, classism and prejudice, 12 support for the movement was
widespread and quickly gained international interest (Childs 6). A result of this global support for the eugenics
movement was the development of national eugenics societies in Britain,13 the United States, and Germany at
the beginning of the twentieth century and the organisation of the first International Eugenics Congress in 1912
(Kühl 12).
The eugenics societies in Britain, the United States, and Germany all engaged with the tenets of the movement
for different purposes, shaped by distinctly national anxieties regarding race (Kühl14). While in the United
States, eugenics societies were concerned with correcting the social problem of the ‘feebleminded’ – the
psychologically inferior stratum of the population – Germany, on the other hand, engaged with the pseudoscience in order to attempt a ‘high-level breeding of the white race’ and the eradication of the mentally ill or
epileptic (Kühl 14). In Britain, the proposed genetic differences between the upper and lower classes supported
the notion that the proliferation of the poor was the cause of many social ills (Kühl 14). The Great Depression of
the 1930s appeared to confirm the contention of Britain’s Eugenics Educational Society that ‘national decline
and racial decay were the inevitable consequences of the differential birthrate’ (Searle 161). G. R. Searle writes
that the eugenics movement’s popularity in Britain at this time was likely due to its ability to assure the middle
and upper classes that social problems like destitution, mass unemployment, or anti-social behaviour were the
result of genetic defects rather than Britain’s political, social, or economic systems (160). Eugenicists proposed
12

Donald Childs writes that the Catholic church, for example, was a prominent objector to the eugenics movement,
‘opposing the eugenicist’s discrimination between human weeds and human flowers with the argument that all life is equally
sacred’ (7).
13

Phil Hall writes that in Britain, Winston Churchill was a supporter of the British Eugenics Society (260).
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that mass unemployment ‘was the result of over-population’ and could be lessened by controlling the fertility of
the working class or unemployed poor (Searle 162).
The strength of international support for the goals of eugenics is observable in the United States’
implementation of laws aimed at preventing the propagation of the dysgenic (Ziegler 211-212). Mary Ziegler
writes that by 1890 ‘fourteen states had funded homes for the mentally retarded’ (212). Marriage license
restrictions were also implemented as a method to control the fertility of the dysgenic (Ziegler 216). In order to
wed, applicants had to provide medical evidence of their sound physical and psychological health (Ziegler 216).
However, the belief that institutionalisation was too traumatic for the mentally impaired coupled with the
realisation that restricting marriage would not halt the propagation of the unfit, for children could still be born
out of wedlock, led American eugenicists to proffer that the implementation of sterilisation laws was the ‘more
practicable and humane approach to proscribing procreation’ (Ziegler 212). Between 1909 and 1930, Ziegler
writes, laws enforcing compulsory sterilisation of the dysgenic were passed in thirty-three states (212).

The Eugenics Movement in Australia
According to Ann Curthoys, the fear of racial degeneration in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
was just as strongly felt in relatively new societies like Australia, as it was in Britain (74-75). A 1910 article in
The Bendigo Independent, for example, espoused eugenic sentiment when it claimed: ‘Every child is entitled to
be well-born, that is to be born of strong, well-formed, and healthy parents’ (‘Eugenics’ 4). Like their American
and British counterparts, Australian eugenicists called for state intervention in the biological fitness of the
nation: ‘our general social and public laws should be so framed that all the people will be in a position to be
born eugenically and to live hygienically – to be born well and to live well’ (‘Eugenics’ 4). In 1912, Dr Richard
Arthur established the Eugenics Education Society of New South Wales and asserted at a 1913 meeting that ‘the
science of eugenics was destined to work a revolution in the welfare of mankind’ (D. Wyndham 144; ‘Eugenics’
13). Diana Wyndham writes that from 1911 to 1961 eugenics organisations were operative in New South Wales,
Victoria, and Western Australia (144). One organisation, the Racial Hygiene Association (NSW), still operates
today, being the forerunner of the Family Planning Association (Carey 743).
Just like the motherland, Australia had suffered a ‘crisis of confidence’ regarding the nation’s physical fitness as
the result of war – in this case, the First World War (Cawte 35). The British Empire’s utopian dream that the
‘unspoiled virgin fertility’ of Australia, with its more temperate climate, would foster a eugenically superior
white race was cast into doubt (Devereux 179). The great loss of Australian lives and the tensions the war had
revealed within society fostered anxiety over the future of the nation (Cawte 36). Of great concern to
Australians in the interwar period were the alarming rates of venereal disease (Cawte 36-37). The liberated
sexuality of the New Woman inspired anxiety that women’s unrestrained sexual desires could only result in
higher numbers of sexually transmitted diseases (Rees 79). The sexual exploits of soldiers in the First World
War, their liaisons with prostitutes, had been considered by the government an important national issue, for the
spreading of venereal disease would compromise the future eugenic fitness of the nation (Rees 79). This fear
was echoed in a 1933 article in the Barrier Miner newspaper, in which venereal disease was described as a
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‘terrible scourge’ causing ‘more chronic ill-health, degeneration, and insanity than any other condition in life’
(‘Venereal Disease’ 5).
The crisis of rising rates of venereal disease is observable in the Racial Hygiene Association’s (RHA) targeted
goal of using birth control to combat the ‘racial poisons’ of these diseases to the Australian population (Carey
743). According to Jane Carey, early feminist campaigns for women’s access to birth control were primarily
eugenic in nature and serve to explain the intertwined feminist and eugenicist aspirations of associations like the
RHA (733). The feminist campaign for birth control, she writes, acquired support ‘largely through its
representation as a tool for (white) racial progress and population control’ (Carey 733). While the eugenics
movement had not initially advocated birth control, because of the fear it would result in a decline in eugenically
fit people bearing children, by the 1920s the movement had reached the opinion that it was quality, and not
quantity, that was of the upmost importance (Curthoys 79). This opinion was echoed by the RHA in a 1940-41
annual report when they voiced that their desired goal was to produce quality Australian citizens and thereby
decrease in proportion dysgenic numbers (Carey 744). The RHA’s opening of Australia’s first birth control
clinic in 1933 aligned with its vision for the eugenic improvement of the nation (Carey 743). Educating the
community on racial hygiene principles was also a prime objective of the association, its espousal of the eugenic
creed demonstrable in RHA co-president Ruby Rich’s14 conviction that the white race could be improved ‘by
suitable mating, by clean living, and by preventing the propagation of the Mentally Unfit’ (qtd. in Carey 744).
Dark’s paternal aunt, Marion Piddington, co-founded the RHA with Jessie Street in 1926 and in her eighteen
months with the association she provided sex education lectures to between 400 and 500 people a week (Brooks
and Clark 116; Curthoys 82). Jane Carey writes that Piddington’s interest in eugenics had been inspired by her
attendance at the 1912 Eugenics Congress in London (744). Conscious of the many women (of good racial
stock) left widowed by the First World War, in 1916 Piddington published a booklet, Via Nuova or Science &
Maternity, in which she advocated that such women be allowed to have children through an early version of
artificial insemination (Carey 744). Such a proposition was astounding, and quite scandalous, for the time,
providing Piddington with a reputation as a sexual radical and leading her brother Dowell to consider her ‘sexdemented’ (O’Reilly qtd. in Brooks and Clark 50).
In addition to her belief in the importance of sex education for women, Piddington was equally passionate about
sex education for children – particularly boys. In her 1926 book Tell Them, or, the Second Stage of Mothercraft,
Piddington argued that if children were not provided with adequate sex education from their mothers, they
would seek such information elsewhere – typically from undesirable sources that would negatively shape their
views of sexuality (Rees 77). Piddington believed that if little boys were provided with a eugenic vision of
sexual morality, then promiscuity and prostitution, the main sources influencing the rapid growth in sexually
transmitted diseases, would be eradicated (Curthoys 76). Curthoys writes that Piddington’s beliefs about
sexuality were ‘profoundly influenced by the works of Marie Stopes’, a feminist and eugenicist whose 1918
book Married Love argued that sex was an important act of physical union, and should not be valued purely for
its reproductive function (76).

Ruby Rich. ‘What Racial Hygiene Means!!’ MS 7493, folder 423. Ruby Rich Papers. National Library of Australia,
Canberra, Australia.
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In a 1930 article published in the magazine Health and Physical Culture, Piddington explained the need for
voluntary sterilisation of the dysgenic, suggesting that sterilisation be a requirement for their reintroduction into
society (Curthoys 79). She was not alone in voicing this opinion. After the First World War, eugenic
organisations like the RHA petitioned the government to introduce segregation schemes or voluntary
sterilisation as methods to reduce the number of dysgenic citizens (Cawte 35; R. Jones 322). Under proposed
Victorian legislation, for example, tests comprising early work in anthropology, craniometry, and IQ were
regarded as a means of ascertaining the intellect of children (R. Jones 322). Such testing could provide
clarification of whether or not a certain child fell below the national average, and hence, could be deemed
dysgenic (R. Jones 322).
Ross Jones writes that in 1926, 1929, and 1939, bills which targeted mentally deficient citizens were passed in
Victorian Parliament by the Legislative Assembly (324). The intention of such legislature was to enforce the
segregation of dysgenic citizens to institutions. However, the financial burden of institutionalising such a vast
number likely played a role in the legislature never being enacted (R. Jones 339). In the 1930s, there was
widespread support to pass sterilisation laws for the eugenically unfit in NSW and Victoria; this legislature was
strongly advocated by the RHA and the Eugenics Society in Victoria (Garton 164). While there was widespread
championing and acceptance of eugenics as the solution to fears of Australia’s racial decay, only one act of
legislature was passed concerning the sterilisation of mental defectives (Maxwell, ‘Biopolitics’ 85-86). It was a
Tasmanian act, Anne Maxwell writes, and one not inspired by the eugenic creed but, rather, a desire to
‘maintain law and order’ (Maxwell, ‘Biopolitics’ 86). In contrast to countries like the United States and
Germany, the social acceptance of eugenic ideals did not result in state control of the reproductive destiny of
Australian citizens.

Prelude to Christopher: eugenics and the uncanny
‘Linda, my dear Nigel, is the final blossoming of all the Hamlins…’
– Eleanor Dark15

In stark contrast to the omniscient narration and traditional linear treatment of time in Slow Dawning, Prelude to
Christopher is a novel in which time is compressed to four days, and there is no single point of view. Rather, the
story is told through the interior narration of a small cast of characters whose past lives frequently intrude into
the present. If Dark had not yet perfected the technique that would enable her to represent life as it is truly lived
in ‘Pilgrimage’ – as Anne Heritage wryly observes: ‘We don’t live plots, after all, do we? Only as you say –
incidents, strung together’ (Dark, ‘Pilgrimage’ 6) – Prelude to Christopher is the culmination of her writer’s
apprenticeship: a ‘haunting, completely original, maverick’ modernist novel (Hewett, ‘Rolling Column’ 40).

15

Dark, Prelude 27.
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The condensed time frame affords the past greater relevance in Prelude to Christopher. The novel’s movement
between past and present, in which time becomes ‘a series of circles or spirals…coiling and recoiling on itself’
(O’Reilly, Time 69), allows a reader to appreciate the key events that have shaped the characters into who they
are in the present. As she would later articulate through her writer protagonist Gilbert Massey in The Little
Company, life, to Dark, was experienced as ‘an endless present moment, moving snailwise through time,
carrying the past and the future on its back’ (121). This is what she achieves in Prelude to Christopher; the
psychic experience of her characters echoes the ways in which the past frequently intrudes upon the present – a
literary feat Franklin called ‘a technical tour de force’ (‘A Remorseless Novel’ 126).
The key themes of the novel are eugenics and madness. Brooks writes that Dark’s use of differing point of view
characters allowed her to explore her thematic concerns from multiple perspectives (Coda 187). ‘As the point of
view shifts’, Brooks explains, ‘the certainties shift, and the opposition between sets of ideas also starts to shift’
(Coda 187). In an uncanny relation between Prelude to Christopher and Hoffmann’s ‘The Sandman’, Dark’s
novel demonstrates that the limits between madness and sanity are not so clearly defined; ultimately, it is a
matter of perspective. It is as if, like Hoffman, Dark depicts reality ‘through a multiplicity of distorting eyeglasses, each constitutive of a different reality’ (Kofman 73). These multiple perspectives blur the differentiation
between normal and abnormal. There is nothing abnormal about Linda to her husband Nigel, for example, but
by others she is deemed ‘a white, evil, uncanny woman’ (78). And while Marlow, a doctor, fervently believes
that Nigel’s eugenic experiment, his attempt to create a superior human race through a system of selective
breeding, was a rational reaction to the menace of degeneration, to others Nigel is considered ‘cracked himself’
– as mad as his wife is reputed to be (57). Shifting perspectives enables Dark to demonstrate that ‘there are no
easy answers’ to problems as complex as the eugenics movement. Her novel draws attention to the discourse of
racial hygiene as a significantly ‘darker side of the modern nation’ (Brooks, Coda 187; Nakamura 44).

Prelude to Christopher
The novel opens with a car accident:
The car came up gamely over the crest of the long hill, and Nigel, glancing at the speedometer,
thought: ‘She’s never done it at twenty-five before.’…Then there was a dazzle of westering sun on his
windscreen, a confused impression of something huge looming in front of him, the blaring of a
horn…(6)
Lying on the road, drifting in and out of consciousness, Nigel’s first feeling is relief that if death is nearing then
at least it will finalise his fraught connection to his wife Linda:
‘Do you want anything else sent for? Your wife?…’ Wife. Linda. Hurt and hurtful. Exhausting and
exhausted. No, not Linda. And he thought, with a queer sense of relaxation: ‘Oh well, if this is the
finish it will settle all that…’ (6)
And so begins Nigel’s liminal status in the novel, hovering between life and death, as Linda hovers between
sanity and insanity, he undertakes a ‘ghostly pilgrimage into the past’ – his memories (84). Loaded into an
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ambulance, Nigel drifts away from the agony that is his physical body into his memory of a fortuitous encounter
with a sailor:
…through the torturous by-ways of conversation, had come the whole story of the island. [The sailor]
had drawn such a picture of it that Nigel’s mind was aflame; he could think of nothing but cliffs which
shot up four hundred feet from a white thunder of surf, of a coastline which swept down to long curves
of creamy beach…of a little world almost exquisitely alone…A little Eden. (9)
The Pacific island of Hy-Brazil becomes the site of Nigel’s experiment as a doctor and keen eugenicist for he
has a passionate call to perfect the ‘dreadful line of foredoomed posterity’ that afflicts the human race (22). The
island for Nigel is an idyllic Eden; he hopes it will be the birthplace of a happier and physically and mentally
superior breed of man. Even its violent end – the announcement of the First World War coinciding with his
subjects’ murderous rebellion – could not ‘spoil his memory of that enchanted voyage’ (26). Unsure whether he
will survive his injuries, Nigel is forced to confront his own mortality and the disappointing lack of legacy he
will leave behind:
…a little fear shot through him—the fear of destruction. Not death—that was one thing; but to go
completely, leaving no trace behind, no child, no work, no teaching, no single thing out of all the
shadowy line of his ancestry but a few decaying ruins on a deserted island. (46)
While old Martin Bland, the physician attending to Nigel, believes his experimental colony to be a prize
example of the man’s madness, Marlow cannot fault Nigel’s reasoning. To Marlow, the eugenic colony had
been a ‘little speck of beauty’, a ‘fragment of sanity, sincerity, honest endeavour’ that ‘had been picked up and
hurled into the middle of something that could only be regarded as the brain-storm of a mad civilisation’ – the
First World War (58). Marlow wonders how Nigel, with his utopian dream of humankind’s betterment, can be
considered mad when, in recent history, the whole world had gone mad with the declaration of war? Dark poses
the question: what is madness – is it produced through hereditary genes, armed conflict between nations, the
dream of mankind’s perfection? While Nigel is considered to have ‘behaved like a prize lunatic all his life’ by
Bland, his radical thinking has not impacted his standing in the Balleena community as it has Linda’s (57).16
Why do Linda’s genes inspire greater fear and ostracism, Dark appears to ask, than Nigel’s outlandish pursuit of
an idyllic human race?
Over twenty years have passed since Nigel wed Linda and set up the colony on Hy-Brazil. Stuck in a hospital
bed, Nigel wonders if it was cruel bringing Linda to the island, even though he had denied her children: ‘Twenty
years it had taken him to realise just what he and his creed of perfection had meant to her’ (44). He had taken
her to his Eden:
In the early days of his failed experiment, Nigel was vindicated by the media and the public: ‘Nothing was left that they
could attack but the sexual aspect; his Eugenics, his birth-control, his sex-hygiene. They fell upon him; press and pulpit
thundered against him, the patriotic leagues and societies expelled him, the very hospitals dared not give him work’ (63).
Mrs Hendon is haunted by the newspaper headlines that featured her son: ‘The newspapers of those dreadful days so long
ago had never ceased to haunt her. She saw the mildly scornful, contemptuously brief references of the more dignified: Dr
Hendon’s Utopian Experiment, or maliciously beneath a photograph, The Founder of the Earthly Paradise, or Dr Nigel
Hendon, who has arranged for the Millennium. And she saw the wild headlines of the sensational press that butchered him
to make a journalistic holiday: Hendon’s Colony: What goes on there? Abominations Practised in the Name of Science;
Powers of Evil Reign on Lonely Island’ (37).
16
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[a]s one might take a child into a lovely garden, watch its eyes light up, its hands reach out for the
beauty of the flowers and the deliciousness of fruits—and say: ‘No, you mustn’t touch—just watch the
others being happy!’ (80-81)
Having only discovered the truth of Linda’s heritage on their wedding night, Nigel now concedes that his
decision to deny her children had been made from the cold facts of his beloved science and did not take into
account his wife’s biological need or inherent humanity. He had argued: ‘I will not carry on a—tainted stock.
You’re the last; it dies out with you…’ (91). Linda had at first thrived on the island, having ‘[l]ost her pallor,
lost her thinness’, only to be reminded of her own flaws, the taint of her genes (82). Nigel had ‘felt the passion
die out of her like a leaping flame extinguished’ (83). Now, over twenty years later, he wonders whether their
suffering had been meaningless:
Here on his knee there could have been a child—ten to one a healthy, normal child; what matter if
somewhere down the future years there did drift some outcast parody of humanity with his blood in its
veins? (151)
While Nigel has fought with comrades in a world war, Linda’s battle has been solitary. She has fought ‘with a
body drained and weakened, a spirit mad with sudden loneliness, a mind divided against itself’ (151). Raised by
an uncle who filled ‘her stormy, haunted childhood’ with the ‘gently-spoken promise of ultimate lunacy peering
at her from every shadow’, Linda is terrified of her own mind (30). Life for Linda is a constant struggle against
‘the dark menace of her waking thoughts’ (117). If Clarendon to Anne Heritage was like ‘a lifebelt [offered] to a
drowning man’ (‘Pilgrimage’ 40), Linda clings to Nigel as the anchor of her sanity. Alone in their house,
Linda’s mind wanders and she questions her lucidity. She looks around for Nigel in panic:
Always, always when this fear came choking her, he had been there to act as…As anything that she
needed. Anything that dragged her back to everyday and her everyday conception of herself. (29)
With Nigel in hospital, perhaps critically injured, Linda realises that ‘all her courage had been borrowed from
his inexhaustible fund, all her faith constantly replenished from his, all her sanity…’ (30). What is she to do if
Nigel dies? The futile hope of her disturbing childhood, that she could one day bear a normal child, has not
eventuated and she thinks her young self a ‘poor fool’ (33). Isolated by a community that has ostracised her,
Linda feels ‘at the end of her bodily strength’ (65). Like Nigel, she too is haunted by memories of the island:
‘herself and Nigel, red-headed Pen, d’Aubert whose paintings of the island were now priceless…’ (65). Marlow
visits to provide Linda with an update on Nigel. Aware of her alienation in Balleena, he feels she is also likely in
need of company. Indeed, Linda confesses to Marlow: ‘I have no friends’ (67). Marlow returns once more to see
the Hendons’ painting of the island by d’Aubert, only to be horrified by Linda’s malevolent presence in it: ‘No
stripping of one’s body could ever be as revoltingly indecent as this abandonment of psychological nakedness!’
(106).
Without Nigel’s strength to moor her firmly to sanity, Linda is gripped by a frenzied terror at the prospect of her
own psychological unravelling. Thinking back to her childhood readings about hereditary insanity – it was no
accident, she realises, that her uncle had left such books on a lower shelf in his library – she recalls how the
word ‘decomposition’ had frightened her: ‘That word “decomposition”—it brought, even now, the same shiver
with it that had shaken her when, at twelve, she had clutched swiftly and instinctively at her head, as if she
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expected to find it soft, rotting away between her hands!’ (118).17 She ruminates on the ‘queer death-in-life’ she
lives in the present and the incident on the island which surely paved the way for ‘her own ultimate doom’
(119). She had climbed up a path ‘cut through the scrub’ of a mountain, ascending ‘higher and higher, the ocean
gay with a sprinkling of silver tinsel from the moon’ (120). Having conceived a child with the artist d’Aubert,
she loses herself ‘in the brooding tenderness, the slow-simmering excitement, the peaceful, almost drowsy
triumph of her maternity’ (120). If the island was the culmination of Nigel’s dream, then this baby was hers.
Tragically, however, Linda takes a fall, losing the baby and acquiring a limp ‘that looked like a swagger’ (19).
The loss of hope that had been inspired by her pregnancy makes life now ‘a mere existence…a ceaseless burden
and a hopeless toil’ (148). The only glimmer of emotion that had come close to the triumph of her maternity had
been her role in her uncle’s incarceration. Now the thing she holds onto is her control over her fate – her
decision to die. She admits to Marlow: ‘There will come a time—obviously—when it won’t be—desirable that I
should live any longer…They can’t take that from me—the island, the sane people, the picture…’ (115).
Believing that ‘no good…had come to anybody from her continued existence’, Linda begins to plan her suicide
(153). She visits Nigel for the last time, thinking, as she leaves, ‘that nothing of any worth at all went with her
out of this room’ (161).
The night of her death, Linda lies on the kitchen floor, tracing the strange pattern on the linoleum: ‘Circles and
triangles lay scattered with apparent aimlessness among jagged lines of green and sinuous lines of black’ (168).
The doorbell rings and it is Mrs Hendon, Nigel’s mother. When Mrs Hendon tells Linda there are rumours
circulating that she and Marlow are having an affair, Linda gives up the fight against her mind: ‘All the cities
were on fire; the smoke went up from them, red and light and hot, dancing like a million crazy witches’ (170). A
violent storm gathers and Kay, a young nurse in love with Nigel, agrees to his request that she check in on
Linda. Kay approaches the house, hearing the sounds of an argument within:
It was only Linda she saw at first. Linda in a wrapper the colour of the brazen streaks in the sky. Linda,
glowing dully, fiercely, like the threatening storm. Linda with bare feet and one bare breast and her
black hair half veiling her face, masking the mouth from which still, in faint, horrible little hiccupping
gasps, were coming short spasms of a kind of laughter… (173)
Afraid of Linda, Mrs Hendon hides behind an armchair. Thinking of her love for Nigel and her passionate desire
to bear him a son she will call Christopher, Kay rallies against Linda, striking her: ‘Quite deliberately, using all
her strength, she struck it once on each cheek, with her open hands’ (174). In the moment, Kay considers Linda
to be less than human, an ‘it’ that ‘stand[s] between her and Nigel!...between Nigel—and Christopher!’ (174).
The slaps bringing Linda back to herself, she sees her mother-in-law’s terror, and drops ‘to the floor as though
she had been shot’, rocking ‘backward and forward, her arms clasped round her head’ (174). Kay helps Mrs
Hendon up and outside to where a car is waiting. She returns to check on Linda, who discloses her intent to
commit suicide. Kay flees, sobbing on her way down the path to the car. When Kay and Mrs Hendon have gone,
Linda walks out into the storm, despairing at the night’s turn of events. She hears a train in the distance: ‘She

It is perhaps no coincidence that Linda is twelve when she studies textbooks about hereditary insanity; Dark’s mother had
died when she was twelve, after being admitted to a psychiatric hospital.
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became suddenly very calm. A train. Of course. More reliable, she thought with a wry smile, than lightning’
(183). Like Anna Karenina, Linda decides to throw herself on the tracks, ahead of the approaching train:
How does it come, the end of life? Your thoughts dropping away into a void, your senses waking to a
transcendent clarity, an exquisite minuteness of perception; glaring light, smell of coal-smoke, fine rain
on your lifted face; in your ears the receding thunder of the sky—the oncoming thunder of wheels.
(184)

Linda Hendon: an uncanny figure
Everything about Linda was—uncanny. She walked out of your thoughts of sixteen years ago into your present
reality as a wraith might pass through a stone wall. You thought of her and she was there. Like the devil.
– Eleanor Dark18

Informed by the new discourses of racial hygiene and eugenics, Linda is uncanny to the townsfolk of Balleena,
as her subtle deviance blurs the categories of normal and abnormal. The only physical sign of her abnormality is
the limp she acquired after her fall on the island. Linda is strikingly beautiful, and she possesses a ‘beautiful
brain’; her intelligence is clear in her ‘strangely brilliant, strangely restless’ green eyes (44, 16). Like Valerie
Spencer, Linda is also a New Woman; she works as an assistant to her biologist uncle before meeting Nigel. She
is unconventional, forward-thinking, and ‘powerfully sexual’ – a disturbing woman in her forthright manner, her
childlessness, her disdain for domesticity (Brooks, Coda 187). She tells Nigel that: ‘Conventional morals are
impossible to a biologist—and very nearly so to a biologist’s assistant’ (17). In Linda, Dark figures a doubly
ostracised character, her unconventionality as alienating as her taint of insanity.
Visiting Nigel in hospital, Linda inwardly chastises: ‘If she could go down on her knees, she thought grimly,
like an ordinary woman, and weep a few tears…’ (19). Linda feels unworthy of kindness, remarking to Nigel
when they first meet: ‘Don’t be nice to me, never—never. It’s wasted on me’ (20; emphasis in original). She
believes she resembles ‘a sorceress…with her white thin face in its frame of blackly-shining wet-looking hair’
and wonders what it would be like ‘[t]o ride one’s madness in the dark as though to some wild Witches’
Sabbath…alive with beating wings and slithering bodies and the laughter of the damned…’ (29, 52).
Undoubtedly, she believes herself to be a ‘cursed…kind of woman-monster’ (83).
The other characters in Prelude to Christopher describe Linda in similar supernatural terms. When Nigel meets
Linda, she resembles a mermaid: ‘[h]er green dress reminded him vaguely of water-weeds, her black hair might
have been wet, so smoothly and flatly shining it lay round her head and ears’ (16). Kay finds her ‘disturbing’;
there was something about the woman that ‘quickened your breath, prickled your skin, did something to you’
(25). Even the way she moved, Kay observes, is ‘like something not quite real’ (25). Linda is figured as a sort of
hybrid human-animal creature: she has green eyes ‘like a cat’s’ and is described as being like a ‘beast’ or a
18
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snake – ‘[t]here was something snake-like about her—something forced underfoot, hated, feared’ (43, 55, 66;
emphasis in original). Just like the modern monsters Nakamura analyses in Japanese literature, the frightening
aspect of Linda is the subtleness – indeed, the invisibility of – her abnormality; she symbolises a monster that
preserves ‘its life with its subtlety, its gift for camouflage, its fangs’ (66).
Nakamura writes that historically women have often been equated with beasts in literature, with the female body
typically represented as being fused with that of animals, as Linda’s is believed to be (7, 20). Woman’s
monstrosity, she writes, changed with the modern discourses of hygiene, so that her frightening abnormality
came to be ‘hidden within seemingly beautiful bodies’ (Nakamura 20). The dread of a beautiful body secretly
harbouring disease, such as tuberculosis or venereal disease, made woman a powerfully threatening figure:
sexually alluring but potentially death-bearing. Linda’s overt sexuality, in an era when women (prostitutes,
flappers) were frequently blamed for the rapid rates of venereal disease, is therefore another threatening,
uncanny side of her personality. The danger of her sexuality is enhanced by the fact that all the animals she is
compared to – a cat, a beast, a snake – are hunters. In this way, Linda may be imagined as a powerful seductress
who hunts down her male ‘prey’.
This quality is by turns exhilarating and frightening to male characters in the novel. Marlow calls her ‘queerly
attractive’ and when Kay declares that she believes Linda to be revolting, Marlow concedes: ‘Possibly—but
attractively revolting’ (96). He cannot help but admit that Linda possesses ‘a certain rather outré kind of beauty’
(63). While Marlow finds her attractive, Linda’s gaze triggers an uncanny response within him; she searches his
face so intently that ‘he felt a kind of inner recoil’ (66). His reaction to the power of her gaze can be interpreted
as the return of the castration complex. Cixous has interpreted Schelling’s definition of the uncanny19 as linking
the phenomenon to ‘a lack of modesty’, at which point ‘the sexual threat’ of the uncanny emerges in Freud’s
essay (530). Linda’s New Woman status, her disdain for the cultural scripts of femininity, is illuminated here as
another aspect of her uncanny status in the novel. Her perceived ‘madness’ has, arguably, as much to do with
her unconventionality as with her dysgenic genes.
Like Valerie Spencer, Linda’s New Woman status makes her a liminal figure, as does her constant traversal of
the thin line between sanity and madness. Her forced barrenness compounds her sexual androgyny. Angela
Smith has written that the childlessness of Virginia Woolf and Katherine Mansfield ‘left them feeling
ambivalent but sometimes uncreated as women’, a further aspect of their experience of threshold status – Woolf
suffering from mental illness and Mansfield from tuberculosis (11). Arguably, this is also the case for Linda.
The cultural perception of liminal figures as being ‘polluting, taboo, or inauspicious’ can create the perception
that they are ‘contaminating creatures’ who inhabit an in-between space, in which ‘even the boundaries of the
body refuse to function properly’ (Smith 11; Gubar 32). The unease fostered by Linda’s liminal status may be at
the heart of why she feels like a ‘woman-monster’ – a creature undeserving of another’s kindness (83).
If Linda is considered uncanny by the townsfolk of Balleena, she is also uncanny to the reader. We grapple with
our knowledge of her madness against an impression of her as one who is ‘unusually sane’ (Maxwell,
‘Biopolitics’ 80). It is difficult to read her fears and thoughts as anything other than a justifiable reaction to a
‘[W]hat one calls everything that was meant to remain secret and hidden and has come into the open’ (Schelling qtd. in
Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 132).
19
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‘haunted childhood’ – in which she was psychologically and, it is hinted, sexually abused by her hunchbacked,
‘ancient wily spider’ of an uncle20 – and an alienated adulthood, which has been fraught with anxiety over the
impending doom of hereditary insanity, coupled with the devastation of denied maternity (30, 27). As Nakamura
writes, the reader is typically unable to determine whether the information offered about a modern monster is
correct – in Linda’s case, whether she truly is bad and mad – and this produces ‘an anxiety that permeates the
narrative’ (2). In rendering Linda as uncanny, Dark unsettles the reader’s preconceptions: Is Linda truly
monstrous, we wonder? Is she mad? And if she is, how can you tell? And what of the nature of monstrosity: is it
being unconventional, outlandish, and genetically flawed, or a pseudo-scientific discourse that sought to control
so-called ‘aberrant’ bodies? Marlow questions mankind’s predilection for casting those who are different as
‘other’ when he ruminates:
What a devilish thing—to stick labels on to people, casually, unthinkingly. Or, even worse,
maliciously; an adult refinement of the tin can on the cat’s tail! ‘His mad wife!’ One said it
automatically—thought it automatically. And for what reason? Because she came of what they called
‘tainted stock’? Half the people who called her mad so glibly didn’t even know of that. Simply
because, like her husband, she stood a little from the ruck. (63; emphasis in original)
Whatever secret Linda hides – one which Mrs Hendon believes constitutes ‘unguessable and probably
unspeakable depths’ – is left unanswered in Prelude to Christopher (51).To Nigel, Linda’s mind is not a thing of
abnormality, but of beauty: ‘her thoughts moved with the precision dear to all scientists, logical in their
conclusions, sharpened with the tang of quick, rather cynical humour’ (44). He is quick to defend her against
accusations of abnormality, explaining to Pen on the island that ‘there’s nothing abnormal about Linda but the
knowledge of her abnormality’ (44). In fact, Nigel believes that had Linda grown up without the knowledge of
her heritage, and in a place where no one else possessed such knowledge, ‘she’d have passed without question
from her birth to her death as not only a perfectly sane, but a brilliantly clever woman’ (44). Even though she is
suspected of arcane knowledge, it is Linda’s experience that it is prejudice itself which weaves ‘spells’, so that
she becomes ‘as though by enchantment, all that they believed her to be’ (64). ‘Mad they called her—mad they
made her’, she protests (64).
The descriptions of Linda in the novel as being a kind of human-beast hybrid, by turns disturbing, enticing, and
revolting, demonstrate that modern science has dehumanised her and others like her. Denied participation in the
propagation of future generations of the nation, Linda is deemed negligible and her dreams and emotional
wellbeing is voided. Prelude to Christopher is Dark’s protest against a pseudo-science that was renowned and
supported both in new societies like Australia and the United States, and in Europe. I read the novel as a
humanist appeal to eugenicists, like her aunt Marion, who sought to rob people considered unfit of their
biological right to have children. In a defining moment, Linda ruminates: ‘So much, Uncle Hamlin, for your
scientific training. So much, Nigel, for the austerities of your idealism. You were right, and your rightness failed
20

While the matter of a sexually abusive relationship between Linda and her uncle is not revealed outright, there are several
descriptions which allude to it. Linda’s nights are described as ‘an endless succession of hells’ (31). ‘Never through all her
childhood’, Dark writes, was Linda able to ‘sleep more than a series of uneasy dozings’ for she would regularly wake ‘so
wild with shock that she could feel her heart pounding against her side’ (31). Her uncle would be standing in the doorway to
her bedroom, ‘the dim hall light behind him so that she could not see his face. His humped back and forward-thrust head
made his look inexpressibly malevolent’ (31).
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before a child’s mystical superstition and a biological need’ (120). How can the state be given control over one’s
biological destiny, Dark argues? How can it rob women like Linda of the hope and dream of a child? As Dark
writes: ‘There was no cornering that maternal instinct. Somewhere, somewhere, it would win. For good or ill…’
(121).

Uncanny doubles: Anne Heritage and Linda Hendon
According to Freud, the uncanniness of the double can be produced through a telepathic relation between two
people ‘so that one becomes co-owner of the other’s knowledge, emotions and experience’ (‘The Uncanny’
142). In chapter three I argued that Dark’s interest in abnormal psychology began a decade earlier than Prelude
to Christopher with her first attempt at a novel, ‘Pilgrimage’. I contend that Linda, like Anne, is not plagued
with homicidal insanity, but is in fact a melancholic; in the second half of this chapter I will read Linda’s
pathology through the lens of Kleinian theory. Here, however, I wish to bring out further the interconnection
between the two novels, arguing that ‘Pilgrimage’ is the precursor to Prelude to Christopher. This is observable
through the uncanny similarities between the two melancholic characters: a doubling which is illuminated
through the ‘repetition of the same traits, characteristics, and destinies’ (Cixous 539) of the female protagonists.
Anne and Linda are also aware of psychological doubles within themselves, produced by their experience of
melancholia, and have uncanny doubles in the form of portraits that are painted of them by other characters.
Anne and Linda’s shared experience of melancholia provides a definite affinity between the two protagonists.
This doubling is further emphasised by scenes that appear to mirror each another in the two novels.
Additionally, Anne and Linda’s feelings, emotions, and thoughts are often jointly experienced, providing them
with a telepathic bond that somehow traverses the boundaries of their respective texts. I am not arguing that the
uncanny similarity between Anne and Linda is a device Dark used to examine the inherent conflicts and
contradictions within their personalities. Rather, I contend that the character of Linda was birthed a decade
earlier than Prelude in the guise of Anne. In the years that passed between the writing of ‘Pilgrimage’ and the
publication of Prelude, Dark mastered the technique that would enable her to textually perform and thematically
explore the pathology of melancholia: modernism.
Anne’s fatalism, her thorough hatred of life – at one point in ‘Pilgrimage’ she remarks: ‘I don’t want to live
anywhere. I don’t want to be alive at all’ (‘Pilgrimage’ 43) – is echoed in Linda’s statement in Prelude that she
was ‘born unhappy’ (Prelude 20). Anne, like Linda, is also deeply cynical: a ‘born cynic’ Janet calls her (76).
Their melancholia makes them appear ‘queer’, ‘unfeeling and aloof’ to others (‘Pilgrimage’ 227).21 Their shared
experience of melancholia is portrayed as an uncanny enemy they battle internally; it is an ‘incessant warfare’
which affords ‘no peace’ (‘Pilgrimage’ 48, 45). Anne conceives this enemy as producing a form of doubling
within her psyche:
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Linda’s ‘detached and unemotional’ way of speaking, for example, is shocking to Marlow (67).
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…her moods had begun, even now to torment her. She had learned to be aware of them, to recognise
the slowly invading black depression as something that was an enemy, and yet, horribly, at the same
time a luxury. She realised a sharp conflict in herself, a rigidly marked division of her personality.
Something vigorous, something light-hearted and courageous rose up in her to fight the enemy, and on
its heels came something indolent, something darkly and dreamily introspective which wanted to
accept the luxury. (48)
Arguably, the twin forces Anne determines as being within herself can be interpreted as the ego and the superego, or eros (the life instinct) and thanatos (the death drive). Anne’s friend, Tim, names these conflicting parts
of her personality Martha and Mary: the life drive (Martha) constitutes ‘an energetic, practical’ side of Anne,
while the death drive (Mary) is ‘indolent’ and always ‘day-dreaming’ (‘Pilgrimage’ 49). At the early age of
thirteen, Anne was ‘already a hardened investigator of her own psychological impulses’, with a ‘strange,
instinctive fear of her own mind’ (‘Pilgrimage’ 49, 123). While Linda clings to Nigel when gripped by terror
over the meanderings of her mind – ‘Nigel!’ her mind screamed suddenly, ‘I’m wandering—I’m thinking mad
things—mad, mad, mad!...’ (Prelude 29) – Anne fills her time with jobs and physical activities: ‘everything,
anything that would fill a few moments which might, otherwise be given, dangerously, to thought’ (‘Pilgrimage’
123). Both are frustrated by the double they see in the mirror, with Anne distinctly fearful of her reflected self –
her uncanny double:
Absently at first, and then with increasing attention, she stared back at the pale face that watched her
from the mirror…she tried to read something into the reflected eyes. She felt that something, presently,
would look out from them at her – and abruptly she jumped up and began walking about the room,
damning her thoughts back behind a precarious wall of sham activity. (‘Pilgrimage’ 296[10]-297[11])
Anne and Linda desire children but maternity is denied them. Anne wishes to conceive a child in order to attain
‘what do you call it: – fulfilment – no, sublimation, isn’t it’ in motherhood (311). Jerry interprets Anne’s
cooperation with his aunt’s biography as being for her ‘a kind of vicarious mental maternity’ (317 [2]). ‘[T]he
fruit of her body denied her’, Anne must look to creative forms of gestation (317[2]). While the protagonists
succeed in getting pregnant, both are unable to realise their desire for a child: Linda miscarries her lover’s child
on the island and Anne dies from complications resulting from childbirth. Anne and Linda are unable to use
motherhood as a means to repair the lost primordial object, the mother, who has been damaged in phantasy and
is in need of reparation.
Just as the doll Olympia in ‘The Sandman’ is uncanny, for Nathaniel is uncertain whether she is animate or
inanimate, Sarah Kofman argues that paintings can be considered uncanny for, in the ‘illusion of life’ they
produce, there is a blurring between the real and the unreal (77). While Jafari has used the notion of the
psychological double in literature to read protagonists as representing twin sides of a character’s conflicted
personality, I wish to read Linda and Anne’s portraits as their uncanny doubles; they reflect their divided selves,
‘composed of a true self hidden from society and a false self displayed to society’ (44). Anne’s portrait by Jerry
is a testament of his deep love and understanding of her:
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Here was Anne. Not her story, laboriously contrived, pieced and patched together from hard-won
fragments but Anne herself, with all her life as it had gone into her. Anne, known in every mood and
aspect – loved in every mood and aspect. (‘Pilgrimage’ 304[7])
With Anne’s portrait, Jerry has been able to do what Janet could not in words: capture the essence of a person.
His portrait is that ‘true self’ Anne hides from society, from Janet. In direct contrast to Jerry’s painting, Linda’s
portrait is monstrous. ‘Never in his life had anything given him so strong a conception of evil,’ Marlow thinks,
‘not as an active malevolence but as an outcast uncleanliness’ (106). Arguably, d’Aubert captures in his portrait
the madness, or, as I will argue, melancholia, that Linda tries so hard to keep at bay. This is the hidden true self
d’Aubert must believe hides behind Linda’s thin veneer of civility. Claire Rosenfeld22 writes that the
psychological double in literature is often used to differentiate the civil, socially acceptable part of the
personality from ‘the free, uninhibited, often criminal self’ (qtd. in Gilbert and Gubar 360). What comes to mind
distinctly in Rosenfeld’s formulation is the use of the double in The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890) by Oscar
Wilde, in which the portrait figures as an externalisation of Dorian’s hidden and monstrous true self.
In Prelude to Christopher, I contend that the portrait too is used to symbolise the hidden part of Linda’s self – in
this case, the death drive, Anne’s ‘Mary’ – that wishes to take control of her, so that she may succumb to the
madness that beckons. To Marlow, d’Aubert’s decision to paint Linda’s hidden self is a gross violation: ‘One’s
mind, one’s emotions, one’s innermost self must, he told himself with agitated conviction, remain sacredly one’s
own’ (106; emphasis in original). He is so revolted and incensed by Linda’s double that he says with fury: ‘You
ought to burn it!’ (107). While she makes provisions for the painting’s sale, in order that Nigel may be set up
financially after her death, Linda still fantasises about destroying her double: ‘If only you could have taken the
picture—d’Aubert’s picture, d’Aubert’s masterpiece—and hacked that to pieces too, and fed it piece by piece to
the scorching flames!’ (168).

SECTION 2: THE UNCANNY AND MELANCHOLIA
Dark’s interrogation of the eugenics movement in Prelude to Christopher demonstrates that, like Slow Dawning,
she used her novel to engage in public debate concerning an important political issue: human rights. Identifying
her writing as a form of activism, this thesis disputes representations of Dark as refusing ‘involvement in
collective action’ and being ‘generally impotent in the face of [a] crisis’ (M. Wyndham 148). Rather than
engaging in public debate through the strategies of her Communist writer peers, Dark used her fiction to plant
the seeds of change in the minds of her readers. Surely one of the most effective means through which Dark
could contest the inhumanity of the eugenics movement was to show its devastating toll on a member of the
dysgenic community it sought to eradicate.
Evidence of another form of Dark’s political activism through fiction, I contend, is demonstrated in her
engagement with modernist melancholia – a political literary movement that textually performed the modern
Claire Rosenfeld. “The Shadow Within: The Conscious and the Unconscious Use of the Double.” Stories of the Double,
edited by Albert J. Guerard, J.B. Lippincott, 1967, p. 314.
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inability to mourn. In chapter three I argued that Dark’s first attempt at a novel, ‘Pilgrimage’, is an example of
modernist melancholia and that its central protagonist, Anne Heritage, is a melancholic. My examination of the
uncanny in Prelude to Christopher led me to analyse the ways in which Anne and Linda are uncanny doubles;
they are protagonists who share the same characteristics, destinies, and traits. I have argued that this uncanny
doubling demonstrates that the character of Linda was birthed a decade prior to Prelude to Christopher in the
guise of Anne. It was not until the writing of the later novel that Dark had mastered modernism – the technique
that would enable her to textually perform the pathology of melancholia. The second half of this chapter is
concerned with analysing Prelude to Christopher as modernist melancholia and Linda as a melancholic
character.
While continuing to use Kleinian object relations theory and Freud’s seminal essay on melancholia in my
analysis of Prelude to Christopher, as I employed in my study of ‘Pilgrimage’, I wish also to draw on the
observations Freud makes in ‘The Uncanny’. As Donald Capps has observed, while Freud does not explicitly tie
the uncanny to the pathology of melancholia, his analysis of das unheimliche ‘suggests that they are in fact
profoundly related’ (20). Just as the return of the repressed facilitates the unease and dread that is the emotional
experience of the uncanny, so too does the melancholic fear a return – the return of the lost object about which
they feel ambivalent. In Kleinian metapsychology, we see this anxiety manifest in the persecutory fears the
infant experiences, believing that the destroyed mother will return and exact revenge for the attacks made on her
in phantasy. Thus, a secret that should not have come to light has been unearthed, ‘for the object would not
come back to haunt the infant’ unless the mother had discovered the damage they had inflicted upon her (Capps
21).
I wish to draw special attention to the word ‘haunt’ in Capps’ observation, for another aspect of the mother’s
uncanniness is her undead status. Having been destroyed by phantasied attacks, the internalised mother is
simultaneously alive and dead and thereby challenges the laws of nature. As Wieland contends, the undead
mother is a source of uncanny dread, for she is experienced as a foreign body within the self who, it is believed,
has the power to take over control of the self from the inside (26, 98). Just like Nakamura’s modern monsters,
the undead mother is more terrifying for her subtlety. An invisible, threatening force, the mother’s corpse ‘rises
again and again’ in the modern psyche, refusing to stay dead (Wieland 21-22). In my analysis of Linda’s
melancholia, I will draw on the lost primordial object’s inherent uncanniness in order to understand her
experience of the pathological condition. It is not the fear of genetic madness that makes Linda afraid of her
mind, I argue, but the lost mother who refuses to stay dead. Further, melancholia itself may be understood to be
a distinctly uncanny pathology, for the sufferer carries within themselves an undead object. Wieland’s
contention that Western patriarchal culture is founded on a form of psychic matricide, the murder of the preoedipal mother in the oedipal complex, provides illumination on the possible root cause of the modern inability
to mourn.
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The Uncanny Mother
The preoedipal mother, in Freud’s unsystematic treatments of her, emerges as a figure of subversion, a threat to
masculine identity as well as to patriarchal culture. Never a major figure in Freud’s theory…she has a ghostlike
function, creating a presence out of absence…she haunts the house of Oedipus.
– Madelon Sprengnether23

According to Madelon Sprengnether, the pre-oedipal mother in Freudian metapsychology has a spectral quality.
While not altogether absent, Sprengnether argues that the figure of the mother features only ‘in the interstices of
his argument, a persistent, though suppressed presence’ (2). It appears that the pre-oedipal mother ‘like Medusa,
cannot be looked at directly’ in Freud’s writing (Sprengnether 6). This simultaneous presence and absence of the
mother in Freud’s psychological framework echoes my argument that Dark’s mother haunts her modernist
oeuvre; the subtlety of her presence is evident in the inclusion of music and musical terminology, the
importance of maternity as a thematic concern, and Dark’s keen interest in melancholia.
Prelude to Christopher features the most obvious presence of Dark’s mother in the three novels I analyse, being
observable in the very title Dark affords her first modernist novel. ‘Prelude’ is a musical term used to describe
‘an introductory piece of music, most commonly an orchestral opening to an act of an opera, the first movement
of a suite, or a piece preceding a fugue’ (‘Prelude’). Significantly, a prelude is most often played on the piano,
an instrument on which Dark’s mother was proficient. In its relation to the subject matter of the novel, ‘prelude’
is used to signify that the novel centres on the significant events preceding the birth of Christopher, the son Kay
imagines bearing to Nigel. Music also played a vital role in Dark’s creative process. In an interview with Jean
Devanny, she revealed that the idea for Prelude to Christopher was inspired by a piece of classical music:
Some sort of idea stirs me up to write something. Perhaps a scene, an incident, a song, and the book
grows out of it. In the case of Prelude to Christopher it was Tchaikovsky’s 6th symphony.24 The book
grew out of that. I couldn’t possibly tell you how. (251)
In this section, I will analyse the haunting, ghost-like quality of the mother figure not only in Freudian theory,
but also in the modern psyche. A phantom, – or in Wieland’s terms, ‘undead’ – the pre-oedipal mother is an
uncanny figure in the Freudian sense; she is the object of, by turns, fascination and dread (Sprengnether 5). Like
Olympia in Freud’s analysis of ‘The Sandman’, the pre-oedipal mother ‘appears obscene because she emerges
where “one” did not expect her to appear’ (Cixous 538). With the aid of feminist psychoanalytic readings of her,
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Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 6 in B minor, Op. 74 is also known as the Pathétique Symphony. Betsy Schwarm notes that
the symphony has been described as emotional, ‘gloomy’, and ‘unusually somber’. Tchaikovsky titled this final composition
‘the “Passionate Symphony,” while his brother suggested that it be referred to by the French term ‘“pathétique,” [the Russian
equivalent is “pateticheskoy”] meaning melancholy’ (Schwarm).
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I will first extrapolate the uncanny qualities of the pre-oedipal mother, before tying the relevance of this analysis
to the pathology of melancholia.
To begin, I wish to return briefly to the uncanny nature of the mother’s body. Freud describes the mother’s
body, particularly her genitals, as being uncanny, for they are simultaneously heimlich and unheimlich, homely
and unhomely (‘The Uncanny’ 151). Most specifically, the mother’s womb is uncanny, for it once was the
original ‘home’, denoting a pleasurable intrauterine oneness of mother and child (Freud, ‘The Uncanny’ 151).
Childbirth physically separates the child from the mother’s body, at which point that which was once intimately
familiar becomes unfamiliar. The uncanny fantasy of being buried alive, Sprengnether argues, demonstrates an
unconscious desire for reunification with the mother (128). However, this desire is a product of the death drive
for a return to one’s original state of symbiotic relation to the mother is only achievable through death
(Sprengnether 128). The mother can then be understood as both giving life and heralding death in the Freudian
paradigm; she is inherently uncanny.
In his essay ‘The Theme of the Three Caskets’ (1913), Freud analyses the casket scene from Shakespeare’s The
Merchant of Venice as symbolic of man’s choice between three women. This line of enquiry leads him to
extrapolate on the inherent duality of the mother-goddesses of ancient cultures – goddesses who were ‘both
creators and destroyers – both goddesses of life and fertility and goddesses of death’ (‘Three Caskets’ 299).
Later in the essay, he broadens his analysis, arguing that, in fact, the male’s choice among the three caskets is
representative of:
the three inevitable relations that a man has with a woman – the woman who bears him, the woman
who is his mate and the woman who destroys him; or that they are the three forms taken by the figure
of the mother in the course of a man’s life – the mother herself, the beloved one who is chosen after her
pattern, and lastly the Mother Earth who receives him once more. (301)
As Sprengnether has argued, woman and mother in Freud’s analysis are synonymous, being a figure whose
‘aspect changes according to one’s stage in life until it is identical with that of death’ (123). The pre-oedipal
mother, then, is omnipotent and all powerful, uncanny; she is ‘an object of both fascination and dread…the
specter that drives him forth and that compels his return’ (Sprengnether 40). Freud’s analysis of the early mother
in ‘The Theme of the Three Caskets’ is analogous to Klein’s elucidation of the mother in the paranoid-schizoid
position. Split into her good and bad components, the pre-oedipal mother is the source of both maternal
goodness and sustenance for the child as well as a terrifying, persecutory figure of dread. In other words,
Kleinian metapsychology also describes the pre-oedipal mother as an uncanny figure.
The power and omnipotence of the pre-oedipal mother changes, however, with the onset of the Oedipus
complex (Sprengnether 116). Freud’s equation of women with ‘the interests of the family and of sexual life’
relegates her to the background of cultural life (‘Civilization’ 103). The pre-oedipal mother’s maternal qualities,
he reads, are antagonistic to the aims of civilization (Sprengnether 116). ‘The work of civilization’, Freud
asserts, therefore falls to men: ‘it confronts them with ever more difficult tasks and compels them to carry out
instinctual sublimations of which women are little capable’ (‘Civilization’ 103). If women are necessarily
hostile to the advancement of civilization, then the Oedipus complex, in Freud’s understanding, functions as ‘a
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check on the pre-oedipal mother-infant relationship, which threatens the structure of patriarchal authority’
(Sprengnether 117). The primacy of the father in the Oedipus complex robs the mother of the omnipotence and
power she exerted in the pre-oedipal paradigm. Culturally castrated, she is ‘forced into the background by the
claims of civilization’ (Freud, ‘Civilization’ 104).
Wieland reads the mother’s conversion from omnipotent to castrated as producing a ‘total repression or
destruction of the relation to the mother’ in the child’s psyche (40). The loss of the early mother as an object of
love in the Oedipal stage, when both girl and boy are encouraged to turn their attention to the father, is a violent
loss that Wieland argues ‘amounts to a psychical matricide’ (40). The traumatic loss of attachment to the
mother, she contends, is ‘a sudden, violent psychical event which does not involve mourning, or feelings of loss,
but – instead – feelings of persecution and terror’ (40). In the preceding chapter, I drew upon Butler’s theory of
melancholy gender in order to argue that feminine identity is produced through a disavowal of the mother as a
lost object of homoerotic love. Steve Garlick interprets Butler’s theory of gender identity as constituting an
uncanny secret in the psyche, one ‘that must remain hidden for the sake of the integrity of one’s identity and
one’s world’ (869). As a result, the self is ‘inaugurated in relation to a death that is not known, and that is in fact
structurally unknowable by the subject’ (Garlick 871). Just as femininity is a position haunted by the love it
cannot mourn (Butler, ‘Melancholy Gender’ 170), so too is the modern psyche haunted by the violence of the
culturally mandated murder of the mother (Wieland 40).
While psychic matricide is the early mother’s fate in the Oedipal position, Wieland argues that the violence of
her death prevents separation from her (11-12). As murder is an act that ‘ties the murderer irrevocably to his
victim’ the loss of the mother cannot be mourned (Wieland 11-12). Unmourned, the mother remains a haunting
presence in the psyche (Wieland 11). The barrier of repression and the super-ego are erected in order to keep the
mother, and the secret of her murder, out of consciousness (Wieland 11). This is because the violence of the
mother’s death has rendered her ‘a persecutory present object’ in the psyche, rather than an absent one (Wieland
27; emphasis in original). This murdered object, moreover, ‘possesses a hallucinatory, psychotic quality which
must be thwarted if the murderer is to remain sane’ (Wieland 12). It is the mother’s repressed presence, I argue,
that is really behind Linda’s fear of her mind; the undead, uncanny mother has produced a psyche ‘fatally
divided’ against itself (Wieland 11).25 Producing a ‘continuous state of anxiety’, the danger of the undead
mother’s ‘irruption into consciousness remains a continuous possibility’ (Wieland 59).
The undead mother’s return from repression produces fears of ‘invasion, contamination, pollution, asphyxiation,
and other primitive persecutory fears’ such as the ‘anxiety of being invaded by terror’ (Wieland 27, 44).
Ultimately, it is feared that the undead mother will ‘take over part – or the whole – of the psyche’ (Wieland 27).
Due to the fact that the pre-oedipal mother is from a stage of psychological development in which the infant
only recognises part-objects, the mother’s persecution ‘feels like contamination or possession’ (Wieland 67). As
she cannot be mourned, the mother’s corpse ‘rises again and again’, refusing to stay dead (Wieland 21-22).
Unable to separate from her, or assimilate her into the self, the murdered mother is ‘experienced both as part of
One could read the barrier of repression erected in the psyche, to shield the individual’s knowledge of the mother’s undead
presence, as evident in the manner in which Linda describes her mind: ‘God, how you fear your brain!...your mind, which
has padded rooms and bars across its windows’ (143; emphasis added).
25
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the self and as a foreign body’ (Wieland 26). The undead mother, therefore, is like an alien that ‘takes over from
the inside’ (Wieland 98). Terrifying in her subtlety, just like Nakamura’s modern monsters, the early mother is
feared to possess the power to ‘take-over the body and soul of ordinary citizens’ (Wieland 98). The uncanny
terror of harbouring a murdered object, a ‘foreign body’ within, I read as underlying the horror Linda interprets
as the threat of insanity. I argue it is not madness that is the threatening force which seeks to overwhelm Linda
from within, but the undead mother wishing to return from repression.26
As a consequence of the son taking the active role in the mother’s murder, and the daughter the passive,
Wieland contends that matricide is not ‘an event which affects the male and female psyche in the same way’
(42). The daughter’s response to matricide is melancholia – a depressive position in which she attacks and hates
the very object with which she must identify: the mother. The primary position afforded the female – that of
mother – in Western patriarchal culture means that she will continue to confront the impossibility of ever truly
separating from her (Wieland 119). The son, on the other hand, having violently destroyed his attachment to the
early mother, remains in fear of her return and responds to this anxiety ‘with the manic defences of masculinity,
which are sometimes violent, triumphalist, “technological”, or else lonely and full of despair’ (Wieland 66, 84).
A uniquely female source of despair, Wieland writes, is the ‘fundamental psychic reality’ that a woman ‘can
never work through her relationship to her mother without the help of the other sex’ (Wieland 102). According
to Wieland, this should be the father as he provides ‘a temporary refuge for the girl, a base from which she can
work through her ambivalence, envy and hate towards her mother’ (102). This identification with her father
should enable the daughter to work through her anxiety towards her mother and enable individuation from her
(Wieland 103). Identifying with the father, accepting into herself ‘this masculine element’, is a means through
which the daughter ‘puts distance between herself and her mother’ (Wieland 103). Inherently powerless to act
against the undead mother or to escape her retaliation, the daughter must look to the father, and if no father, to
another ‘prince’ who possesses the power to liberate her (Wieland 119). Without the protection of the father or
another male figure, the daughter is reduced to psychic ‘entrapment with a dangerous mother, and constant fear
for one’s own bodily and psychic integrity’ (Wieland 103).
Separation from the mother is a much more difficult process for girls than boys, due to anatomical similarities,
the fact that she must remain identified with her mother, and the different ways in which mothers relate to and
parent their daughters, in contrast with their sons (Wieland 105; Chodorow 95-99). As Nancy Chodorow has
observed, the shared sex of mother and daughter can lead to a blurring of boundaries between the two, in which
over-identification produces difficulty in distinguishing between the self and other (99-104). This blurring of
identity in the mother/daughter relationship is analogous to a description Freud provides in ‘The Uncanny’ as
constitutive of an uncanny double: ‘a person may identify himself with another and so become unsure of his true
self’ (142). Thus, the inability of the daughter to fully detach from the mother renders femininity a gender
identity ‘characterised by insecure boundaries’ and deep-rooted anxiety regarding separateness (Wieland 108).
The terror of a damaged maternal object returning to exact revenge is a central thesis of Klein’s interpretation of infantile
anxiety in the paranoid-schizoid position. As well as being uncanny due to her duality – the infant’s splitting of the mother
into good and bad part objects – she is also a figure with whom the child was once intimately familiar and now, having been
destroyed, the child fears the return of. Believed to have been transformed into a powerful, retaliatory figure, her return
elicits persecutory anxiety and dread.
26
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Unlike the boy, who fears castration as his source of punishment, anatomical differences mean that the daughter
cannot know whether the undead mother’s punishment has been enacted, as Klein describes:
Compared to the boy who enjoys the support of the male position and who has the possibility of
reality-testing thanks to his possession of a penis, the girl child cannot get any support against anxiety
from her feminine position since her possession of children which would be a complete confirmation
and fulfilment of that position, is, after all, only a prospective one. Nor does the structure of her body
afford her any possibility of knowing what the actual state of affairs inside her is. (Psycho-Analysis
219)
Without a good, internalised father figure for protection, the girl will become ‘trapped in a world in which her
anxieties and terrors are reflected back at her, and self and the other become confused’ (Wieland 103). I wish to
argue that this is precisely what happens to Linda in Prelude to Christopher. Having no mother or father, and
only her evil uncle for a father figure, Linda has no good internal father imago to provide protection against the
undead mother. She turns to Nigel, her ‘prince’, for deliverance from the threat of the undead mother; however,
this rescue ‘does not constitute a revolution, but only a manic defence which protects her from the envious
mother’ (Wieland 102). Relying on Nigel for her sanity, for protection against the undead mother, is shown to
be only a defensive mechanism, for it is in his absence that the mother rises again and subtly takes control of
Linda’s mind from the inside, with the result of Linda taking her own life.
Wieland’s thesis that psychic matricide haunts the modern psyche provides an illuminating root cause for the
modern inability to mourn, an inability which produced what Bahun terms countermourning or modernist
melancholia. Freud’s metaphor that the pathology of melancholia acts like an ‘open wound’ correlates his ideas
about mourning and melancholia with ‘the topography of the maternal body’ (Jonte-Pace 127). This is strongly
suggestive of the intimate correlation between melancholia and the mother – that all modern subjects are trapped
in a threshold state, unable to grieve the mother’s loss. As Sprengnether has suggested, the role of the mother’s
death in the development of subjectivity makes it an ‘elegiac construct’; our selfhood is founded on a death we
can never grieve (9). This inability to mourn the mother, Wieland explains, is behind the modern subject’s great
fascination with uncanny monsters, ‘with non-human, semi-human, or humanoid creatures which defy the laws
of nature, the laws of birth and death’ (17). Just as Frankenstein’s monster, once animated, becomes a figure of
terror for the scientist, so too does our interest in the undead ‘represent the hidden terror of a culture based on
science and rationality which denies its origins in the flesh’ (Wieland 17).

‘…no matter how I fight it, no matter how I try, I’m bad – bad all through’27
Her father certified soon after Linda’s birth and her mother curiously absent, Linda is raised by an uncle who
takes cruel delight in informing his niece of the Hamlin propensity to homicidal lunacy. While Linda and the
reader are told that the psychological illness which threatens to afflict her is madness, I contend that she is, in
27
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fact, a melancholic. Although her family tree is infiltrated with ‘plague-spots’ indicating the psychologically
infirm, I argue that it is the primordial lost object, the mother, who lies in wait for Linda – that peers ‘at her
from every shadow’ and threatens to return to consciousness and overwhelm her (30). In Kleinian terms, it is the
bad mother who has been destroyed in phantasy and now awaits her triumphant, vengeful return.
Like her literary precursor Anne, Linda’s characterisation in Prelude to Christopher sees Dark invest her with
the quintessential traits of a melancholic. Nigel describes her as being occupied by some ‘private torment’,
prone to ‘brooding’ and ‘storms of self-loathing’ (20, 46). However, in addition to her depressive symptoms,
Linda is also quick to anger and possesses the proclivity to ‘bursts of almost vindictive cruelty’ (46). On their
first meeting, Linda describes herself to Nigel as having been ‘born unhappy’ (20). Freud identifies a
‘profoundly painful dejection’ and impoverishment of the ego as distinguishing symptoms of melancholia
(‘Melancholia’ 244). Experiencing a pathological form of mourning, the melancholic feels enduring sadness but
also ‘deep negative emotions of rage, fury, and even hate’ (Capps 3). This deep rage usually expresses itself in
‘many and various self-accusations’ that insist that the sufferer is ‘worthless, incapable of any achievement and
morally despicable’; however, such deprecatory comments are, in fact, directed towards the lost object (Freud,
‘Melancholia’ 248, 246). Linda identifies this inherent duality within her – that she is prone to both periods of
depression and fits of rage or mania – but believes this to be evidence of the familial taint of madness:
…from a mind such as hers, half-sound, half-rotten, you get strange contradictions. They toss you back
and forth like a puppet. They fling you dizzily sky-high, they snatch you down to suffocating depths.
Love changes to hatred in a second, to wounding and to cruelty. Beauty catches you by the throat—
pure joy, pure worship. And then it’s gone, and nothing left but an unbearable mockery. (143)
Linda’s delusion of her base morality, her essential badness, is acted out in cruel punishments against not only
her mind, but her body. Sleeplessness, Freud writes, ‘and refusal to take nourishment’ characterise the somatic
symptoms of the pathology (‘Melancholia’ 246). It is Nigel who encourages Linda to take proper care of her
body and in his absence ‘her body, whose slim lines were fading imperceptibly, now, into angularity, ached with
an exhaustion which she hardly noticed’ (64). Nigel, she remembers, ‘had taught her quite early in their
marriage…to treat her body fairly’, to nourish it with food but also with sleep – ‘she must have—long hours of
sleep, deep, dark, sound, like a death from which she was re-born with a vigour that surprised herself’ (65). A
doctor, Nigel is at first astounded by what he calls Linda’s ‘utter callousness towards her body’ (65). This
encouragement, however, only results in Linda affording her body ‘from time to time, a grudging concession’
(65). It is hard to rest when, each time she closes her eyes, ‘the stormy darkness of this existence to which she
was chained’ appears in ‘a whirling blend of pictures and emotions’ (65).
The loss of her mother having been repressed, Linda is preoccupied with finding evidence of ‘her own essential
badness’ (30). She conceives of her relation to Nigel as ‘nothing at all but a parasite’ who feeds on him, thereby
commiserating with her husband for having to be ‘connected with anyone so unworthy’ as her (30; Freud,
‘Melancholia’ 246). While definitely an ‘outcast’ in her community, seemingly ‘quarantined’ in the house she
shares with Nigel, it is also possible to interpret her lack of engagement with others as a result of a ‘cessation of
interest in the outside world’ and an ‘inhibition of all activity’, which Freud regards as symptomatic of
melancholia (143; ‘Melancholia’ 244). Isolated at home, consumed by feelings of her own essential wickedness,
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memories of her past come unbidden, disturbing her like ‘so many wasps, viciously stinging’ (30). However,
there is a curious pleasure Linda experiences in self-accusations; they are described as being ‘luxurious’ for the
one who ‘feels she had behaved badly’ (64). The fact that such self-tormenting is enjoyable for the melancholic
signifies to Freud that it is the ambivalent object of love at whom such torturous accusations are targeted: ‘The
self-tormenting in melancholia, which is without doubt enjoyable, signifies…a satisfaction of trends of sadism
and hate which relate to an object, and which have been turned round upon the subject’s own self’
(‘Melancholia’ 251). Linda is shameless and her ‘insistent communicativeness’ of her own immorality and
badness ‘finds satisfaction in self-exposure’ (‘Melancholia’ 247).28
Knowing that her mother-in-law believes her to be ‘incomprehensible, dangerous, subtly revolting’, her
outlandish behaviour ‘emanations of a brain gone rotten’, Linda takes great pleasure in proving Mrs Hendon
correct (140). Already believed to be insane, she dispenses with civility in order to arrive at the hard, ugly truth.
When Mrs Hendon calls and says it was lucky that Linda was not involved in the car accident with Nigel, she
quickly retorts: ‘You don’t really think that’ (52). She imagines the effect her sharp words have on Mrs Hendon:
The old woman there, whose silence, now, was so eloquent; who was standing, no doubt, at the
telephone looking slightly pale with disgust, very aloof, her eyes shut for a moment, perhaps,
instinctively, as she would shut them if confronted by something too revoltingly unpleasant. (52)
The fury Mrs Hendon provokes in Linda is described as ‘rush[ing] over her like a flood released’ – a ‘red fog of
rage and hatred that blinded her’ (53, 51). It is possible to read in Linda’s confrontational conversations with
Mrs Hendon her own ambivalence towards her lost maternal object. In psychoanalytic terms, this is the
transference situation in which Linda transfers her feelings of deep rage towards her mother onto her mother-inlaw. In chapter three, I analysed the transference situation as occurring between Anne and Janet, her
biographer/analyst. Mrs Hendon inspires in Linda the same rage and fury that the bad mother incites in the
infant. ‘One could hurt her—say savage, cruel things’, Linda fantasises, ‘shock her’ or else ‘[h]it her, injure and
maim her. Smash her calm and her dignity, harm the body that had created as she must not create. Only
destruction for her—killing…’ (52-53). The violence of her fantasised thoughts mirrors the brutality with which
the infant attacks the bad mother in the Kleinian paradigm, as Hanna Segal writes:
The child turns to his mother’s body all his libidinal desires but, because of frustration, envy and
hatred, also all his destructiveness. These desires also involve objects phantasied inside [the] mother’s
body, and in relation to them the infant also has greedy libidinal desires and phantasies of scooping
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Linda may also be considered shameless in her choice of dress. When Marlow visits her, he finds her sitting outside on a
cane lounge ‘with a thin silk-wrap falling half off her shoulders and away from one knee, so that a bare white leg and a foot
in a red leather slipper swung over the edge of it’ (67). Earlier in the scene we are afforded the knowledge that Linda wears
nothing below the wrap: ‘[Linda] was walking up and down the shady verandah on the south side of her home, hugging her
thin silk dressing-gown around her naked body’ (64). In the notably gothic, climatic scene of the novel, she is in a further
state of undress: ‘Linda with bare feet and one bare breast and her black hair half veiling her face’ (173). Without Nigel to
protect her from the undead mother, Linda is gripped also by a ‘spiritual nakedness more terrifying than anything she had
ever known’ (64). Beautiful and in a state of undress most immodest for the time, here we see again Linda’s threatening
sexuality. Her physical attractiveness hides the true danger she presents to the male; she is an uncanny femme-fatale.
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them out and devouring them or, because of his hatred and envy, aggressive phantasies of biting,
tearing and destroying…the contents of [the] mother’s body. (Introduction 5)
In the Kleinian schema, Linda’s melancholia is the result of her being ‘in the throes of the depressive position’,
unable to secure a good internal mother imago (H. Segal, Klein 80). While Linda’s mother is never mentioned in
the novel – we are only told that Linda was raised by her uncle as the result of her father’s institutionalisation –
it is my contention that she is a ‘persecutory present object’ in Linda’s psyche (Wieland 27). In fact, her absence
– we presume she is dead – appears to confirm the infantile belief that the attacks made on the mother’s body in
phantasy have resulted in her actual death. The psychical consequence of this belief is that the internal world is
also felt to be destroyed. The ‘delusional expectation of punishment’ that plagues the melancholic can be
understood as a persecutory anxiety that the bad mother will return to seek vengeance (Capps 13). The vicious
attacks the infant inflicts on the mother’s body lead to phantasies of it now being ‘a terrifying place full of
destroyed and vengeful objects’ (H. Segal, Introduction 5). Klein writes that small girls will often draw a house
as a symbol for the mother’s body. Linda’s repressed belief that she has murdered the mother makes her own
house not a place of nurturance and warmth, but of fear. She tells Marlow that she preferred to sleep outside on
returning from the hospital. ‘I don’t like that house,’ she says, perplexing the young doctor:
‘I don’t like that house.’ There again was a peculiar sentiment, peculiarly expressed. Not that every
woman liked her home, of course, but if she didn’t, she said: ‘My dear it’s frightfully inconvenient’, or
‘Of course it’s too hideous for words’, or ‘It’s not nearly large enough for us.’ (101; emphasis in
original)
Like Anne, Linda seeks to make reparation to the mother, to restore her and her own internal world, through
having a child. As Klein notes, becoming a mother is ‘a means of overcoming [a woman’s] anxiety and allaying
her sense of guilt’ that she has destroyed the mother in phantasy (Psycho-Analysis 239). Maternity also
alleviates the deepest female fear that the inside of her body has been robbed of children and utterly destroyed
by the bad mother in retribution for her actions (Klein, Psycho-Analysis 203). However, the transference of
Linda’s rage at the mother onto Mrs Hendon articulates the anguish over the fact that this appears to have
happened. Robbed of children by the bad mother, Linda is barren and desires to ‘harm the body that had created
as she must not create’ (53). Linda’s fervent belief that a child would save her – indeed, would redeem her – is
echoed in a later rumination on her miscarriage: ‘Very strange, very interesting to know what would have
happened! A normal child, and herself snatched miracle-wise from reach of all further fear or harm?’ (121).
In other words, having a child would have acted as ‘a test of the survival of the internal mother, of the internal
babies’ feared to be destroyed; this is the only option afforded the female for repairing her internal world
(Wieland 82-83).29 Unlike the male, who enacts matricide in Wieland’s interpretation of the Oedipus complex,
the female remains caught between mother and father, ‘her matricidal tendencies…interwoven with her sense of
herself as female’ (82). Wieland considers the female’s continual oscillation between mother and father as
producing a triangular relationship to her parents in the Oedipus complex (112). While O’Reilly has interpreted
the triangular pattern of the linoleum in Prelude to Christopher’s climactic scene – Linda’s apparent descent
29

Klein also looks at creativity as an act of reparation.
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into madness – as symbolic of the love triangle of Linda, Nigel, and Kay (‘Linda’s Linoleum’ 96), I wish to
argue that the triangle observable in the pattern might also be read as representative of the female oedipal
situation:
On the kitchen floor there was a linoleum with a strange and complicated pattern. Circles and triangles
lay scattered with apparent aimlessness among jagged lines of green and sinuous lines of black. And
yet there was an order, a definite scheme. Linda, lying on the floor with her head pillowed on one arm,
was tracing the green lines idly with one finger. (168)
Unlike the male who severs his attachment to the mother through psychic matricide, the female cannot kill the
mother, for to do so ‘would mean to condemn herself to perpetual guilt and exile’ (Wieland 82). She has also to
identify with the mother; she looks with passionate yearning at the autonomous selfhood that the father
embodies, yet is unable to relinquish her attachment to the maternal figure. If the pre-oedipal mother is an
uncanny, undead figure of dread, as Wieland contends, then it follows that she is a greater psychical source of
threat to the female due to their shared sexual identity. The symbiotic relationship of the mother and daughter
leads to a blurring of boundaries, in which it is difficult to separate the self from other (Wieland 106). The
danger of this foreign body within the psyche, the undead mother, rising up and taking control is more
immediately threatening in the female mind, for there is already difficulty distinguishing between what is her
self and what is other.
Unable to have a relationship with her biological father and without a suitable father figure, Linda has no good
internal father imago to serve as protection from the uprising of the vengeful, undead mother. Instead, she must
seek rescue from a ‘prince’: Nigel (Wieland 102). It is he who allays her fears of madness, who protects her
from the return of the undead mother: ‘Mysterious that there could pass from one human being to another so
much strength and confidence, so much faith in an unfaithful world’ (118). However, as he is not the father –
and, therefore, cannot offer a temporary safe haven through which Linda can work through her ambivalence
towards the mother – Nigel functions only as ‘a manic defence which protects her from the envious mother’
(Wieland 102). His inability to resolve her ambivalent relationship to the mother is demonstrated by Linda’s
psychological breakdown in his absence. She finds herself trapped within ‘a claustrophobic world’ of symbiotic
relation with a dangerous mother and, consequently, in great fear for her physical and psychological integrity
(Wieland 103-104).
The madness that Linda lives in fear of is not a genetic affliction, I contend, but arises as the result of the undead
mother’s return from repression. At the novel’s conclusion, the only choice for Linda appears to be madness or
death. Freud believes that what is most psychologically remarkable about the pathology of melancholia is that it
can succeed in ‘an overcoming of the instinct which compels every living thing to cling to life’ (‘Melancholia’
246). Having no father with whom she can identify with for protection from the bad mother, and denied the
ability to make reparation in the form of maternity, Linda turns to suicide as the means through which to murder
the bad mother (Klein, ‘Manic-Depressive States’ 160). However, in Klein’s view, suicide affords the ego much
more than merely destruction of the threatening bad object:
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in some cases the phantasies underlying suicide aim at preserving the internalized good objects and that
part of the ego which is identified with good objects, and also at destroying the other part of the ego
which is identified with the bad objects and the id. Thus the ego is enabled to become united with its
loved objects. (‘Manic-Depressive States’ 160)
Suicide means a return to the beatific, wondrous dyadic oneness of mother and child in the pre-oedipal position
– before the mother’s castration, or her psychic murder. An outcast longing for home, Linda seeks reunification
with the all-powerful pre-oedipal mother through death. She yearns for the death-bearing mother to take her in
her arms, seeking death first through Mother Nature, in the form of lightning, and then through the man-made
escape of railway lines.
Linda’s tragic story may be considered an allegory for the modern condition – we are all melancholic, living out
our existence in endless lament for the lost mother, whom we can only be reunited with in death.
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Conclusion

In the titular essay of Love, Guilt and Reparation, Klein asserts: ‘We keep enshrined in our minds our loved
people’ (338). This dissertation has examined the lost mother as a spectral presence haunting the novels of
Eleanor Dark as well as enshrined in the minds of the collective modern public. Whether she is lost as a literal
object of love in the external world, or symbolically lost in the progression of the child’s psycho-sexual
development, her absence is enduringly and keenly felt. Analysis of Dark’s first three novels demonstrates the
impossibility for the writer, or for her female melancholic protagonists, to successfully mourn the mother.
Unable to be assimilated into the self, the mother lies dormant within Dark’s body of work – her lingering
presence fragmenting and fracturing the psyches of her heroines, as well as the texts themselves.
It is the mother’s uncanny presence that produces the affective dislocation, sadness, linguistic indeterminacy,
and incoherence of self symptomatic of melancholia. In harbouring the dead object within, the melancholic too
becomes distinctly uncanny; it is a psychological experience inhabiting a threshold space between the realm of
the living and the dead. Dark figures this feature of melancholia most evocatively in her descriptions of Linda
Hendon as a witch, a devil, a wraith that ‘might pass through a stone wall’ (Prelude 137). It is an enduring
liminal state – a place of fear, ambivalence, and alienation, threatening madness and death. This dissertation has
argued that Dark’s literary depictions of melancholia offer a mirror to her society-in-crisis, for the swift
progression and innovations of modernity resulted in a plethora of losses unable to be mourned by the modern
subject.
Dark’s engagement with melancholia demonstrates that the inability to mourn afflicted Australians in the
interwar period as keenly as it did Europeans and offers a new perspective on her decision to adopt modernism.
Charting the progression of her engagement with melancholy from ‘Pilgrimage’ through to Prelude to
Christopher makes clear that Dark’s choice of the modernist form was irrevocably tied to her thematic and
textual engagement with melancholia. A study of her first three novels demonstrates that Dark’s ‘curious
preoccupation with insanity, or the border-line of insanity’ (Green 1080) began long before the publication of
Prelude and has both personal and political significance. I have suggested, like other scholars, that her mother’s
mental illness and death cast a long shadow over Dark’s work, influencing both the themes and characters of her
novels. But in addition to this, I have asserted that Dark’s modernist melancholic texts exhibit political
engagement with a society in the midst of psychological crisis.
The political impetus informing her decision to adopt modernism is central to my refutation of accusations that
Dark inhabited ‘a cocoon-like’, ‘world-proof’ life and that she refused to become involved in collective political
action (M. Wyndham 9, 148). I read Dark’s modernist melancholic texts as the method through which she
intervenes in her society-in-crisis. Her novels signify, not a withdrawal from the realities of her time, but an
active political stance of revolt against hegemonic norms. Her stylistic innovations in ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude
are as challenging and transgressive as her acerbic, unapologetic, and rebellious heroines. Both represent Dark’s
engagement with the political implications of a refusal to mourn – a source of power for the marginalised,
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dispossessed, and unmoored modern subject like Anne or Linda: perhaps the only source of power that remains
for such oppressed figures.
In Dark’s decision to make her melancholic protagonists both women we observe the interconnection of two of
the political ideologies that inform her work: her belief in the political power of melancholia and her staunch
feminism. By imbuing Anne and Linda with distinctly melancholic characteristics, Dark disrupts the historical
privileging of melancholia as an affective disorder only experienced by men and contests the cultural
devaluation of women’s depression. While Slow Dawning has chiefly been explored as Dark’s most outspoken
and explicit feminist statement (McQueen 39; Modjeska, Exiles 215), the significant implications of Anne and
Linda’s sex extends scholarship on her feminism to rightly include ‘Pilgrimage’ and Prelude.
Another aspect of Dark’s feminist engagement is evident in her decision to model her romantic heroine on the
New Woman in Slow Dawning. Where her modernist melancholic novels signify her intervention in the
psychological crisis afflicting interwar Australian society, Dark’s literary depiction of Valerie as a modern,
ambitious, and independent woman allowed her to participate in the contentious social issue of women’s
liberation. Like other New Woman writers, Dark uses the novel as a tool through which to assert her own
political perspective on ‘the woman question’, illuminate the social stigmas that sought to bind the modern
woman to tradition, and affirm the importance of social, sexual and legislative change. In Prelude to
Christopher she extends her social critique to include eugenic discourse, arguing that hidden within the widely
accepted pseudo-science lay racial and classist ideologies that threatened to deny others their basic human
rights.
That Dark chose to engage with these political ideologies through the medium of the novel, instead of through
public speeches, pamphleteering, and campaigning like her Communist writing peers, does not invalidate or
lessen the power of her political engagement. Contrary to visions of Dark increasingly retreating into the
sanctuary of her Katoomba home, her first three novels articulate her public participation in what she identified
as the critical psychological and social crises of her society.
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